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The Myth of Semantic-Presupmsition

Steven E. Boer"
William G. Lytdn

...".
...,

* .,., . .
. The.motiOn of "presuppoiit e has captured the `Fancy of many ,

.

Linguists', and appeals to "presu ositions" are widely regarded as ..,/

carrying explanatory force in linguistic theory. Our aim in this study i * 0
is to criticize, 'from a atandpoint.congenial (though byfrcr means
specific) to GeneratiVe SemantiQs and the 13erformative Anelysj.s, the
popular thipsis that there%are ?semantic" presuppositions, i.e.stbat'l

-Icl-tti.Tn-sorts of-seritences have peculiat.q4si-logical implications'
di

. which,dre diStinct from ornary' entailthents and yet closely akin to.

them, in that the'falSity of-the.a/leged iMplicata results in apprf-
l t

ciable semantic consequenCesanent.,the sentences in question. A' ..

6ethodological corollary of this thesis is,that linguists who:regard -

,grammar for a natural language as oRerating on a kirid of "natural logioc",

must complicate their semantic,theories by theadditiOn of more or less '

Tplex formal apparatus to account for tbe.distinctivelysemantic '
, .

o ditieS which are alleged to-a.esal pt when "reuppdsitions" ,fail.?' We - :,

shall argue (,i) that the thesis is,false, (ii) that consequently the

.'' methodologiCal,corollary is without support,a and (fii) that, alleged
cases of semantic presupposition do not-even form a natural kind, 4'1°,1

that where discernible "implications"..do obtain', they tur:n out to be
relations of distinct arid largely unrelated sorts (thus, we shall urge
that such cases not be subsumed under a single theoqtical term) We

-*shall accordingly offer piecemeal alternative explanations' of the.
intuitions in question, and go on to provide whatewe believe to ke an.

. illuminating diagnosis of the fallacies on,which.the notion ofSemantic .

presuppoSition rests:
- .

.
..

. . .

1.. IntrOductIon: "Presupposition' .'
, .

Most,lingufstic se4 manticistS.(and.many philosophers of language).
seem td agree that the notion of ':presupposition" is both rich in I ;

intuitive content hand thus available as an important source of data . .

ItOr,syx.ltax-and.semdntics) and crucial for our understanding and thtori-...
zing about the meanings ofutterantes (and thus,theoreticall. impOrtdnt
in syntax and semantics). A readerof thelite ture :comes away with_ . _

- the- impression- that_we_.have_e'Vas..tostocJoi of elatively hard! data
.

concerning the presuppositions 'of sentence ut hit---ife--have-yet_to
.

.

..---
get quite as clear abOnt what "presupposing, is a purist metatheoreti-, .

cians would like; nevertheless', the intuitive no on that we ilave will'
do well enough to go on with., endewe'may co -'"%-o appeaii.to data

..
. .

0 ,

concerning -presupposition il,framing syntac semantic4arguments, 6,
'on diverse topics.

.

. , L._
? 5
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Her are some examples of pairs of ntences the like of which *

e been here aqd there adduced. under title rubric. of tlpresuppositionn
distinct, from 'entailMent): .' .

)S ''. 4 4 ,
a

a
N

1 N. ( 1 ), a. Sam tealites th4a1E-Ir-lr' is a Martian.*1-
. . i ..

v

.

. .
a b. Iry is a. Martian.

, (2). a. Fred 'regretted leaving hoMe.
It,

.

P b. 'Fred left home. .. - '.1.

..:': (3),...4( Bring m$ the avOce. o in the b own paper bag.'
. , b. There is an'avadado in a.-bra paper bag,. .

(4) a. Few girls'ire coming. .- ' . . ,

..,
'->
. b. SoMe girl's are coming..

. . ' . .

.. .,

1 1 e ( 5) a. If Irv:.were 'a 'Mart Ian, I'd° be *running aWay 'from liere.
b 4.1,-.

' . b. .:-Ir-v is...pot a:Martian. a" \

(.. (61 ,9..- Have zail topped beating your wife? 4

% .g.' ' : : b. You have beaten your wife., ,

c- M
(7) .::,a. . I hopse.,,I can disprove eXider's Theorem. :C. . .

.. b. It ,is liossible&to .disprove U8del' s, Theorem. ..

e
. CV -a. I pkomise ti 7. bring back; your to.ilet-seat.

.' - . '0 I intend, to ly i ng ;back your toilet -Seat .
'(§) ,a C\Fredi .37h0 was..fat, _could not run; -

.4 .
b.. Fred was fat,.1.% 4',. L

,- ' (10 ) £1, Camille 1.s -pre ditig to, be -sick. ";-
... e . .

e . . .f. b. Cami9.e ft,nat;vfscic%:. -

(11) 1 3 ; Johii managed to' get out of the _phone- booth.
/ .4 ,

$
' .b. John' tried -'co gq out of the phone booth.

0 (12) a. She 'was 'poor, but .shi'''wp honest ...
, .

..-
...

:b. :Being Poor trt*s o preclude lieing honest.-
(11) a. If yOu:-totrOli e q.p. rt.,' I' 11;g'cieam.

,"
. w

b. ,If you -don't, touckme. again, I' 47P11't scream.,
v

. . '..

(.1.4)' a. Melvin is 'a bichelor. '. . f, C. . b."- vMelxin is. ari adult . .4. ' .
... , 0 '....;"

, **4 . \ * it ° , A
. .- .

It ,may perhaps bd clear that tile -irst member of each of these pairs
somehaw Itsugge6tsg'or ulinPljigs".. its keli,ow.. Wliat is nat at all clear,,... .r . '

. . .- ° (and:- would, be- naive '.to assume ) is that there s a- single distinctive .

and important relat on.whii ispipseantiated b 1. these pairs. In'
'F.fact., sa,Ve shall e, 'the' dtfferenbes.:between the parra are.more' .

.., .t iptereitirig than th similariiits. .' -1C - - ,,,, ,

'a To compli'catlethe matter, fu:411ft", the lkerature',contains a richly
.1 . . ' ,varied itinoply of nonequivalent definitions or, introductions of.the tern

' presuppose and. ita- cognates; aria:it...is Clear that 'not one but many \
, , distinct thedrefical ,notions are iii plays. as well. There are many more

7, 0

1
such -TotiOnthan have been 'Poiritea,out,to aate ,3''t though they may be
grou,pedTair lr tat±ly into oa -few; larger categories. And it/ is clear

.
(though we shall 'not be able, to docuient tDe first an third -of these

L , -points here), trat "(i ) 'the differences between -these various_notions - .-
. - have' tacitly iRe'on traded. on, sometimes 4th substantive. but spurious)

. :.
made,results; that when the proper flistiActions haVe been made most of

'-`, -:-.--______:___Ltheresultfrig notions will be seen to be relatively clear -andmanageable, `

et.houglic -1.1,4".ng Lhe-rcore-.cOnce ' u etanticft presupposition)
, - . will be fauna! to: be vscuous -a.nator itheor et i callY ,..useles s ; an.

a I - I . .. .- .\ 1

' . =.
1,

a
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(jii) when the'differences have been'httenaed°to, but'not)before,

4

significant progress may be made on the relevant theoretical issues, *

such as the question of treieritivity and 'the Much-touted "projection
problem".3

.

dome recent theorists haveiat lastbegun dissecting the monolith in
crude.but helpful ways. It is By-now more or less standard to distinguish
semantic from pragmatic presuppositions (Stalnaker 1972; Keenan 1971;
Ka'rttunen 1973; Thomason 1973; Atlas 1975;' and others). Thdt is

pointed'6Ut*that there are at least two such notions that are perhaps
not quitethe°same. But even this rough difference is rarely taken
,.seriously in title literature--thus Karttvnen 4973), having pointed out
the distizlIction, writes:

% a .

For the -time being, let us,simplyasslame that'we understand
what.is meant by a presupposition in the case of simple
sentences,..and turn our attention'to more complex cases.

-...w4 may even forget about the distinction, between
semantic and pragmatic presupp sitions: 'What is said,aboat
orie-kind'of presupposition wil apply to the other as well
(I hope). (p., 171)

These two` remarks will /startle a reader who-has taken a-careful,look
at our list of sentence pairs or has taken note of the assorted defini-
tions of preSuppoition that havebeenoffered.in the literature

Let us list a few of these definitions: . tt,

(15) a. II presupposes Sg .-.di. -51 entails S and 5
6 461. denial entails 2. Ilion 1969; Morgan 1 9)

b. Sl presupposeS2 52 =-(1f'If S1' "makes literal
sense," then 2 is true, (Keenan.19711)

c. Sa! presupposes-3 S2 = df If S1 is true, then 52
. is true; and if Si.is false, then 52tis true *,

(i.e. if $2 is not truel.theri 51. is neither true-
nor false). (Alternatively:54. necessitates' 10

,:-
S2 and S1's denial necessitates Sg.) (Strawson
1950; KRenan 1971;- Lakoff 1972; Karttunen 1971b)). .

d. 51 presupposes4 S2 --,*(1f A speaker utters Si
. / S2 is true. , '

felicitously only if that speaker believes 52.
someone present believes 8.
it is at leasfpretended that

, a

. S2 is true.
.etc,

And a close companion,

(Heriner 1972), . . ,

(16151:!_invites the.inference of" S2 5 af Given certain
.background beliefs we have, we lirdul-d-htve some Z-

..

warrant for assuming that if someone J utter 131;
he will act,as if he is willing to be regarde as

's -
v-.
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.
having committed himAlf by uttering Sl to the.

, k truth of S2. (Geis aneZwicky1971)5
...

-. .. . .. .3

The semantic/pragmatic distinction Cuts across this representative ,

set of definitions in arough but noticeable way'. Let us say, albeit

_clumsily, that a notioft of "presupposition" is semantic-iff the impli-

cations in .que0stion are a function of semanfic status, semantic proper-
.

ties, propositional content or' logical form; while -a notion of "presup---. .

position" is.pragmatic iff,the implications in question arise only in
.,..

virtue of contextual considerations, the roles of'the relevant sentences

. , in standard speech acts, Gricean conversati9nal matters, simple matters

- " ofbactground knowledge on the part of particUlar speakers-, etc. By

,
thi6 crude criterion, definitions -(15a-c) delineate.semant'ic notioils,

'

while.(15d), '('16) and others of their ilk yield pragmatic-notions; ..

entailment, significance, truth-value, and necessitation ere 'semantic. .

-....
. _

attributes which sentences have oe can be treated-as having in isolatipn,

while felicitiousness and background lAliefs are the sortsof things, that

pertain toipartiAlar speakers in particular circumstances. .-

We have argued elsewhere (Boer and Lycan.1974) agghst the linguistic

.
relevance of ",incited infei-ence" a la (16). And,*as we shall try to

Make clear, the.Austinian notion specified by (15d) it,somewhat beyond

the scope of this pater. Thus', we shall concentrate n "semantic" pre-

supposition, and debunkit in the ways sketched above, providing for a
.

number of typical cases alternative accounts of the 1-elevantphdhoMena.

1.1

a

. , . .

2. Old* Program 4 '

The first thing to notice is the dubiousntps.of (15i) and '(15bl, as

compared to 0.5c) . Lef)g's''begin with (15b). Its main, defect is that-it.

is impossibly vague: '(Is literal meant as or3posed,to metaphorical??).

In addition(15b)'does not seem to square at all well with examples

of the sort listed as (1)-(14). To begins, each first member of those

pairs "makes,literal sense," perio& (in whatever sense we can intuitively

.='attach to thatterm),mhether or not its associated second member is

-'-trlie. Second, in the 'sense of (15b), .

p17) Tonprfell off his tricycle.

presupposes2

(189 There is at least' one language..

since (17)-could not 'very well be true unless there were some language

for it to be true.in; and this is not an "implication" of any relevant

sort. (15b) presumably ds a misstatement of,<15c), on the assumption
that "making literal sense" is in some way intimately connectedyith

having it:truth-value. Let us move on to (15a).

"

2.14' Two 'Fallacies
(15a) has an extraordinaryfeatUre. IT Si entails S2.and Si's'

.denial eAails SR, then their disjunction, entails Si... ,But their dis-,

..,jungti-66 is a tautology, viz. 'an instance of the Law of Noncontradiction.

-..

s

O
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.Since a tautology cannot entail a nontautologous sentence', 62muSt

. be'a tantologyas well. Thils; no Sentence presupposes]. anything but
tautologies. Moreover, since every tautology is entailed by'every

ii
. sentence (including anY'Si in.its denial), every sentence presupposes]. '
all tautologies. Agairi, these results do not'square With.the data 1

sentences in (1)-(14).
, .

It is easy enough to see what has one 'wrong., Ehtailment is essen-
tially a eoncept of 'standard bivalent logic, though it can easily be

,.
. defined in .more exotic formal systems. Presumably, what exponents' of

(15a) have been getting at is Again the idea that., when S1 "presupposes:'.
S2 and S2 fails, Sj, is neither true nor false; but (15a) fails to-
capture this idea,.sinCe entailment Supports dontAposition (if Si "
presupposes]. S2 and S2 is false,' then

supports

false and Sl's denial is
faThe, which--assumihg the validity.ofodouble negation--is a contra--'
diction; thus, presuppositions]. cannot fail.).

, _. I

. °A notion of 'presupposition" that turns on the ideA of truth- v
valuelessness requires a nonclassicarsemantics; so whatthe "presup-

'

position" enthusiast really nebds is a model-theor4id notion of strict
implication that does not support contraposition, and this is the notion
of necessitation-(cf., e.g van Fraassen 1968).

I- ,A sentence S1 necessitates a sentence S2, roughly, just in case
tlere is rip model relative to which Si is true and S2 is untrue. In a
bivalent system, obvioUsly, the notion of ,necessitation coincide With
that of entailment, since in such a systeM'to be undue is to-be false;
if Sl necessitates S2. and in some model S2 is false, then in that model
,S1 is ntrue and hence false as well! In a nonbivalent system, however,
this last inference fails. A model can falsify S2 without falsifying Si,- -,-
since in that Mo el Si may be- u er (here, truth-valueless) xatfier.than -

false. What the proponea. of semanti' esupposltion presumably has in-
mind, ihen, is t at fqr Si to "presuppose -,.. is for bothaSI and its
!denial to

f
necessitate S2; it being understood h:... the underlying logic .. _

does not respect bivalence thus, the falsity of S2---re .. :res the trfith,' .,

valuelessness of Si. And this is. justtheStrawsoni4n ndtio - 4gire
,supposition" captured by'(15c) above.' Since both.(15a).and (15b) seem
when' pressed to melt away in't:ol (15c), and since (15c).4as.in fact itself
beehwidely promulgated in some of the loci classici.,ef presupposition,

-.we shall take (15c) as codifying the core concept of "semantic-pre-
, supposition", and reserve the4atter terMas.designating this notion,

viz.. that of presupposition3.
.

-For the record; notice two formal VoihtS; First, (15c) still entails
that every tautology issemantically bresuppoaed by' every, sentence
(sinceevery,tautology,is necessitated by every sentende), though happily
it -lacks the more tmtharrarging feature of_a5a1": We propose to pass,
over-this fact as being a "donti,-careq--,--Itis no more interesting that

... tautologies are semaaically iresupposed by every sentence than it is
-that they are entailed by every sentence. Second, semantic presupposi-
tion (presupposition is transitive- -the prOof is trivial.7 Informally:
Suppose S1-presul5poses 62 and 62presuppospe S3. Now if S3 is false
and hence /lot true, then S2 is truth=valUeless and hence not true; and..-

if S2'is'ilot true, then Si is truth-valueless. Thos, Sipresupposes S3.
With the distinction betIleen entailMent and necessitation. in mind,

we may now display the flaw ina widely accepted argUment-.o Linsky's

6

.

9.
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(19671 against Strawson!ivlebrated criticism of, Russell's Theory of

Descriptions. As'iswell known,.Russell (1905) contended that

(19). The King,of France is wise.

entails
(20) There ii(one and only one King cif France.

Strawsou (correctly) dtaws from this claim the conse'Nace that if (20)

is false then (19) is false, and arguesagainst this consequence,

concluding that the falsity of (2Q) results in the-truth-valuelessness

of (19), i.e. that (19) semantically presupposes (and therefore does riot,

entail) (20)..: .

Linsky maintains that this alleged 'contrast is spurious--far from

refuting Rupsell's claim that (19).gntails (20), he says, Strawson has'

succeeded'Ln proving that (19) does entail (20)!;

Let us assume that C(19)3 presupposes C(2 0)3. What

this means is that from the premise that C(19)3 has a'truth-

value, it follows that C(20)3 is true. But if C(19)3 is true,

it follows-that C(19)3 hap a truth value. Therefore, if C(19)3

is true, it follows thatC(20)7 is true:' But C(19)3 is

true, if, and only if, the King of France is wise, and C(20)3,

is true if, and only if, one, and only one, person is King of

A France. Therefore the statement that the King of France

is wise entails the.statement that one, and only one, person

is ring of France. (p. 94) .

0

This argument is multiply defective. First, it should be noted that

Linsky cannot happiWbe interpreted as meaning ''follows deductively"

by ,follows (though earlie,passages suggest that this is what he does

intend); for the metalinguistic claim that,(20) is true does not,

strictly .speaking, follow deductively. from the metalinguistic-Claim
that-(19) isprue-7if only for the trivial reason that (20) .(or (19)), -

.
.,

1 might have meant something entirely differeftt from what it in fact

does.mean. When we Sak.that the truth of (20') "follows, from" the truth

of N9), we mean rather that the metalinguistic,conclusionithat (20)

f"----

is 'true is dediAciblefrom the metalinguistic Claim that (19) is true

conjoined with some, contingent premises borrowed from our theory 'of "our .

own language (specifically, the premise'that (19) and (20)"have the'
I.

meanings that they do) .% Let us say 'that the cldfg that (20) is true

`follows theoretically from the claim that (19),is true, understanding

the relevant theory,(call it L) to be whatever theory gives the correct

account_of the two'sentences' meaning - and entailment-relations.
-.-

t,_______________---- With this usage in mind, we may concede that liinsky has succeeded,

in showing that the truth op,(20 follows theoreti.cally,from,that of

(19). And, since the two instances of Convention T cited by Linsky aria *

themselves deducible from the theory L, we may, further admit that
r .

(21) If' the King ot-France is wise, then there is one
. , and only one King of France. ,,

A'

1. t.
e I

.4
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is.a theorem of L, and thus that (20) itself follows theoretically'
from (19) itself. But these results do not suffice to show that (19)
entails (20). For the theory L in virtue of which (20) folloWs'
theoretically .from (19) is a brutely contingent theory; and to.say.
that (20) follows from the conjunction of (19) with an additional' '
contingent premise is (obviously) not to say that (19) itself entails
(20).

. .
.

Possibly Linsky -might badk'upr and argue that for (19) to ,entail 2 -.

`(20) just is for L, the connect theory of our language, to yield the -'.
conclusion: that if (19) is true,' then (20) is true. If this .is right,-.. ..:
then, since Linskyop,s shpwd that L does yield this damclusion, (19) does .. .

entail (20) after'all, Buttotake this line would be to overlqoicpthe'... t--:-
indispensable fact that Strawsori is working within a. three-Valued.logic., ,

The, fact that the truth of (19) requires the truth of (20) fn virtue of
L does not guarantee that the falsity of (0) so rkuires the falsity of
(19); 'what Lipsky has succeeded in showing is only that. (19) necessitates

..(20).' One Gould obtain the stronger claim'that (19) entails (20) only .

by adding the fukther premise that (19) is either true or false; but
that.premise is:just.what is at issue. Thus, Linsky-has.failed to
demonstrate the incoherence of the distinction. between entailment and- .
semantic presupposition.

:`;' J--% '
It is easy enough to state the facts of the situation in away that

is both perfectly' coherent and free from any of the foregoing confusidhs.
Russell and Strawson agreed that (19) necessitates. (20); i.e. that the
:truth of (20) follows theoretically frOm the truth of (19). However, .

Russell believed that.the falsity of (19')\follows theoretically from
the 'falsity of .(20), wh le Strawson contends that what the falsity of
(20) theoretically req res is rather the truth-valuelessness of (19).,
Invoking an obvious ma tron: ' .

- 4

Ca .

r._

. RUSSELL I STRAWSON

T(199.*=> T --agree-- T(19) => T(20)
L

,F(20) T( 9) . F40) T(19)

fi

F(20) P( 9)' --disagree-- F(20) =>-.. T(19) 8c-F(19)'
L 1.61.,

,., .
. /
Now we may define nece sitation, entailkent and presupposition in corre -
2ative..terms: : *It

. 4:

Sl necessitates S24iff T(Sl) .=> T(S2).r
. .

Sl entails S2 ifi Si neaessitates S2 and F(S2) => F(S1).
L

Si semantially presUpposes S2 ff (Si necessitates S2, and
.,.. ,

Y(82). T ( & F
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Thus, entailment and. presupposition are Mutually, exclusive species of /*
.

-,-- -,
1

.

'necessitation. And this terminology, in addition'tO its coherence and 1'

' its safety ftom Linsky's objection, makes gobd sense:of. the dispute

-.? between Russell and Strawson, since it islieifectly coherent on this

,/ usage to say that .S1 presupposes but does, not entailS; and ds StrewsQ,

suggests, entailment and presupposition are mutually incompatible.- -

-, .

N 9 , ... /
3 3

2.2. Analytical Tabls .
.

. .

These formal preliminaries have succeeded in making our n'otion of

_semantic-presupposition clear, -and in demonstrating its coherence. But44

it'remains to be seen whether that notion is in addition both nonemptr

and useful in linguistic semantics or any other branchfof linguistic

theorY. And indadd the central t1is of this'essay is that the notion --,

as in fact empty, and hence uninteresting. In Seclpions 3 and.'5,we'shall

embark on' a series of Central case stlidi'es., In ea" study we shall, first .

show'directly that:the case in question doe's not fit the-definition Of

semantic presupposition or anythingusefuliy like it, and then gó on to

.o fer a reasonablyplau'si account of,what is instead going',on; though

we acre not the space here o go into each case in as Much detail ds

we would like. . '
'

In section "li we-shall offei----some -explanati-on-sof-Lwhy- it_has_aeemed_.* ;

1 so plausible to construe these cases as instanceg_of sethantiepresup--. 7/-

position; our explanations, we believe, afford consid le d'esight into

the relation betwaen,semintics and pragmatios.:. -

...,_ -,For'the most part we shall' `concede that such pairs as (1) -(14)-above

exemplify,some very 'loose and informal generic x ation Of "suggestiOn"

or "implication","hut we intend /our case studies o sabw (as, our second

.
most important -thesis') that the cases surveyed ar' cases of a.nuMber of -

entirely different kinds of "suggestion? or "implication", and that;

%
although each of these kinds of "suggestion's Is'linguisticaliy interesting

and.important in its own Tight, they have notfiing'interesting or.iMportanf=

in common. If we are right; then, (i) there are no semantic presuppositions,

' though there axe other,.looser serts of implicative relations; an(i"i)

there is no general clads,of phenomena worthy of tiding subsumed under

1
any common theoretical term such as presupposition at all, though theie

are fkrnarrower relatibns of "suggestion" or whatever that are indiYi-.
. .

dually well worth investigationand explication. .We shall,.however. '1;3

retain the term suggest to designate,whstever it is (however boring) about ',.';

all or most of the pairs (1)-(141 that has made theorists suppose there

to be an.interesting general notion which they all exemplify. *

,In Section 3 each, alleged casebf,"presupposition" will 'be expleined;.

away in terms of homelier and more manageable linguistic Tiations,and

. we shall succeed in preserving bivalence,throughout. In aidof that

prograt,'we musf.epehd a little time getting out a fed of these humbler

relations., . .
.

.-
,.:

2.2.1. Entailment
. --

, %.

We shall argue in a few of our cases that the alleged "presupposi-

stions° are simply glaSsical (selantic) entailments which, for one reason

or another, have eluded-recognition as such. In the primary sense,

classicar-en
'ailkent

is a model - theoretic relation which holds between a

- ,,, . ,

.

.. / 0
"la'

"3-,
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BO of logical forms (formulas of our bivalent canonical idion) on
.the one hand and a particular-logical forgronthe other, 'We may define

.'this relation more precisely than we have done aboire, as.follows:

If CL is'our'bivalent canonical language, 1.rcl, is the set o'
admissible valuations of CL, and FCL is the set of Formulas
of CL, then: for any 1' "C Fccarid A 6 FCL, .

. r entails A iff, for every v e VCL, v simultaneously
_:....'sallsfies r only if v satisfies A.,, .

. ,
-f,

Entailment' between actual sentencesof'a natural language is. defined in
terms of the logical forms of those sentences. ,

..

.
.

If S1 and S2 are sentences of a natural language L, (A,B} 6 FCL,A I.s the logicalform off Si, and B is the logical form of S?, then:
S1 elLailsS2 iff (A) entails B.

1

. .People sometimes distinguish between what amuttererpf the-sentence
Si !'asserted" and what he "4.mplied ".' In makingthi distinction,; they
may have either of two goals "in,mipd. On the one hand, they may be .

contrasting what Si or its utterer implies with what Si entaila. To
account for this Case, we define below three common species of).'implIca-

., tion" which-may usefully becontrasted with direqt entailment: On the,

other hand, proponents of.the -alsertion/implipiatim contrast may be drawing
a.distibctionVithin tpe class. of .entailments of' Si. , This latter distinc-

, ,
tionIS somewhat hardier to explain. It appears to be.a pragmatic matter

'.. o4relative emphasis. That is, the utterer oftpi is held to haVe implied
rather than asserted Si on the ground that S2, although entailed by,Si,
does ,dot express what seems to have been uppermost in the speaker's

.

'Mind when he uttered Si. Consider the following: , '
.so

, _ t,, ,
.

(22) a. Peering throush ihe'keyhole, I'saw my Wife ina
bed With * best;, friend!

o =_.....-

b..I saw my..,wifb in bed with my best friend.
*

.,-,-i., c. Ipeered-througli the,teihole.
:,,

V

. ., .. ,

There is some inclirie#od to say that..theutterer of (22a) paaSerts
. (22b) but only "implies" 220. His remark about the keyhole d4 Only

indidental;' his primary concern -(witness theintonation contour) is.
with whet he 'saw. This.parginalTsortf,"impilcaticie phaao semantic

-,,content over and above that supplied byplessical entailment.: it merely
,. stiperaddsto entailment ;"a of purely, pragmatic'donaider4ions
ab64t-the speaker's probable system of values; i.e. sboui'therelatiye. s
Imporltance to.the speaker of one entailment versus another. Eleh so,

,

this pragmatic ingredient hassbeen known td-occasion some bpthersoge
. .confusions about prehppositioh, which we shall biiefly discubs in

-,eUcceeding sedVons. Since " 'implication" Of this..4ariety plays'onfi. a
:supeficdal rple in our overall account of alleged presuppositionswe
shall not &bark on the thankless task Pf- trying-to characterize -it,

.precisely.' .. f T c

.....'

4
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' 2.2.2; Theoretical Implication, --

Returning for a moment ft entailmwrt, we note the following trivial.
-corollari of our definitioasLgiven .a.Sr two sentences S1 and S2 which

are capgble of entering into entailment relations, we can always find a

third sentence k such that r-Si & S3-entails p2. ,For,the most part,

o S3 will be uninteresting. But sometimes S3 is a sentence which speakers
(*the language tacitly or explicitly regard as true, for S3 may formulate

some ingredient in theory Which they hold. When this happens, people

will tend to infer X2 directly from SI and to treat Si as if it entailed
whereas in fact no such,entailment exists (cf. our disiussion of

Linsky and the theory, L, above). The obvious explanation of this tendency

is that the backgrouRd theory which supportstheir inference ls so well-

eptrenchgd in their consciousness that they make us f it without

explicitly' recognizing that they are drawing on e ralokical premises;

prbbably the'best example of this ithe theory L 'tself, which codifies

our knb4ledge of our-own language. To describe-thi'S widespread phenomenon,

-_w_g_introduce the notion -of theoret*cal implication, defined as ollows.

4 ,tf Si and S2 are,sentences cif a natural language L = d is.

nonempty'set of speakers of L, then:
SfthedreticallLimplies S2 for P at time t iff;there
is,a sentence S3 roof Lsuch that S3 expresses all or

410,part of some theory held by the members of P at t,

andf & S3 ntails
4 -

In practice, we shall Often omit the qualification "for P at-t" when

the .values of "P" and V are contextually obvious. Theoretical implica-

tion may be illustrated by the following example.

(23) a. John jumped off the roof.

b. John fell, -

e
,

Many contemporary speakers of' English wouldAmmediately infer (23b) from

(23a), and youldsay that (23a)* ."implied" or even "entailed" (23b). But

this implicative relation cannot be entailment, since, sofar as logic

is Concerned, it is entirely pOssible that'John remained suspended in

space after his jump. The reason that peopl ,tend't6 leap'from (2'a)

to (23b) is just-that they concurrently hold b ckgroun ories about

the behavior of unsupported objects near the earth's surf e--theordes

which, when sell-tentJelly formulated and conjoined with (23a), Yield:a

conjunction which does, entail (23b). (23a) does not ,itself.entall (23b);

-rather (23a) theoretically implies (23b)Tor a, large class of speakers

of Englieh at the present time (and many past times as well).
-

1 t

C

2.2.3Y "Act,.iiplicatice , , v

''A third:Soft of "implication "-concerns thetreiation between a ,

-sentence'and.the statement of,, one or more of the conditions under which

that sentence pan be felicitously:uttered. Felicity Conditions are
. ,

pragmatic cbrthirairOp,On the successful and nohdefectIve performance-,

of 4eech acts (promieing; ordering, questioning, etc.). -Whether or

nOt-a'given sentence can be-feiicito&ly litferedin:a given context
depends, of course, on'what -speech act the epeaker is trying ,to perfOft

-7 with that switenceon'that occasion. According:1S, we define the '
--,.

a. .*........1. 1
14. .

$ .. 8 i
.,'

, . .. ..
(11.

4 ,
.

, ,
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following notion of act - implication:'`
,

a

12

' If S1 and $2 are sentences (Dila natural language L and @ is ,

.any speech act,;then:

Sl act-implies S2 .relative to ,@ iff S1 can;, under normal
circumstances, be%mped to perform 0, andS2 formulates a
pragmatib'constraint on successful and nondefective
performances of a (i.efSicould.not be felicitously
uttered in the attempted performance of @ unless S2
were true).

In the case pi sentences which--like explicit performatives--are

normally restricted to the performance of a single sort of speech act,
and incontexts where lt is obvious what speech act is at issue, we
may omit the qualificationi,relative to @" and speak merely of Si
aqt-iiplyirlg S2. Consider;'for example, the following sentences: .

4

(24) tea. -I (hereby) promise to leave. de /
b. The utterer Of (24a) intends to-leave,

(4a) actimpiies (24b)., since (24a) is a conventional device for,/
probising and (240% formulates b nondefectiveness condition on.prOmipes
(viz. sincerity). Our tendency to infer (21tb)(from (24a) owes chiefly
to our inductive assumption that speakers are generally 'aware of the
praginatic"cohstraints on speech acts and normally try to meet/them.
When we hear (24a) in speech, we simply take it for granted t at the
conventionally associated speech act hasbeen successfully' d non- .

. defectilrely performed unless something in the context clear 'demands
otherwise. -

Tt has sometimes casually been assumed that thenCtio s Of,liact-
lfiplication" add "semantic presupposition" simply coincide "e shall,

4 silominceie study 3.6 of Section 3, and in Section 4, that they do 48t.

2.2.4. Conversational Implicature. . -

A fourth, and somewhat more Compticated, species of "implication"
'is what H. P. Grice (1961 and 1974) hats called conversational
implic4ure. Grice afters some generarpragmatic-rules or "conversa-
tional maxims" which greatly facilitate communication and which we
al): tend to obey. Some-of these maxims are:

,

(a) a. Make your° don tribution [to a Conversation] as _-\ informative'es is required (for the current
. purposes of the exchange). [The Maxim of

.. Strength) .;...-4. - ,

b. Do not makt mil. contribution more Informative
than is required.

c. Do not say what you believe to be false.
d. Do not say that for wItichyou laCk adequate'

evidence. EThe,Maxim of Evidence)
.°. e. Be relevant: EThe Maxim of Helevance3

f.' Avoid ambiguity.
g. Be brief (avoid urec sari prPoiliftY).

,

15o
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These.rules are regakded by Grice as corollaries of amore-general
instruction which he called the "Cooperative Pri ciple", vi

13

(26) Make your conversational.Contrib ion,such s is

required, at'that stage at whit it oocui*, by

the accepted purpose or directi'n ofthe talIZ-

exchange in,which you are engag d.,
. . k,

(26) and its subordinate maxims are taken, plausib,y, to be Conventions
which serve as valuable auxiliaries to the prior conventions which .

govern syntax and. meaning. Their'main function is to expedite the

giving,and/or receiving Of information, in more or,less,obvious ways.
Usingthe maxims,,, we can construct detailed explanations of a

person's infrring the truth of a sentence S2 from someone's assertive

utterance of a sentence, S1 even-though S1 does not entail:S2. Grice

in fact outlines the general form for such explanations:

. ,

. He has said that p; there is no reason to supposehat he

is not observing the maxims, or at least...Ethe,Cooperative
Principle34 he could npt be doing this .unless he thought

that q; he knows d knows that I know that he.knbws).

..that I can see tha the supposition that he thinks that q.
,

is required; he hhs one nothing. to stop, me thinking

that q; therefore he i tends me to think, or is at least

willing to allow me to think, that q; and-so he has

implicated that q.
.

..
.

.

An explanation of this form, aith'ough it assumes hat the explainer

allows the normhl (literal) sentencemeaning 6f t sentence which reiplace

' "p", does.not ascribe 'the explainer's inference of theeentence ,replacing \ '

--------..

.
"i' to anyconnection between the latter s:e-ntenceand the meaning or

semantic properties of the former. The explainer Merely engages JO--

some straightforward, informal.commonseAsical reasoning based.on his

knowledge of (26) and its corollaries (25ag). Derivatively, we may

define the following /relation between sentenceay,which we call

conversationalImpliCition: . .

, ,

,

I

Let S1 and S2 be sentences of a natural languageJL; then:"

Sl ,conversationallyeimplies S2 iff any normal speaker of

L who utters 81 in 4 normal torte. in a normal context
. :,.

conversationally implicates that S2 is true (i.e. iff Sl '

'and S2 could'replace "pfl'and "e'respectively in a
correct application of the Gricean explanation-schema to

the context of S1's utterance)..
- -

Using-the notions .explained in this Section; We7,-shall proceed, to ,.

. our series of case.studies. There is, however, one More:important prior

-point to/be made.
.

.

2.3; Responsibility . .

Semantic ,presupposition is primhrily a_relation between sentences

(better, between their logical forms); in fact, the distinction between-

-1 'semantic" presuRposition and "pragmatic" presuppesition is_sometiMas

16
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(cf. 4alnakef 1912, 1973) taken to rest Qrl the claim that ,the latter
relation relatesspeakers, rather than sentences or their logical
forMs to, sentences.' On the other hand, it is generally held that

,

w a speaker (pragmatic.,51.11y) presupposes at-leait the semantic presup--/
positions of tihe sentence he pr she utters; so the qUestion of what
it is for a speaker to presuppose something'can be raised in either

.1
case .

It is said; for. example, th0.a.person.who utters (12a) -above
,presupposes that being spoor tends,to preclude being honest, this belief
being indicated by^the presence in 412a) of the.word but. Whpt is this
relation of "speaker4s presupposition " ?, The natural suggedtion tha
comes to mind, is that's. speaker PredUppodes a sentence S Mist in case
his or her utterance:oft that occasion is somehow defective, inappro-
priate or flawed -unless he or she believes S. But this will not do.
For a speaker may token (12a) in a perfectly appropriate and nondefec-
tive Manfter withonthimself or herself accepting (12b)--e.g. iPhe or
she knows that the-bearer.accepts (12b). Perhaps we should say instead
that,a speaker presUpposes S just in case the utterance on that occasion
is inappropriate; etc.', finless the hearer accepts S; but this,suggestionlr'
faces pbvious eounterex9.mples as well: Nor, is it required that S in
,fat be true. It will not do even to require that at least one party
to the-conversation accept S, nor that the speaker is at least pretending

° to accept S,,for speaker and hearer may Ilave some reason for talking
"as S were-true even though neither actually believes-this.' .

A out all we can sayat this poin-Cis that.a speaker presupposes
(or "presumes") S iff the utterance on that CINaSion'is'inappropriate,,'
etc., unless the speaker is speaking as if S is true, or unless the
.spepker is "representing himself/herself as" believing S, orsthe like.
But'we cannot stop.here, for these scare- quoted phrases are no clearer '

than presi. pposes and presumes themselvps. They are invoked as technical
terms; so to say that the felicitous utterer of (12a) "represents -

himself/herself as"°believing. (12b) is just to relabel the problem, not
to explain anything. The Trdblem remains: Paradokically, it seeMsthat
the entirely unflawed utterance of-(12a) requires, presumes, etc., the
belief that (12b) is true; but this "belief" is not necessarily the

-belief of anyone!
.

. MIT is a,quanda-iy that we shall not hereiattempt to resolve:

When it becomes'neoessaryto_reMind ourselves that me cannot talk
simply of requiring that the speaker believe an alleged presuppositum,
we shall ring' in the'slogan "or whoever" to recall the puzzlingnon-
specifiCness of the actual requirement in question, '

3. .Case Studies

3.1. Nonrestrictive\Belative,Clauses
Let us-begin with\an alleged "presupposition" that turns out

rather,obviouslytO be :just an entailment. It has been claimed (by
-Keenap.1971.4nd othert) that nonrestrictive relative clauses give rise
\to semantic preSuppoSitions; it would,,be said, e:g..that,(27a)
\semantically presupposes (27b),:

a

17
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(27) a. Dick, Who.,i;%.an:e'xptrt on Austin, bove6 the

Bonzo Dag Bea..
b. Dick is an expert on Austin.

It is hard for us to think of (27a) as truth:valuei'ess when (27b) \\
is false. For, in light of the considerable evidence -that, sentences

like (2,7a) are derived from underlying conjunctions (Thspmpson'1941):, 4
it seems clear that the truth-conditions of such sentences.lre those or
conlunctions. Thus (27a) has the same truth-conditions as

.
*

(28) Dick is an expert on Austiri and Dick loves the Tonzo
Dog Band.

a:does %q.
.

(29) Dick, who loves the Bdhzo Dog Band, is an experton
Austin. .

--- .

Necessarily, therefore, .(27a) is false if 27b) is false; (27a) en tails

(27b).

. There is'an interesting consideration which mar have blinded
theorists to this fact and which, as we shall see, causes signifibant

con ion among "'Presupposition" enthusiasts. The,important point to

notic (cf. Section 2.2.21 above) is that sa sentence S1's merely

. entail :n :en nce Sg ih'no way guarantees that SLasserts,Mt, or that
one who uttered wouldthereby assert. S2, or that-S2:gives any

of the content of hat S1 ..says" in an intuitive sense.,,., (27a) clearly =,

does not "assert" ( T.1. Relativization evidently is, perhaps among '

other things, a way de-em hasizin certain parts of the total semantic

con t ofa sentence, pp suc a degree that we want to deny that thosep are, asserted by Xhe sentence or,by the speaker who utters it;

those parts are, if you dike, Merely taken for granted.(it is tempting
to say "presupposed" here, in-a quite nontechnical.sens0. "Fut all this

is perfeCtly donsistent with their being simply, ,entailed by the Original

sentences. What is not asserted may still be entailed in Virtue of --

logical form. For egample, Peano's axioms do not assert the theorems
of elementary arithmetic; but they Certainly entail them. ,.And

(30) '.Snow is white. N

does 'not assert

(31) Either-snow is white or pigs have wings.

or
(321 'If Lincoln is dead, then Lincoln is, dead.

but it entails both. ,

* There is a tenplency,to confuse thelingulstic act of denying what
someone else has asserted with the quite different apt of uttering the

- denial of thesentence which that person used in making his assertion.
Thus; upon ,hearing someone utter (27a), one who wished to deny what
the utterer had asserted might say

. ,

r .
,

.,
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(33) Dick doesrOt lave the BonzoNDog Bind:

-or. even, mulh less efficiently,
t"

(34.)( Dick, who is an expert on Austin, does not 1 ve the
Bonzo Dog Band.

7'
This fact'#igW sameon (see again Keenan 1971)' to suggest hat A

'' (34) is the' de, i of (27d) nd to add'that, (34) plainly n cessi-
tates (2/0 just as (27a) does, we havoa'clear case semantic pi supr
positiOn..T But thisyould.be fallacious.' '4.(34) is nat the denial of 27a):
The denial of (27arif it can be formed in surface-struture at all-
is.formedlby negating:the entire sentence, not .by negating gist that

-,..,__part *deli one would'' ntuiti ly judge to havebepn "asserted" by an.
utterer of .(270: Ane,that-e nal-negation is true if (27b) is false.

.There is, however, a, troubles me datuapich needs explaining.
When we attempt to deny ('27a) by for ng the! sentence

(35) It's false tIT3.t Dicky who is an expert on Austin,

7
loves the Bonzo Dog Band.',,

or

, (36) 'It is not the Ce thdt Dick, who ii:an expert on
Austin loves the\Bonzo Dog Band.'

. .

we encounter an apparent dialect difference. Speakers of Dialect A,
as we'may call it, hear no difference,between (34) and (35) or (36).
In Dialect A,.(34),(35), and (36) are al.-treated as being straUht-
forwardly equivalent to (37): .:

,

4 , ,
,..,.,..

(37) .;Dick is an expert on Austin, and pick.' doesn't love
Alf

the Bonzo Dog Band.
..., i

, ' . ' . . L.,..
t

= =and 1.1.bVps as necessitating (27b). 'Speakers of Dialect B, on the other
hand, treat (36.) as syntactically ambiguous: they allow that (36) cannot
only be:read along the.lines of (37) but can'also be'iead as equivalent'
to the noncommittal (38): '

--(38) It is not the case that Dick both is an expert on
Austin and. loves the Bonzo Dod Band.

---- Speakers of elect B,'however, freely grant that 43'0'1.s far and away
the more natal reading of C361:---they-almost always read (310 as (37),
and they are strongly inclined in most instances tq read (35) and (36)
Similarly, i.e. to accord these sentences readings on which they
necessitate (27b).

The difference between our two dialectd:, as well- as their points
Of agreement, can be explained without recourse to semantic predup- "

positions. The crucial differerice seems to lie,in theirrespective
treatments of relativization. Specifically, Dialect A laces a
restriction on the formation of nonrestrictive relative clauies which
is absent in Dialect B.

There is considerable evidence that,..in English generally, rela-
:%-tivizAtion is blocked within the scope of certain sentence-forming
opertators, i.e. that a sentence.opthe superficial form.

1 9. ,
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(39) 0(x,. who is F, is G)

cannot; for certain choices of 0, be derived from the underlying structure

(40) 0(x is G,& x is F ,4'
-'4

1

.

4

but onlyfrom,an undelying structure like
r

(.41) 0(x is G) & (x is F)

in which the conjunct to.be4relativizedAs'notalready within the scope

of the operator O. The role at the commas in the surface-form (39)

,isto si gn al 'that the relative clan a , though sk)saiciaIly occurring

within 0's complement, is not withIn'the'scope 61-7 at the level of

underlying semantic" structure. For example, let 0 be anoepittemic

operator, as in

(42) _John is convinced that Mary, who died last year, iS

alive and well in Argentina.

It is implausible to think that (42) derives from

(43)' John is convinced that.(Mary is.alkye and well in
Argentina '& ,Mary died last year)

but highly plausible to think of'(42) as stemming from

.(44) (John is convinced that Mary is' alive and wellin
Argentine) & (Mary died, last year).

It might be thought that our hearing (42) as derivedlrom (44)

rather than from (43) is just habitual disambiguation on the basis of

our charitable, reluctance to ascribe explicitly contradictory beliefs

to John. But even if we proyi.de (42) with an environment that not

only, tolerates but 'encourages a contradictory reading of the comple-

ment of John ks'convinced that, such as

(45) 'That,stupid john.has lots of contradictory beliefs;
for example,. he is convinced that Mary, who'died
last year, is alive and, well in Argentina.

. .

we STILL cannot heartille relative clause as expressing part of what

-r John believesit remains in our mouths,..an extraneous side comment. a.

Similarly, let 0 be anoElethic nodal operator, as.in
,...

.

(46) It might have baenlpe case that John, whois
,.

honest, Vas a Rolitician.

Wehear no reading of (46) on which it entails' (4,7) :

O

(47) .It might have beet the case that John was both
honest and a politician. 1

2
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In (46) as well, the mo dal oper- ator,faile- to penetrate the-CoMmas,

Dialect-A.,includes negatIon among the sentence- forming operator's
Alichlplock relativization in this way. DialebtB does not. COfige-'

quently, Dialect A treats (36) as unambiguoUgly derived from (37)';an°
-internal negation. In Dialect A; (27a),has no. external negation,in
surface-sttucture, although of course thesemantid content-of (27a)-i
which is recorded in the underlying conjunction (28)--caneasiiy be, 1,-

exterally negated in surfac structure. The results are not encouraging,
for-the advocate of semantic presupposition. AlthoUgh (27k) necessitates.
(27b) in virtue of enta ing'it, it is simply falSe thatisithe denial.of -

(27a) necessitates (2p). The fact that (36) necessitates (27b)- in
Dialect A is quite iltelevant, since, as we-have seen, 136) Is not c

(logically) the external negation of (27a7 in that dialect. The /

presupposition claim cannot even be formulated in terms of surfae/
Structure. And it is untenable when formulate4 in.terms Of logical -

structure, for the external negation of (28), whichshares (2's logical
form, plainly does not necessitate (27b). The peculiarities of Dialect
&cocern only a bit of syntax.

Dialect B, in contrast, allows that (36) may be derived from either

s.

.6 (37) or (38): Why, thens,do speakers of B tend to assume that any.
. actual*utteranqe..of (36) 'Is,mott likely derived.from (37)1 The answer,

.,-
we believe, lies

-at

in Gricean considerations of conversational implica-
.ture, not in the semantic realm at all. The-crucial,pOini is thit:.to
utter the denial (i.e. the external negation) of' a cign'junctionv4or i
something logically equivalent to this denial, is to implicate that,
although one has reason to believe that the conjuncts are not (or
'cannot be) true together, one's evidence is insufficient to'ipdicate ,

which conjunct in particular is false (el% Grice 1961:130-2); The .

exiatence of this implicatuxe,ig a simple c.(51%11ary of the assumption
of obedience-to tAe Conversational Maxims. To begin with, one must-
haye adequate-evidnce for one's Aenial of .the conjunction. There are
only two forms'this evidence could take: specific evidence for the
falsityof one conjunct in particular, or nopspecific,evidence.which,

?

tends terule out joint.satistactio of both conjUnicts.with6ut specifying
where the fault lies..: The latter rtof evidence may be fairly rare tk

in practice, but possession of,the forieX sort is inconsistent with %-

obedience to the Maxims. For if the speakeX.knew or had re on to
auspect,which conjunct is false, he would have data4ichentail, but
are not' entailed by, the denial which he uttered. fts.:Oterande .

would therefore violate Grice's Maxim of Strength cp.ti-i.e'effect that .

one ought not-to say significantly less than one's evidence-Warrants.
Thus, for better cyr worse, thehearer:boncludes that -OA speaker

$

possesseb only nonspecific evidence vis-a-vis,the conjunction in
question. , .

.
Inthe face of this conversational impli.CatuXe, it is easy to .

see why a speaker of Dialedt B would prefer (37) to (38) as d reading
. of an 'actual utterance of (16) . Read as (38), an utte;ariCe of (36) ,t

! ,

would be appropriate only in relatively rare evidtntial situations; but'

read as (37), an utterance of (30.yould, fit what seems to'Ape the-,...
'statistical majority of speech- situations, in whidh specific evidence
is available. More impoXtantly, the reading corresponding,tb (37-) .

is secured by he pragmatic effect of relativizatioh in (86);..vizt
de7emph : if(36) is read as..(38), it is difficult to expIain.why

,,.
11
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- the utterer would de- emphasize part of what `4e is concerned to` deny.

In bialect:B, -special. stage-setting is required to mike '(38) a

1live option'' asp - reeding of.hM). If the4.1tir goes on to tell

,an approliriate story about his reasons, then 1 and (38) will be felt

to.,be equally -plausible readings of '(36), as in'. :

,..
! t , . r ' 4

-, .

.

'

-- (48), It' is 'nOt the case that Di A,, who is an expert on

t '4-.'
...Ausein, lovefrthe Bonzo Dog 'Bind; fdr recent

-.

.

; .
psychOlogical 'stUdies 'lave shown that only high-

- ,brows understand Auftiii, and only lowbrows like

the BOrizo'Dog Band.', . .
...

i
. .

0

Sp strong is the pragmatic presumption in favor- of the ruling (37)

that_it -is extraordinarily difficult o elevate ( 38) beyond mere,

parity to the 'Status of ftripre likely readingbof (36). The only fairly

natural way of "compelling"' a speaker of '$) eleCt B to hear (36) as (38)

: is to invoke tacitly metalinguistic i nal- quotatiin. Thui, only

an utterance of something like,
.

...-

(49) It is simply false that "Dick, who is an expert on

Austin, loves the Bonzo -5 -Dog

0

--where tilt" quoted material is uttered" in a derisive tone of voice--

will Create 'a presumption favor pf the readirig (38).

Nothing in our coup of Dialect B requiies an appeal to semantic

presupposition. that -presupposition is present at all is to

overlook the- fact.Ihat,4 in Dialect;B, 6) necessitates (27b only on.,

''.one of its two syntactie readings; but ,that reading, viF. (37), 'is not

the reading on whiCt (36y is 'the denia of (27a). The a

natural one, however; owing-to the powerful pragmatic .presumpt' a in

' favor of (37). :*"

Notice that nothing in pur total taccouht of nonrestrictive relative

clauses relvirea any particular 4saMiguatiOn of ,anygpArface 'sentence,

.In any test for semantic presupposition,- we simply di tinguish external

from internal negation, regardlifts' of which - construction is in fact

expressed by any Of the negative sentence; ih,question. ,In each, case,

it is seen that 'the external negation fails to necessitate the alleged

presupposition, While the internal negation entails it--either way,

-semantic presupposition is ruled, out.', or) , 9 "4414.

The data of both Dialects A ,and B suggest, the cfollowing.hYpothesis:

O

Principle .H: When a .sentence containing an. emphatic (i.e. .

emphasizing' or de-emphasizifig) construction insurfpice

structure 'is externally 'legated, no change of emphabis results.
-.

.

That' is, whatever. semantic -ingredient has been, syniacticklly emphasized/

Ueemphasized in the original sentence/ remain Omphasized/de-

. -
emphasized in that sentence's denial:; It lis easy to provide an

'
Ihdepeadent rationale for PrincipletH 12.4- Emphatic constructions,

'which- are surface. constructions_tha cate didparities of foci,
within logical forms, do not'reflec semantic differences; i.e.'

e
Al

A

2 2
A

.I
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differences'of logical for .or semantic structure; they are produced
by optional transformations which operate in the presence Of certain
sorts of conative factors--whichever passing desires, pufpOses or.

motives comprise the speaker;s reason for producing his or herjitterance
'arid impose on it a direction of interei. If the sole function of some

, emphatic construction is to call attention to'or direct attention away
from a%ehaniic item of a particular kihd (underlying subject; object,
predicate, relation, entire clause, or what,..have you), 'then bne,would,
note ect that item's broader semantic environment to mattey-to tie f

.operat'on of the emphatic construction, unless that-environMentis pne
,so dAtortive as to yield a'surfaCe'structure the relevant part of
which is no longer "in the speaker's-own mouth." Thus, take

c1'
(50) Raffles "stole the cheese.

_ here the st ss is functibning purely as an emphatic device. 8 Although
the speaker's emphasis isnot preserved under direct quotation, aS in

(51) Bunny shouted, "4ffles stole the cheese."

in which (50)-appears o4y as a mentioned, reported utterance - token,,
it plainly is preserved in

(52), -Raffles .didn't steal the-cheese. *,

Likewise,the emphasis of (53)is.presei.'ved in (54)

(53) Raffles stole the these.
(54) It's false that'Rafaesstole the,Fheese.

17 -1
and that of /(55-) is preserved in (56) and in (57).

(55) Raffles - -mind you, Raflesf-stole the cheese.
(56) Raffles--mind you, Raffles-didn"t steal the cheese.

It's' not true that 'Raffles--mind y , Raffles--
cs.

There is alio a conversational rationale for Print) le 4: If A .

sentence S is pragmatically most appropriate to utter in circumstances
C, then one who utters exactly the s e sentence, only prefixed by a
negator, is presumed willing, to let he,pragmatie emphasis of.S;stand,
i.e. he is thought of as saying, in e ect, that,,,,S, thought of,as

stole the cheese.

1

utteped in C, is false.' For if'theutterer wished to take issue kith
the pragmatic emphasis carried by S in C, it seems etiquette (and/
pbssibly the Maxim of Relevante) dictate that he should ao so explic tly,
by appropriately rewording his remakk rather.than by parroting an
external denial of the original sentence; in conversatioll it is assumed,
that the parties' share fous, of, interest unless an 1.nIgntion to
shift focus is overtly acknowledged:

23.
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3.2. Cleft Construction§
Cleft sentences behave in a way parallel td those containing non-

restrictivk-relative'clauses, and similar presuppositionclaims have

. been madelin'eonnection with them. Thus Keenan'(1971) tells us that

- (511) presupposes (58b):

. .

.(58) a. I ct'was John who caught the thief. '

.
b. Someone caught-the' thief. .

.1-,

. .

4..
0

). 1

But surely (58a) straightforwardly entails (58b); 1? no one atll

caught the thief, then it is certainly false that it was John who did.

.The temptation to call, this a case of semantic presupposition again--

stems in part froth ,an undue regard for the fact that ap.utterer of (58a)

would not normally.be said to have 'asserted" (58b). And Keenan's text,

makes it-clear that he takes the depial of (58a) to be ,

t
4 i

(59) It wasn't John -who caught the thief..

. ,

In our speech, at any rate, (59) is an internal negation, paraphraseable by

(60) (3x)CCaught(x,the thief) & -(John = x)3.
5

on which paraphrase it entails (58a) just at (58e) does. (Thus, we

construe it in (586.) and (59).as reflecting a bound variable, which .

seems to us to be the most natural way of taking it.) As beford, (59)

I is what one might utter if one wanted\to deny what an utterer Of (58a)

-had asserted; but (50-is not the denial of (58a). The denial of

(58:4) is . .

.

.

S61) It is riot the case tha was John who caught the

thief. . C-
.

which is paraphraseable .h

a

(62) (3x)Edaugh (x,the thief) & (John = x)a.

Thus (61), is entailed the falsity of (58b).9

Admittedly,'however, even t61) seems to suggest 45tb)to some

speakers, i.e. they would tend to infer (58b) upon hearing (61) uttered

in an.ordinary Context. This fact is explicable in terms of purely

contextual considerations. Thd ie0e4.Qy to infei (58b)upon hearing

(61) is not very strong anyway:. it is felt most acutely when. (61) is

.
tokened in a context where there is already a presumption that the thief

has been captured;.and it is felt scarcely or not at all when (61)\*i§

tokened in contexts where this,presumption is absent or replaced by.:

the pi that the thief IS still at lrage. For example, if it,

is generally-telieved that he thief has been captured, and someone

has uttered (58a-), someone else might express disagreement (htlever

ponderously)y uttering (611. 1n so benign a context, (61) seems to ,,

express agreement with thd statement that the thief has been captured.

On the other hand, if it is generalli believed that the thief is still-

at large, and yet someone has uttered 58a), someone else might express

.diSagreement by saying
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(83) 1LY:ou're wrong. /
It's false that it was John who caught the thief.

. .
.

;No one has as yet.'

.

There is, however, something conversationally wrong with uttering
,.(61) without qualification or explanation, in the latter context. For

if the'speaker (or whoever) believes that the thief is still at large,
then the Utterance of (61)violates the Maxim of Strehgth, since (6i)
is much weaker than

. / ,

.:.,
.

(64) The thief has not been caught,. '1

And, as in the case of nonrestrictive relative clauses, if the speaker-
believes (64), his or her emphasis in (61) of the role of the putative now
agent (guaranteedrPrinciple H) is Inexplicable', since (64) entails "
of anyone x'that t is false that x ca4ght the thief.

W e infer, then, that the speak4c'Nr whoever) does not believe
(64).. But this aldne does not suffice to show that (58b), whose.denial
(64) is,'is`presumed: So we have yet to complete our explanation of why'
(61) seemb.to suggest (58b).

It does seem that (61) residually suggests (58b)'only to'srakers
who tacitly imagine (61) to be uttered in favorable surroundings. 'After
all, (58a) is just a transformational variant'of

(65) Johncaught the thief; .

The pragmatic difference between (58a) and (65) Seems,,to be this:.:Inf
containing a clefted subject, (58a). emphasizes the role of the agent,
whereas (65), without specialstress, seems to put the roles of.agent
and action on a par; thus (58a) focuses on John's activity and 'answers
the question% Who caught the thief?. At this pointy Principle H comes
into play: Since (61) is the qxternal negation of (58a),- (61) likewise
"stresses,the role of the agent:- :(61) could be_verified by either of
two,possible situations: ,that in which (64) is true, -and that in which.,
someone other, than John caught the thieg (i.e. In whith (60) is true).
We have seen that .the utterer of (61). is not,presuming (64), biri we
were troubled by the possibility that he or she may have nonspecific
grounds and thus may not be presuming (60) either. Now if the speakei
did have nonspecific grounds,, i.e. if the speaker is agnostic concerning
the choice of 1614 or (60), there would prima facie.be no reason to
emphasize the semantic element that characterizes_(60).an particular,
and is conspicuously, absent in (64). thus, hypothesis'that the .

speaker's grounds'are.noespecific leaves us with a strikingly nnexplained
fact. So, other contextual factors being equal, we opt for the

'remaining possibility, viz.' that the speaker, is presuming toT as
'evidence for (61); -anti (60) trivially entails (58b). Of course, other 4;,

contextual factors max,hot be eq41,and so we should expect'our
argument against the hypothesis of,aghosticismAand hence, on our
account, the sTesumption of (58b)) to be easily defeasible.: And so'
it is,,with only the merest disclaimer or contextual factor Which
obviates the need for 'it: 5

25
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-(66) It's false,that it was John who caught the thief.
I don't .know-vihether 'Or not the thief has been .
caught at all, but in any ,case John is too .*.
stittid and cowardly:to have caught her.'

" So far_we nave found no use for semantic presuppositions; or -is .,
it likely that further revelations EibOut the\-exact ! syntax of (5ra),
(59) and (61) will provide Ilny place for this:notiont-,If <5.9) ',and 7.)s -

(61 ) e 'syntactically univocali te . if (59) syntactically an 4

internal negation and '(61) is syntactically an external, negation +-
then- the presupposition claim vanishes before a battery of pUre
me Such as-attach to (60) and, (62); and (61)s. 's residual suiggestion
of (58b)-'is explainedpraginatically. If, on the other hand-rre'Athet, or
both.:of -'(59) and (61) are SyntacticallYcambiguzus 'as \.between <internal
and. 'external nelationS,. our iirlagmatic considerations eplain why
people tend to hear the former reading in preference.'tso the latter.

3.3. Fact ive ,verbs .. - .,

One of the most Widely discussed ..lasses of sentences allegedly.
generating presuppositions in t'he class of " factive" .

studied by Kiparsky and iciparsky (1970). As is well known, factive
predicats Supposedly- involve a presupposition of the truth of their

$ , sentential complements.. Thefollowing,are some of-the
truth

;-
-..-

. l
examples: ., "

..

c significant
odd 1-

(67) a.' Itis tragic that S. "
.

1 exciting
,,..

.K` . r''''',
hn

rIS
aware.

regrets ., -, -

4-681, S.
.

, q. kt
' b. Jb., N ,

,..

`- \ comkreherld'S
`grasps

4

, \ sps
,,.. , . ..,

t .

,.... L .\:,,,, <.. ,
.

,--

Faltive constructions like those in' (67) supposedly can be negated
without affectihg the- presupposition 'io,f the: truth of 5; if this is
right, it conclusively. Supports -the 'Cla?:.m that suchZ,sentences have

.,-.: no truth-values unless S is:true. -: ",:..", :,

. Here too we:want to argue that ,the sentences in (67) errtaitheir
sentential complements, and that their denialafail to necesSicitate (and.

, hence fail t&-presulIffose)' the cbmplements. ,' Let us begin by ciraWing.
,.' attention' to two- bits of.negative evidence. . .

. ' = First,, strong epistemic verbs like know and realize - -which the,
Kiparskys concede to be "semantically,but not syntacticallyfactive",
have a long

of
assebiatIon with. the cpncept of truth: ;Episte-

mologists of thellast two milleniabave insisted that such concepts !,.....

as "knowledge" and "realization" analytically indblve the truth of . ,.,

whit, is kn6ym or realized. In 'a more contemporary idiom, their. ,.,
,. . observation amounts to the claiin that rc,-'

. ,
..-.1

\.(' (68) :X knows that S. e

t

n 2
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and,

(69) X realizes. that

.N. J

entail the embpdded sentence S: Confronted with an utterance of

(70) I ,know that 1 + 1 := 3.

pistemologists (and: most ordinary-speakers) unhesitatingly'would
ay ."No yoti don't" or "That's-false".0 If some ordinary speaker does.

knot'quite know what to say about such utterances$ it 4s teoause he

. .
lacks a-coherefit,theoryof,knowledge, or simply because .such utter-

._ anges are statistically unfakiliar, not because he 'speaks a different
dialect of English., Notice, incidentally, thdt the-sentence' :

,

(71) do not know that 1 + 1 = 3 .
,

. ,

.

simply cannot be heard'as alleging someone's ignorance of a presupposed
. fact--at least not by anyone who can count. r

Segond,'if we admitas it.seems we must- that sentential operators
involviffg know,' realize, and similar epist erbs have truth- -

.

. conditions Which (along with our underlying 1 ib, require the truth of
the sentential complement,'then a variety of other faCtive verbe wills
also fall into line with our thesis. .COnsider, for example, the verb
forget. De Rijk (1974) has,convincingIy argued. forthe following

. semantic representation of forget: 6

4

(72)- S
1

1

BECOME

NP

1

.V NP.

:NOT
.

V ,NP NP
1

1 I

-`""1 KNOWN I
1

1

On this representation, however; a sentence of theform,

(73) John forgot that S. '

hry

entails-the:embedded sentence S. FdiT4SOMething can become so only

if it was not formerly so.'- Hence,it can become'the case thatJohn
'failed to know S only if.John formerly knew S. And_if John knew.S,
then S must be true. Given a sufficient stock of primitive epistemic
opeKkord which behave. semantically like know.andrealize; it shOuld
not boo difficult to provide semantic representations for grasp,
comprehend, and the like' which result ix the sentential complement '

_

2.7.
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being simply entailed ratherthan presupposed. Such a-proSect map,'

have promise even for nonepistemic, evaluative factives like regret,

deplore, applaud; etc.
..

It' may be objected that the negations of the-sOtences in (67).

)
do not behave appropriately, in that they appeartto .commit the-Utterer

to the truth -of. the complement S just. as much as do the original's.

If 4his islso,.then the eommitnfent cannot be extlained in terms of

truth - conditionally generated entailments;%since it is logically

impossible that a sentenceand its negation shbuld both entail a -

contingent sentence S. So' presuppositions Must be invoked to account
. fOr the denials of the sentences in (67). And if we invoke presup-'
I

;,, pdsitions' to account for these details, we thereby commit ourselves .

to using the concomitant-formal machinery to handle the originals.1°

It is contended,that we cannot give a proper account of the -$
. 'negations of factive constrIZETbns without appealing. to presuppositions. -

This, we shall show,isfaise. The behaVior of these negatiohs can be , '

adequately'explained without abandoning the view that the falsity of
.

S makes every sentence in (6') false and their denials straightforwardly

true. We'shall,first establishhis concluSion for the verb know and,

then show how the same-yreasoning secures a'similar result for other

.factives. . of

)Consider the following sentences:

(7.4) a. Iivknows that Sam is a.Marti,an.

.
. b. Iry doesn't know that Sam Is a Martian.,

.-

c. Sam is sr-Martian, - '''-

L
Morgan (1969),'Karttunen (1973) and others have claimed that sentences

like (74a) and (T4b). both necessitate (74c).( But we have already seen

reason to believe' that (7.4a).simply entails*(74c).
Conseqfiently, if

(740) is:false, thft (.74a) i.false'cilld it denial, (74b) is true. So

(74b) cannot necessitate (74c). And yet (to give theseauthor5 their '

'.-clue) there is something wrong., in_at least some contexts in 4icfi(74cr

is false, with uttering (74b)--even though the truth of (74b) is

guaranteed by the falsity of:(74c). '(Itshouldnot be thought that a

sentence'setng merely true suffices for that sentence's being

appropriate or felicitous to'utter, Flip in "normal" ciraUmstances.)

t74b), uttered with rising sirens on doe_ in't, and particularly if

immediately ollowed, by-because Sam isn't one, is unexceptionable; but

without such stage-setting* (7.4b) -would perhaps be misleading.11 Why

'ins this?
e explanation, we believe, involves.both conversational and

theoretical factors,-and.i,somewhat subtle; but, once spelled out,

It seems to us intuitively quite 'cleat and compelling, and it makes

no use or occult semantical notions. To begin with, let us note that

' (14a) is intuitively paraphrasable by

(75)- Seim is a Martian.and Iry believes on the basis of

-
adequate eviaence that paM.AS a Marti' h. .

At least; both of the following conditions must obtain in order for

(74a)t-orbe true:

28
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(T6) 'a. Sam is aMartian.
b. Iry believes on the basis of adequate evidence 1 . .

that Sam is a Martian.. 3

. ,,
A

4,
4, s i' '

2 . .

The falsity of either (76a) or (76b) suffices for the falsity of (74a)
,,and,hence for thetruth of (74b).

. Now suppose that, someone tokens (4.74b) without any accompanying
1

qualification or speqial stage-setting. Grice's Maxim of Evidence

.
, asgures us that if(as we assume) the speaker is cooperative, then.

he has adequate evidence for the truth of (74b),*(74b) beirig.intaitively
the denial of aco4junction of necessary conditions. What form might
the speaker's evidence take? There are only threq-possibilities: '.

,(i)-fihe speaker may have.adequate evidence for tl falsity' of (76a).
.

(ii) The speaker may have 13.4equate evidence for the; falsity of (76b) .,
.'

(iii) The speaker may have insufficient specific evidence concerning
(76a) or (76b)-taken alone, but yet have evidence that they are at legtt , 31 °

Trot both true. '

.,

:, Let us consider possibility W. Notice first that there is an
asymmetry in our attatude'toward.the twofold conditions for (74a4. Let

us say that (76a) expresses the general condition for the truth of
$

'(74a), and (76b) the Apecific.condition for the truth of (74a). The'
specific condition is person-relative in a way .that the general condition

is not it concerns the subject, Irv, and not the st4tus of what he

believes. (As it happens, the embedded sentence (76a) also mentions. 7 .

a.person; but this feature of (74b)is expendable and irrelevant.) op
)

NOw Grice'e Maxim of Relevance dictates that one ought not to
'talk about things which are irrelevant to the'point one is trying to .

make. But (74b), mentions a particalaPperson, viz.Ir.V,sothere is
...,, a conversational presumption that the truth of (74b) haswmethirig- -i .

importantly to do'with Irv's properties in particular:- But at the same, .

time, the Maxims forbid saying substantially less' than one is in a' , ..

position to say. So if the speaker were entitled to deny (76a), the
general condition, he Should do so explicitly: the speaker should note
utter 'something which, like (74b), is entailed by bit does not entail .........

what he is in a position toassert: Moreover (here is the asymmetry)
the "falsity of the general condition (76a) has much more disastrous

"'consequences thanvotild the falsity of the specific condition (76b).
. If Irv-does not justifiably-believe that Sam isa'Martian, then it

follows merely that Iry does not know that Sath is a Martian; not
that anyone else'fails to know this, But if Sam is not a Martian,

- then E2bOliCan be Said to know" that Samis a Martian, i.e. .

(77) X knows ticat Sam is a Mart,,An.

will be falke for all values of X. Since so much more than the mere-, .

falsity of (744 hinges on the, falsity of the general cOndition (76a), °

and since (74b) is presumed to tell us' something.whidh is nontrivial '

and specifically about Irv-Tnol something which, on the assumption-of
the falsity'of (76a), would be true of anyone in the world-.-a hearer _ - .

s
is conversationally entitled to theconclusion thatthe speaker is not I- %

assuming that (76a) is false. *Therefore, :the speaker's evidence for ..

(74b) cannot be the,failure of (76a).

. 'Ar
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Passing Over possibility (ii) for a moment, let us consider

pbssibility (iii), the:possibility that the Speaker' evidence for

(74b)'is wholly nonspeCific. What we want t-O say here is thatsuch'4.

situation is striki,ngly.rare, and conseque4t1y that possibility (ii)

is quite improbable. There, are, of courseany common situations-in

which wp have adequate_evidence for sometaig which can be expressed

in the/ form of a denial ,Or a conjunction. For example,, we might be

fully justified in accepting

(78) It's not the case that Jesse bo9Mrshot the marshal
-through the yit,and talked faith shim later about

the .problem o c` rime in the streets.:

without having'any idea.which of the relevant conjuncts was false,, since

we hold a well-establiShed biological theory which entails both (79) and

(80).:! ' ,

.

.

'S
(79) If Jesseithot the marshal through the heart, then

. . .the marshal is dead. f .

-, (80) No dead person talks with anyone abolanything.

,But (79) and.(80) jointly entail

I1

,

----

evidence for

'(82) It's iiot the case that'bpth Batman and Superman are 1

z.
in the phone booth_ now. I

.

.

without having any idea' who is'or isn't in fact in the phone booth,

since our commonsensical theory -of ordinary-objects entails (83) from

which. weetriviallytrivially infer' (84). 1

ar

..,
. I, %

..."':1.- (83) Only one pelton,can fit into a aphone booth at a time-.

(84) If Batman is in the phone booth now, then Superman

isn't; and if Superman is in the phone booth now,
.

.then Batman isn't. - , ,

In short, we
.

can Come -to know the denial of a conjunction, without .*

having adequate evidence against either Conjunct in particular, by virtue

o having a well-established theory, which entails a conditional (or,

derivatively, A disjUnction) -Which in turn trivially entails the dental
.

. of the conjunction. .

Is something like theforegoing operative in the case of (74b)?

Let us render (74b) in conditional form, obtaining . ,,
.

,

,:,.

(81 ) If Jesse Shot the marshal through the heart, then

Jesse did not talk with the. marshal later about

theoproblem of crime in :11e streets. .

.1

j'And (81) triviallyentails (78). ,Similarly, we might have adequate

(85) If Sam is a Martian, then Iry does not believe on

`the. basis of adequate evidenCe'that Sam is a Martian.
.

U
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or,4quivalently,

28

(86) If Iry believes oh the basis-of adequate evid hce
that' Sam is a Martian,; then Sam is not a M an.

. .

Clearly, if (74b) is true then- so are (85) and (86), prOvided that
their, conditional frames are taken to be strictly truth-functionale\
Butt since the purely truth- functional conditional has only rare and

:specialized uses in English, we would never express (741)) in either of
- these ways. For, in ordinary speech, both 185) and (86) are interpreted

as implying stronger, at least minimally, notholttgical connections between
their respective antecedents and'congeqnents. HOwever, the relevant

,,statements, (76a) and (76b) dr its deni4, are not closely related at
all: they have utterly different fo6i. (76a), we have already observed,
is about Sam and his race or nationality, whereas (76b) is about Irv.,

. and his epistemdc position, implying nothing whatever about Sam's
. properties. We have no theory, scientific, philosophical, or common-

sensical; which connects'these two disparate matters. Consequently,
waiving any specific evidence we may have concerning the truth-values
of.(76a) or (76b) taken individually, we have no evidence for (85) or
(86) either;.thus we cannot be said to have arrived at (74b) by inferring,
it from a background set of,entreiiched beliefs via (85) or (86).
(Contrast thecase of (78),-(81).- Plainly, the stronger the nomological
connection expressed by a,given conditional; the greater will be the
likelihood that the truth' of the negated conjunction equivalent to tbat''
conditional will be known to us on the*basis of nonspecific evidence
rather than on the basis of our knpwledge of the falsity of one of the
conjuncts,.and vice versa. To see this, confider the limiting case of

,a strictly nomological connection--an instance of a law of se

10
ential

1

.

logic:

. .

(87) It's,,.not the ease that the ,.Continuum Hypothesis

is both true and false.

We would always know-(87)'triyially and a priori whether or not anyone
eye r ascertained the truth-value of the Continuul'Hypothesis, .Since
(85, and (864 lie at the other end, of the spectrum of nomologicalityi

, having for'ordinary people no nomological status atl, it is entirely
unlikely that anyone-would have: nonspecific evidence for (74b).)

Siqilar remarks apply to the disjunctive equivalent of (74b), viz.
4

(88) EI:ther'Sam is not a Martian or Iry does not, believe

on the basics of adequate evidence that Sam is a
6Martian.

As before, there is no statement of any general background ;theory of
ours that entails (88) in theiiray in which (83)zentails (82); we would
in any !Ionia' case come toknow 88)--and hence (74b)--only by virtue
of antecedently knowing the truth-values oftatt leagt one of the two
conditions :(76a),and (76b), not the 'other way around.

The foregoing reasoning rulesOut possibility (iii). Tne.only
remaining option is (ii), the possibility that the speaker who asserts

,31
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Q.

(74b) has adequate evidence for the falsity of (76b). Ip terms of

the Gricean Maxims, this meansfthat we are prone to regard (74b) as

something of an understatement-; "since (76b) is logically stronger than

(T4b). 'But this conclusion is inevitable, since the o ly alternatives

are to regard (74b) as disastrously trivial or else bac ed by ap

\,exceedingly rare and peculiar sort,of evidende. (Notice tha we are

not contradicting our earlier claim, made in Section°3.1, that in

9rdinary situations the denial pf a.conjunction conversatonalZY'implies

Agnosticism onthe 'utterer's part; the principle is correct

defeasible. Inthe present context it is simply overridden by the

asymmetry between (76a) And (76b) on the ofie,hand, and the probabilistic

presuigtion against nonspecific evidence{on the other.)
\,

Let us recapitulate our V.edings. Upon hearing anutterance'of
(74b), unaccompanied by, special stage-setting, a hearer who follows the

line of least resistance will arrive at the 'following twofold conclusion:

(89) a:' The utterer of (74b)believes ti\at Iry does-not

' justifiably believe Sam to be a Martian.

b, She utterer of (74b) does not believe that Sam'"

i not a Martian.

(89) is certainly sufficient to explain why we tend to hear (74b) as an 4

internal negation; i.e. as a denial of (76b) alone. But it is hot yet

obvious why- ome speakers also hear (74b) as actively asserting (76a).

.(, For(89b) do not entail °-

(90> The'utterer of'(74b) believes, that Sam'is a Martian.

s, However unlikely, it' is surely-possible that the utterer of(7).;,h).i

agnostic on the 4uestion'of Sam's origins. To secure the inference of-'

(90), from (89b) we need (91): . \ 4
*,

.

-
- \ .-

(91)' The titterer pf (74b) has an opinion as to whether .

IN ,

,
,

Sam ds a rtian.

We submit that it is pri rily in contexts where the utterer is

presumed'to have an opinion,a, to the truth-value of the complement

ithat a negated knowlgdge-stat ent willbe heard as actively suggesting

that complejdents-(in addition o denying the relevant specific condition).

tSilch contexts will be numetou , for there are many matters.concernirig

which the lack of-any opinion is highly unlikely. Where there is

.,readip available evidence fo or against a proposition--as there is s'

for, sar, the-Proposition thatispirin,cures heddaches--themit seems
.very unlikely4that an intelligent, "adult who has led a normal life

could,have failed.o form an.opinon on the matter, or that he would be

willing, if pressed, to commit himself. In addition to consideration's

o subject matter, there are many her contextual factors,which might

lead.us to the conclusion that thg aterer of negatih knowledge-
'statement has an onion about the truth- value ofthe complement. For

example, the speaker may be an acknowledged expert on maters mentioned

or described,in the complement, i.e. one who, as a matter of his

profession,yOuld be expected to have an opinion (the utterer of (74b)'"

te'

r .
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might be'a'well-known exobiologiSt).. Or again, (74b) might be
uttered with a revelatory stressontour, e.g. in tones of surprise
(at John's ignorance of a fact) or ,derision (at John's stupidity. in
Overlooking the obvious).

Moreover, if there is no contextual Pres4ption of this kind, it
is hard to hear the utterer of a negative knowledge-statement as
actitely implying the truth of its complement, unless it happens that ,

we alrpady believe that theicompiement is true. If, for example, we
antecedently believe that Sam ig a Martian, then even though we "
impute no opinion on the,matter to the utterer of (74b), we will still
hear (7?+b) as tending to express agreement with our belief. For-we N5-

have seen that the utterer of (71b) is most likely "not disagreeing with
(76a) but is at least allowing,it to stand, perhaps "granting it for
the sake of argument." And failure to take the obportunity to dispute
a belief whose truth-value is crucially relevant to the truth -value of
what one says is commonly regarded as a sign of tacit consent (although
there\is no real necessity in go regarding it). On theAother hand,
if the audience regards the complement as false (but imputes no
opinion to the speaker) they will find the utterance of (74b) unin-
teresting and will'no doubt point out to the utterer that he was wrong
in not disputing (76a), in consequence of which he said something
trivial. But they will not hear (74b) as suggesting the truth of (76a)
any more than we would normally hear (71) as suggesting that 1 + 1 = 3.
Of course it is possible that the audience not only fails to'impute to
the speaker any opinion on the comPlevnt, but also fails to have any
opinion of its,own on the matter. In lich a case the audience would.
n Cheer any suggestion of the complement's truth. Thus, if someone
we 'to say

(.92) John doesn't know that Goldbach'stOonjeCture-is false.

- -the truth-value of Goldbach's Conjecture being a matter on which we
-(and most Other people) Jack anyop4Aion-4.-we would not hear (92) as
alleging the falsity of the Conjecturtbut would instead understand it
as pointing out-the fact that John, whatever he may or may not think'
of.Goldb*h's Conjecture, certainly doesn't know that it's false.
The most natural - response, to (92) under these 41rcumstances would be
"Neithe 'do we",.or "Right, 'the COnjecture is up for grabs".

We c nclude that our ability to generate (89) solelx from'pragmatic
.

and tatis al considerations adequately ccounts for some people's
tendency to hear (74b) as claiming that Sam lackS justified b lief
in proposition which is true (or A least allowed tostandun halleuged).
Clearly, our argument can be generalized to cover all sente s Of the
form

(93). X doesn't know that S.,
.

yielding a pragmatic explanation of why these sentencesare sometimes.
taken to "imply" or suggest the tritythlof S while.asserting that X lacks
justified be1ief-)hat. 5.12

Before, all thig,to the factives listed in (67), let us
review the salient points of'our strategy for easeof future reference.
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1 ,

Given a sentence S which is intuitively paraphrasable as a conjunction

of statements Si andS2 such that Si expredses the "general" 'LnditiOn

for S's truth and-S2 expresses the uspecific" condition for S's truth

(.in- the senses exemplified above), a combination of theoretical and

'Conversational considerations leads toithe conclusion that qne Igho

utters the denial of S intends his audience to understand that he

believes S2 to be false and does not believe S.to be false. Further

contextual considerations lead (in man/ if not'most cases) to the ,

further conclusion that the,Atterer believes.S3, to be true, or is,at ,

least willing to set Si's truth be taken for granted for argumentative

purposes This combination of conversationalOheOretical, and

r contextual factors lends support to interpreting the utterance orthe

denial of T's,e1 if it were the utterade of. S1 and e:onegation of S2.)-ii'

For convenience, let ;us coin the term factive impliCation for this

complex .pragmatic reliction between an utterance _of the denial of S ,.>.

andtheAndicated conclUsion about Si aria p2. ScheMatically, we could'

then say that, where S, S , andS2 are has above, - S .Hfactively

.imilies" S1 & -:S2, . .

Using this' purely pra atic'notion, we can easily account for the

behavior of the various factive constructions in (67). Consider the
.

following examples:
,,--

. .

(94): a. John is aware thenary ii pregnant.

b. It is significtint that Mary is pregnant.

c. John is not aware that Mary is pregnant.

d. It is'dOt significant that Mary Y's not Tregnant.

let us begin by asking ourselves about the intuitive truth-conditions

for (94a) and (94b), in that order., -

The predicate aware-appears t9 admit of a strong reading, on whic1

it amounts to knows, and also a weaker; reading, on whichtit is 'equivLent

to something like correctly assumes. Since our discussion of know take's

care of the former,'we shall conTine our attention tovthe latter

understanding,'on which (4) is paraphrasable by .

, assumes

(95) Mary,is pre : =nt, and John believes
takes it

'Mary ispr ant.

Thus paraphrased, (94a) enta s both ,(96a) and (96b):

(96) a. Mary &ant'.
sumes

that

b. :John elieves that Mary is-pregnant.-.

takes it, '
.

.

;1'.

.

and (94a) ,is thus straightforwardly false

,

if either' (96a) or (96b) is
.

talse. 4.
. '

.

"The sentence (94b) is somewhat mo ecomplicated,'owing to the,

presence of a suppressedparameter. II tuifIvely, to be significant

isto be significant to_orkfor s...:.- ; dpn or group of persons., More-

'Over, being significant fora person X is a property which attaches.

.- 34
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to an envisaged state-o -affai just in case some consequences which
.X finds significant wod ensue or depending on whether or not the
envisaged state-of-aff irs obtained. It.seems,timri, that (94b) can
be paraphrased by

(97) Mary Is regnant, and some consequence which' X
-finds' 'gnificant would ensue or noe depending
on Vh Pxor not Mary is pregnant,

(94h) would entail' both (96a) arid
a

(98) Some conseqUence which X finds' significan4,would
ensue or- hot depending' on whether or. not Mary
is pregnant.

c .

The problem is that (94c) and (9)d), the respective denfalsof (94e0
and (94b), ought not to entail or othervi'se necessitate (96a). 'Yet
(94o)'and (94d) do seedio "imply" (96a)$h some weaker sense; people
sometimes tend to hear utterances of (94c-d as conveying the,

. informationlreoorded in (99 -b) respectively: ):

'4

(99) a. 'Mary is pr gnant, and it's false thatJohp
assumes -.

.

believes that Mary is pregnant.
takes it -,.' ..-

-. --

b. Mary is pregnant, and nothing_of significance to
X hinges on whether Mary is pregnant.,

.., , 11.*
. .

.

The explanation of this, fact is simple. In the sense lately
defined, (96a) is the general condition for the truth of-bath (94a)
and (94b); (96b) is the specific condition for the truth of (91a); and '

tl,,
(98) is the specific condition for the truthof (94.0. Therefore, 'by

exactly the same reasoning as-was employed in the ease of know, we
obtain the conclusionthat,(94c) factively implies (99a),.and 1940
factively implies (99b). The considerable amount of,effort,spent on
know thus haven immediate payoff for the analysis offfactives'in

VI
general. -lie shallSoon.see that the payoff extends beyond.,fa ives

to other constructions which have been thought to.invOlve p uppositions.

Finally, it ought to be pointed, out that there is a simple and, /

straightforward way of showing conclusiyely that none of the sorts of
constructions we have consideredsoefar in fact givesrise to semantic
presuppositions. According to the definition of,riemantic presupposition,
a sentence SI semantically pfesupposes sentence S2 onIy if the denial:sentence
of Si tecesgiIates S2. Let us list age* the denials ol"theprdncipal .
sentences we have considered ,so Tar: . .

e (100) _It's false that Dick, Who is an expert on Austin,
loves the Bonzo Dog Band.

,

.
.

b. It's false that ',it was Johii who caught the. thief.
;- -

c. John is riot aware that Mart pregnant.

d. Iry doesn't know that Sam is a Martian.'' ,
.4.

e; It isn't significant that Mary is pregnant.

;, , - :-

O

4 . S
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The impor t thing to notice is that tfie ve.ious'"implications".that
these.denials bear are all cancellable (Grice 1961:128), as In

(101) a. It's false that Dicki?'-whods_an expert on
Austin,.loves theBon'ko Dog Band, because'
Dick bows nothing-abput,Austin, CDit.lect

B only].

b. It's false thkkt, it wad Jbhn who caught the thief,
bRcauseno one,caUght her. .

(

c. John is not aware that Mary is pregnant, becaus46
she isn't.

..4. Iry doesn't know that Sani s a

Sam, isn't one. r-

e. It isn't significant that Mary
because she isn't. ,

Martin, .because

0

is pkegnant,

.

Now necessitation, a strictly model-theoretid not4on, does not

admit of cancellation., Therefore,- .:the'"implichtionsof (1Q0a-t);
cancelled by (101a-e) respectively, are not necessitated by (100a-e).

By definition,Zhen,'no, semant,ic presuppositions are involved IS these

cases. And theft..4ery cancellability in context shoilld be enough to

tip us off\that the notions we.are'dealing with are.contextg-bound,
pragmatic.

3.4. Implicative Verbs. 4
$

Karttunen(1971b)
alleges: that, dn.addition to factiveerbs, t re

0 are also presupposition-carryineimplieative verbs". Implicative ve bs

are a subclass of Verbs takineinfinitive'dompIement6, and their
distinguishing feature, we are told, is that assertive sentences with
implicative main verbs "imply"-an augmented vertion of their complement'

sentences. Karftunen'cla4ms that this "implication" canpot.be identified
with ordinary entailment, but can only bp understood via an appeal to
presuppositions'.' He ,gives the follo4ing partgil list -g implicative

verbs: -

.

(102);x manage, remeniber, bother, get, dares; care, venture,

condescend, happen, "see fit, be cat.eful;-have'
time
opportunity
trbuble.

the misfortune j. *take thetake
a

.

take it upon oneself.,'
. .

.4.,
At

' ts

Of these, verbs, manage seems to, be the paradigm, 'for, it receive `the
most attention. Consider the following sentences,: - .

, 1: , -

a, jgiin managedged to solve the problem.
b, John didn't manage to solve the problem". .,

c. John solved the problem.
d.' John didn.'t soIve-the Prbblem.

a

,,We' are told that (103a) implies (103c), and tbat'(103b) implies64 4

(103d). But 11031d) appears to: be negation:of, (103a), afid.(103d)
r
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that of (103c); so ifthese "implications" were entailments, (103a)
'and (103c) would be"logidally equivalent. Karttunen claims that in '

. fact they ard'hot logically equivalent, giving as his reason'that
manage to solve and solve differ in meaning. . .

Of Bourse (103a and (103c) do intuitively "differ in meaning", .

but this is not enough to show that they are not logically equivalent.
Consider, for example,.the following sentences:

(104) a. Meno is a:pederast. , ,

b. Either Meno is a pederast, or Meno
.

is nota.
J ' pederast butthas a dog that is both alive

and not alive.
0

.

'.(104a) and (104b) can be shown to be logically equivalent by simple
propositional calculation, in spite ofthe fact that they unquestionably
'differ in-meaning. And in light. of our discussion of nonrestrictive
_relative clauses, the same might well be said for the following pair:.

(105) a. 'John, who smokes cigars, loves wine.,
b. John, who loves vine, smokes

What we need is some more accurate account of the difference in meaning
:between (103a) and (1036) which has some-clear relevance to the
question cy their truth-conditions-and displays their nonequivalence.,

'Karttunen god on t.fill this lacuna wikh an appeal tb semantic
presupposition. (103a), we are informed, presupposes something like

John tried (i.e. expended effort) to polVe the problem.
. ;

..

Thus (106) is 'necessitated by both (103a) and (103b)." But' (103c) eked
not even suggest (10)--let alone presuppose it. So (103a) and (103c)
cannot be logically equivalent, slinoe on these assumptions it is
logically possible that (103c1 should be true but (103a) be truth-
valueless owing to the falsity-of (106). Similarly, (103b) cannot be
logically equivalent 'to (103d); for the truth of (103d) is consistent
with the. falsity of (106), hence with the truth-valuelessness of (103b).

It appears, then, that implicative verbs behave in a more complex
'' way than do factives. Implicative verbs, like factives, supposedly

generate semantic presuppositions; but, unlike factives, they presuppose
not the truth of the sentences underlying their verbal complements,, but
i each case the trah of some third, quite'diffeient sentence. In

ad 'tion, they introduce a novel kind. of "implication" such that an
apse ive sentence with an implicative main verb "implies"(but does

presuppbse!) ComNement, anksuch that the negation of the
former implies (but does not presuppose) tle negation of the latter.
"Implication" of this new sort, then, is a mysteriots and, heretofore

. ertium quid,' inferentially reliah/e, but not so. strict as.
1n cessitat'ion.

Befdre-assessinfall these claims in connection with (103), let
us pause to look more closely at the-listA102).

It is far from olear that the items in (102) are'happilygroupe

%,
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together. Some of theve4 in qu,estion are, in our_ speech at least,

knot "Implicative" at'all. Consider the following exchange:

, (107) Bully: "Which of you dares to fight me?"

John: "I dare to fight you!'
BiAlly (eyeing John's bulging biceps):

'Ordinarily, Ii!A clobber you here and now;'

.

.

but I hear my mother calling and have to go
home."

.

mightIn reporting this exchange,,we i appropriately say something like

. '

t
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(108) John dared to-fight the bully, but-the fight
never took-place, because the bully chickened

out.

But the acceptability of (108) belies the claim that (109) necessitates

(110).

-(109) JoEn,dared to fight the gully.
(110) John fought the bully.

Similarly, the following twa sentences are, in our speech, virtual`,

synonyms:

(111) a.- John took it upon iiiMselflto make the announcement.

b. John unilaterally decidedito make, the announcement
\

In this sense it is pOssible.that a man shbuld
do something which he-is suhsequently prevented
the fibllowing sentence seems perfectly accebtab

(112) John took(kt upon himself to make the announcement,

but dropped ddad of a heart attack :just as he was

opening his mouth to speak.

ake it upon himself to
from doing. That is, ,2

e:

Both (109) and (111a) impute statVof mind which, in. the normal course

of events, are accOmpanied or immediately followed by the indicOed

actions. BAtthe presumption of fulfillment, if_indeed there is sne,,,

seems' merely inductive. As a final example, we co,41d cite the,vefb

care. In negative constructions like'(113) it is difficult to hear any

impl ication of (114) since it is so easy to invent counterexamples like

(115).

(113) John didn't care to' discuss the

(;114) John didn't discuss the matter.

(115) John didn' care to discuss the
Mary forced him to'talk about

Of course ;there may be dialects of English in which these verbs are'

uniformly "implicative" in Karttunen's sense. Inerecting a general

,strategy:for handling genuinely implicatiVe verbs, however, it is

Matter.

matter, but
it.
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best to concentrate on unequivocal examples. So let us look at
.10arttunen's strongest case, the verb manage.' If the alleged,tehavior
Of manage can IA explained without recourse to presupposition, then
the same form of explanation., relativized to dialectought to account
for the weaker members of(102) as well.

A preliminary thing to note about manage is that, Strictly
speaking-the sentence (103a) does not necessitate (100.

(103) a. John managed to solve the ptoblem.
(106) John tried to solve the problem.

For a person can manage to do something without trying--inadvertently
or accidentally. Thus neither (116) nor (1I7) necessitates or even
allows that the person in question was attempting to perform the
indicated sttion.13 0

'%-(116) While trying to prove Fermat's Last-Theorem, -Saul ,

,inadvertently nagedto'prove Ggdbach's
Conjecture.

(117) We had been tryi or months to knock all the.
beer cans-off the og, but Bottomiey managed to ,s* f c

do it by acciden hile trying to shot down a
rust-speckled grosbeak.

,

In fact, it is surprisingly difficult to say what is tatiyely)
necessitated by (103a). Minimally, manage seems to involve a broad
presumption to the effect that some sort of impediment exIsts,,if not-
for the agent then at least for some other contextually involved Person .

or i5ersons. In other words, to say, that Yohn.managed,to do such-and-
such is%o represent the action of doing such-and-such as something_
which "wasn't entirely easy"--without actually saying, but leaving it
to the context to determine, wherein the trouble lies. Since thin
point is crucial to what follbws, we shall belabor it a moment longer.
If someone were to utter 4

Ina) JOhn managed to `breathe.

he would not, appearances-to the contrary; be committed to saying that-
John'found it hard to breathe. The implied imped1Meni is not intrinsi-
cally person -specific,,although obYious pragmatic factors can lead
Us to hear it as such. ,This.becomes clear-whenwe Consider other
contexts in which (118) would be perfectly appropriate. _Suppose that

/-john; having.been raised in the Andes, has extraordinary breathing/
powers. Suppose further that (118), is uttered by 'Someone who is Ware '
of this fact and is describng,a mountain-climbing episode'in wbich
everyone but John was faintingunable to breathe. There is
still the presumption that, under the circumstances, breathing wasn't,
easy; but bow we hear it as attaching not to JOhn-,but to his companibhs.
With a.little more patience, we cotld,easily-point the pi-esumption in
such a way that it'cannot be heard as attaching to,anyone in particular,
but only to a mysterious "someone". Thus auppose-that(i183-is uttered
in a context in'which everyone knows of John's great lungodapadity and

- *
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that the utterance.occurs as the Climax of speaker's.description

of,.dohn's single - banded ascent'" of Everest.: The ,presumption -'

impediment clearly:does not attach, to John, and the context supplies

no other specific person.or persons to'whom it could.'applli. The most

` we can say is thai'usopeone'would fiid it difficult to breathe' under

those circumstances. In Short,what remains constant amid all'these

shifts of "fobus" is` ;the nonspecificopresInmption ofiContextual

impediment; the variable fgctor of felt,a6Plication to, a specific person

appears to be something which arises extralinguistically, from the

- hearer's beliefs.about the contextof utterance. The significance of

/ thi pointwill manifest itselfr1Shortly.

AsEverythiing we have said so far suggests,that (103a) genuinely

necessitates something the deliberately noncommittal sentence
0

Y :
(119) :Solving the probn wasn't entirely easy.

But ..oes (103a) semantically presuppol (x29)? If it doeb, then."

37

(105b)--the denial of(1034)-must a/so.necessitate (119): 'Whatever

implicative connection exists between (10313) and (119), however, seems

cancellable in context, hence cannot.be viewed as genuine necessita-

tion. Fpr -(120) is acceptable: .

,..

(120) John dtdpOt manage, to solve the problem--it was

so easy that a trained monkey could solve it.

blIndrblded!

Admittedly, the felt need for stress in (120) suggests that the

tMplication,which it cancels --is strongly felt in 'the first `place. So

we must expliin how (103b) can strongly suggest (119) withbut

necessitating
' Before addressing'this 'Problem, let us page and! take quick stock

.
of our other intuitions about t data. Parallel to the feeling that

k
(103a) hecessitates(119), we find an equally strong feeling that

(1036,1Palso necessitates (103c). Moreover, it- eets to us.thit the

'joint truth.of (1191 and (103c)'is sufficient for the truth of (103a).

In our speech, that is, (103ä) may, be closely parailbrasedby a ,'

combination of these two sentences, ag in (121).

(121) John solved the problem, whiChwasn't'an entirely
4) easy thing to da, - r

1110a1 and (121) Would appear to have equivalent truth-conditions.A14,

(121) ob4iously entails both (119) and (1080, since it derives' K.

gvntactically from. their conjunction. So, at:least where(103a) is

concerned, there is no immediatvrobstacle to Viewing 1103c) and (119)

as simply.bein§ two of)..ts erdinary, entailments. It is when we turn

to (103b)', the denial of (103a.),,that we encount an apparent

obstacle,' viz. explaining. (103b)ts.telt relations o (119)-and(103d) ;,*

- The problei is a familiar one: (103a, behaves k a conjunction,

:so'(103b), its apparent, denial, ought .to behave llke negated

conjunction, i.e. (103b) Should not entail either (119 or (IOU). ,

Yet an utterance of (103b) suggests to the audience tha both (119) and

-/c

t
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'" (103d) are taken to be true. Given our earlier treatment of, factives,
the solution to thivproblem is evident.: '(119) and (103c) are
respectively the general and specific conditions for the truth of
(103a), for (103c) directly concerns-John,-while (119),was showh to
lack specificity regarding any particular person. If (1030 is false,
then (103a) is false; but if (119) is false then 'not only (103a) but
any sentence of that formi.e. any result of replacing John by

'another singular term--will also be false. .Th fo e, by exactly the
same seasoning as was applied to faCtives, It follows that (103b),
the denial of (103a),-factively implies the cpnjunction of (119) with.

. (103d).

We note in passing that our solution proirAes for an interpreta-
tionthat captilres the germ of truth in Karttunehls remark that (103b)
"implies" (103d) and that thils mysterioui implicat4on (supposedly
neither an entaiImentor a presupposition) is supported bl (103b)'s
allegedly presupposing (106), 'Since we have seenAhat (106) ought to
be replaced by (119), we could refOImulate Karttunen'a claim by saying
that (103b) implies (103d) in virtue of.its connection, ith (119). In
the terminology we have adopted, this clbkim can be interpreted as

simply encapsulatingthe process of reasoning which was lad earlier
to explain why negated`factives heard a's negatiOns of'specific
necessary conditions. The speaker's evidence for (103b) cannot, on
pain of gross triviality, bear on the falsity of the general condition

11/4(119i; and since' possession of the requisite sort of neutral,.non-
specific evidence is highly improbablewe conclude that the spe
evidence, bears on the falsity, of (103c), hence on the truth of (10
Roughly: since (119) has, a conversationally privileged 'position,
negation-Slides past it and is heard as attaching to ,(103c), yielding\
an assertion of (103d). It is in this sense that (103b) implies (.10311
"in 'virtue of" its connection with (119). ' '

So far we have shown that all of the felt implications Of- (103a)
and,(103b) can be.straightforwardly explained in terms o4 entailments
and factive implications, 4nd'hencelthat there,is no resIdual datum.
'requiring the acceptance of nonstandard semantic apparatus. Since
this isoall that we were'strietly concerned to show, we could stop
here': 'But it would obviously be desirable to have at least a rough
account of why people's int regarding implicative "erbg like
manage, exempritied in rtunen'a c ms; Are-in such a sorry sfatte.'
Considpr the sentence

, (122) John didn't 4r,.21.W: to solve the problem, but he
solved it,

.

Given our results so far, (122). is not a contradiction. (It is at
best only what might be called a "'factive contradiction", i.e. a
sentence which facilkively implies something (here, that John, didn't
solve the problem)_which is incompatible with what is asserted (here,
that John did solve the problem). Such sentences, resulting from the
explicit cancellation of a factive implication, are entirely acceptable
when put intO.co4ext.) Similar observations hold of Karttunen's
other "implicativb" verbs' as well; contrary to what is implied-by
his text, e,g. (123) and (124), however contrived they may be', are

h
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surely not contradictions either.

.
-(123) .John ditn't remember to "lock his door; having

forgo ten TrIrrocked'it inadvertently by
getting his eyebrow caught on the bolt.

(124) John didn't see fit to remain silent; Marsha

at on lam and stuffed -a large gag into his

mouth. `

Just possibly Karttunen wants to insist that, he simply cannot'

accept (122), (123), or (124) under any circumstances, no' matter how

contexts, are filled in. Perhaps in Karttunen's speech, (103b) does

necessitate (103d), and (122) etc. are simply contradictions, despite

appearances. But this can be so only if (103b) is something other

than the actual denial of (103a) for Karttunen or a speaker of his

persuasion: Without becoming:entangled in controversial syntactic),

hypotheses, weyean give at least a partial account of this phenomenon

in,terms of o6r. paraphrase (121).

'IT (103a) is paraphrased' b then the natural paraphrase,

for (103b) is

(125) It is"not the,case that John solved the problem,

which wasn't an entirely easy thing to do.

'What is suggestive about (125) haseaready been noted in our discussion

of nonrestrictive relative clauses,.-viz. in Dialect A of English, (125)

is unambiguously an internal negation derivipg from

(126) - (John solved the prOblem) & (Solving the problem

wasn't easy).

whereas in Dialect B (125) is syntactically ambiguous as between (126)

and (127). ,

4
(127) "'

(John solved the problei &solving the problem ,

wasn't easy).

If-(103arand(121) share equivalent underlying,structures, then

preSuMably so do (103b) .and (125). But in Dialect A (125) derives

from a structure which entails both (103d) and (119). Consequently,'

in Dialect A (103b) would genuinely entail (103d) and (119)'`rather

than merely factively implying thpm, and (122) 'would. be a logical

contradictiOn In Dialect B, however(103b) would'share the ambiguity

of'(125), having one relading equivalent to (126). and a distinct reading

equivalent to (127). In Dialect B,,the ambiguity tends to-be resolved

in favor of the logically stronger.reading,on familiar grounds of

conversational implicature; and (122) is felt'to be "almost_a contra-

diction" on the ground that (103b), though ambiguous, is of form

wbofe instances are much more commonly construed as internal negations.

Mils, at lettst some pf the nfusion about,manage can be laid to

the factthat Dialects A and.B di n their syntactic treatment of

42
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the intuitive paraphrases of (103a) and (103b). karttunen, we might
say, speaks on lehalf.of Mdaledt A, whereas we have spoken on behalf,
of Dialect B. 'But it is important to point out that this possible
difference between diiilects does not jeopardize our earlier results,
which were obtained by treating (10Jb) as the denial (i.e. the external
rather, than internal negation) of '(103a). For if °(103b) is unambiguously
an internal negatidn, whole underlyifig structure is equivalent to (126),.
then there are no puzzling data to be accounted for at, all:' (103b)
would simprY entail (103d) and (11=9). There' could be no question of
semantic presupposition in this instance, since (103b), although it
necessitates (indeed, entails) the sentence (103d), is not the denial
of (103a). (103b)'s behayior would be totally irrelevant. It is
only by allowing (103b) a reading equivalent to (127) that one can
enerate and' "felt problem" for whose solution an appeal to semantic .

p -suppositions and quasi - logical "implications" might even conceivably
be elevant, viz. the "felt problem" of how (103b) could in some sense
imply both (103d) and (I19) withOilt actually entailing, them. And, as
we have seen, this problem is solved:'dompletely by recognition of the
relevant factive implications. Our final. conclusion, then, can be
accounted for in purely pragmatic terms and without the invocation
of an unprecedented and ill- behaved implicative relation.

3.5. - Counterfactives

Factive verbs have negatiYe twins, viz. "counterfactive" verbs
like pretend, imagine, make believe,etc. Not surprisingly, it has
been contended that sentences of the form ''',

(128) X is pretending that S.

semantically presuppose the falsity of the sentential:complement S
(Lakoff 1972, Langendoen and Savin 1971) It has also been suggested -
(by Lakoff) that 'stress can effect a reversal of'presupposftion, i.e.

that (129) normally necessitates the falsity of St but that (130)
necessitates the truth of S.

,
.

(129) is hot pretending.-(
(13 X is not pretending= that S. i;

All of these claims seem to us to be clearly false. Consider
the following expanded instances of (128)-(130):

,Susie is pretending that she'is an orphan --

little does she know that her vacationing
parents were killed last week!

b. Mary is nbt pretending-tgatshe lbves John!
.

A Whateve-Y-gave YOu that idea? She's just.
being coquettish,but everybody, knows she
really loves him:- ,

c. Mary is not retendin that there is a 'spider
on her hand, s e s lucinating, poor thing.

43
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(131d -c) show that the alleged necessitatiqns are all cancellable in

context, hence that they arenlot instances of necessitation at call.

the correct account of the "implication" carried by sentences

of the form (128) is not semantic but pragmatic. In this case It

seems to depend heavily on the particular sentences we substitute

for,'S in (128).A. Some instances of (128), such as the one'in (151a),

produce easily cancellable implications; others are harder to handle.

Let up take a particularly strong case, adduced by Lakoff (1972):x

(152) Iry is pretending that he is in pain.

It is difficult not to hear (132) as necespltating

40.

(155) Iry id not in pain."

And' accordingly the sentence

(134) Irvis-pretending that he is in pain, and he is

in pain.

so d-s very odd, perhaps even "contradictory" in some sense.

On reflection, it seems that the reason speakers boggle at

sentences like (154) lies in the fact that virtually all of us hold p

ceita'n commonsensical ;theories about hukan psychology which are

lo ly at odds with (134). One aspect of our share theory is

at all forms of fantasizing that somethihg is the cage psychologi-

ally preclude simultaneous belief, on the,part of the subject, that

he fantasized state-or-affairs really obtains. (Some theorists might

aim that this yrinciPleis 4 "conceptual trutelor even that it .-

regses an entailment of (120, not merely something which follows

from the conjunction of (128) with a-contingent theory; it makas'no.

essential difference twhat follows whether we say'that (128)

theoretically implies

1

(135) X does not believe that S.

or whethkr instead we say that (12 8) - an alytically implies (135). At

any rate; it appears that one of these two ialternmeives must be the ti

.correct one.) A second, and more clearly contingent,' principle of

..,, our commonsense psychology is that pains are ineluctably consc,ous

phenomena, that-pain-states are"qelf-intimating". These two prindip1es,

of belief-exclusion and self-intimation, serve e rule out acceptance "

of (154) in the-following way. (134) entaild (152)', and (152)

''theoretically implies (136) by, the'prindUde of belief-exclusion.
,

(136). Iry doesn't believe he's in pain. .

But (154) also entails (137), and (157), by the.principle of self--

intimatidn, theore'tica'lly implies (138).

It

A

4

(157) Irv, is in pain.

(138) Iry believes that he'is in pain.

a

4
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WO and (48), however, Are mutually Contradictory. Thus (/34) is 'A
rejected as 'a theoretical contradiction, i.e. something which cannot
be true illour homely psychological theories'are dbirect. Notice
that ."(132J theoretically, implie64133) in virtue o the same 1,
principles. For suppose that );were true and (133) were false,
.i.e..that (132) and (137) were both true. We jUst'saw,'hoWever, that
(132) theoretically implies (136); and (137) theoretialIy-14iplies
(138). . But (136) 'and (138)!are jointly abAurd:.therefore (133) must--
given the of our theory--be ,true when (132) is, i.e._. (132)
theoretically implies (133).

What. about the denial of (132)f. The septence

(13 ) Irv\is not'pretending that he's in pain.

theoretically implies neither (1 ) nor (137). (If it implied either,
we. 'should have theabsurd result, y contraposition, that (133)
,theoreticaIly fmplygs (132), or ,that' (137) theoretically implies
(132):)* This observation is not surirising, since although (132)
strongly suggests (133), (139)--in our speech at least--carries no
strong presumption in favor of either (133) or (137). Only.yhen
(139) is given spec'al stress, as in

(140)
.

Iry s not pretending that he is in pain.

is there a strongly-felt bias in favor of (137). But the source of
the bias is easy to locate. The heavy stress in (140) conveys the
strong impression that the titterer thinks there is something in the
very nature of:pretending which makes (132) false, i.e. some powerful
psychological 'rea on why pretense is ruled out. "And in termsof our
'commonsense ps ogy, the obvious reason is that Iry is in pain,
which would'the ertically eliminate the possibility of pretense (or
peyhaps the reason might be that Iry believes himself to be in pain,
which is still endughto rule out.pretense and which would ordinarily
be enough to make us-Say that Iry is in pain, since it is theoretically
unlikely that he ireuld have this belief without actually beingin
pain). Other alternatives, such,,as"that Iry is rehearsingfor-a play
In'whrch he has the role of a person suffering from great pain, tend
to be ,discdunted because we have no very strong theoretical reasons,
for supposing that these alternatives are really "intrinsically"

,incompatible with pretense (e.g ,Iry might be a',"method" actor of
(-1same- s'OrtY. ". ,

The cancellability of the felt implications of counterfaCtives-
like pretend proves thbt these implicdelons cannot be gendine semantic
.presupPositiorA. And the.ease with which they can be accounted ior
in terms Of background_beiiefs suggests that the preSUpposition
enthusiast has fallen'prey to.ah occupational hazard of armchair

'

semanticists, viz; conflating a matter of utterance-4112aning with the
uttererls'accompanying beliefs.

3.6. .Orders and Questions

All the alleged cases of semantic presupposition,that we have
considered so far have concerned declarative sentences, since'semantfc

-
,
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presupposition is typically defined in terms of necessary conditions

for e,sentence's,having a- truth - value, and only declaratives admit
4
of truth- valuation. -Yet.isome theorists have felt that interrogatives

and imperatives stand to certain declaratives ip relations which

are at least iimportantly analogous to semantic presupposition as

ordinarily understood. Consider, for example, the following pairs

of sentences:

(141) a. Why'is he Moon made of green cheese?

b-.The;Moo is made of green cheese.

(142) a. Shut th door!
'b. The doo is not already shut.

It has been claimed that sentences like*(141a) and (142a) in some

sense "presuppose" sentences like (141b) and (142b) respectively

1(Kiparsky and giparsky 1970, Fillmdre 1971).
If we are to assess these claims about (141) and (142), we must

have at least a rough-definition of the ingredient notion of:"pre-

supposition". The following seems to be approximately what the

presupposition theorist has in mind. Interrogatives and imperatives,

though'not truth-valued, have semantic characteristics which are

analogous to:the possesdiOn of truth-values. Thus interrogatives

like (141a)Ztr.e. WH-questions--typically admitof correct or incorrect

answers; and imperAivestypically admit of being obeyed or disobeyed.

So we might speak of interrogatives as being "answer-valued" and

imperatives as being "obedience-valued". Such a procedure Would make '

possible the following.definition:

(143) An interrogative /imperative S1 'semantically

presupposes a declarative S2 iff S1 is answer-/

obedience-valued only if S2 is true.

Consequently, the falsity of (141b) entails that (141a) cannot be

ansered either correctly or incorrectly; and any Situation in which'

'(142b) is false is a Situation in which (142a) cannot be either obeyed

or disobeyed. So construed, the presupposition claim regarding (141)

and (142) sounds fairly plagpible; let us now see whether it is true.

Genuinely'semantic presuppositions, we have repeatedly stressed,

are npncancellable. So our first move will be to show that the

presuppositions allegehly involved in (141) and (142) can be cancelled.

Having thus established thatthe relations are not semantic in

character, we shall offer an account_of them.ib purely pragmatic terms.

Cons*der first (141a---- Logically,speaking, the crucial fet;.ture

of (141a) is that, like all "Why"-questions,'it is a complex question

on a par with the notorious

(144) Have you stopped beating your wife?

There is aesimilar temptation to say that (144) "cannot 14 answered"

. when a certain conditionfals, viz. when the addressee fails ever

. to have beaten his wife. But this is simply wrong. A complex question

like (144) can straightforwardly be answered in the negative by

4.
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either (145a) or-(145b):

(15) a. No, I haven't stopped--I'm still doing it
b. No, Tohaven't stopped-for I,never started!

(145a) is th%.answgr:dppropriate for a wife-beater, and (145b) for
one WhO does not beat his wife. The only problem with a simple "No"
answer on the part of a don wife-beatdr is that, though absolutely
correct; it leaves open the question of the speaker's reason for
giving it. Now (141a) might receive either'of two answers, viz.
(146a) or 0.48b):

(146), a. The Moon is made of green.cheese because...

b.
tIt isn't.

/ The Moon is not made of green beese.

Since (141b) is 'false, no-answer like (146a) will count as a "correct"
wer. Fbr (146a) offers an explanation, but an explanation with a

g,a1s onclusion u st be either logically defective or contain'a 4
false p mase. Ye it would be rash to conclude from this fact that
(141a) do =s not adrt of any correct ansyer. For (146b), we submit,
.

1
4.s the cor ct-answ r to (141a). Of'course, (146b) does not have the
superficial orm of n explanatiow,,exemplified by (146a); but this /)

is to be expe ted. 'ust as one can reply to an accusation by.repp.dia-
ting it, so tpo- ne can answer a complex question like (14113.) by simply
repudiating the qUe.ition itself. Arguments to the contrary seem to
rest on an equivocal use of answer. For it seems wejtave bdtlta
supei:iicial and a semantic notion of "answer": we can think of an
answer, to a question as being a decldrative sentence standing to itie

question in the appropriate surfaceLgrammaticsa relation (as 4146a)
stands to (141a)), or we can think of an answer as being a sentence°
which (regardles of its supeVicial shape) is semantically appropriate
tO'the question, irk that what it asserts specifies one member Of the

-relevant exclusive and exhaUstWe:set,"orpossible states of affairs,
even though the state of, affairs, sQ specifiedis nofitself queried
by the speaker as part of his or her speech act. (That possible state
of affairs in which the moon is made of .green cheese because S1, that

, in which' the ,moon is made of .green chee0 because 52,' ..., and that in
which the moon is not made of green cheese are allthe alternative
possibilities that there are. We assume here that the -normal. function

-.of a question is to Solicit a preference for one member of some
partition on logical'spacej To say just this is only to offer a
slogan, of course; extended divussion of semantical.issues would -be
required in order to make/ this notion of semantic appropriateness
precise and to give it convincing motivation, as well as careful exam-
ination of the illocutionary structure underlying Why-questions and its
relatiOn to their semantic, content. But, once the two notions of ,'.

'answer" are distinguished, it is fairly plain that something like
the latter notion is the only relevant One. (146b) is an answer to
(14Ia)becanse it accompliShes the desired.sliecification of one of
the relevant states of affairs; it is a correct answer because it is
true. And it should be noted that any ordinary speaker would accept

. 4146b),as a perfectly appropriate and felicitous answer to (141a).
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"(Itmay be true that (141a) itself is-infelicitous in some way when

- (141b4 -is falge; certainly a speaker whO uttered ,(141E0 knowing that
(141b) is false would be guilty of raising a,pointless question.

0 But thesefacts.(we shall argue more fully in Section 4 below) are

irrelevant to (141a)'t semantic status in such a situation:) Since

the falsity of (141b) does not preclude the possibility of answering

(141a), (141aj does not semantically pesuppose (141b) in the sense

demanded by (143).
Turning to (14a), we immediately, notice that it adiiiits of two

nonequivalent paraphrases, viz.,(147a) and -(147b):

,

f
(147T a. Cause thd door to shut!

- b. Cause the door to become shut!

. . .
.

.
(147a) has nothing to do with whether or'not thdobt is already'shut;

if the door happens to be shut'already, one could obey (147a) 1y

opening the door and then shutting it. Suppose, for example, that''

...,

John is the sound-effects man at,a radio station. Among his equipment

,.- is a portable-door for making slamming noises. He keeps this door .

shut at.all times when it is not in use, for, when open, it tends to

. , get in his way and might slam shut at the wrgng moment-owing to a !

draft in the studio. At the appropriate point in the script, the '!e°

director holds up a card on which (142a) is wiitten;'John obeys this

direction by quietly opening hi portable door and then noisily

slamming it shut. Clear;y, it i the paraphrase-(147b) which seems

to have some essential cbnnectipn ith the truth of (142b). So let

us-confine our attention to (147b)..
Why cannot (147b) be Wpeyedr-or, f at matter, "disobeyed" - -

if the door is already shut? The reason seemS-clear enough: as a

matter. of logic, nothing can'become the cage'lltless, far some .

,immediately ptior stretchof time-, it was not the' case -. But if the

doot is already shut, then it is too late to rectify matters.15 So

'!' (142a) is like

(148) Stop'World War II!

in coming too late to be.obeyed. -But are matters really-so trans-

. parent? We think not. To see why, let us indulge in a bit of science

fiction. Suppose that John possesses a timermachine. At timat, John

is given the order (142a). John already knew that the door was closed, .

so he time-travels back td a moment prior to t, opens the door, and

time - travels forward to the moment immediately following t, whereupon

he proceeds to shut the door. What John was asked to do at t was to

_cause the door to become shut (if not right away, then at least in

the near future). .But, as a result of_his time-trip, the door has

been open., for a stretch of time up to and including t, so it is mo

longer impossible that the dOOr should "become"Shut. '
.0ne!s immediate reactionito such a story is to say that John

"caused " -the process of becoming only because be could alter the past

'hilt that altering the past is impossible. But what sense of imposs/ble

is involved here? No doubt the laws of natu4a, as.currently under,

stood, rule.out time-travel: But physical impossibility does not

4.3
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entail logical impossibility. To our kruniledge, timertravel has never,
bee% shown to he.d.(logically) self-contradictory notion. Yet if it'
is,granted that it is at least logically possible to alter the past,
thuscreating a new future, then it seems one must also grant that 1.t
is at least logically_possibie that (142a)--paraphrased by. (147b)--

could be -obeyed even thqugh (142b) .is false at the, time that (142a)'
is uttered. Andthis bare possibility is enough to shoif that (142a)
does not semantically presuppose (142b).. On the contrary, it would be
more accurate to'say that the\falsity of (142b) at the time (142a)
is uttered makes it physically impossible to obey (142a)--a fact which,
whatever its intrinsio.interest, has no bearing on semantics.'"

The point of asking a "Why"-question is to get an explanation.
If one antecedently believes that there is no fact to be explained,
then one can rationally expect only two kinds of responses: an unsound
argument from a deluded hearer, or a flat repudiation of the question ,

from an enlightened hearer. Under these circumstancet, asking {141a)
when one takes (141b) to be false would be an exercise in futility.
Similarly, the point...of ordering or requesting someone to do something
's (normally) to get that person to do the thing in question. If one
antecedently believes that the action is in any 'apse impossible for
the agent,- then -- unless one has some rather bizarre purpose in mind--

there is no reason to waste effort in issuing an order or request.
Using a notion defined much earlier, Ire7could summarize all of this by
saying that (141a) and (142a) act-imply (141b) and (142b) respectively,

.i.e. the latter are "felicity conditions on" the speech acts normally
. associated with the former. xt

There is an unfortunate tendency an.the part of some theorists to
assume, tacitly or explicitly, thatsentences.whieh express felicity
conditions on a,given speech act must /Have some intrinsic semantic
connection with the sentences typically used to perfdrm that act. And
writers on speech acts (e.g. Searle 1969)' haVe reinforded this tendency _

using the word presupposition as a-catch-all designation both far -

ce ain relations between sentences and for various pragmatic relations
between a speaker, a sentence, and an attempted speech act. The
underlying confusion is one between sentence-meaning and speaker- .

meaning. It is probably true that a speaker 13F1a utters a sentence/S iv

in the attempted performance-of a speech act A "giVei us to undetstUnd"
that cerain 'felicity conditions for A are satisfied. But it does not

A

follow that the sentences which formulate those conditions thereby in
any sense convey part of the meaning,of the sentence Si. Thus, for c

example, the sentence

(149) John will be killed.
. ...mow,

.
.

might be uped to make a promise, to giveeassurarice, to the a prediction,
to give a.warning, and so on. Each of the.follawing sentenoes,expresses
a felicity condition for.one of these.uses of (149)%

,

(150) a. Thr speaker intends to kill John or tahave
him killed. ,{Promiser ..

b. The speaker thinks that the hearer doesn't
.

.
want to ye'john killed. (Warning)

4
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c. The speaker has good reason to believe that

John will be killed. (Predction) .

.

Each of (150a -c) is something which we might infer -from an utterance

Su

of-(149) in a certain context i.e. each is-something we might infer t

from 'tile fact that that man (a \ ut whom we believe such -anArguch) uttered

(149) in those surroundings (Eas, t'which-we have certain other beliefs)-: .

.Butnone,of (150a -c) is something we,i0ould infer from the sentence (149)

in isolation. This becomes evident when we consider that felicIty:Condi-

tions for different speech acts may be incompatible. For in addition

to (150a -c) we have -

(151) The speaker thinks thenearer does want to see

John killed; '(Promise')

. ,

If any of (150) or (151) is a Consequencei3Of (149) taken in isolation,

then there/is no reason why they should not all be con Sequences of

`((149)--for they-are surely allon a par as falicity conditions for various

uSes,of. (149)% But then we should have the absurd resUlt,..that bOth

(150b) and (1.51) are consequences of (149). (Surely there is nothing in

the literal meaning of the sentence (149) which in .any way sapports the

conclusion that anyone who uttered (l49).would.have Vontradictory beliefs.)

In practice, of course, no one would draw such a silly conclusion, pre-

cisely because one. would think of (149) as uttered in a context where only

'one speec act was at issue. tut-this is just to concede our print: (149)

act-impliceone or another of (150a-c) or (151)''relative.to a given

assumption about what the'aCtual orhypothetical utterer is-t ing to

accomplish; and act-impliCation is a conceit of pragmatics, no emantics.

s.
3.7; Existential PrIpuppositions

.Eve if it is a witted that all the- foregoing sorts of presup-

posititinPhave, been disereditea, i might still be thought that there is

one 1jnd of presup Ogition whiih is beyond reproach, viz.,thel"existentia

,pretupp
nhme,

be
denai
.value1.0

tion all gedly carried by, sentences containing singular terms

*monsfiatiVe pronou0, and definite descriptions). Nre/y it *

Saldany declarative sentence containing an "empty' -e. non-

) singulaeterm in in.ostensiply referential pdsition is truth-

,;:caAnbt be'used to take statement, etc. Here we seem to have

a genuiltreemantic.preupp6 tiqp: the eiiatence of referents for the

pppropriate,t appears t be' a,iledessary condition for a declarative

sentence to e-.8.1,truth.ir ue. ,(And erference failures ,in nondeclarative

sentences will havi coffesOndling ConsequeriCes anept their semantic

analogues oftru -value.) . e
mi

14'

Let us begin bur examiinttion tt-thig claim by turning to the most'

venerable (arid hackneyed) example in,the literature:

.,,,,

_._' 9.54 The present 1* of FFi.c,e..1.s bald.

As 1,s well' knOwn, (152). necessitates
i

(153) There :is a pretant .King of -France.

4.*
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and it has widely been held'that (152)'presuppo"des (rather than
entails) (153),, on the grounds that ott

O

(154) The present King of France It%hot-bald.
siAIN

48

.

also seems to necessitate (153). But the situation here is similar .

to those involving nonrgstrictive relative clauses and cleft construe-
tlons (cases.34.-and 3.2 above), in that we need to distinguiihrexternal
from internal negation in order to detertine. whether (154Lbothis
the dehial of (152) and does indeed necessitate (153), both'ok which
conditiOns must be met if the "presupposition" theorist is to.make
good his claim.

If (154) is the denial of (152), then (154) is equivalent to

(155) It's not the case that the present King-of
France-is bald.
6.*

But, (155) obvioUsly fails to necessitate (153), since (1564 is consistent:.

(156) It's not the case that the ,present King of_France-1

is bald, because there isnttaamy. present King of
France.

,

And therefore (154) does not necessitate C153) either. (Very likely
(154y is not equivalent to (155'), but. rather to the internal negation-
of (152); bit in that ease it does mot express (152)'s denial: , As in
cases 3,1 and*3.2, we need take nO stand on which logical form or forts
(154) does in-fact express-.) ..(152) :therefore does,not.semanti,pally

presuppose (153); and since (as is agreed on all sideq) it does
necessitate-(153), it presumably' entails it. Ofeciurdlio this.'

/con usion commits us to saying that ,(152)'is falSeighen (153) is
fal e, as Russell originally,contended.

,We shall deal in Section 4 below with a well-known objection raised_
by Strawson .0.950) against Russellss'claim; we shall argue that the
objection is'reealietTglz defective. In the meantime,'we Ought to take
accountof'a-little-remarked fact, recently pointed out by Atlas, (1975):,
that, to most speakers, even4the explicitly external negation (155); --

suggests,(15341 , .
_ .4,

.;,The'cOrrect explanation, we$0elieve, is of relatively familiar
sore. As in some. of our previodS cases, negation, (1553' can be
_verified by .(6,,t least) dis4adt and exhaustive sorts Of situation:
.there being a.present King of ranee who is,nonrhap, and! there simply

. being no (unique) present King /ef France. -:The.utterer of .0.55) 'might.
have either'otthese posible Situations as.bis ozhe'r grounds. (It ,

0 'is of course pOssible for the
for just the.ultra-cautious.

I

,

1(157) Either ther
there is on who-is n bald. ,

, .

--'

^ But, , as in the case of, negated knowledge- ententes, fE"is =Usual to
expect such a situation, i,e. onr,in whi cur set,ofiwell-supportda ,'

,

r ,

speaker ',to havenonspecifio evidence
,. ,

is no present ring of 'France. or

41,
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background t heories entails (157) or the equivalent.

(156) If there is no present King of France who is"

'non-bald, there is uo present King of France.

moso

,but does not entail the truth of either of (157)'s disjuncts. So the

possibility of the speaker's having such nonspecific evidence is

statistically, less likely than either of the other two options.')

-1141
Thus, probably either-the.speaker accepts (159) or the speaker

accepts (160).

(150' There is a present King of France who is 'non- -bald. 6

. (160) There is no preient King of France.

. .

4. A fami.liaraayinnetry distinguishes these two alternatives., I;

eiiher,case, the speaker's utterance of (155) must be eregarded'as an

,understatement, since on either hypothesis the 'speaker 'would be in a

position to be more specific about his or her grounds. But the degree

'of understatement differs widely; for (159) and (160) are respectively

the denials of
-

(161) If anything is a present King of France, then'

thht thing is bald. .

. ,

1,
4 .,

and (153,), which can be seen to be something very like respectively

,specific and general conditions fOr the truth of (152).

(1k) and-(15) are not literally specific and:general conditions,

as we have defined the latter terms, since neither mentions apy

'0partibular individual.' Being general stateignts'(containing only .

'
logical operators and predicates), they are, if they can be said to

be "aboue anything, about.cIasses-%or properties. Let us paraphrase ,

(1p) and (160);--their denihls--very crudely in terms of properties:

'
, -e

-

(162) The property of being a present King of,Franc

and the prOPe5ty of being non-bald share an

instance. -.; -, 4

.'(163) The property Of being a present King of France'

is; unexemplified.-

0

And (155):' A
1

7 . %

r" (164)^ It's tot the case-that the property of being a

, -
present King of France and the property of being

, .

bald share an instance.,

ow'Grice's Maxim of Relevance alert's us that
. .

.
,

t&.er of (155)/

(164i) wants to tell us something aboixt the r_iation-between the property

of being a present king,of France and the property of being baldr

othewise mein ion of both won:id-introduce irrelevance. Suppose the

utterer has' (159)/0.62).' his or her evidence for, (1'64). The

4bnjunctionfe (162) with the background assumption that the property

of being a present K4ng of France has at most one instance entails

(164). ,Ou this hxpothesis the-speaker i$ guilty.of slight understatement,

). 4

;
-

. "...k ,
. ....V,. ,. , . .

7',,,''' -:, ',
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being in a position to utter the stronger (159),; (162) itself. But
suppose that the speakerq evidence is rather (160)/(163):. As before,
the speaker is guilty of understatement. But this understatement is
far more dramatic: for if (160)7(16'3) is true, then it's not the
case that the property of being a present King of France shares an
instance with any property, let alone-that of being bald. Thus,
on the hyppiheTathat (160)/(163) is the speaker's evidence_fof,
(155)/(164),, the speaker's allusion to the property oft'belngbald In
particuItrbeComes inexplicable, and violates the Maxim of Relevance.
'As-usual, we as hearers take the path of least resistance and inter
that the speaker's evidence is (159)7(162) rather than (160)/(163).
And (159) entails the,existenceof d King--hence the suggestion harried
by (155).

If there is any weak spot in the foregoing account, it is in
our.parentheticai and rather quick repudiation of the possibility that
the utterer of (155) may have nonspecific evidence, i.e. that-Ale or
she may remain agnostic on the question of the existence ofa present
King. As we.have said, we believe'thalwthis circumstance is (as things
stand) unlikely, for reasons paralleftsythone we gave in favor of our
similar claim in the case of negated knowledge- sentences. But the
present case does, not seem to us quite so obvious; it is perhaps less
unlikely that someone's set of well-established background theories
should support (157) in the relevantly agnostic fashion. At any rate,
there are further considerations we can bring to bear against the
nonspecificity hypothesis in this case.

Notice firstthat.4152) contains what we have called'an emphatic
construction. For on our accouht, (153) is trivially entailed by, and
we would further want tO'say) is at least loosely "part of the meaning
of" (152), and, yet the entailment bears less than-the standard amount
of emphasis--hence our,reluqtance (see Section 4.1.1 below) to judge
that (152) asserts (153). Thus, the-(along with possessive pronouns:
and whateVer other definite descriptors there.may be) performs-a de-
emphasizing function, among others. 'And if so;--then (by Principle' H)
it performs the same de-emphasizing function in'('l55) as it does in
(152), viz. that of diverting focus from the existential implication
of the clause in which it occurs in semantic structure. Relatively
speaking, then, the scope of°(155)'s negator stresses the predicate,
directing-the hearer's attention to the property of baldness. Now we
can raise the same sort of explanatory.questionsthat we did incase
3.2 (that of negated cleft sentences): If the utterei.sof (155) is wholly

) noncommittal as to his or her evidence, i.e. if he or she has neither
(159) nor'(160) as specific gropids, then what accounts'for the
(relative) emphasis, on the predicate bald, which father conbpicuously,

,characterizes (159) but not (160)? In the absence, of any Offsetting
,c0,Intextual factors, we ought to and do conclude as hearers that the
speaker does have (159),in mind; and (159) entails (153).. '"

At this point an exceptionally interesting sidelight appears.
, Notice first that the force-of an emphatic construction comes in
degfees; some such constructions emphasize or de-emphasize more than
others: For example,-a des'criptor, while it de-emphasizes its own
existential implication, de-emphasizes its own uniqueness implication

l.
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even-more. 64 are somewhat disinclined.to say of an utterer -of (152)

that he or she "asserted" that there is a present King of France; but

;we are far More strongly disinclrhed to say,of.thesame-perzon that

'. he or she' asserted that .there aren't two on mare prsent:Kings. And,.**,(,'

ve.are somewhat koath to say that (16b) "contradicts" (152), we

are much more loath to say that

; 51

''''' l'..":, Q . 10; 1 . '
. (165) France has three-.Ki.ngs, at, present .

't-.. \'`1 ;.,,. ..?, \ .
.,,,

,-,

....,
. ,. .

does.) To take a second eiample, a descriptor does not de-emphasize

'0.ts'e istentiaL implication as ,strongly as,

4 ., . .

(166) -It was John who robbed'the diaper service.
i , t , -

emphasizes the oleoi its tent, and the, latter sentence in turn does

not emphasiZe so strongly as does

4
..., .

C167r:It was John-John, do yoll heardammit!, not.

--- Sheila-.4homMed-the dilper service.,

4 Notice, second, thatithe likelihood or'nnlikelihOod of a speaker's

having nonspecific evidenCe for uttering the denial op's. Sentence whose

truth depends on a genefgl and a specific condition also comes in

degrees We have seen that nonspecific evidence is exceptional*

... unlikely in,the case of negated knowledge - sentences-.. It seas somewhat **

less unlikely-in the' present cue of negated subject-predicate sentences,

And it'is'not at all rare in the'' ease -off' cleft sentences. (166). has as

gener and Specific'eonditions (168) ank(16§) respectively.

li -

r, .. ....

(
. (168)

-.

0.

The diaper service was robbed.
,

Th di i bbd .

0.
4'.

,-0.691) If the diaper service was robbed, then John

robbed, it. '
0

e-t,
.. .

.

.
.

And someone might, quite easjaymhave evidence for. the conditional
TO G\

,(170) 'If the diaper service was robbed, then John did

, not rob it. -

\

without having-specific,,evidence against either the-general or the

specific condition. ,(The presu mption of a negated cleft sentence is

not a case of faCtive 'implication.)

What is remarkable is that these twomagnitudes,at least in-

the cases we haygchosen to discuss, vary invensely.- In ourliost

pbvious case of fgctive implication, that of negated knowledge --

sentences, no emphatic construction is-in play. And in the cases in

which emphatic constructions are
moslobviously responsible for the

pragmatic suggestions in question, (3,1., and 3.2:), even though

"general"/"specifie structure is present in or can be imposed on

them, the possibility-of-the speaker's haling nonspecific- evidence

fOr'the'denial of the relevant conjunction is not strikingly unlikely

oryemote. 'Finally, our present case of slightly Marginal or dubious

unlikelihood is also a case in which, an emphatic construction figuiess

but in which that construction is not, so strongly-emphatic as those

54
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which occur In the cases which simply, fail to support' a claim of
factive implication.

We cannot imagine why, this inverse dependence obtains, if it
does obtain in general. -There is certaihly no obvious connection ,

It.

-between (on the one hand) the superficial. emphatic properiiep of
certain sentences, icnd'(on the other) the probability or improbability
of certain sorts of factual situations. The only hypothesis that
occurs to us is one which lends pleasing support to our'suggestions

.so far: that when speakers wisgto implicate something by-mane of a
negated sentence which can be construed in terms of "general" and
"specific" conditions but which(for reasons of likelihood and

' unlikelihood) does not support a factive implication, they implicitly
recognize the latter weakness and opt.for the more superficial and
hence more easily controllable device of emphasis, as a surrogate for
the more natural variety of pragmatic'suggestion.

In'offering our total.treatment_of (152), we have exploited the
'fact that the, present King of France, though it lacks a denotatum,

nonetheless contributes meaning to the sentence(s) in Which it occurs.
On our viewlasingular terms, this means'that the present King of
France as it occurs in (152) is a "singular" term only superficially- -
semantically, it "disappears on anlaysis" in precisely Russell's way.
Thus, it is being used attributively_(Donnellan/1966), or non-rigidly
(Eripke1972) But what of singular terms that are not semantically
structured in this way? Pace Russe11746who held that all singular
terms of natural languages are or abbreviate superficial descriptions
used attributively, most of us=believe that some singular terms,
primarily proper names, are semantically fused--that they have_no
hidden semantic structure, but funttion solely in such a way.as to
pm out particular individuals as their respective referent.
Virtually-all proper names'have this "purely referential" use; and,
ifbonnellan1(1966) is.c9irect.on some further points, sometimes
definite descriptions too.

What, then, about a nondenoting name or a.description which is
, . not being used attributively,, which does not vanish in favor of its

.hidden structure in-Russell's way? That is, sUpposea singular term
(say, the superficial subject.bf'an atomic. sentence) has neither a
semantic connotation nor a denotation? What we believe is that
Russell was exactly right-inclaiming that the meaning of a genuine
ti.p.purely referential] name is its bearer", or, le'Pa_metaphysically,
that a genuine name has meaning or significance only insofar as it
serves to denote what it denotes. Consequently, a connotationless
and denotationless"name" is, literh.V.y, a meaningless particle--not
a word of bur language .16 'And a string which contains it is therefore

- simply upgrammatical,*Ill-formed. Thus there is'at least this case
' in which reference=failuregives rise to truth-valuelessness. For a

string, sucil as

"tt I
4

(171) 'Kanrog rides. poorly.
aft.

.7 where Carx?)1 neither carries attributive connotation nor denotes
anything, not a sentence, .but merely a surface predicate preceded
by a meaninglest'mark or noise; thus,At is obviouslyneither true nor.0J
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false. This,*however,.is cold comfort for the champion of truth=

-
7.), valueless sentences. (Note that the alleged presupposition in this

case,

(172) Kanrog exists.

is ill-formed as:well, for the same reason. It would be quixotic'

indeed to insist of one string of gibberish that it "semantically

presupposed" another string of gibberish.)

Our thesis concerning nonattributive but nondenoting superficial_ -

names may AtrikellINe readers.aa being obviously false. Consider

(173). John loves Mary.

There is an inclination to say that (173) just is grammatical, whether

or not the names John} and Mary are imagined to refer to anything. But

we intuitively regard,(173 as grammatical only because we know that

these exprqssions are dommonly used as.names of persons._ Compare

(174k) Flork loves glork. -

Is (174) grammatical or not? If (174) is considered in isolation from

any particular context of utterance,'this question cannot be answered.

If we are told that flork and glork are names, then our puzzlement

vanithes: (174) gets treated just like 0,;a4. .15ut to be a nonattribu-

tive name, an expression must be used by someone as a name of something..

Names are very special lexical items. Except' in a loose wig; they do

not belong" to any particular language but are the transitory

contributions of particular groups of speakers to the business of

speech. The grammaticality of (174) is relative to an assumption

about the semantic status of flork and glork, i.e.' an assumption to

,the effect that the teal or-hypothetical utterer of (174) employs

these expressions as names of actual things or people.

Strictly speaking, a sentence-type is true, or false, only

relatiVe to an assignment of denotata to its demonstratives, indexicals

and genuine names. A partiCular token of (174) will be grammatical. 4, -

on its occasion,of utterance only if 'denotata are in fact assigned on

that occasion td the ingredient tokens'pf flork and glork; i.e.'.if

those tokens are usqd by the.speaker on that occasion to name'some-

thing; and our token of (174) idll nave a definite truth-value deter-

mined by the amatory relations-of the objects'so'named. /f the

utterer is--improbplyfailing to name anything on that occasion, then

'his utterance (1741 lacks a truth-value in virtue of.being ill-formed.

Further development of this point, especially its extension to

, cover demonstrative pronouns and purely referential definite descrip-/

tions, would require extensive discussion of the nature of reference .,

and the sSrntactic and semantic repercussions of the diitinction between

"referential" AO "attributive" occurrences of singular terms - -all of

which is beyond the scope of this estaY.17 But...we thinkwe'have-

succeeded in motivating the claim that not even the admitted truth-

_
valuelessness of the rare construction just 'di'scussed requires the

at.
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semanticist to forsake the framework of classical two-valued logic

in _favor of an encumbrance of novel semantic apparatus.

3.8. CoUnterfactual Conditionaa
Counterfactual conditionals'-are'frequently cited as bearers f

semantic presupposition, although there ks some disagreement abou

,he contentof these presuppositions. Sentences of the form

(175) If it were the Case that Si,:%then it would be

1 the case.that S2,

and their,cognates are sometimes said to, presuppose the falsity of

both Si and S2 (Lakoff 1972) and sometimes said merely to presuppose

the falsity of Si (Karttunen 1971a).. We agree that, at least with

respect to their antecedents, counterfactual conditionals do carry

certain implicationsv,but we deny tilt these implications amount to

semantic'presuppositioni.
Consider first the consequents of such conditionals. Senuine

semantic presuppositions are noncancellable, but the insertion into

the consequent of the adverb still has precisely the effect of cancel-

ling any apparent presupposition of its falsity. Thus the true

sercs,

(176) If I were a whale, I would be a good swimmer. e-

suggests that the speaker is not a good swimmer but loses this"suggestive

force when expanded into the equally true sentence

(177) If I-were a whale, I would still be a good swimmer.

Indeed, (177) seems to entail that the speaker is a good swimmer. So

counterfactual conditiclal$ do not semantically presuppose the falsity

of their consequents, though they often defeasibly,suggest the latter.

.IAoreover, the negations of counterfactual eoridftionals4Often fail

to suggest - -much less to nec ssitate--the falsity of the embedded

consequent. Consider the fol sentences:

(178) a. If I were unconscious I could move 'my arms.

'b. It is false that if I were unconscious, I
could' move my arms.

. .

By itserf, (178a) does seem to suggest that the speaker cannot move

his arms; but (178b) carries no such implication. In uttering (178b)

a speaker is concerned to deny a certain co*ction'between two possible

states -of- affairs, viz. his being unconscious and his being,able to

move hlp arms; but he does'not seem iocbe,saying,-overtly or by

implication, that he cannot in fact move his arms. 'Genuine semantic

presuppositions of'a sentence must attach both to that.sentence and its

denial. So the failure of (178b)to implywhat is allegedly implied

by -(178s,)-shows that (178a) itself does ,not semantically presuppose the

falsity of its consequent.

J7.
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However, even unnegated counterfactual conditionals do not uniformly

suggest or imply the farsity'of their consequents. Whether or'not the

suggestion is present appears to be largely a matter of extralinguistic

stage-setting rather than a feature of,the conditional itself. To

take another example, the implication of falsity is manifestly absent

When we use counterfactdal conditionals to speculate about possible

explanations of some adMItted fact. We an know that Ford became .

President upon the resignation of Nixon. Suppose.soMeone asks for

some other possible ways in Which Ford might.have beCRie President.

Then

(119) If Nixon had been assassinated, Ford would haVe

become President.

is a perfehly true and *acceptable answer'which, ih.contexf, carries

no implication thatFord did not become President.

Indeed, there is an important linguistic job done by,counterfactua

conditionals with (putatively) true consequents, viz. that of formula-

ting tentative or conjectural explanations of apparent facts. As will

be argued below, counterfactu4 conditionals minimally carry a "pre-

sumption" of lack of firm commitment to the truth of the antecedent,
Which takes them ideal for offering speculations and guesses about

the causes of phenoiena. For if one is convinced thatl'say, the

sinking of the ship,was caused by a torpedo,.one would pay that it

sank because it was torpedoed; but if, one is-merely casting abOut T r

la sufficient reason fbr the sinking, one might say that if it had been

torpedoed, it would have sunk,. In light of these facts, the claim

that counterfactual conditionals "presuppose" the falsity of their

conseqdents in any sense §eems too insubstantial to warrant further

.
consideration, and wi.11 subsequently be ignored.

..

Ih contrast, counterfactual conditionals with recognizably o

putatively true antecedents virtually always sound radically odd--so.

odd thatmany'have been willing to say that the whole conditional is

truth-valueless in virtue of..violating an alleged semantic presup- ,
position of the falsity of the antecedent. Nevertheless, there do seem

to be circumstances in which this "presupposition" °can.be cancelled

Consider the following sentence:.

/---1°""'(180) If there were' s. God, it would be foolish to disobey

'
If anyone were to utter U80), he would certainly suggest to his

audience that'he'is an .atheist. But an agnostic,-who is neutral about

Theism, might wish to utter (180), without compromising his neutrality,

'Aild it looks as,if he could do so byi4Aerting an appropriate

* disclaimer,"as in (161):

(181), If there were a God--and, mind you, ,I don't think

we're justified in saying that there is or isn't--

it would be foolish to disobey Him.

. A ,

Some 'speakers of English might prefer the indicative to -010 subjunctive
.4 ilwftwk.;

1.
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.here; but in spite of any stylisticoddity, (181) appears to be a.

coherent- (noncontradictory) and noncommittal remark. If ho, then

0
(180) does not semantically presuppose the falsity of its antecedent.

An even clearer case in which the presumption of falsity is

cancelled has already been invoked: that' in which we are casting

about for tentative or conjectural explanations of an apparent fact.

. Thus,

(182) If the ship had been torpedoed, it would have

sunk; and if someone. had bored a hole in it,

it would have sunk;-anif it had sailed

, directly into a tidal wave, it would'havelkun4...

- -which ,do you think -is the true explanation?

does not contradict the assumption that at least one of the three

suggested-explanations is true. Similarly, consider a person reading

the news of the naval disasterfor the first time, and musing.

(183) So the Nikita Khrushchev dent down...That would

have happened if the CIA had had it torpedoed:

(183) is certainly compatible with

(184) The 'CIA had the Nikita Khrushchev torpedoed.

There is also:a difficulty about negated counterfactuals with-

true antecedents.' Ht.-the falsity of the antecedent were semantically

Presupposed,-then a .counterfactual conditional with a true antecedent

and the negation of that conditional would presumably both be truth-

valueless. But this does not square with the fact that we often

regard negated counterfactual conditionals as true even though the

conditional has a true antecedent. Consider the following sentence:

(185) If the earth were a spheroid, the people in the

Southern regions would fall off.

Suppose (185) is asserted by a-naive defender of the flat-earth

hypothesis. A perfectly natural reaction is to say "That's false!"

or -Co counter with

'-(186) ,It'is.false that if the earth were a spheroid,
t the ipeople in the Southern regions would

off.

---citing as our reason for the truth of (186) the theory of

Gr6itation. Although this response could perfectly well be couched

.in the indicative -mood, the choice of the subjunctive is warranted by

our desire to deny just what the utterer of (185) asserted.

Similarly, certain unnegated counterfactual l-conditionals are

retrospectively called "trbs" or "correct" when, at a. later date,

.their antecedents and consequents are found to be true and suitably

related. Suppose, e.g. that a .nineteenth-century medical skeptic

had contemptuously uttered (187): '
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, (187) If infections were caused by microorganisms,
then infections could be cured 'by injection

of chemicals hostile to these'micro6rganisms.

o y we regard both the antecedent and consequent of (187) as true

and elated by known laws, and we deem this a sAffiCient (though

certainly not necessary) condition for saying that the nineteenth-
century skeptic was "unwittingly right"--i.e. that what he said was

true, not truth - valueless. Of course, if someone were to utter (187)

today,, we would regard his remark as bizaire; but .87), thought of

as uttered a century ago, is quite acceptable. All of the foregoing

facts are inexplicable can the assumption-that terfactual-copdi-

tionals,semantically presuppose the falsity o eir antecedents.'

What all of this suggests is that the oddity in question.ataches

not to the counterfactual conditional itself, but to utterances of the

conditional in certain circumstances. The oddity, in other words, is

pragmatic-rather than semantic. One who utters an instance of (175
"represents himself', at least'for the sake of argument, as not

telievirig S1 to be true. It would te incorrect to say that hey repre-

sents himself as positively disbelieving S1, ;since it is allowable that

he should have no firm opinion about the matter. The presumption is

merely that the utterer lacks (or cparatively feigns to lack)

commitment to the truth of S1. (This is especially evilient with fiture-

tensed counterfactuals, for we are lesA sure of the future than we.are

,of-the past.) And the oddity arises when we impute to the actual or

hypothetical utterer the belief that S1 is true. ,What we need now is
. an account of why the oddity arises. We shall tentatively contend

that counterfactual conditionals conversationally imply that their

antecedents are.not presumed true._To show this, however,,wp must

have some prior account of the semantics of such locutions
we

serve

as our guide.
The traditional account of the truth- conditions for sentences

of the form (175) held that.a sentence of this form is true'if and

only.if the conjunction of Si with certain "cotenable".premises

(typically thought of as formulations of laws of nature), entailsS2.

But it proved impossible in practice to provide a precise formal

definition of cotenability which would result in the validatiod of

just the favored counterfactuals. Subsequently, David s (1973)

has provided.an elaborate'possible-worlds semantics f counter-

factUals which, as-a valuable corollary, makes poss le a workable

definition of cotenability and hence a defensible version of the

traditional truth.conditions for-counterfactual conditionals. Since

Lewis' account is, for better or worse, the, only viable candidate

presently on,the scene, we can do no better than provisionallyto

opt for it and to argue that it provides a basis for our contention

that counterfactual conditionals conversationally imply, that their

antecedents are not presumed true.
For our purposes, the crucial fehture of Lewis' analysis is--

that counterfactual conditiOnals with true antecedents 'turn out to

be semantically equivalent to mere material conditionals; hence to

have the same truth-values as their eonsequents. For example

4
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o (188) If Nixon had resigned, Ford would have beCome
, . President.,

counts as semantically equivalent to.. .),

(189) Nixon resigned 0 Ford became President:

and is thus counted as a true sentence. This procedure has some
intuitive plausibility with regard to sentences like (188), but may
seem artificial or even wrong when applied to sentences like

(190) If cows were mammals, lemons would grow on trees. ,

Since both the antecedent and consequent of (190) are true, Lewis
would count (190)_itself as true. This is admittedly somewhat artificial,
since ordinary speakers of English probably would not knbw what to say
about (190). There is some-inclination to"say that 490'is false on
the ground that the states-of-affairs described by antecedent and
consequentare irrelevant to one another. But it is difficult to give
any pretheoretical justification for this intuition. For the claim
that cows' being mammals is irrelevant to lemons' growing on trees
could itself be prraphrased counterfactually by (191):

(191) Lemons would grow on trees regardless of whether
cows were mammals or not.

and (191) in turn seems to amoUnt to (192):

(192) If cows were mammals, lemons would grow on trees;
,

and if"cciws weren't mammals, lethOns would grow on
. trees.

, .

It-is easy'to imagine someone uttering (192), e.g. if he were not sure
wh'ether cows are mammals or not but were certain that the outcome
makes no, difference to how lemons grow. But (192) is a conjunction,
hence is true if and only if both conjuncts are true. Yet one of
these conjuncts is none other than the troublesome (190). So what
has become of our intuition that (190) must be false?

Sentences like (190), regarding which we haire little in the way' '

of clear and consistent semantic intuitions, are just the sort whose
semantic status requires adjudication by a full-blown semantic theory
of counterfactuals. Since, in default ol an articulate rival, we 4-

have opted for Lewis' theory, and since that theory is otherwise
elegant and powerful, it would be unreasonable to balk at'its condlu-
slims regarding counterfactual conditionals with true antecedents.
(A=fter all, a theory may be allowed to override an*intuition it.

-contradicts:if it can satisfactorily explain why we have that mistaken:,
intuition. The apparent motion of the sun overhead does not give

,the lie to heliocentricity': Similarly, as'we 6611 show, below,
.,treating coUnterfactual.conditionals with true antecedents as semanti-
calliequivalent to material conditions does enable us to explain
why such sentencesevoke puzzlement.)
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_Given Lewis'theory, it is dasy to see what is wrong with

uttering a counterfactual conditional in circumstances where the

antecedent is presumed true. Suppose, e.g. that John utters

..(193)1fmarywereintown,shemould contact her
parents.

We could then reason as follbws: If iyis presumed that Mary 4s in

'town, then (193) is to be regarded as'semantically equivalent4to

(194) Mary is in town D Mary contacts.her parents.

But (194), together with our presumption, entails that Mary.has

contacted her parents. Since lie normally assume--as a matter of

conversational etiquette- -that people are speaking truly, it must

also be presumed that Mary has contacted-her parents. But in light

of these presumptions, the utterer of (193) is fully entitled to

assert

(195) Mary is in town and has contacted her parents.

(195), however, is semantically much stronger than (194), hence--on

our present view--much stronger h (193). So why didn't the utterer

of (193) utter (195) instead? In other words, to utter (193) when its

antecedentis presumed true is to violate the Maxim of Strength, which

dictates that one should not say significantly less than one is entitled.

to say. Therefore, from the assumption that the utterer of (193) is

obedient to the conversational:Maxims we may derive, via the Gricean.

inference-schema,' that:the antecedent Dt (193) is= not presumed,Whe

true. This explains our assumption; as hearers, that the utterer of a

counterfactual does not believe its antecedent to be true.

In general, the actual truth-value of the antecedent has.hothing

directly. to do with the conversational deviance of a given utterance

of a counterfactual conditional. Rather, such deviance is a matter of

whether the context of utterance is such as to generate a presumption

of the antecedent's truth, i.e. an imputation to the actual or hypo-
.

thetical utterer of belief. in the antecedent, real Or merely .feigned

for the sake of'argument with or about some contextually involved

believer,. When this presumption is present, we cannot make sense of

a person's uttering the counterfactual question,-since-

the uttered sentence conversationally implies theAabsence of that

presumption.
It is much harder, even with the aid of Lewis' theory, to explain .5

the-further strong inclination felt by some hearers to do on to infer

that the speaker (or whoever),positivelKbelieves the antecedent to be

,false;, although we have argued above that the latter "suggestion" is

easily cancelled at least for semantic purposes. Previous strategies

are unavailable here: Counterfactuals per se contain.no emphatic

`constructions; nor do. they have sets of "general' and "specific"

conditions on their truth; nor do any further Gricean considerations

seem to help. Insofar as the,alleged"positive suggestion of the

- falsity of a counterfactual's antecedent is considirdd a real and

'hard datum, it is one which we have yet to handle.
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Moreover, even our foregoing explanation of the unacceptability
of uttering a counterfactual with an antecedent presumed to be true
must be regarded as tentative, since it rests on a rather unintuitive
consequence of a theory which, though elegant, is by no means firmly
established. An alternative explanation, one that' covers the stronger
presumption as well, will be suggested in Section 5 below. In any
case, it' is clear enough that the claim that Counterfactuals semanti-
caly presuppose the falsity of their antecedents has little or nothing
to recommend it, and in addition renders inexplicable many of our every-
day responses to counterfactuals and their negations.

4. Sources of the Myth.

The notion of "semantic_ presupposition" is, we believe, an epi-
phenomenon of the unfortunate coincidence of some otherwise 4nrelated
confusions, equivocations, and bad Infirences, We-have already remarked
on some otthese in carrying gut our case studies; in this section,we
shall pursue our diagnosis in more revealing detail.

4.1. 'Old Friends
4.1.1. Assertion and Contradiction

In discussing cases 3.1 and 3.2, we pointed out the fallacy of
dupposing that what is not "asserted" by a_sentence is.therefore not
entailed.by that sentence. The rqievance of this point becomes even /

clearer when we reflect that, historically, the term presuppose has
been used in each of two different ways% one, as contrasting with assert,

. and the second, as contrasting with entail. The former usage is more
natural, the latter technical.

Despite thevagueness of the notion of what a sentence sa)t 11 or
'"asserts ", wehave some tolerably- clear cases (cf. again nonrestrictive''.
relative clauses, and clefting) in which information that ls.plainly
part of thg semantic content of a sentence mayhavg.been played (by one'
syntactic transforiation or another) in so unemphatic a position in the
surface structure of that sentence that we are disinclined to admit
that that information is part of what that sentence asserts.
It is natural and harmlegs to say of this information that if is
11

presupposed, rather than asserted", by the sentence:i.e. that it is
taken for granted, rather than actively put forward or emphaifically
pushed hy the spe er. But this natural notion of "presupposition",
which contrast ith that of "assertion", is not that which
contrasts with'thst of entailment. It is the Strawsonian notion,
that of "semantic presupposition",-which contrasts with and precludes
that of entailment. Therefore; it is an equivocatiOn'to argue,
(egplicitly or implicitly),from purely intuitive'data toncerning what .

some sentence asserts or does not assert to positive technical
conclusions about semantic presupposition. And it...isthis fallacy
hich, we think, has misled Keenan and.othera in cases 3,1 and 3.2,-
as well as Karttunen in case,3.3,(see 1971b:350-1).

Parallel considerationd hold for denying andcontradictingo
Just-as it is fallacious to argue from "Tailure'to astert" to "fiilure
to entail", it is fallacious to infer from the fact that a sentence.S1
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(or someone 1ho'tokens Si) cannot properly be said to have den4d or.

,contradiCted an utterance of S2, that S1 does not entail the falsity

of S2. Not every utterance, dr even every assertion, of an Si that

entails the falsity of S2 is properly said to contradict S2, especially

if S2 is (logically). much stronger than the denial of S1 and if the

tter-is an unemphasi%ed consequence of 82. ..For example, if a speliker

were to utter

(196) Hud -Certainly is a devious swinging bachelor.

. .4

one who replied by uttering t
'Tm.177.

Or
(197) Hud is not an adult.

would not properly be said VI' have contradicted the fi.r4t speaker, even

though (197)--on the assumption that being a bachelor entails being an,

adult--ehtails the falsity of (196). Similarly, if a speaker were to

utter '

(198) Sp it was Moriarty .killed Holmes.

ope who replied by uttering

(199) Holmes, ,s only put in suspended animation.

ntradicted the original speaker or

take a degenerate but even more

,44

would not properly be said to have c

to have denied what was asserted'. T

obvious example, one who uttered*

Xy

(200) The economy will soon 'take a turn for the:better.

could not-in any nontechnical sense be .said to have contradicted,a

(demented) speaker who'Tiad tokened

" (201) Thrde'is both prime and-not prime. 4

-thougli (200)--like any other sentence--entails the,falsity of (201).

Its,isthis general point .that is overlooked by Strawson,L1950) in

offeting the second of his two arguments against Russell's treatment

of nondenoting singular terms:

Now suppose someone were in fact to say toyou with a perfectly .,

serious air-in-le King of France'is wise.-'...when, in response

to his statement; we say (as we should) 'There is no King 'of

Trance'. we should certainly not' say we werd contradicting

the statement that the King ofA'Tance is wise. We are Certainly

not saying that itis false. (pp. 1834)., '

. .

Do ubtlesaStrawion's premise is correct: In general, we would not say

that one who uttered

(202) There `is no King' of Fran9e.
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'.
\ (204) It was Peter, who got -sand in the parsnips..

)

(205) It wasn't Peter who got
_
sand in the parsrips.

A 4
- ..

-.., and'when you want todeny (206) you say (207), etc.

(06) The present King ceirince is ugly.
(207), The present King. of France is ugly.

;
'414K .:.

'External negation' is just logicians' claptr t good English;
and so it isn't recegnized'by the syntax/semantics o English'."
There arCat.least two grains of truth here (but'only grains). First,

+we have s.ready admitted that some external negations are difficult
or impossibl t.6form in surface structure (cf. the case of non -

clauses),' Clauses), But this admission has no effect on .

our arguments: To see this, notfce again that nothing we have relied
on lb the course of our case studies requires us to decide, given some

-;

in response to -

{203) The King of T'r'ance is wise.

3
o.;-1
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ha contradicted the utterer' of "(203), at least not Without "further
do ent or qualification. But, as our foregoing examples have shoyn,
it oei not follow that the utterer-of (202) did not token a sentence
which in fact entails the falsity of (203); Aheutterer6has merely
attacked (203) at a de=emphasized outpost, showing (203)-nonetheless
surely to be false. Thus, the fact that we would not ordinarily say
ofan utterer of (202) thgt he 'or she had denied (203) or contradicted
the Artterer.of (203) is'of nd:consequente.

It-i6 worth remarking that, while we believe the notion of
"semantic presupposition" to be empty and uninteresting, the harmless

' '"natural" notion of presupposing in the sense of "taking tor granted"
deserves thorough investigation--first, because its contrasting notion
of "asserting" is intuitively viable but terribly unclear; second,
because it may prove illuminating in connection with issues'in pragmatics;
and, third, because it may well play a role in epistemology and inthe
theory of dialectic.

4.1.2. External vs. Internal ,Negation
A second source of confusion which we have already mentioned is

the failure to distinguish .external from internal negation. The
'diStinction'is forced on us by the-assumption'that syntactic transfor-
--mations operate on logical structures, ..i.e. on formulas of some suitably
enriched fprmal'system; for in such a system all-scopeambiguities

'have, been purged.

Some linguists tend (in conversation at least) to protest, when
faced with the external/internal distinction fnld reminded that e
sentence's external negation is not only true but mandated to be true ,
when that sentence's alleged "semantic presupposition" fails, that
.external negations Paren't English". For example: "No one talks that _
way. In English, when you want to deny (204) you say (205) . .\

O

is*
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superficially negative_ sentence,, whether thi.t.sentence eXpresses an

internal negation, expresses'an external negation, or is 'ambiguous

between the two readings. In many cases, such as 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.b,

and 3.7, the (semantic) external/internal, distinction by itself gives

risellto an inescapable dilemia for the chappion of semantic presupr

position--no assumptions about surface structures are needed.

% The second grain.pf truth in the quoted complaint is that external

negations of complex sentences, uttered Without verbal qualifications,

are rarely acceptable in everyday English conversation. Why?--Because

they are almost always frowned on by ,Grice's first Maxim as being

uncooperatively weak and cautious, 'hot, beCause there is anything

semantically wrong with them. Anyone can truly and felicitously utter

(208) or (209).

(208) It wasn't Peter who goi,satd in 'the parsnips,.parsnips,.

because no one at all did. -
4

(209) It's false that the present king ofFrance is
bald, Iecause France doesn't have a King.

And anyone can truly utter (210) or (211)

(210) It's false ghat it was Peter who got sand in the-

parsnips.

(211) It's false that the present King of France is

* . bald.
4

in the circumstances envisioned; the deficiencies of (210-Ntd1211)

are conversational, hot semantic.

Ss a final way of seeing this, notice that any external ne ation

is ..'-rfectly acceptable in the precide speech of philosbphical ogiciats--

the salient characteristic of that patois being that, in it, co verta-

tional maxims are ignored in the interest of rigckand precisio

4.1-3. Necessitation
A third polluted source of intuitions about mseiantic presup-

position"`, theoretically negligible but significant ih particular

cases,.is the ignoring of arcane and bizarre but perfectly clear counter-

examples to claims of necessitation. Semantic presupposition requires

necessitation, and'necessitafion requires the,absolute inconceivability

of collterexampies. A "reader with sufficient imagination will easily

find counterexamples to an enormous number of alleged semantic pre-

suppositions in the literature (see particularly, for example, Lakoff

1972). Thus,"even many of the data which are Cfs.imed toindicate

semantic Presupposition are spurious. °.

4-.2. Truth-valuelessness and Infelicitousness

Let us turn to,a somewhat more penetrating examination of the

causes underlying belief in semantic presupposition, for, we believe,

this diagnosis will shed some light on remaining linguistic and "

philosophical issues. In.particular, we want-to investigate the notion

of "truth-valuelessness", more closely than.has been done-to-date. We

should like to express Skepticism about it; skepticism-which is the .
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more crucial in-that "truth-valuelessness" is the central notion in A
any semantic theory of presupposition. ('

It is not for a moment in question that there are truth-valueless

sentences. Questions,.imperatives, and (some say) expliit performa-

tives do not have truth-valuesobviously. We become skeptical only

When this relatively clear insight is extended to cover declaratives
f ..., ,,,, of the familiar sort --sentences that-look like fact-stating sentences.

Even within this class, we recognize a subgroup of truth - valueless
sentences: those; hich contain hidden parameters so far unspecified.

Thus,
^.1..Y" 4

.

(212) Rex is big. t

. A
% .'

4 i'.

lacks a truth-value until we explicitly1or implicitly specify a

, reference-class ("Big Tor a what?"). Similarly,.we have argued (in-

pess)that a sentence like . . '

'/
.

(213) Perry knowS'who Clark Kent is.
..,

lacks a truth-value until some purpose or project has been`-specified:

And Ethical Relativists.contend, though rarely on syntactic` or'semantic

grounds,18 that a moral judgmentsuch,as
.

. (214) Murder is wrong. .

. °

1
.000

has Q. truth-value only relative to some person or group.. .

This sort of truth-valueWsness is easily understood: it is simply

that of the open sentence. The string. .
,Z

(215) He is sick.

is 'truth - valueless, in exactly the same'way. But truth-yaluelessneds

of this type is a purely syntactic and semantic matter, determined by

our formation-rules and our model theory. It does not depend bn any,

background information concerning facts in the world; and-that-is
.

yrecisely what.the alleget' truth=vaiuelessness resulting from pre:
supposition failure does depend on: Preauppositlon theorists surely
donot mean to suggest that "PresutTosition° failure somehow implants $, .

-a hidden parameter in the allegedly presupposing sentence that is not

there when the putative presuppositum is true. Solthe truth-valueless-.L,,,

tress in terms of which semantic presupposition is defined is'of none .--.

of the foregoing familiar types. i\ ..., -
. . ,-

It is obvious on reflection that "ti-uth-valuelessness"
Y

ss" inPthe . 1

.

Strawsonian dense is no ordinary,,commonsensical not3ion. 'It-is iiuite117-----,

atechnical7one. Although sneakers of plain*Enaish may balk when
queried, "Ys Si true or- false ? ", findingthemselves unable'to respond

.either "It'strue" or "It's false: without' further clarification,
explanation, or qualification, this mulish behavior is hardly tantamount

to responding, "Neither-2s1 lacks a truth- valve" or the like. To tak'd

a native's inability'to,choose one eC the:two truth-values on, the spot ,''

as indicating eithgr that ha'believes.S1 to lack a truth-valUe or that

SI in fact lacks a 'truth)Lvalue is.tomake a highly Subst4Itive explana-

tory claim, a claim'which hust be tom*ed tO"altepnatives. Ahd in, 4
'' ' e P
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every such case there are plausible alternatives in the offing.

This point Undermines the first of Strawson's arguments against

Rhssell (offered, incidentally, in the article (1950) that origin:10.4'y

gave rise to talk of truth-valuelessness). Strawson, as before, ask6

us to suppose that someone has uttered (203)."with. a perfectly serious

air". Now:

Would you say, 'That's. untrue'? :I think it is quite certain

that you would not. But suppose he went-on to ask you

whether you thought that Ithat he had 'just said. was true, or

was false; whether you agreed or disagreed with what helad

just said. I think you would be 'inclined, with some 4

AP hesitation, to say-that you did not do either:, that the

question of whether his statement'was true or false simply

did not arise, because there was no such person as,the

King of France. (p. 183) 0

We have indicated our rejection of Strawson's co t tion that we have

"pure intuitions" of truth-valuelessness. (If an informant did

respond to our query-"that the question...did not arise", the most

likely possibility would be that he or she had read-Strawson somewhere.)

Still, it is true-that no normal speaker would respond simply, "Thatl,s.,,

false". (Note in passing that falsity is the operative notion in

Strawson's argument, despite his mention of the sentence, "That's

,untrue"; the latter can only be a slip, since on Strawson's own theory

the utterance of (203) is untrue.)

So let us agree that '

.('216) That's false.
- - .

.

..1-'.
would be inupropriate at best if tokened in response to (213).

Stray/son concludes without further deliberation that (7216) itself is

" false. But,,as we have been at pains to point out,'falsity is only

one ofmany, many different varieties of inappropriateness, infelici,

..

tousness* or unacc4tabd.iity; and there may well be some more plausible.

'account of the inappropriateness of1(216).' In fact, there is what.we

take to be'a"uore plausible aWrnative: The trouble with responding 0'

,to'(203) by tokening (?16) albne id that in so limfting,one's answer

one violates either Grice's Maxim of Strength or the Maxim of Relevanc

-(for this case is ope Of factive implication, just lie that of

-.,

.

-,
-.155) iii Section'3.7aboye). One.*ho believes that there is no King

f-Frdnce is inn it position rather to assert the far stronger..4

f.
. -

^

(2171 -hat's false, since therefs no King of France.

'f~UNotice.particularly, inaddition,,that (217) is perfectly acceptable :

to a normal speaker in the crcumstances,onvisioned.) This expfanation -0

of the inappropriateness of (216)is not only compatible with but.

'entails.the truth of (216) andh4nce the-falsity of (203):

.It is worth pointing out.that what we have said here is entirely

consistent with the ,contention, often attributed to Strawson, that

when we utter a sentence whose "presupposition" has failed,,we do not

V 6(3
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succeed-in thereby makinga statement. Whether orifiot a speaker has
made a statement is a question of illocutionary force and hence of
pragmatics; this, it is (so far as has been shown) irrelevant to the
question of'Fhether,the sentence.utfgred is in fact true. ''(It is
easily seen that anyone may utter a sentence which is in fact true
without thereby making a statement--as when he or she utters it within
quotation, on stage; to practice elocution., or to activate a phoneti-
cally coded door-opening device.) Therefore, even if% it could be
eftablished in particular cases that a speaker pad failed to make a.

-. statement in or by uttering'some'sentence, that_still would not show
that the sentence was truth-valueless. The Most we could say is that
the sentence's truth=value just did not matter in the context in
quesiion.(we shall amplify this point shortly) .

We have seen'that ordinary speaker's are not normally capable of
making intuitive judgments of truth-valuelessness (as diStinct from
refraining from making apyjudgment at all), and that the potion of
'truth- valuelessness" is a theoretical artifact of linguistic and
phillasophfcal semanticists. It ought to Ile noted in'addition that
to take truth-valuelessness seriously is to requie some significant
departure from the simple traditional format of standard logic.
Logicians whp are willing to take this step are forced to invent three-
valued logics- (cf. Woodruff (1970 and/or fancy semantical machinery
sQch as van Fraassen's (l9 6) method of supervaluations, in each case
courting justified charge of 'arbitrariness in settling the numerous
."don't-cares" that arise in the.newly amplified models. To say this
is not to raise any direct objection to hypothesizing truth-valueless-
ness; there are deviant logics of,the sort we hale Mentioned which can
be made as elegant and as mathematically satisfying as anyone could
wish. The point is only that "truth-valuelessness" as spiliantical

notion needs considerable sophi'ticated formal euelling-out before it
can soberly be understood. -

One would expect, from the foregoing pointi4that "truthrvalue- .

lessness" is not a Concept possessed by laymenf and that its logic.is
neither simple nor -(let us add) uncontroversial), that it may
even for the semantic theorist to form an intuitive judgment, concerning
a given sentence in a context, as to thether that sentence in that-
context has attruth-value. And this expectation is ricIdY borne out,
in our experience anyway. Alt}ugh there are intuitively Clear cases
of true sentences (in particular ..contexts) and clear cases of false
sentences (in particular contexts), we have yet to.s.ed a clear case,
in any context, of a truth-valueless sentence that is not an instance
of one of the familiar and unexciting types, mentioned above-. 'Whatever
theoretical function the notion of truth-Vluelessness may serve, that

, notion is no raw and intuitive one; by itself it yieldsno data.
If this ilright, then whatever utility the notion of "semantic

presupposition" has is theoretical utility, as opposed to.reportive-
utility. 4Lepeat: a field linguist may report,,as.a. datum, 'that a

. pative re d to commit to.23. judgment of truth or to a
4udgment of falsity; but the linguist may not report, as a datum,.that
thenatiye commited himself to a judgment of truth-valuelessnesS, unless
(as is both unlikely, and irrelevant) the native, is himself a..professibnal

1/1
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linguist or philosopher Of has been force-fed on the spot by such a
sir

person.
.What, then, can "semantic presu ppos ion" do for semantic'theory?

In the course of o r case studio. , we ve found'' as yet no job for

Strawsonian presupposition to.d . If there is any such job, most

likely the'best wa4 to get at it (as Garner(1971) has insisted) is

systematically to investigate theconsequences of "presupposition"

.failure. Are there any sentence pairs,<S1, S2> of which we would want

(for any theoretical reason) to say that ff S2 is false, S1 lacks a

truth- value?
In 'some cases of alleged-semantic

presupposition, we have seen,

the penalty for the failure (falsity) of S2 is simplk the falsity of

Sl. In other cases, the penalty is the Violation of Grice's first

4 Maxim. (Notice that as a byproduct,of this Violation, the presumed

truth--far from the truth-valuelessness--of S1 is assured. To violate

the first Maxim 1..n uttering Si is to utter Si When one is in a position

to assert some stronger truth, i.e. one which entails Sr but is not

entailed by it; and only truths are entailed by truths:) No doubt,

in still other cases, the penalty will be that Sl is infelicitous; but

infelicitousness entails nothing about truth or falsity, as we shall

see. In still other cases,'the penalty'will be that whoever tokened

S1 (or possibly someone else in the situation) has a false belief; but

that result too'isconsistentYith Sl's being either true or false.

In no case are we tempted to impose truth-valuelessness as-a penalty,

ttough we might be Pf someone were to show some powerful explanatory

reason why we should thus eschew the Law of Bivalence. .

If our skepticism about truth - valuelessness is as well, justified

as we believe it is, then there ought to be some .further diagnosis of

the fervor with which philosophers and linguists have embraced the

notiion. We believe that the correct (causal) explanation is to be ,

found in Austin's pellucid doctrine of infelicities (1962, Lecture"

XI and XII), though we shall expand slightly on Austin's remarks here.

.
Austin was conderned to pOini out that, from -tire standpoint of

speech-act theory taken in the large, a given speech act can be (and

is, in particular cases) assessed or evaluated along a--number of

distinct and independent "dimensions of criticism", or spectra of

satisfactorfness and nnsatitfactoriness. This is clearest in the case

of- "pure', (explicit) performatives; a Performative speech act can go

yrong in any one of',.0umber of different ways, some more tragic than

others depending on cOnteXt. But the same is true of,any other speech'

act. SO far as we can see, there is in nature no such thing as a

"pure constative",%though (on our view) a semantic representation

og logical form is a picture of one, in the same sense in which we

can draw a ,picture of-a mass point or-a black box.

The true/false dimension is just one avenue'of criticism among

others; there are many other-ways-of being -happy_or unhappy, satis- .

factory or unsatisfactory, felicitous or infelicitous. And (here,is

'4he important point) the importance of the true/false dimension in

faCt varies:widely from context to context with the passing purposes

of speakers, hearers, and assessors. Sometimes we care very-much

about truth and falsity. At other times.we care_much mote abOut other

sorts of virtues and faults. We think, in fact, that cases of the,

e4
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latter Sort predominate rather heavily. Philosophers' treatment
(prio;to Austin) of English sentences as if all that mattered about
them were their truth-values is an occupational disease, and has
resulted in true's having come.to be, in some philosophers' vocabu-
laries, the only honorific.applicable to utterances. This is.a
'crucial point to which we shall return.

Consider a case of Garner's, offered in conversation: A speaker.
suddenly utters a declarative. sentence on a topic that he or she
knows nothing about, say.,

(218) At this moment there are'exactly three cus mers
sitting in the Cantonese restaurant downt,

Ida context in which it is clear,that the speaker cannot possibly
have any positive evidence for the truth of (218). Something is badly
wrong; the utterance is infelicitous in some way yet to be specified.
But it certainly need not be denigrated olong the true/false dimension;
the sentence uttered, (218); may very well be true.

. . Similarly, take Moore's Paradox.:.

(219) It's-raining, but Idon't believe .that it m

Iii the psence'.of very specialstage-setting, (219) is anomalous.
Though much has been written about it, both by "ordinary language"

0 philosopher's and by epistemic logicians, no one has ever quite
succeeded in shOwing exactly what is wronk with it.19 The important
thing to see here is that, though an utteranc.6',of (219) is almost
invariably.as infelicitous as any utterance could be, (219) might
perfectly well be true (of the speaker); this fact, indeed, is essential
to setting up the Paraddx.

Finally, take a negated factive:

(220) Herbert doesn't know that June is a go-go dancer.

uttered in a situation in which its complement is false. There is no
question that this utterance, given appropriate stress contour, is
infelicitous (in our-discussion of case 3.3 above we suggatted that '
the infeliCity is partly statistical and partly Gridean). But, as we
have seen, that does not *affect (220)'s truth-value in the situation
envisioned, since (220) is straightforwardly true--for what that is
worth! ,

It is :this last phrase that best expresses our viewabout "presup-
positionft'and truth-value. In each of the foregoing three cases, some-
thing has gone badly wrong with, the.speaker's utterance. But there is
KIO reason at'ell why this should lead us to judge that the sentence
uttered lacks a'truth-value. N

Now we may proceedto explain philosophers' and linguists'
enthusiasm for,imputing truth-valuelessneds to sentences whose only
crime is that their-"presuppositions"baAre failed. As we remarked
earlier, philosophers at least have always groteiquely'overemphasized
thetrue/false dimension iirthinkingabout language, to the extent
that true is regarded as a kind ofd.iplomA. Once we"have.decided
that a sentence is trues we pat, it on the head and pass on to-the next
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. sentence we want-to evaluate. And, we believe, it is this habit

' which adcounts.at least for philosophers' occasional invocations of

truth-valuele snesg'. Faced with adentence which, though undeniably

,grammatical, sounds funny'when its "presupposition" has failed, a .

philosopher is extremely reluctant to call it "true", for to do this

is to give the sentence a passing grade, to honor it in what seems

to the philosopher to be a conclusive way. And yet the philosopher

does not want to call the sentence 'false ", either, for to do that

is to fail the sentence,,to condemn it'in an apparently conclusive

way obviously unwarranted by the situation. The'philosopher concludes*

that the sentence is not true, and that it is not falsehence, that

it is neither true nor False, and so, truth-valueless. `

)t The mistake, of course, is the philosopher's taking true and

false far too seriously in the first place. Why not just admit that

the 'sentence is true (or false, whichever seems dictated by the assumed

facts, what we know of its truth-conditions, and considerations of

theoretical elegafice.), for...-what that is worth (very little), and get

on to,more important kinds of evaluatiOn of the sentence and hypothe-

tical speech acts in which it occurs? That is, let.us give up our

.excessively honorific use of true and recognize that, in the sorts

of cases. we are talking about, to admit that a sentence is true is

no great concession, but is only aprefactory note to getting on with

- evaluation along dimensions perhaps more pertinent,to everyday life.

This dame failure to appreciate Austin's vital insight that true

and false comprisekonly one among many important pairrs of terms used

for the;praise and blame of utterances has, we suspect, misled linguists

as well. FOr example, Karttune.n writes, : f

[John didn't Manage to' solve the problem, if John did .

not even try to solve the problem], would Ave to be

rejected as :.4;..irifelicitOue utterance to which no truth

value,g6uld be assigned. '(1971b;344) .

--the implicatiA being that the infelicitousneisi.of'the utterance in

the context envisioned is the reason why "go tru value can he'assigned"

to the sentence-uttered; tin-that context (as we: Rive heard dome linguists

put it),ebhe sentence is "too infelTbitou47,to be true or false. But a

this attitude i'adAcally misconceives the.status of truth and.falsity

as evacuative properties'of Utterances or sentences. -The-true/false'

dimension, it will be remembered, is only one avenue of evaluation

among,t. ers; it is bbt4a final, touchstone which an asslssor applies

only afterhavifig run thrOUgh.all thet.!'lawrt felicities and found

the.sentence,win questign"laddeptablein all preliminary' sects. A

sentence orutteradce can be infelicitous .to an arbitra extreme

degree in.any number of respects and still be true or se). To say

of a sentehce that it 11111t lack a truth-Yalue beta "is.infelicitous".

--or that it is "too infelicitous to have a truth va ue"--is like

saying of a dog which is bind and which is bad folio ng cents

thatgitietherefore*neither loyal nor disloyal, man that he is

'-bO bad at as Job and so ugly and such a rotten ker player that he 7

is neither kind to hiss mother mor unkind to her.

vi o
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5. Relative Grammaticality '

Some linguists20 have al1eged that certain syntactic pheno400mena
`,.require-a notion of presupposition, in that one and the same sentence
may, be deviant or ill-formed relative to somq, ways the world might be,
and 'Yet perfectly acceptable relhtive to other ways the world might
be. (We use "relative to"liere as a gloss designed to blur the
distinction between the fact of the way°the world is, the speaker's or
hearer's belief as to the way the world is, the speech community's
shared background information as to the way the world is, etc. remarked
on in Section 2 above: We shall speak'hereafter simply of "pre-
sumptions".) Now if a string Si is well-formed only given the truth
of a sentence S2 or in litht-of the fact S2 describes, this provides

.. coniiderablectemptation to say that Si presumes or "presupposes" S2
in some sense'or other; and, in view of the'intimate connection
between syntactic deep structure and semantic representation or logical
form, it suggests that the kind of presumption in question is semantic4.
or at least semantically relevant. In facts a brief argdmerit suffices --

to show that Wwell=formedness is relative in this way to factual
presumptions about the world, then a strong form of Strawsonian
semantic presupposition is viable after all: If the failure of some
(logically contingent) 4.ctual presumption S2 suffises_taxender an
otherwise grammaticaltsiHng Si ungrammatical or ill-formed, and ifr,
(as is uncontroversial) a string must at least be xell-formed in or er
to be either true or false, then the failure of S2 a fortiori rend s

Si truth-valueless; thus, if Lakoff (1969) is right about the e ivity
of grammaticality, Si (by definition) semantically presupposes S2.

Notice that the brand of truth-Valuelessness appealed to here is

1:

Par less mysterious (on its face) than that denigrated in Section 3
aban. The'latter is the reputed truth-valuelessness of an admittedly
well-fOrmed sentence in certain circnpstances, requiring bizarre
alterations in what we would ordinarily and naturally take to .be the

. truth-conditions to be assigned to that.sentence (recall the cases of
nodrestrictive relative clauses and negated factives) and seemingly
needless complications in our logic.. The truth-valuelessness that
allegedly arises from presumption=failure.in a case.of "relative
grammaticality", however, is nothin:E so offensively arcane or baro
it is simply the unexciting "truth4aluelessntss" ofan ill-formed

. .. string. An'ungrammatical sequence of words need not be assigned
any unusual truthconditions; straightforwardly iteis assigned no
truth-conditions at all.

, -. ". .
.

.

5.1. .Fa4ual Presumptions. and Logical Form
.

Unlike the.alleged data underlying the claims we d4cussed-in
Section 3, some of the jhenomena cited as examples. of "relative
grammaticLity" are striking; evidently real, and hard to.explain .

, away. We cshall take up only a few of the oases that we find the most
.. t

interesting and'troublesome for semantic purists of our stripe,
1. Laurence Horn (1969) argues that certain sentences containing

,

only and even are well-formed only in contexts in which cer'tain°
contingent factual presumptions hold. (Lakoff (1972:581ff) gibes a
useful summary of g*n's data.) For example, arentence of the form

. ,

7 3 .
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(221) Even A O'd.

is deviant, ungrammatical, or atleast quite peculiar if it was not

expected that A would not-, or if there was no one besides A that

O'd. (As_always, we leave open the question of who it is that is

doing the expecting.) The exact nature of the deviance or peculiarity

here is as yet unsped.ified.21

2.* Lakoff (1969) argues convincingly that the relative pronoun

who an be used grammatically only when it is presumed thatits subject

is re arded for purposes of- the discussion
as denoting a person, as

oppose to a mere thing or lower animal. (Lakoff (citing McCawley)

findsi interesting that "semantics" is here invading what used to be

thought f as "purely untactic", viz. judgments of deviance or

ungrammat ality; sinceSyntax and semantics are no longer widely

rega4ed as eing separate and autonomous areas of inquiry, this invasion

is-not surpris What is surprising is that our judgments of

syntactic/semanti deviance should Vary with our-background beliefs

or presumptions. To semantic purists of our persuasion, what informa-

tion about a se ence is encapsulated in that sentence's deep structure,

logical form, semantic representation should not-depend on any

°contingent fac ual presumptions about the way the world is; it is a

pUrely formal matter. We shall pursue this below.)

3. Lakoff goes on to 'show (pp. 109-10) that intonation contour

'issometimudictatedbybackground beliefs., Contrast:

(222) a. JOhn called Mary a,lexicalist and thenshe

- insulted him.

b. -John called Mary a lexicalist and then she.

insulted him.

If we agree that intonationsContour is at least sometimes a semantic

matter--e.g. that intonation contour sometimes suffices literally'

--td disambiguate,anutteeance wlich it characterizes--we can generate

more cases in which backgroUnrbeliefs appear to affect syntactic and

semantic well-fpx:medness. .6 .

4. Either, tob3 and instead carry, factual.presumptions i of

unlike those carried bY even7.77 'above)'. Lakoff claims, citing f
(223) a. ,Jane is a sloppy housekeeper and,she doesn't

take baths either.
b.?*Jane is aneat housekeeper and she doesn't

take baths either.

.

That "Ct3he construction, A,and not. B either, carries yith'it the '.4

presUpposition that.
not"B"expect A to entail no B" (p. 110). Of

13course,-this is a howler as it-standbs7what speaker -expect about

entail:dent is irrelevant. Presumably what takoff.means 1.t that one

would not expect A and B, and in this he seems unmistahably right:..

Consider also the-Tai7ang contrasts.2e

.6.
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(224) Et. Jane just succeeded in proving Fermat's Last
toor:Theorem, and her husband is very brilliant {too

well
b.?*Jand just added 2 and 2 and got 6, and her

.husband is very brilliant (too
}*

as well
(225) a. Jane considered gpini5 to-the dentist, but decided

to enjoy her day off instead._
b:?*Jane considered taking a,pleasant ride through the

countryside, haVing a really good dinner, and
seein, a movie, but decided to_enjOY her day off
inst ad.

Lakoff concl t e basit of such data23 that, while-we may
continue to use devia ill-forined, ungrammatical, etc. as predicates
of utterance(-token)s in context, they and their positive cognates must
now be construed as designating relations between string(-type)s and.
sets of factual judgments; astring is well- or ill-formed only relative
to such a set. Thus, we arrive at a stronenotion of semantic presup-
position by allowing factual presumptions to invade semantics via
syntax,

Two theoretical arguments seem to be implied here. One (let us
call it the Argument from MeaningfUlness) it a more explicitly semantical
version of that provided on the first page of the present section:
Neglecting well - known, cases of "semi-", borderline or marginal grammati-
calness, a string must be well-formed or grammatical.ip order to. be
meaningful. Further, a'string must be meaningful-in odor to have any
semantic properties (save, trivially, that of meaninglessness) at all.
Th'erefore, if the grammaticalness of a string depends on contingent
factual presumptions, then sdo that strings very, meaningfu;ness'and
a fortiori its other' semantic roperties.

The second theoretical' argument (hereafter, the Argument from
Generative Semantics) is more remote from Lakoff's text, but we suppose
that it is one he would accept, since it captures apiece of motivation,
fpr the invocation of,"presupposition" in semantic theory thht is based
squarely on the central claim efsGenerative Semantics: (i) The Lakovian
presumptions affect syntactic well-formedness. Sgantic representa-
tions.or logical forms are the inputoto syntactic derivations. ',There-
fore, (iii) The Lakovian presumptions' are in some way part of .semantic
ceanteht or logical Corm., The moral of each of the two arguments isr
that factual presumptions ought in some way to be represented in our
semantic accounts of the target sentences in question. And, more

. generally, syntax and semantics ought heAttalr to be conceived as being
context-relative; they are not the austere, purely forial disci es

they have been supposed to be; one cannot pursue them...successfully'
without taking into account particular utterers in particular-situations.

As we, have*implied throughout this essay, we want to-resist these
conclusions. It seems to us (though this is,not the piaae'to defend this
less than popular contention) that there is Smportant theoretical
utility to be gained by splitting semiotic study into that which pertains
to the f9rmal. properties of sentences considered apart from particular
contexts, on the one hand, and relations that the same sentences bear
to features of particular situations, on the 'other. In particular, we

);
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want to hold to our perfectly' natural inclination to say,that a

sentence simply has a certain meaning or meanings.in English, and that

it simply has a certain range of possible us4sg-these being specifiable

quite independently of contextual consideratiOns:24 And we certainly

do not want to court the CoUnterintuitiveness and ugly theoretical

Complications of supposing that thevery recursive rules which

delineate well-formedness (rules which seem by their very natyreto

be purely formal) depend in any'way on mention of specific possible

states of affairs. Intuitively, a sentence. is either a well-formed.

string of English or it is not (again barring b9rderline cases),'

regardless of what speakers, hearers, or theorists may happen to

believe about nonlinguistic
Ifwa are to restst'LakoWs skeptical conclusions, then, we must

turn aside both of the theoretical arguments we have sketched, and

findsome alternative account of the'phenomena; and this will not be

,entirely easy to do, since the.arguments appear to bevalid and the

data are hard. Let us begin with theArgumentfrom Generative

Semantics. (We shall return to the Argument from Meaningfulnesse

considerably later.)
Lakoff has not shown that preiise (i) is true, In the respective

contexts envisioned, it is plain that there is something wrong'with

tokening the strings inquedton--"wrong" at least in the general

sense of "inappropriate, "nasty", or "unacceptable". What Lakoff has

not demonstrated is thatthe awfulness is specifically syntactic ill-

formednesa. It is quite possible in each of the cases wejuive listed

that the penalty of "presupposition" failure is not syntactic defective-

ness at all,but,infelicitousness of an Austinian sort, Gricean-conver-e,

sational apacceptatility, or some other nonsyntactia-fit- (In short,-,

the relation between a string and its associated set of factual
.

presumptions may well be pragmatic, as its essential contextualness

naturally leads us to expect.) TheprOblem Dir us het-e is that,as

was not the case inHour discussions in Section 3 above, no such

pragmatic explanation comes readily 'to mindthe ugliness of (223b),,

(224b), (225b) and the like has no obvious pragmatic source.

Fortunately, we need, not await the. development of.a detailed

pragmatics in order to defuse the Argument froth Generative Semantics. . 4

For we still have the option of denying premise,(ii)1 despite its

apparent centrality to the Generative.Semanticists"program. The

'first thing to notice isthat, if the argument is to be regardq* as

valid, premise .(ii) must be intevreted-exdlualVely, 'i.e. as: (ii')

Semantic,representations. or logical foris areZthe sole input to

syntactic derfvations.--Otherwise it would have to be regarded as

possible.lfor the Lakovian prespptions to be'nonsemantic in o .

the syntactic derivations.' AnFrefact,,this latter possi ility is

tit precisely what we want to hypothesize as fact. This .requires, of

course, that*we deny (ii');_we hereh'y'doft?, for there is independent
'. evidence of its falsity.

For example, there are several convincing reasons to think that

syntactic transformations operate in,part on underlying performative

prefaces which refer to the Utterer'of a sentence, to the hearer'

addressed, and to the speech act which speaker is thereby'

'performing. Thus, e.g. 'a, declarative sentence such as



(226) Fred it fat.

has an underlying -syntactic structure something like

(227)

VP NP NP NP

A I I.
E_t_st I yod S

Fred is fat

r

I

Now it is plain (contrary, perhaps, to slips or malapropisms on the'
part of a few linguists) that this posited performative preface is not
part of logical form or semantic content in acceptably strict senses of
those terms. A logical form assigned, to a sentence, on the usage

originated by Russell, determines a fully disambiguated readingif
that sentence, along with'a set of truth-.conditions for that reading,

and thereby (in the context of a containing logical 'theory) codifies

all ofhe sentence's entailment-relationsnothing more. And it is

clear that the performative preface displayed in (227) plays no role in
determining the conditions under-which (226) is trlie,' or what is or is

not entailed by (226). (Thus Lakoff writes, correctly,2

gote that in sentences it is the propositional content,
not the entire sentence, that will be true or false...
in sentenceswherethere is an overt performative verb
of saying-Or statinror asserting, the propositional
content, which is true or false, is not given by the
sentence as a whole, 'but rather by the object of that

performative verb. (1972:560).

The "prop tional content" referred tois precisely'.the scope or

complemen of the performative operator. Thespecification of overt

perforthative.verbs is inessential to 'the point.) Entailment- relations,

and truth - conditions generally, are tolre read cl4t frozeunder the

performative preface, and so, consequently, is logical form. Contrary

io*WhatLakoff goes on neologistically,to say, logic form does not

properly contain propositional content--it is prop sitional content.
The semantic content of a sentence is one thing; t e.illocufionary'force

of that sentence, or the (pragmatic) use'to which 't is put on some
occasion, is quite another, though bah notions ar important to the

understanding of."meaning" taken diffusely in the rge!

The relevance.61% the Performative Analysis to opr discussion of
"relative grammaticality" is that it provides c pnterexample to .

premise (IA') of the revised Argument from Gen tive Semantics. Logical

form,-properly construed, is not the, sole input to tl)s transformational
cOmponent, for transformations operate aswell on pert tine material,

and performative material is not part of logical form. 1Thus,' if we

take "deep structure" to be, by definitiOn, whatever.it fa that syntactic

7 7
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transformations take as input, we cannot accept the suggestion that

' deep structure may simply be identified with logical form. Deep .

structura has logieal.form as a proper part.) Now, what we want.

to suggest'is that there is at least a second sort of input to the ,ile

--tpnsformaitional component: factual presuMptions. That is, we-shall

concede that contingent factual presumptions do indeed affect .

syntact4c proceses,.but deny the alleged implicatioci, that these

presumptions have-semantical repercussions. In this way we may

concede their. existence and their syntactic relevance without courting

the troublesome and counterintuitive olaii that. a sentence's semantic

properties (as codified in the logical form(s) assighda to the sentence)

vary with contingent fact. '
. . .

No one who takes seriously.the contention thdt,byntgctic processes

have."psyehologiaal reality" need eind this proposal startling. It .

'is not-surprising that performative prefaces affect syntactic deriva-,

-tions, since what one wants and intends to-do.with one's fiords, no'

less than- the thought (so to speak) vissing-Through one's,mind*; 'may

certainly be expected to affept,thescausal procepes issuing in one's

actual speech. Likeviv,.ge woul act the ba4kground beliefs ,

Alistored in one's belief - stockpile ffect these processes too. So

it is quite natural to suggest thaft sets of beliefs (on someone's

part) should serve as input-to syntactic transformations just as -

performative prefdces do, or at least that some transformations shoLd

be sensitive to them.'

. . . .

5.2. Alternative Analyses .

We hypothesize that the transformations that are sensitive to

contingent factual beliefs are relatively superfiCial. Consider case

3 above, that of PresuMptive intonation contours. Our inclination is

to suppose that the relevant -stress.is functioning only conversa- .

tionally in such cases; lint; rather than put forward a Gricean theory

applicable to stress phenomena, let us suppose for the *ake of-argument

that stress contour cuts deeper than this,.to the extent that a .

sentence uttered with inappropriate-intonation relative to the

contextually presumed beliefs is synlgtically and not just conversa-

tionally unaccepthble. If so, we edggest, the beliefs affect the

syntactic process somewhere in the relatively superficial sUbprocOs

of lexicalization (if intonation is'taken to be a lexical matter): or , ..,..,

even in the phonological component (if we are°tar%ful to distinguish

a theoretical level of "surface structure" from what is ultimately"

produced.inthe form of patterns-of noises or mark4). it seems clear

that the truth-conditions of(222a) and (222b) are precisely -t%

saie---01o707777777777is would be denied by soM-bne who held that

(222a) is ill-fbrmed, and hence has no truth-condi ions s'

contexts in which it is presimed that it's good to .e a lexicalist.

at all, in

Why not adopt the far more
natural alternative of saying$ not that

.1n such a context (222a) has been produced from no logical form at

all,.bilt that it' hds been produced from a conjunctive logical, form '

(the same one which.underlies (222b)) by a'syntactiprocess culminating

in a regrettably defective lexicalization?

It is much more obvious that Lakoff's data concerning who (case,.

? above) are lexical in nature. When a syntactic process requires the

insertion of a relative pronoun, the syntactic component waits until

0

'
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almost all its Qperations have been completed before deciding whether
tolxicalizsthat pronoun as Who or as which; The choice,tobe
sure, is dictated by a nonsemantic factor; but it is quite a super-

-ficial choice. o

The )insertion of even, too, and either (cf. cases 1 and 4):is,

we Should think, nearly as superficigl, triggered rather late in th
transformational process hi items from whatever set of factual pre
esumptions is in play. Since we want so fares possible to avoid
resting our main contentions on substantive and probably.controvers al
syntactic claims (not being in a position to defend slYch:claims in 'a

detail), we shall not try to flesh out an articulated theory of the

sources of the Lakovian particles.` A if a grammar is to be senqtive
enough to factual presumptions to 'mark the Lakovian target sentences
as'being Ungrammatical :rela4tive_to th6 relevant presumptions; then

th ammar must have some way of recording that relativity.' We

sugges that the most natural and appropriate procedure is simply to
flag sdme transformations in such a way as to limit their operation
to occasions of-travorable conditiohs in a speaker's (or whoever's)

belief-store.,27.
We are a-little more troubled by example (225) above. The

presUMption of (225a) is evidektly.hat going to the dentist is not
enjoyable (that going to the dentist and enjoying oneself tend to
preclude one-another); and the (true) presumption,rgiStive to which

(225b) is defiant is that taking a pleasant ride through the country-:7-
etc. are enjoyable (do not tend td preductde enjoying oneself).

We are got sure exactly what is going on here, but we shall hazard

some cautious-preliminary syntactic remarks designed simply to
illustrate the pattrn of explanation that We,find attractive.

It seems clear enough that'instead, at least in sentences like
(225a7b), containsa hidden reference back to a previously occurring
item; instead cannot occur in the absence of any assumed antecedent:.

(228) The whale is a mammal instead-.
(229) Two and two is four instead.

,

.
,

. . . _

Probabl& there is a deleted redundancy--viz, instead ip, (225) very
likely comes from instead of NP where "NP" is replaced bya.repetition
of the original noun or nominal phrase. Thui, (225a) wded come'from

. .
,

(230) Jane considered going to' the dentist, but decided --

to enjoy her day off instead of going td the_

. ,

dentist. , .
..

1

.
the "instead,of" clause being. inside thesdope of decided.

28

Lt is'less plausible here to say that instead, is inserted super -

in, to the presence -efa-factual belief, if instead

is' indeed not a. merely.inserted iteir-4ik even or too. If' instead. -...

derives
-
from an entire underlying Cl. se then it is less easy-to

fall b onour practice of Sayle4that\it is just kicked in lexically
)

'at the' venth hour by a piece of ackgro d information.

79
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4yhatmay possibly be happerting here is that instead of in inter-

mediate- structure comes from a sentential,conAective, and-is inserted

when he connected sentences are nominalized (if the nominalization$
do come from underlying sentences, as they may or may not). The

connective in question may well be and not. If so, then it is

plausible to suggest that. instead of as a particular lexicalization

of & has a contrastive connotation (unlike other lexicalizations

such as and not), just as.but is a lexicalization or& which is

disVnguished from other possible' lexicalizations in that it carries

the suggestion of contrast. And this brings, is to stbrief discussion

of the nature of "contrastive connotation" itself.

. A naive thebrist might demand that sentences whose Main rface

connective is and and those whose main connective is but be assigned'

different logical forms. E.g. since

(231) George believes in semantic presupposition,Iput

'he's smart.

suggests in whatever sense that we sion't expect believers in semantic

presupposition to be smart, while

(232) George believes in semantic presuppoiition and

he's smart.
.

. .

carriers no such suggestion, it might be said that 1231) and (252) have

different underlying semantic structures. This, we believe, would be

seriously mistaken. For, considered from the austere standpoint of
truth-conditions alone, -(231) and (232) would seem to be equivalent.

Since (232) is true if George believes in semantic presupposition and.

George is smart this 'commits us to saying that (231) is-true in that

circumstance'as well. ., , .. .

Perhapsithe,contention_that (231) and (232) have the same tr th-

conditionswill be 'seen as simply question- begging. After all, if .

(231) is 111-formed in a .context in which it is not.pretvined that

belief.in sfma7tic presupposition tends to preclude being smart,

then (231)*and (232) cannot have the saipe'trutp-ctonditions,!there

beirlg at least one possible state of affairs in which ('232) is true

but (231) is untrue (because ungrammatical). 'We shall argue agai

this last claim by conside'ring that possible state -of affairs a,

little more cfosely., Suppose we are in a seminar room full of \

semantic presupposition enthu'siasts, and that theseTworthies baAre -.

viable but a sharp and indispensabletooI"fo inguiStisemantics11P
convinced us that the notion of.semantic pre: osition is not ,only

e
.mi

in this-century. No one in the room doubts this for a moment; any

one of us, faced with a philosopher whb failed to recognize the

prevalence of truth-valuelessness, would'Conclude eilllef that the .

philosopher's intuitions and a priori.assutptions were badly soured i'-ts

--40or-clouded-by years of teaching inti.ciductory first-Order lokic,4.Or 4- ,

that the philosopher was a jackass. ow,suppose that someone,intAe'

company asserts (231), referring by his use of George to someope whO '.; .

is not present. It seems Clear that, although the speaker's utterance

is deviant in the context, nevertheless what he says ha's significant

ea
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implications. For example, -he could justifiably be held to -;have
P , 2-.,asserted that'George 'believes in

.

semantic presupposition, arid likewise,
to he held linguistically responsible for the truth of ,the claim that
George is smart,(thespeakeN.did, after ally say that (eorge,is smart):
If George -turns 'out to be stupid despite his Beilef,in semantic '

,.) Presuppaition7 then, it seems to us, thshepeaker.rias '(inter alia) ;,'

said something false:: No if evile.ina,context elaborately safe-
guarded,against the presumptidnthat believing irrt-semapticyresup-
pqeitlontends to precldde being; smart,, the speakei4s Utterance is
held to'haVe implicatons'(it entails its Conjuncts at Least) and to
.be (even "in parts') false, thnit has seMantip properties'and hence
ishotkeaninglessor setaPtically'ill-,:formedPin,the context:

.

The case is even clearer ifwe imagine that the:speaker--; rather
w than "being one of out own number, has just entered'ffom the outside;

He may utterJ(231),, believing that Hoer:and Lycau were right in k

"The Myth of Semantic Presupposition" and that theyAiever should have
been, persuaded to recant. What are we (thhe occupants; of the seminar

room) to say about this perance br (231)/ Shbuld,w6,say that it is '-

ungrammatical and hence meaninglesS, though the speaker remains gaily
unaware-of this? That thespeaker'slown apparent belief in (231)'s.
presumption stiffices'by itself to render his utterance.meaningful?
Tha% (such matters beini4,relative) the*dtterance is megningful "for
him" but not meaningful "forus",:whateVer that'aight mean?. Whatever
choice we make. here, ongothing that seems indisputable is that; as -

:.' before, the utterance has implications and admits at least at the
posdibility of being false; and if so, then it is meaningful and:.:'
hence - grammatical' the context, period. ,

.

.

But; isn't thei-e something ,:i.i-ong with uttering (231) in a context.

in which no one believes; or pretends to'belieVe that believingsin-°

semantic presupposition,tends trbreclude being smarip? Certainly

- there is, but not necessarily falsity, truth-valuelessness; or any
other Semantic defect. , An utterance of (231) would be inappro2riate.

;AO
0

r,

, -

l
. 5.3. Thl'Awfulness or (Re,lative) Dtviance ,

_
,

,
. Itwdu/d be hard to.explain,theinappropriateness in Gricean terms,

, 2 since there is nothing strong with the literal locutionary Content of''
:°.(231)--it does not appear to violate:any conversational maxim, and

hepCe,dbes not give rise to a Gricearrargument on the part of the:
hearer:,'-Nor, though the0 utterance.of (231). in a hostile situation
would certalnly,be infelicitous:in sortie sense, would the infelieity
,be of any Characterislic'Auetinian sort, fot nothing would go wrong
-in any standard way with the speech act performed '(qua speech act) --

,

there,is.no temptation to ac&Use the utterer of having failed to maze;' ',,

a statement; dr ofhavinOtated defectively (except In a tautolo-.

.
gously broad sense of "defective".Zhet. simply co-extends with the

-00 wholly- general "inappropriate") . , .

,,

;
:-, The problem seems intuitivelyto'resid in tne,,cholee 81' the worm

,--,

°
but, and thus:to.be a-lexicalcprobiem. This brings us back to the

pattern .of explanation.employed'in connection4with irho, even, oo, . .

and either. The leiicalizing transformation that produces English . 1
'_.

'' reflectidns'of &' is sensitive to'faCtual'presumptions; if it is.. , N i , 0

, ' 'I
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presumed (by whomever) that the-.;t uth of S1 tends to preclude that

of S2, then.the.occurrence of & in r61 & s;11 will be lexicalized as

nbut; otherwise not. Anarwhat is wrong with (231) in a context in'

whItch-no one bag_the relevant belief is that But-Lexicalizatiorkhas

operated oh its owns,without -the-appropriate-trigger.
A parallel

ac;ount may dkplainthe behavior of instead: We have suggested that

instead reflects a shallow' erlying idstead. of, and the latter .

appears to be a specialize=calization of & (waiving questions

how and where in the derivation lexical insertion occurs , properly

triggered 9nly when the speaker's store of presumptions to ludes the

beliefMat one of the'relevant alternatives.excludes the other. The

string

.(233) *Jane.thought'of going swimming, but' decided JO

to go swimming instead.

is completely unacceptable because the presumption that going swimmi4j

tendsto preclude going-swimming is self-contradictory,.
_ /

A 'similar if slightly extended strategy may suffice to account for

,:the presumptive behavior' of counterfactuals. Our.accouht of counter-
,

tactuals_in Section3.8 above, unlike our other explanations of

"presupposition" phenomena, resee'on Ee highly substantive piece of ti

theory (tiadid Lewis') and so was introduced only 4s an attractive

possibility; what we shall point:out here-is another.

Otir feelings about counterfactuals, with -true antecedents are
very strong, and (to report our own case) they bear'interesting intro-

'spective..5imilarities to °dr feelings about even, but, instead, etc.

It is possible that the deviance of acounterfactual with a.trug antece=

dent is, like theirs, lexical. Notice that the problem arises only in

connection with the superficial subjunctive mood. Even when a conditional

expresses' a speculative hypothesis, its antecedent may acceptably-be

true if it,is couched in the overtly indicative mood, as

(234) If it turns out that Haj comesto the party,

there'll be a volleyball game.

which is perfectly acceptable even when it doeO turn out that Haj

attends. Now it is interesting that the subjunctive mood (exclUdtng_

the hortatory subjunctive) is in a way not on a par with the other

moods of a traditional English-grammar: indicative, interrogative,

imperative. Each ofthe latter corresponds to a general type of speech

actjstating, asking, ordering, etc:), and'is produced at the surface

presumably by transformations which are triggered,by Ple'corregponding.

,performative prefaces in syntactic deepAtructure: The subjunctive

mood, by contras , corresponds to no familiar general type of speech,

apt. and is presumably not so prodAced. Our suggestion (only that) is

that the superficial subjunctive mood is a lexical item, introduced by

a lexicalizing transformktion, and that this lexicalizing rule is a

factually restricted one, rike ButTLexicalization. One further -alai'

piece of, evidence for this is the fact that,-while the :transfOrmations

,

2s8 4...
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whickproduce'surface: interrogatives and imperatives reorder
structural elements of underlying' forms; whatever produced surface.

-y subjunctives changes only individual words. To make a subjunctive,
one need only change does toshciald, was to were, will to would,

- etc. f all this is right,then the deviance of a counterfactual with
"a true antecedent is of just the same sort as that of-(231) tokened in

a hostile context; a sentence of the form (175) above presumes (we might
. .

say, lexically presumes) the falsity of S1.,

.5.4 Narrow GraMmatidality and Broad Grammaticality
A serious-objection to oui- program comess mind.- We have conceded

that the, failure of a Lakovran or'lexical prisumPtion has syntactic'
repercussions; insofar as lexicalization is a'syntadtic matter, and we
have 'suggested thatthe resulting oq utterance is the product of
illicit Iexicalization. Now to say that the lexicaliiation of but in
a hostile context is "illicit" is presumOly to say that the'appearance
of but at the surface is not the result /of a correct application Of
But-Le But (so the objection goes) there is no such thing
as an incorrect applicatioh of But - Lexicalization - -a syntactic rule
either17.77Tffgrot .does no,apply. ;Consequently, the 'surfacing of but

rule; so it is not generated by the set of syntactic rules taken as a
it certainly is not the result of an applica:bion of amy other syntactic
is not the result of an application of But-Lexicalilation at all. And

whole, i.e., not generated by the grammar: -'But a grammar is (among other
rthings) a ecursive device that delineates the notion of grammaticalitY.

So our string whose factual prestupption has failed is ungramMatical
(in the context in which the failure occurs:). Moreover, since it is °

not the output of any syntactic rule(s), and since our syntactic rules
(run in everse) are what. assign semantic representations to surface
Structures, it seems we are forced to the conclusion that our defective
string has no semapticinterpretation,and hence expresses no logical
form, and hence is assigned=06 truth-conditions, d hence cannot-b'
either true or false! In short, in offering our ac ount-of but and
other particles, have we notelmostexplicitly conce ed-Iakoff's claim
in its strongest'form,.and opened the door to semant _ presupposition
after all?

This argument is'impressive, add, thouginie beli vethat it
fails due to several crucial oversimplifications, we shall be able
'here to offer only a rough sketCh of'a reply. But we can begin with

a datum...that is tolerably clearand points toward. complexities
unrecognized by the argument:

There- is a subotaanal intuitive' difference between the sense in

which-(231) is "ungrammatical" relatkve to ttewfaCt that believing in '

/ semaptic'presupposition does'nOt tend to preclude being;smaft-l-at '

best a sorhewhat attennAlled sense, we believe7--and that in-Whidh,(236)
oar even:(237.) is ungrammatical,

.4

it
why.S236) '*Good of i:elieve,ofr table the the, the y

(237) "Bertrand believes who..Gottlol; is.

,
6 .
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What we want to Maintain Ts that (231) is "grammatical" ps22H12f:

t6 have truth-conditions, and'.indeedtb be true even when lexically

inappropriate., The utterer of (231) (in the a tile circumstances) '

has violated a rule of grammar, but it is not a ruie_whose-violation

'produces semantic anomaly. We propose the hypothesis that, even though

the'rule in this, case has not been properly triggered, it can still be

,run.backwards as a semantic -nterpretation Mapping in such a way that

(231), even in our hostile context, will be assigned a (truth-conditional

semantic interpretation and hence can be understood in a rather narrow

sense -(for what that ,is worth). ThuS, to address the formidable
.440,

objection raised a few,paragraphs Above, the factual restriction on our

But -Lexicalicatiot rule dpes not serve as an impenetrable filter. That

is, it is not an atsolut:e restriction which, if-vi.olated, prevents the

rule from operating at all; rather., it functions (if you like) as-a

?strainer--t)e product succeeds'in coming thrpugh, but not in a very

appetizing form, is, we shall argue, grammatical in a broad but

useful sense,-though deviant in a considerably narrower sense:

If there are (aA we contend, Contrary at least to the letter of

'Generative Semantics)
several'disparate sources of-input to the trans -

formational.component, at least two of which must function jointly to

produce a particular-string that is grammatical in the context in which

it occurs, then $. is (though'perhaps unfaMiliar) not at all Surprising

: thatthere-should.be more than one sort of syntactic or quasi-syntactic

"deyiandeq, correspondi4g to failures of various sorts of triggers.

The deviance of (231) in our hostile context is due, not to any mal,

At unction or misuse of the rules which rearrange elementsof logical form

roduce surface form, but to the unlicensed application Q4.4rvertheless 2

an application) of a presumption -sensitivelexicalizing rule which has

nothing to do with structuring, The form is the same, anditis.this

_form for which'truth -conditions are defined. Thus; a senteAce uttered

in a context may be lexically deviant without being semantically

deviant or uninterpretable. fIn'this quaint sense, the sentence.may

'(somewhat paradoxically) be both l'ungrammsiticai" in its context and

true,-un4ke (236) or (237), which simply have no semantic interpretation.

And, a fortiori, the tentence can be both "ungrammatical" in this way--

and meaningful.. This-sufficeCtO turn aside.the Argument*?rom Meaningful-

ness; since that argument,baldly assumed, equivocating on srammatical, .

. that ungrammaticality entails.meaninglessness.
What is i4o become,-then, of.Lakoff"s claim that "a sentence will be

well-formed only with respect 110 certain presuppos.itions_about the

nature ai'ihe world"q-We have distinguisHed two notions of "grammati-

'calness" which might paraphrase well-forhed here, a broad notion and

a narrow notion. A sentence-is, ''grammatical" in the broad sense if it

is, assigned a semantic interpretation, whether or.not it hasbeen-

appropriatelytlexicaliied (alternatively, if it-is the product of some.

application of the relevant syntactta'rules, even if -.One or more:Ofthe--

rules.has been applied in violation of i "strainer" -Style res4ridtion).

-Arsentence is '.'grammatical"'in the narrow sense,sh4wever; only if it is

--not only se3antically interpretable but correctly-lexicalized_given

the factual.presumpti6ns that in factl'obt;in in *p-cOntext in whichit.

. is uttered.* ThUS;.a sentence i9 vaduo is "grammatical" in the ,broad .

2,
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sense, or or else it is not; it is "gramplatical" (or "ungrammatical')

in-the narrow senseonly relative to a set of contingent beliefs.
TO be ,semantically interpretable is to 'have a-specifielogical

form or Terns. In view df this, we prefer to reserve the term well-
formed as a synonym for "grammatiCal",in the broad sense. (Thuao;some
well-formed sentences are lexically improper.) We may relate well-
formedriess in this sense to "grammaticalnessfl'in the narrow sense in
the Way suggested bi .Lakoff himself (1969:115): A string S.is well-.
forMed (= "gralmatical" in the broad sense) iff there is at least one
suet of factual presumption! relative to which S is "grammatical" in
*he narrow sense. The well-formedness of on this usage, does not

=
'vary with contextually specified sets of beliefs. .

,Lakoff writes,

However, if a speaker is=called upon to make a judgment as
to' whether or not S is, 'deviant'; thee his extralinguistic
knowledge enters the picture.

Qn,our usage, deviant here is, to be read as "not 'grammatical' in the
narrow sense"; a sentence's being "deviant' in this sense is (contrary
to Lakoff's usage) compatible with that sentence's being'well-formed
(semantically-interpretable). !

*"1 The contrast between the broad and narrow-s.0enses of "grammatical."
t

haalfs6,far been highlighted only by the behavior of words of a certain
class (even, too; er, instead, but, ...),,which.(tb to 'speak)
themselves carry onnbtations of` various kinds. .It we are right in
,suppAing all thi , then possibly other Syntactic phenomena will be seen
tooint toward.te distinction as well. And if-should be added that-

.'there are.prOlDa y lots of different senses (or.kinds, or grades) of
grarismaticalityides these two granmatical, deviant, OK, and other
evaluative predlcates,applied by linguists to strings mask; many
different kinds of linguistic (and sometimes nonlinguistid) goodness
and and someday these must all be straightened Out: t.' s

Lakoff anticipates and disparages our suggestion of. defining
"grammaticality" in the broad sense interms of."grambaticality" in
the narrow sense and, reserving "well-formedness" as a.synonym for the
former: t

_

a definition oulti define a field' ef presupposition-
.

freg syntax. On might ask then what would be tie content
pf tnis field, y at phenomena would itdeal
be interesting?' Such a field of presupposition -free syntax, .

woUlddeviate from the traditiol.?al study of syntax in that

4

it wouldno:longer involve the study of the distribution of
all eammatical morphemes. As we have seen, the distributiono
of grammatical. morphemes' like who versus which cannot 'ie.

' stated -in terms f presupposition -free syntaxi...It is not
'even clear that principled gronnds'couldbe found for
_motiliating the notion of grammatical transformatilon within: .

the, bounds of such a field... In fact, lt may well\tui-nput
that such a tield wuld-Ue limited e'te study et the well7

./

.

.
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formedness conditions on possible surface structures of a .

.

0

language: Such a Field might well be no-more interesting
than traditional arase structure grammar. At present, there

is no reason to believe that it would be. (pp. 115-6)
:

. ...

Nt.
. .

Lakeff.seems to concede here that our distinction between well -formedness

. , ''. tnd "grammaticality".in thenarrow sense is tenalte;'what he doubts is

thatvas a matter bf empirical fact, a "presupposition-free syntax" dr

. recursive characterliation e.of (what we aall).wellformedness.wOuld b
able to explain. many of what are traditionally taken to be syntactic

-,
phenomena - -or so we read the quoted remarks. ' -

He points Cwt.-that "presuppositiontree" syntax it:mid fail to
.

,account for the distribution of all grammatical morphemes, e:g. for
.dit b

that of who and which. This is correct; on our account, a recursive .

grammar of "flererTral-formedness would not predict whether who or

which was correct in a given context-= obviously, since it woufd ot be
.....U...4

context-relative at all. Burthis consequence is entirely congeii7 1 to

us. Whether one uses who or which in'a given context is not a matter

of form or structure, end, so far as we can see, has nothing to do with
..

truth - conditions in. the semanticists'' sense of the term- It is matter

of the approPriaterieSs Oe.a single word. Possibly appropriaidiess-

, conditionsshould be h44.1,1,.. Oto an ddequat4semantics in the form of '.

,..
°' nohlogical axioms or "Meaning postulate's", for those linguists and L

philosophers whO countenasoe.such things. (and it seems clear that our

syntax will have to countenance' them, though philosophers may go'on to

argue over their logical or epittemic status). But axioms, for those.

who appeal-td them, serve strictly to accountr,forAor "account for")

thos semantic pgenomend that are nwitructurel, that turn on particular

information about paticular morphe or.semantip.primes. Thus
y

, it

seems to us thdt.a recursive theory Ofwell-formedness Should fail'to
: li

predict the.behavior o
.

f all morphemes.
f'

-E.-

t
o

A more serious question is that of whether 011effnupposition -free"

syntax would be interesting or important: Lakoff contents himself WIth_

giving a few examples,of.allegediy interesting phenomena that would

fail to be '-i-eated by such a syntax. That in itself is unexciting:*,

.What makes LakOff's examples more interesting is that the phenomena. in

question are ones, which have'been thought of by linguists specifically 1

'. as' syntactic phenomena. And data of. this sort diqve bottle bUr earlier * °

contention that.syntactic rules operate oLtomethifig in addition to . .

semantic representations or logical forms. ,.
.,. .

. However.Oassbming that,Lakoff's ints concerning seledi

restrictions, coreference .and identitr'etc..can be dealt Wit inde- .'s:

-d
.

pendently), IF have round- only one class of syntactic phenomena.that .

require ustt posit input'from..the belief-store, and the hypothesize.A
_syntactic_Iffect_Aif_sucg_bellefs_ia.(so_far as hds been sbown) quite .

...
supeilficial., There seems to be a group Pi' morphgzes TAL-e is. utidn,

"oather lateingthe,ttansformationdl process, is-in-deed gdverned ,

backgroUhd beliefs. But'thet in iiSelf hardly warrantS.-Lakofi's grandly

skeptical predictiona'quoted above.- He wo hdVel.td. findmuokmore-

(evidence, and many more different kind's t plainly syntactic but'.

equally pisinly context-bound data,, in o de; to make, a, case for .

equally .

.
.

.F. .-
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doubting the importance or interest of "presuppssition -freeIt syntax. ,

Two final replies:
1. Lakoff says, "It is not even clear that oprincipled grounds

could be found for motivatipg the notign'of grammatical transforms- r

tion within the bounds of such's field." His reason tor-this (deleted/ /
fromithe foregoing quotation) is that' .- -.

since:selectional restrictions in general involve pre-,
any such restrictions could not be used

y .to motivate transformations. If such grounds for moti-
vating transformations were-taken away, 2jt is not clear
that very many;'if any, of the traditionakly assumed 4

. 'transformation's could be motivated within a presupposition-
'free syntax. ',..(p". 116)

Two dubioUs claims are involved here: that "selectional restrictions

transformations are.assumedassumed.'' 1 gely on the basis of arguments
in general involve*presuppositions", 1-6at mist of the "traditionally

from seledtionai restrictions. The first of these claT;S.is entirely
unclear as it stands, ugh it is likely to yield a truth'upon

eclarification, sinc "sel ational restrictions" rathei)obviously .--

depend on the beliefs of speakets and hearers and consequently may
bc.-expected to varY considerably with thbse beliefs -(this is one reasol

Mr supposing-that "selectional restrictions", contfary to the inten-
tions of Gilbert RY'leYdhould play only a minor role in syntax). The

second claim is mucH more striking. Doubtless Lakoff knows far more
of the history of sAlax than we. But .(i)-we havetnever noticed that
appeals to selectidnal restrictions loomed particularly large,in
sOitactid,argumentation,that we haye come acre's,- and' (ii) we should
regard such appeals:1'as argumentatively suspect, since (intuitively
speaking) they tear not on formal structure, but on.34,Aat we say abo4,

, the meanings of words. Only much further work can settle these
. .

, .

issues. ,

,") The-matter of selectional res;trictions aside,-it is easy enough
. to.provide "ipfindOled grounds" for Motivating the notion of a

gtemmatical transformation 16.thin the, bounds of presupposition -free

.
syntax. The' job of a pres4Witioh,tree syntak- as limned above is,
.given semantic' representation or logicalfoms 'written in a logicians'

phrase, passible} EngliSh urfacettnctlires. A %.5 taX ofwell- -

canonical idiom, to .map these" forms onto-we
surface

llY-foledi-'(i.e. in lakoff'S

- ,formedness isneedea,(whether-Or-nOtit is,.as,j'importantY as some
othenbrandhes. and.sub-branches of semUticql; and. it is hard to see

a how such a mapping would be able-to_fUnctian Kn:theaBsence'-o4
.grammatical transfOrmationst seems, indeed; torequire them by

. .

de rittion; .. : ' 7.: - : - - -- - _
. .. _ .

. likkaffsaYi; "Presupposition ,-Tree: syntaXJ:m twell, be no

) more 'hterestiltg than tradition rase structure gr,. .. . - .

-At .'"
.

resent,trelis tra reason to ve it itliourd,e._---"what
'affA.'s-1 king for is an'a priori -reason .td'beli-eve__that --,

presupposition -free .syntax woulti be interettiRg; in,adij,:t4ou to- the

.

rather obtria'4 fact that both ioO -grammar someajtotion.

-
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. stlf abstracl'structure (however unimportant that structure might turn

outto be in comparison to other features bf a natural language), he-

can find tilat reason in his'OWn reiark'about Nell-formedness

conditions on possible surface structures ". For we have the notion,

marked vividly inintuition, of a possible'sentence,a string which

has a Alossple use in EngIish,fthough of course not every possible

'sentenfeqs_jappropriate in every (or even any) context. There' is a

firm distinction between strings which are possible sentences. of

English and strings which simply have no semantic interpretation. --

(Westwould be the lilst to rule out the possibility that this distinction

masks further and more refined distinctions' as-well.) It is precisely

.the job of "presupposition-free" syntax, as Lakoff sees, to mark this

distinction and thereby to delineate the Class of strings that are

candi tes fbr lexically correct,felicitous and conversationally

accepts le pterance: And that is interesting enough for us.

r Footnotes

ti

1Keenan (1972) provides a good example off' the theoretical

complications attending the acceptance of preiuppositions.

2Wilson (1975) makes a valuable step towards disdteditinepre-v..

sappositAns, albeit-from, a-somewhat different standpoirit from the one

adopted here. Boe0 and Lycan (1974) attack presuppositions4'in the form

of "invited inferentes" (Geis- andlwicky 1971).

3LangendOen and .Savin (1971); Karttunen (1973).

4Karttunen's more recent writings display increasing sophitication

in these matters. (19731 Karttunen and Peters 1975)

5This formuliation is'our reconstruction (Boer and Lycan 19741 Of ,

Geisand Zwicky'd text.
o

., .r

.. - %

6The following point hap been made independently and somewhat,

differently by Katz. (1973) -- -
41

.. 0/
1Thus,i'Lakoff (1972).tannot.(dOntrary to his explicit,statement

in footnote-2 to Section V) have been speaking of semanticcspregappositiOn

when he wrote, "...in'certain cases Esica the presuppapition relation

-
.

is transitiVe...[ButArnsitivity of the kesuppositiAnsrelation fails

in Eotherr'casee (575, 576) . / . .
' .

... .

8This is not to say hat stress does not sometikes'have semantic .-----..... . 4

gil.

I %,

signifidance as well. ' ,

I

.
-

. . s. - ';'-

.

9The treatment'of.it as;a
"aurface-marker".for a bound trariable

in deep
struCtu're'figures.prOminently in .the version of 'Montague Grammar

(formulated by Cresswell '(1973:178-9)., obviating the need for a rule
of

clefting..
-

,-,

-.° ,.

.6 I
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1°Reis (1973) pursues this line in a rejoinder to Wilson (1972).
.

11NotiCe that this is slig ly paradoxical in itself: (74b), when
°uttered (asis more cdmmon)with r.sing stress on know, suggests or
implies that Sam is a Martian, even though (74b) itself is entailed by

= the'-claim that he is riot!

ft

12In a system of Montague Grammar, theslistinetion between
internally and externally negated factive constructions can be made
explicit at the level of deep structure, in terms of variations in the

sentential:.
om monadie:

active
trial negations

resswell
iguous,
semantic

ne entaildent

scope. f negation. relative to the scope of the nominalize
,complement (regarded as a functor which,forMis sentences.
predicates). Given an appropriotesemantical rule forea
complementizer thal",.factive constructions and their int
can both be shown to entail their sentential complements
1973:165-9). If negated Tactives are thus syntactically an
there is yet another explanation'of the temptation to nvo
presuppositions here, viz. failure to distinguish the gen
which attached_tointernal,negationsin deep structure frtom the merely

ha....84,pragmatic implication attaching to externalogiations. 'T 's explanatiof
would in turn neatly account for the fact 4l eat the factive su stion
carried by a negated epistemic sentence is ,A2101iterated when that is
replaced.by,ytether. _ ________

.... -,s4 .
.*

13eompare also As soon as Smedley arri d at the party, -he managed
to slip .and fall on his face, though some hea ers might insist on under-
standing this as irony,.

14The actuar semntits'and.syntax of (/05,0 Ballo-mysterious-to
If. (1.03x,) is equivalent to sae conjunctiOn, as we:'iliPpose, is. it
itSelf,derived from'Same egnlunction in semantic `structure? Is there

to But our datatOese are matters we shall have(-

any s nt tic evidence to indicate that menageindergoes lexical
'- decompose ion?

concerni (119)-(121) suffice to make the'Preliminary point that (103a)
is' simply stronger than (103c), and,this point yields a natural explana-
tion of ril-ttunew"s phenomenaprobviating any, need to invoke semantic,
presupposition.

'For some speakers, 'actually, our Sechnician's'op ning-and- ,

. shutting actkon verifies (1.47V) as well 'as (147x). Fo these speakers,
,the .following account is unnecessary.'.The oddity of (1 2a) when (142b)

false is due simply to the statistical rarity-of actions relevantly
like JOhn's.'

16
Qf course, thiS%kind of -sitdation almost nave' actually o

.When.vacuouth names occur in ordinary English, they do so attribut
See Boer (to appear).

°

. .
-

..1-(The distinction between referential a0. attributive uses of
singuls. r perms, originally,introdtced by Donnellan (1966) assa pragmatic
matter, Ms Subsequently 'een given both a semantio dimension (Boer,
appeerwilogr and Wan, in. press; Devitt 1974) and a'syntactic dimension
(Stamp?' 104;;Bell'197.3).-'
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18However,.see Harman (1975).

19For what we take to be the reason for this lack of success,

however, see Lycan (1970)

'2°Chiefly-Lakoff.(1969 and 1972) See also Fillmore (1971) and

:Langendoen (1971).

2Horn argues for related conclusions concerning only; these,

we believe, are easier to explain, away in terms.of quantificational

.strubture'.
-... -...

Data of 4is sort were called to our attentibn.by-JonySchonsheck

in an,unpublished note.
.

.

,

!23H.e also offe s examples concerning Iselectional restrict'ions,-and

.. some which dependg claims about toreferenCe and identity; but we find.

these 'far leSsconVincing than those ie'1 have listed.
.-

24Of course, this is not to say that sentences could have meanings

at.all in the absence\of speakers who use them in certain ways in'

,,certain situations. *

McCaUley (1968); Ross, (1970); lakOff t1972);- SadOck (1975).
, l V

-4,

. . ._,
26The point, however,4is not entirely'unCdntroversial; an.cipposin--.--\

view is taken by-Lewis (1972) .and by.Cresgwell (1973). .
..... ..

.
27Cresswell (1973:235-6). seems td endorse a similar proposal for f

i
MontagV6 Grammar, for he remarks on the "elegance" of incorporating

..\ "use- dependent acceptability principles" and.notei that such prinCiples.
1

can be generalized to include beliefs as.well.
,

28Actually, there is Orelatili.ely useless alternative reading of

P2ji and (230) according tio whichlwhat Jan9 did instead of going to the

delitEst 14AS to make a deciiion one-which may A. may not have been'. 0,

carried out.
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A Reconsideration.of Conditional Perfection

Marion R. Johnson

Although the entailment relations between asimple conditional

and a bicOnditional are unproblematic in symbolic logic, they have

occasioned a certain amount of controversy in regard to natural lan

Geis and Zwicky (1971) suggested that conditional sentences in'Engli

had a logical form characterized by a quasilogical property which the

termed an 'invited inference''. This putative propertyl(called

Conditional Perfection) meant that every sentence with a logical

structure of the.fqrm 'If X*then Y' in some sense suggested its

converse, 'If not X, then not Y'. For example, a conditional such as

(1) was said to 'invite the inference' of (2) without, of course,

actually entailing (2).

ri

(1) If you moy,,,the lawn, I'll give you five dollars.

(2) If you ddn't mow the lawn, I won't give you five dollars.

(1972-)--and--13o6r-and Lycan (1973) peSoted the idea of

Conditional. Perfection as a real property of nglish conditionals, and

documented a number of persuasive counterexamples-to the claim that

it exists as a general property of all conditional utterances:1 Never-

theless, I think that the original observation has some interest if it

.'e is viewed in pragmatic rather than semantic terms. In this paper, 1.

will try to show that there exists asystematie relationship between,

what type of speech act is being performed .nd whether the conditional 40'

embodying that speech act tends to situationally,imply its,converse.

When condtionals are considered in relation to their function as-

speech acts, it becomes necessary to recognizetwo kind of 'relation

ships between,antecedent plauies and their consequents. In the case

of an assertion, the if-then construction expi6sses'a contingeEt

relation between the truth value of two propositions. .That is; the,

if-clause expresses a sufficient condition for the consequent to be

true. Moljeover:, 'both clauses are members of a unitary act of

asserting. Thus, if someone uttered (3) he.could be said to haie- made

a true and felicitous assertion even if it turns vat,that the proposition .

mule in each subclause is false, since ,the -contingent ?elation still

holds and this is wh4t"has been asserted.

(3) If it doesn't rain, our,crops will be ruined.

e'The point is that whether or4iot it rains, gm dct df uttering (3)5

-%,
and it consequences for speaker-addressee relations., will, be unaffected.
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However, when % conditional promise is beinvexpressed, a rtther
different relation holds.. When someonutters,a sentence like (1),
the if-clause expresses a_condition on the. act of promising (expressed
by the Consequent)! Moreciver, the antecedent has'an illocutionary
force of its own, since, this case it is understood as a request.2
When the condition. specified by the'if-clause is not fulfilled, the. .

obligation invoked by thepromise'fails to-take effect, or'is
(depending on whether one considers that the atq_of promising is
effective at the time of speaking or at the time of the'fulfill at 0

ofrthe condition). This is true whether the antecedent conVey-a
-request, as in (1), or an assertion state-of-the-world7nece6sary

for the promise to take effect; as in

'(4) If it rains, I'll-take you home.
.

Requests work in a parallel manner. f someone utters (5) or (6),
A he will not expectr his addressee.to be bound by the request until the

'condition in each casethas been fulfilled.

(5) If I mow the lawn, then ptve me five dollars.
(6) If it rains, then take me home.

_
0 --

Syntactically, then, we-tust recognize a difference between
conditionals in' which the antecedent functions as a sentential adverbial
alause, and those in yhich it functions-as a performative adverbial
clause, qualifying the speech act performed by the consequent. This
difference turns out to play a crucial role th explaining why people
sometimes- respond to conditionals as if they were biconditionals.

.When an assertion of a coadttional.seAtence hirs1Deen made, it
seems to me that any inference of the truth of its converse will depend
upon the content and/or the context 'of the utterance. For example;' if
someone utters

(7) if this cactus grows native to Idaho, then it's not
an AstrOphytum.

(example from Lilje 1972) it is very unlikely that he intends to im ply
its converse,

, .

(8) If this cactus doesn't' row'native to Idaho, then
it's an Astrophytum.3

Common knowledge aboup botan'y takes it fmprobable that anyone would
believe (8) on the strength of (7). On the other hand, there 4,em.to
be many insiances of'the assertion of.a conditional in contekts in which
the converse is situationally,_implded. Consider,

- (9) If John;'iluits, he will be replaced.

(example from Boer and ,Lltan (1973)). Someone rho assert§ (9), and
is acting in good faith,4_1:rill want to be as informative as possible

. .
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rabout the prospect of John's'being replaced, and at the same time not

say more than illtecessary. By itself, (9) 4s not sufficiently

informative unless the condition expressed is the cruci4 condition'

which is,relevant to th present situation. It seems quite reasonable

to believe thAt people do ically mention all fact9rs relevant to

ea conditionS1assertion; and hat_they are expected. -to do so by their

listeners. rnthe other land, they are not expected to belabour an

obvious fact, sincethis,tends to imply that the addresseew4 tbo e
dull-witted to'notice the obvious for himself. Thus ft is easy.to

imagine a situation in which a sentence such as (10) would be literally

true, but in which only (9) would be appropriate.

(10) If John quits, he will be replaced, but,if he doesn't,

he won't (at least in the: elevant-fUtureand

given no change in,presant circumstances.

,

(10) says too much that an addressee could have grasped for himself'

from his knowledge of the situation. In other words, people often use `4

simple conditionals in ,contexts in which the converse would also be

e- true, but the truth of the converse is not asserted because it is ' N.

obvious.
Another good example of this phenomenon is a street corner sign

like 0

(11) Walk mill mat came On unless/button is pushed.

(example from Wirth 1975). It is pretty certain that the converse of

-(11) will turn out to be true in this situation; that is,'if the butt

is pushed, the walk light will come on., This follows from our know-

ledge of buttons that are connected by elects oal wires to stop/lights.

It.does not indicate a logical ambiguity in (11) '(Wirth claims that

such an ambiguity-exists) What is interesting about this example is

that the sign writer has bothered to state only, the half of a true

biconditionlal which is not obvious,to'a pedestrian That is, he wants

only to call attention to the existence,of the button as a necessary

condition for the walk light to work. 'Be knows they

will be ableoto figure out,the rest ror isimself; and that in general,

people d rather drair their own conclusions.than be given simpltr,

minded tructions.
Pr "tic factors governing the. use ofponditiN64 assertions,

then, d rmine-fhat in many ca.s4s the expression of a'Simpie conditional

is more appropriate tan a biconditional,'even though a biconditiorial

would be equally trne. This leas to a generalexpe4ation that

conditional sentences will. be used in this way, especially wheh these

sentences are encountered in isolation and thecontent provides no

-obvious clue to'the contrary.
Wheb a conditional'clau qualifies a spee uch as a.promise

'Or request, the'inference t t the converse is "true will depend

.'upon a different chain of nversational reasoning.' Consider again

Sentence (1); and ite*cAverses (la):

5)
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(1) If you,mew the.lawn, I'll give yoU five dollars.
(la) If yoU don't mow the lawn, I won't -give you five

dollars.

94

'Whether or not someone infers' (:la) on:the strength of (1) depends
upon his assessmentof the speaker's commitment to granting the five
'`dollars, indepdndently of the act of promising.' If the speaker's .,

intension hangs upon the promise, it folloWsthatfailure of_the-
condition on the promise cancels both the obligation armed the intention .4,

to carry through-On the action. It iseadyenough.to construct -7 -' ,/

contexts in,which the action promised is independently required by ,

other'factors. For example, the speaker,mightbe fiVe'dollars in'
. debt to his addressee for some other job. But it is atleast a little ""let.

unuSual,to offer cts a reward something that,,,you are otherwise committed.
to already.. There is no reason to be motivated by (1) to maw the
lawn, if you expet to receive fike dollars in aNY case. The\timplest
and most 'common use of this type of conditconal promise is to offer.
.t .

something as a reward which none of the participants expect to
materalize independently of the promise (in the relevant future).
ii'rOm this situational expectation, it is easy to infer: 'No action,

__

nO-rewardt .._____, _ ____

If a conditional promise involves a future state-of-the-wOrld, the
chain-of reasoning that leads,to a biccinditiOnal inference is somewhat
different. In. these cases, the if clause e*presses some condition
either on the Speaker's ability to carry through on the, promise, or
the suitability -of doing so under certain circumstances. For example,
if-someone says . N ''''-

,

1

A
,

(12) If I win.theaottery, I'll buy you a, castle..

(12aT seemsto be a reasonable inference,

(12a) If I don't win the lottery, I won't buy you a
castle.

.

because(12) men tions one circumstance.in which the Speaker foresees
himself as'enabled tomake good his promise. ,Since the speaker 'has.
not mentioned any other possibility of acquiring the means to do this
(and given that he is cooperating by'being as informative as possible),
it seem, quite reasonable to infer (conversationally) that if the,
.condition is not fuqilied, he won't be enabled to fulfill his promise,
and therefore wili not. .

Similarly,. if a person making a promise mentions some .condition
on the suitability of the action prtpised, it.is hard to 'see the
relevance of the condition if the speaker intends to oomplete the
action in any event. Thus, in the majority of cases, a sentence.like
(13) will conversationallyimply (13a):

1

(13) If it rains, tate you to the movies.
(13a) If it doesn't rain, I won't take you to the movies.
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:If the prospect of ping.to the movie's depends upon,the promise,'and

only the prOmise, sunny weather will mean no expeditiOr'i to the movies.

A similar argument can be constructed for conditional requests,_ .

but a request is-complicatedlly the fact that there are few actions

which people do only because they-are requested to do°them. But-

inferring the'converse from a conditional fequest depends upon assessing

the likelihood that the addressee would perform a certain action

'independently of liaving been requested to,do so. There are cases,when

a biconditional intent behindoa conditional request is quite plaugible:

For example, if someone says

(1i) If this patient's temperature goes above1001 Ave
him some of this medicine.

1

the addressee is likely to behavg,as if his instructions included '-.

(14a) .If this patient's temperature doesn't go abOve 100,

don't give him some -of this medicine.

The inference seems obvious, because the content strongly'indicates

. ;that the request involvesan action, that the'addressee W'puld not

intend unless requested to do it. However, it is not true that (15a)

is readily ineerred from.(15):
$

(15') If I telllyou to do something, do it:-

. (15a) If I.don't tell you-to do something, don%t do 3t.
.

,

-Unless the speaker of'(15) is an utter tyrant, it seems improbable

that his addressee will not intend some actio6 independently of the

rep:tests made by .the speaktr of (15). .Tfius,.an inference that a

,conditionalsrequest implies a bi4paditional will depend upon t'he extra

situational assumption that'a person would, only perform the action

reguested if it were requested of him. '

To summarize what I have saidabout,conditional'promises and

requests: when a conditional promise (o offers or threat) is made,?

.N.:theaddressee will infer conversationall that tAe cOnversg is also.

,rue if he believes that the action promis d depends upon the act of

promising. Although theres no general c aitiod on mating abromise

the effect that the promiser does not int nd tO perform the action

4-
,* otherwise than as a consequent of the promise, there,Seems to be a

'geAeral expectation that" phis 'will 'be true. Expectations about how

.,speech acts will be-used differ from conditions on how they,must,te .

-fused, in that the expectation Can be shdwn to,be falsg through further

.-contextual information, without voiding the speech act. 'Thus, English

Speakers might easily suppose that (16), by itself, suggests (16a):.
. _

0

(16) If you try to escape, you-will fie killed.

(16a) If you don't try'ton escape, You.'won't be killed.

:( example from Boar and Lycan 1973). however, as.Boer and Lycan point

'you add the information that (16) is spoken by an SS guard at
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, Auschwitz to a Jewish prisoner, hindsight caAcels the inference-,
because we know that the intention-to'kill Jewish prisoners in this .
situation did not rest simply,upon their attemptslta escape.

Conditional request rk in a similar 'spy to promises, in'

It
-'.t hat the if-clause contai a condition on theqequest itself, soA _

hat if t 'condition is not fulfilled and the intension to'perform
a Opit-ain.action rests upon, the fact of having beeh requested, the
intention to perform the action will-be cancelled. However,-it is
not generally the case that people request actions that others would
onl/ do if requested to do them, so that it is relatively easy to
'construct cases of conditional requests which would not conversation-
ally imply their converse, except'under-extremedircumstances.

In assessing the 'meaning' of a sentence and what it is lik ly to
pimply oonversationally, only philosophers and linguists are inte ested
in the more exotic possibilities that mark`ehe outside limits s of

form. Ordinary speakers, howeverjudge sentences relative to their
expectations of normal usage. What I have tried to show is that these
expectations Of 'normality' lead in a systematic, way to the quasi-
consistent associations between form and meaning which Geis and Zwicky
observed concerning conditional senterices'in English.

Foptnotes

1Fillenbaum (ms. 1973) presents someyfitities to show thatmore,
than 90 percent of respondants on'a questionnaire will agree that

...0-given a sentence of the forr'If:p, th9eqt, a sentence (21 the form;
'If not p, not q' pi-ovides a 'reason ale inference!. I agree with .

Fialenbautsthat his dates. provide 'some justification, for the claim
that the former sorts of inference are .4'.invited', and someeason to 0

investigate whist makes them so inviting' (Eillenbaum 1973,-,2).
Wirth (1975) claims that:all English conditionals are logically

ambiguous between t simple and a biconditional prterpretation How*
ever, she does not provide any cleat case of a simple conditidhal
structure with a biconditional 'meaning',Nwhose biconditionality
cannot be infer'red by a chain of-conversational inferences such as
those.described here. One of Wirth exampletNis discussed below.

J..

2NOte lhat,it.is podsible to say,2'If you would please mow' the
law4,-I'll,give you.W:

c
f .,

U , -. JIf.this +cactus referred to a specific plant rather than a
'specieS, it.would be posibler.pr (7) to conversationally imply (6).
The jimplication would depend up prior assumptions-that-the plant

. ,fulfills all the conditions,nedessary and sufficient for identifying

-,,.
it as-an Astrophyium, except that it gro1,4 riative to Idaho and

. ,

,,,,,,

Astrophytums are known not to do so.,
,

'

4BY this I mean t4at he is otserVing,Grice's (1974) conversationa)
. maxiMs..

-,,

, , -.
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,
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1 . 9ypes of Impo. sitive Speech Acts
. .

1.1. The speech acts which are impositive speech acts are those whose
.illocutionary point 'is to get someone to dd something, or to impose the
speaker's will upon the hearer. \kerbs which describe such speech acts ar6:

.

11*

admonish,advise, appeal, ask, beg, .Reseech, bid, cautiOn
command, counsel, demand, direct, exhort,- forbid,
implore, insist, ihstruct, interdictmove, nominate,
order, petition, plead, pray, prescribe, proscribe, ilaropose,
recommend;- request, require, solicit; submit, suggest% -

urge,.warn.

P

For Austin
1

iopositive'actt were e.,:..art of the rather diverse
category he called exercitives. Vendler reduced Austin's category of
exercitives, but it still.'cObtains two subcategories which do not fall

' into the impositive-class. One is the type Vendler calls 'weaker
exercitives', which includes the verbs permit and allow; although acts
of permitting and'allowing may make it possible for the hearer to do
something, they are not attempts to get the hearer to do tomething.3
The'other type 'Vendler includessin his list.clf exercitives that are
not impositive verbs are what he callt 'provokers'; examples of such
verbs are dare'and challenge. These verbs do seem to shire the same
illocutionary point as the impositive verbs mentioned above, but they
also differ in many ways. For this reason I have labelled them 'semi-
impositives' and will deal, with them in more detail later,'after the,
'nature of the more straig forward impositive verbs has been.oaxamined.

In yet a:nother taxon my Of speech acts, J. McCawley (1973) divides
. impositive acts into impe tives and advisories, -apparently using a
criterion similar, to the. status conditiOn, the imperatives being those

1 verbs which-mal. be used. to describe an act in which there is unequal
status and advisories being used when there is equal status between the
speaker andhearer. In a taxonomy formulated by Fraser (1972), the
distinction,is between verbs of requesting and verbs of suggesting;,
these two categoriet corrsporia, for the most part, to McCawleyJs

atiMperiiei and advisories, respectively.,
am.

1.'2. In this section I will attempt to show that impositive speech
acts areprOperly diyidad into two main types and three-secondary'

.' types according to the. condition on status. Also, ,xit is my cbntention
that there is a fyrther semantic diStinction which differentiates acts

a .99
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e of the main status types. A summary of the proposed taxon°

tive speech acts follows.
specific Status condition involved iii impositive acts applies .

to disti guish the relative status of the conversational participants

in tordeks' and 'requests' (hereafter grouped together as the 'unequal

staeus positives'). The condition applies.tp insure,that the etatus

of the c nversationsrParticipaats is the same in 'slaggestions',(the

bqualst tus iinpositiyes'). AlthOugh the Status condition app],ies4to

impoditi e 'acts'in thresiways (distinguishing, in general, orders from

suggesti s from requests): the type of application is not always discrete;

for_inst ce,.acts Of advising, require only slightly-unequal status. .\

;There is o impositive act to which the distinction does, not Apply; -s.;11

impositi acts exhibit someveference to status. The\condition applies

to order
superibr
so, at-1
forbid,
re!4uests

the heare
perfornae

by re
tatus
st).

struc
e sp

(or,

and/o

t

uiring' that thespeaer have (oar beactiheat if hehad) s

Verbs of ordering are: command, demand direct, enjoih
to, the hearer or be in a position 'cif authority (hor ty or ac ng

.interdict, prescribe, IvoScribe and require. For
a )

,

t i acting

aker is'in an inferior pogition,4 has lower Status than

is acting as if this were the case)*ReqUeSts,are
.

.
.

described by the following verbs: appeal, ask,,.eg.,,,, ''

beseech, id, itplore,petitiop, plead, pray, request, solicit, suplicate

Recommend tions and suggestions are distinguished by the faCt that

.
recommend Lions require th the speaker haye just sIlthtly higher status

than the ?arer, or at least that he definitely not have lower status''.

,Olan:the.hearer. For suggestions, the status need only beapproximately

equal, andlthe's eaker caneyen have slightly'qower
Status than the heare

Verbs of ecomme din% are: admonish, advise, caution, counsel, exhort, .

insist, r commenli, urge and warn. Suggestini'verba are` move, nominaie",.
.

propose, Albmit and, of course, suggest.

There is another property which distinguishes among equal status"'

verbs. . F are verbs of suggesting and recommending which reflect an

attempt to causdthe hearer to consider a propositionfor action, and

. there are yerbs of suggesting and recommending which reflect an attempt..

to get the hearer to do anactioh.r The unequal status impoSitive acts

are all attempts to get the hearer to do an action!.

1.3. The firstwo'properties used abovefor distingUishing the various

types of impositive actsare quite different do nature from thWhird,

and they present different' kinds oranalytI'd problems. °Felicity_

conditions such as tie Status-cOridition can be Considered to be pragma=

tic, whereas. the-decomposition of verbs ofxecommending andvsuggesting

into considering as opposed to doing is clearly semantio The problem

'arises of how to determine what is pragmatic andyhat4.s semantic in

illocutionary'acts; and, although linguists have at ieast,some,idee

how syntax and semantics interact, it is unclear hCW pregnatics.interacts .

with semantics. While a.finil solution to thi's majot theoretical'problem

is beyond the scope of this study,lsote remarks on'thematter*.are required.

'The 'traditional philosophical distinction between semantics and

pragmatics is that semantics concerns propositions as-they occur it

language while pragmatics, concerns language useys,and co texts in which

language Ai used. One.problem is whether.illoqZionlxy rct.is semantic

or pragmatic,.since the function, -pat illocutionary force performg is to

r.
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link up the speaker (his intentibna, desires, etc.) with the proposition
oi4tle speech act. Linguists have generAlyconsidered illocutionary
force to semantic for several reagons.',Ross-(1970a) considers the
'possibility of illocutionary force being pragmatic rather than semantic .

(a 'pragmatic analysis' of speech acts ,as opposed to a 'performative
analysis') and rejects it mainly on'ihe grounds that no pragmatic
theory of language exists and therefore the peagmatic analysis does

_ _ not: exist: There is, however; a semantic theory into witicha performa-
\ .tive analysis fits. Moreover, there are syntactic facts supporting

performative verbs in deep syn*.ctic (i.e. semantc) stricture. Ross
.dAs'not rile out the developmept of a pragmati4; but since the time
of his writing of this article no theory.,of 14hguage use has been
propounded that would by capable of incorRorating a pragmatic analysis 4,

-of illoeutiOnary force. Whatilas been proposed is that illocutions.* .

aC-S,s, while not actually pragmatic in nature, are serisitive.to pragmatics
in specific ways. I will be adopting a performative analysis here, and .

taking the view that-41.1o&utionary force is semantic and isrepresented
by abstract perfotmative predicates, but that the illocutionary force '

can be indirect and that-such indirection is the result:of operations,
which may be performed bn pilagmatic felicity conditions.

It is_easier to see.that illocutionary force is semantik» in* nature
if one considers spe-vch acts other than impositive acts. As vas noted ''
earlier, the illoc(itionary point of imposiiive acts is to get someone
to do tomething, and, although it dwas also rioted that.ialocutionaryi
points, are in gene/44.1 felicity conditions, this is an 'oversimplification

r ' (w'hich will be discussed further in.sub-sectionl..4). _At least' s.P
portion of what Searle (1973) labelled illocutionary point) semantic
and part of the illocutionary fOrce. The difference between impositive
acts and other speech acts is that the illocutionary force of impositive
acts includes an intended perlocution, i.e., it is the speaker's
intent ilion to, in some way, affect the hearer's future actions (even if
onlyrdental actions). However, this does'not-warrant calling the
illocu.tionary force of impositive acts pragmatic.

Certain felicity conditions on illocutionary acts can only be ,

said to be pragmatic; extrinsic conditions refer to the langu'age user
and the contex, and they neither refer to propositions nor hair,e any
direct syntactic ,consequences. Viewing felicity conditions asisemantit
creates a woblem in.that their representation in semantic structure,
as it is generally 'accepted, is difficult. Calling felicity conditions
pragmatic simply relocates the probleth of represen*iOn, one of the
many problems yet to be solved in pragmatics.

One relationship between felicity conditions and presuppositions
'is that what is a felicity conditibn for the performance of a particular

_speech act is 4 presupposition in the reporting of tfiat act. This would
seem to imply that if any felicity conditiOns are pragmatic, to are
presuppositions jor at least those presuppositions that correspond to
feliCity conditions). Reeently,it has been suggested (Karttunen.1973,
'Stalnaker 1973, Thomason 1973) that at least some presuppositions are

,pragmatic rather than semantic. It is most likely that the type of
presupposition e.t reflects felicity conditions is one of these pragmatic
presuppdSit ons.

,
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1.42,Given the apparatus *of' generative grammar,.thesemantic.structure
6

of impositive'speech acts can be any-of seieral,possibilities which

.intera&C in dome way with various felibii,y conditions to produce

commands,suggestions, recommendations, and requests. I now sketch

these possibilities in order to show which is.the best and why.

Although I ill becOnderned here solely with impositive acts,

.the analysis presented here is extendable to other- sorts of speedh acts.

Based,on the factsabOut bothdirect and indrect impositive/acts,. I

will try-to'showwhich aspects of meaning andillocufionary force must ,

be expressed as part of the semantic structure of the impositive

utterance and-which must be'considered,:is pragmatic conditions on those

utterances. .

.
.

There are basically four, possibilities for.the semantic structure

.of impositive acts.; beginning with the most extreme and most unlikely

we have,:
.

/

.

.

. ,

.

1.4.1. No similarity in se antic structure , .

This view is that there is no necessary 'underlying similarity among

impositive speech acts either in semantic primes.or'inlik manner in

which such primesrelate to'one another. The'problem with this view

-is -that there are-certain similarities amongthe various types of

impositive acts which must bet-accounted for in some wak. First, there

arehe properties that defive from the illodutionary point. Since the

.
illocutionary point of all impositive acts ts to get the hearer to do-

somethipg, the following properties are shared by all impositive acts;

41theare intentional; . ..

v, ti) they involve causation; .

c) they involve a chang'4\ol' state.'

Next there are syntactic properties: . ,
. g

:..d) the subject of )the proposition is sin the second person Then

the act is explicitly performailve; .

.,

I

e) the proposition of an explicitly performative4psitiVe
act is,p the future tense:

,
., '

c
. ,

.

,........

/ t There kre exceptions to (d) and.(e),signifidant exceptiotS, in fact;
. however they are limited to suggestions. (These exceptiong will be I

dealt with in'sub-sectiqn1.4,2) .

Finally there is a property whose importance is very difficult to
, ..

determine: .. . .

f) impoiitiye acts can, in general, be performed direc ly with

an explicit performative verli.'4 1
.

Although there, no obvious significance to impositive acts having

many explicit performatiye verbs, the fact that the7 do contrasts sharply

with the fact that Searle's retTesentatives5(e.g., affirm, describe, .

merltion),for instance, have relatively few explicitly performative ..

verbs. Since it is doubtful that property (f)-has any aeal bearing

on the nature of impositive acts (and if it does, it is a mystery how)',

.
thisproperty will, not be considered in trying to arrive at a probably'

semantic structure for impositive acts.

,Properties-(a)-(c) could 'be considered to be either pragmatic or

semantiC; of -the-
ethree;.properiy (a) is the one most likely to b 0

.

.

pragmatic; intention certainly refers to the language use.. There is;
. .

40
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howeler,'no real problem with considering (a).to be pragtatic, since it
is a property common to all illocationary acts having locutions (that
is, all speech acts e(ceptexclamations involve the,idea of intention $
even thottgh what is intended differs for various kinds of acts),. Inteh-
tionality is therefore not particularly useful in characterizing imposi-
,Civeacts. What is significant is that while (a) can be thought of crg
pragmatic, (b) and (c) cannot (as will be shoin below)) Consequently,
the notion of illocutionary point,.which includes (a), (b ) knd (c), is
not as simple 4s it at first seemed.

In adopting apreformative analysis, I have already excluded the
possibility that all these features are pragmatic. However, it remains
..to be seen thatyroperties (b) and (c) are not pragmatic the syntactic
properties (d) andle) are not serious candidates forqragmatic features).
Causation and change-of state c(b) and (c)) are, Ibelieve, semantic;
such semantic features have already been proposed and used in semantic.
structures throughout the literatUfe Dowty 1972, G. Lee.1971,

McCawley 1968). In fact, the syntactic property (d) rs.a consequence
of either (b) or (c), or bpth A) and .-(c). (Since causation implies
change of state it is`perhaps unnecessary and redundant to refer to-them '
as two-separate features.)' Change of state involves a time prior to the
change (t1) and a time-after the change (t2.), When d speech act is
perfoimed it is performed in the present (t1); conpequently any change
which the act is intended to bring about must occur after t1, add any
time after the present the future. It is therefore a direct result
of property (c) that the proposition of an impositive acIt is in the
future te4ge (property (d)).

Since properties (b) and (c) are seman tic and are common to all
impositive acts, they must be represented as similarities in the semantic
structure of impositive acts.

1.4.2. Total similarity in seMarita structure
This view is that all impositi've acts are semantically -the same,!

i.e., they share'a distinctive set of semantic primes and similar semantic
structure and their only differences are those arising from different
felicity"conditions. This view is no-4 as blatantly wrong as the first
one, but it does suffer serious drawbacks.

Before examining the problems with such an analysis, let us look
at what sort of semantiC.primes are involved. An abstract performative
verb, represented as IMPERE,'has, been posited in the underlying structure
of both requests and cdmmands by several linguists (among them p. Lakoff
and SadOck); however, the nature of this performative pretigate is,not
always agreed uponand, in fact, is rarely even specified.' I propose
a related predicate IMP which .has the advantage of not being any more
cloSely.associated with imperative sentences types or cbmmapds than-with
any other sentence type or_impositive act type., Arhe,semantic prime IMP
embodies that which is semantic andpeculiat to-impositive speech acts,

the speaker's attempt to cause the hearer to perform an action.
The predicate IMP has, of course, in addition, the properties that all
abstract performative verbs have of being a linguistic verb off' communica-
tion, being unembeddable.and being able to be realized as an explicit
performatiire (the last property.is generally, but not universally, true
of performative predicates).
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Returning to the second alternatiye for the_semantiu representation-

of impositive acts,such a structure cAAnbw be represented as:'

(1) So

.-/-\...-----'
' V NP" NP NP

: I

1 I

'I

IMP Sp H S

,. -

,,,. 1----....._,:::'

V .
NPNi :, ,

I I

I

- 'DO S2,

(where Sp-stands for' .speaker and H stands for heater)-., .This iprop'osar is

-that all impOsitive acts can be represented as (1)-ana that the only
,

differences aMong,them derive fromnon-semantic sources'Auch as pfagmatid',

felicity conditions.
If it were the case thattbere Were no §yntaetic variations

corresponding to impositive act types, this proposal would beaplausible

one. There is some negative evidenCe for,this proposal in Frasdr'4

41972 demonstration that there is no correspondence between types of

impositive acts (-or at leabt different impositive verbs) andtypes of

complementizers thas-,obcur with those verbs. But there is al6o more e.

direct evidence against this proposal. .
1

,

.

It Wasmentioned above (in 1,4.1.) that there,are exceptions to

thetwo Syntactic properties (d) that the subject of the proposition be

in the second person, an,d (e)-that the verb of the proposition be in

-the future tense. First, there are some exceptions to,(d) which occur
.

frequently but are easily accounted for. .

..
..,

This set of exceptions to (d) are. exemplified in the performative

'Utterances (2) and thb reports of performative utterances (3):

(2) a. I demand that he' leave.

b. r insist that he lealm,_

c. 'I request that he leave. fi

d. I order that l leave.

e, I advise that he leave.

I beg that he lekve.

(3) a. I demanded of Hata that Norman leave,.

b. I insisted to Hilda that Norman leave.

c. I requested of Hilda that Norman leave..

d. ?I ordered (of) Hildathat Norman leave.

e. I ggvised Hilda that Norman leave.

If. begged 'Of Hilda that Norman leave.

(The dubiousgrammatical status of (3d) is idiosyncratic and not.

relevant to this4point.) Although these allseem to be violations of

the generalization that impositive acts require the subject 'of the

proposition to be the bearer or second'person, these sentences submit

only to a rather special interpietation, namely, that, in the peaker's

cpinion, the hearer is in'some way able to control or influence the

behavior of the person referred to in the proposition. This is shoWn

a
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by the fact that (4) is a paraphrase of (2) and (5) or,(3).r

(4) .a. I
. .

demand that, {letihave him leave.'}
..'

'1' get him to leave,

, - Vf let/htive him leave.,
b.. I insist that you Iget him to leave. N

' {let /have him llave
c.'I request that you k

*).
0 % get him tq leave.

let/have him leave.
. - 'c . t order y f'get him to lekNe '.

.

e. I advise yoU to f

leYhave him leave.',
-get him to leave. 1- .

f.

.

beg youI b to f

let/have.him leave.

. .
, . ,get him to. leave. 4 4.

.
. .

(5) a. I demanded of Hilda that she let Norman leave.
b. I insisted to iiilda that she let Norman leave.

\,..,,, c. I requeSted th Hilda have'Norman leave.
I ordered Hilda to have Norman leave.

e. I advised Hilda to get Norman_to leave.
4 I% I begged Hilda to get Norman to leave.

W.,

-t

1.
. ' .0

Also, the (3)entences can be conjoined with sentences explicating
the manner in w cli he request, recomrdation,or orer is carried out:

,6) ' I deikanded of Hilda that Norman lee!Ve and she obeyed
by letting him' go. , ,.

b.

.

I insisted to Hilda that Norman leave and
,

"she obeyed °

(?) by letting him go. ' . .

c. I requested of Hilda that Norman leaVe and she '

.,
complied by having him_ go. .

.. r
a.?' ordered (oft Hilda that Norman leave arid she .

'obeyed by, having him go.
.%

' /
.e i

-e. I advised Hilda that Norman leaye.and she took my
,

advice and got, him to go..

.

.,_

(- f'. I begged of Hilda that Norman leave and she complied 7, ..

.< by getting him to go. 4-
' . % 4.

.
..-

Sentences (4)-(6) indidate
.

that the semantic'itruCture of (2), rather
. .

than being grossly different from (1)., isAimply an elaborated version

of (1) where the structure under S2 is causative,'on the order of (7).

4.

.

. , , *. A
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(7) So

V NP NP NP

1 ..1 1 1

IMP . Sp H Si

V NP NP

0

DO H
1

V NP

CAUSE S3 .
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Norman leave

Although thee: orders, recommendations and requests cannot be said

to bp exceptions to (d), in any but a most superficial sense, that, is

not true of suggestions.

(8) Eiv I propose that he ,leave.,

b. I suggest that he leave:

(9) A. I pfoposed.to Hilda that Norman leave.

b. I suggested to Hilda that Norman leave.

The performative utterances (8) and the reports of them (9)7-do not

necessarily imply that the hearer has, in the speaker's opinion,..

1- influence or control over the actions of the subjectof the propositiqn;

rather, they only imply that the speaker wants the hearer to,think about-

the possAility or desirabillty of-the proposition. This is shown by

the fact that'(10)-and-(1,1) are-not paraphrases of
(8) and (9) (as (4)

and (5) were of (2) and (3))

(1d) ;a. I propose that ,You get hietp leave.

t
.b.' I'suggext that you let' him. leave.

. .

(11) a. I propOed to Hilda that she get Norman to leave.

- 1.
.
b.. I suggested to Hilda that sha let Norman leave.-

.,., .

..

.

.

.

The pointlieje..is that the proposition of suggestions and some recom-

,
.
mendationesmay have subjects in some 'person other than second with no

special inprpretation of hearer influence over the subject associated

,j- with them, °
, . .., ..

' -
.The excsotioris -to,sYlitactic

generalization (e)-,....that the verb of ..

the imposiiive act'alwaSrs be- in the future tense--are the Same,type of

,:-i,'impositive-acts that are- exceptions to (d),.i.e., suggestions.
-,r +

.

order immediately..

(12) f' advise you to leave ;tomorrow.

. insist
.

. *yestirday.
V

request *last year.

109.
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'7) .. ..
propose {yesterday. }'

'(13.)
suggest

} that'you lefy f
last Year.

It'might be argued here'that these violations of,the syntactic ,,

elleralizations 4d) and (e) stem from 'felicity conditions because the
-kind dtimpositive acts that violatts them (i.e., suggestions) is the

. kind to whiCh the Status condition'applies equally. However, the StatuS
condition applies relatikely equally to recommendations too, but they
do not .tend-tOkviolate (d) and (e). Moreover, there is no way 'in

neral to link Up felicity conditions with syntactic fads and, in this
:particular case, a connection between theStatus condition and the'

second persoa pronoun or'the future tense is extremely unliltply.
I think it is fair to conclude that there is some semantic-differ-

ence aniotg Alffelent type6 of impositive acts. The wiestion'now is:
how should. such differences be represented. The last two proposals
for the-seMantic'structure of impositive acts explore this question,

1.4.3. Different abstract performative verbs, same embedded proposition.
This solution does not re lly come to grips with th roblems

n,mentioned-i1.4.2. above. It inadequate in that itply ss lthat
there are two IMPS with different yntactic restrictions; it pffers. no

aplanationrhs to why that might be so. Perhaps the lack of explanation
offered by uch a.proposal,results from our general lack of knowled e\
about the n ture of abstract perforbative Verbs. In any case, a

tr
solution. -al ng thee lines does hot provide much enlightenment.

It whs stated earlier that ideally-he abstract performative verb
shouldemhody the illocutionary forceof the speech'acti having two
veiV of imposition would lead one to wonder whether the'lllocutionarSC
force of suggesting is different frog that of ordering, recommending
and'requesting.' This is eertainly'llot\an entirely implausible idea,
however, the problem remains that there is howay, within the'currently
available framework, 'to explqre Conseduently, the
rejection of this view is basdcnot on -any real evidence against' it,b
'Ilmeon its lack of fertility. It may eAntuaily, turn out that'this
view is the right one, but for now We need a proposal which will shed
more light on the similarities and differences amongoeypes of impositive

acts.

.0.

1.4.4: Same abstact performative verb, differdnt embedded proposAiOns.
This proposal Says that the similarities among orders, recommenda -

suggestions and requests are due to the same abstract performative
verb and that the differences resuft from the Structure beneath the
performative predicate. For orders, recommehdations,and requests,-tale
structure:proPaed -earlier-as (1) is adequate.

r

14,
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(1) , So

N.4-----\.
NP NP NP

. 4 a
11. I l 4 l. - e: ..

IMP -, Sp' H S1
,

V NP

. 08

NP

I .1
DO 11.4 .

Suggestions, however, require _some modification of the structure, S1.

One possibility is to, simply substitute a variable for H in Si, as,;

is illustrated in (Da. -

(14). so.

NP NP

I 1 I

DIP Sp H Sl

V NP

DO X

or

-4'

;.
This would- solve the problem of the 'unrestricted subject of the

embedded proposition df 'suggestions, but It does not deal with the

,fact that the verb of he embedded proposition is not necessarily in

the future 'tense for s ggestions. formtlation of the.,

semantic structure of uggestiOns leads-rto.a rather peculiar result

when the rule of Perfo hive Delet on10 is applied to it. Since

what Performative Deletion "does is delete the performative sentence,

So, when applied to a structure like (114)it would produce a sentence,

which is indistinguishable from a declarative-form assertion and not

interpretable as a suggestion (e .g. , the .reduced form /of (8a 1. would

be He will leave):
The other solution, and' the one advocated here, is a semantic

structure onthe order of (15) with an'interme.diate proposition whose

predicate is CONSIDER, a rePresentati.oh.f the properties common to

the lexical items- consider, think about, take into account, etc.

-
. (15) So

NP NP -NP .

I I

IMP Sp H

NP

CONSIDER H

°
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14

The hearer. NP of.S1.is deleted under identity, and then Predicate
Raising (*Cawley l968). applieS4 giving the structure illustrated in (16).

.109

.1 r .t ,
l.

.

..,

. ,.v m NP NP v

IMP CONSIDER' ;sp H .i. S2,

. ,.

t.

, .

Finally, the surfac verb auggest or one of its synonyms) is inserted `
to .produce the, derive structure (17). .

'V NB o NP NP

I 1 I

suggest I '3Pou
'S2

The semantic structure (15) explainSwhy suggestions seem to violate
the,s tactic generalizations(d) and (e) which hold for other impositive
acts. he_propdsition which 'blame' up in'thesurface structure was not
origina y embedded under IMP and is therefore not restricted as to

,Terion o subject 'and'verb tehse:. The next section explores the
.restricti s fhe'predfCate CONSIDER places on its complement sentence
and the ge eral nature, ofCONSIDER.

2. ,Su esti
2.1. Before
arguments for i

I would like to
various verbs su

g into the detai
s existence in 0th

xamine the verb su
est. The other im

s Ofthe predicate CONSIDER and the- c
semantic structure of suggestions,

\ r -

est, or, more precisely, the
ositive,v*bs of suggesting

it, eV..) are:not ambiguouA'in,the same way as
e they Share the portant"Semantic features of

e ; they Will be 'assumed to derive from the same
st

(Propose,Move, su
suggest is, and,-isi
the impasitite s

semantic structure as
In eaceof.the cat

verbs .which seem to typi
freedom.of occurrence. Fo
prOpose'.(as opposed to move.

- the verbs order and -command
typibal to recommendations, a
other verbs in each of these ca
as the context in whichthey may
and the strength of 'the.impositive

1111 that each of the two tYpesOf imposi
-structure, regardless of which Verb a
I will not be concerned with the indivi

ories of\impositive verbs there are a few
the category by their neutrality andtheir
suggpstions'these verbs ire suggest and.
d nominate, for example).. For orderi,
e typical; advise and-recommend are

re ask and request for requests. The
gories'are distinguished by such 'things
ccur, the style or manner of. speaking,

t. Since it is my contention_
ive acts has a pareicular.semantic

ears in the surface structure,',
ual vagaries of each vqrb.

bne sort of ambiguity that suggest exhibits involves the
agentive sense as opposed to the connection ofideassense. This is

112
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,an ambiguity that resides in many non-impositive verbs as well (mean,

,., imply, indicate, -Fove-, demonstrate, say and tell ).11 ,'The connection-

of-ideas suggest (suggej7haa themedning'to bring to mind through

asociation' and-is illustrated-in the following sentences:

"(18) It suggested a fineItalian hand to me.

(19) The fragrance suggested trade winds and psalm trees.

-Sugget is,-consequently, entirely distinct ,from the impositive'

suggest, since verbs which can. be used as explicit performatives or

..whieh"ca betsed to describe speech alts (as the. impositive suggest

can) .irmst:t9ke agentS as their subjects'.

It has been argued by philosophers (e.g., Ware1073) that a crucial

difference. betWeen acts and actions is that acts must be performed by

an ageht.\ Linguistic'evidende for such a view, hoWever,'is something

of a pr010.1'to.Produce: Explicitly performative uses of verbs are

highly restricted: they do not allow manner adverbs nor do they occur

embedded after persuade - -so that such verbs cannot be. shown to be pro -

agentiVel? when they are used as explicit performatives. they can be

used in -imperative -form, sentences, e.g.,

\'(20)' Order her to stay.

4 (?1)' Advise,hii to return.

(22) Request,tthem to come soon.

but all that shCows is, that they can take agents when occurring in that

context; it says nothing about when they occur as explicit performatives.

Similarly; it can be shown that in reports of impositive acts the verbs

are, agent ive:

. cleverly
ordered

(23)- Miranda advised us to leave.
stupidly requested ,

order.

,(24) Hilda persuaded Miranda to advise us to leave.

-request'.

These facts make it Seem likely that the subjects of explicit Performa-.

tive utterances at leastcan be agents, but what is' really needed is

. evidence that the subjectOTsilch verbs cannot be nonuagents. Such

evidence is provided by the following anti-agentive context (proposed

4 in G; Lee, 1971)f

(25) NP turkls out to- *

where turns out to is interpreted as proves to. n this _trainer only

verbs which cannot, have agent subjects may occur as (26)- (29)x' illustrate:

(26) *He turns out toAtgsassiriate the premier.
(27) *He turns out. o believe the story.

-(28) It'turns out to glimmer.

(29) It/he turns out to be tall.

O
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Those impositiVe verbs which can be 1.kced.asexplicit.performatives
. and which do not have a non-agentive reading (as suggest has) cannot
occur in thid environment.

advises)
*It/he turns- out to ,order that we leaVe.

request

. , .

This indicates that these-verbs can never take non-agents as subjects
and theref6re must take agents as subject S. Although becuuse.of,its
non-,agentive reading, 'suggest does ndt pi ove to be_agentive According -

to this-test,,I Will show that there.is an agentive suggest, whiCh is
similar enough to the other impoeitiververbs to bp supposed to be

.agentive when used as an explicit performative. P ti

2.1.. Another property of .explicitly performative verbs is-t a4 they
are verbs of linguistic communication. If is in:this way that the
impoCitive suggest differs from yet another suggest;. this suggest2 is ' .

agehtive but not necessarily a verb of saying and means 'to show
indirectly or imply':
k

(3 ) Carl suggested he yeas- guilty b, refusing to 'answer'
t.

kl the question. . ,

(32 Without sayingsa w8rd, Hermione managed to suggest
t go to bediearly. .

, (3S) Zachary c everly 'suggested leavi g by declining
. i another ink:

(34) Silently, 1) t unmistakably, Jane uggested that I
had said e ugh.

r

There are speakers for whom (31)-(310 are marginal acceptable at
best; this may be the result of a hierarchical rela ionship of the
linguistic communication aspect of verbs,. which will'be examined below.

f2.1.3. The third suggest, meaning 'to bring (a thoug t, problem, or
desire) to-thind for consideration', is the one which curs as an%

explicit performative, assin (35)-(37)
s.z -

s

(35) I (hereby) suggest that we try'to help.
(36) I suggest you eat less.
(37) I. suggest that Cora did it.

.Suggest is a mospecific
restriction of being a verb
pointed out to me by Arnold
in,a sentence like (38),

verb than suggest2 (having the added
of linguistic communication) 'arid as was
Zwicky, ,can be contrasted with .suggest2

(38) She'suggested2 thkt Harbird was guilty, without

{,in,eacij
actually

suggesting3 it.

A Sentence such as (38) would-be contradictory unless two distinct
verbs were,involved;the less specific one (suggest2) being asserted

. 114
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A

'And the_mor spebific One (suggest3) being denied.
A

I persosally do

not find. (38) to be contradictory aftd there ve,speakers who agree '

* with that judgmenWhowevRr, otherspeakers do consider (38) to be

radictory. Thls judgment is similar to the judgment of unaccepta

bi, y Of l)-(34) in thatt results from the same-{closely compacted)

chyd 4
.

.

. ,.

ll2,

4r,

O

Iris hit'irarC)ly cons'ikts okprIA of communication and is determined

by the nature of the c.fi flunicationwhether or not it is linguistiC and

to what degreeit is or is not. A rough. idea of this hierarchy's

categories. and catpgo members is given in (39)

(39) Not Not necessarily Necessarily Really

linguistic %linguistic linguistic linguistic
,

persuade-imply-suggest2-wgest3-say-mutter-Say in a mutter

The verbs on the'non-linguistic end f the continuum 66-air with the

adverbial phrase without sayinga rd, while the really linguistic

verbs do not. Conversely., the on-linguisfic verbs do not oceurwith

the adverb loudly, while the li istic and really linguistic verbs do

occur with it.

(40) a. Without saying a word, Joshua Persuaded Irving to

b, Without, saying a word, Joshua implied/suggested2

that Irving should give up.
c. ?Without saying a word, Joshua suggested3 that

Irving should give 4.
d.?*Without saying a word, Joshua said that Irving.

should give up.
e. *Without.saying a word, JOshua muttered that Irving

. should give up.,
f. **Without saying h Word, Joshua said in a'mutter that

Irving should give up:

(41) A. tjoshua loudlypersuaded tr7ing to giye up.

b.?*Joshua loudly implied that Irving should give up.

c. ?Joshua loudly suggested2 that Irving should give ups.

d. Joshua loudly said that Irving should give up.

e. Joshua loudly muttere9..that Irving should giVe up.

f. Joshua loudly saidtin,a Mq,-,tter that
.

Irving should

give
A

There are many mysteries connected-with thiS hierarchy; for instance,

why are manner-of-speaking verbs like mutter or'say in a mutteiilso much

worse with the.phrase without saying a Word than say or suggest3? By

labelling the ianner-of-speaking end of the hiprarchy 'really' linguistic'

I have suggested that these sorts of verbi are somehow more linguistic .

than other,necessarily linguistic verbs;' I have no idea what it might

mean,for some necessarily linguistic verlA to be more linguistic than

115
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'others. In aiv.case, if it turns out that there actually. ii such a
'hierardhy, it may be that'for,sollit speakers the continuum is so
tightly compressed in the piddle that sugest2 and sug5est3'are
indistinguishable; for those speakers, sentences (31)-(34) are
unacceptable and (38) is an internal contradiction.14 This i6 really
just to say, that,, for those.speakers0-agentive suggest is neutral

''rather than ambiguous and that the neutrality. .involves the manner of
communication.

4

"

113

"-Returning:to the verbs sugges.t,..we find that there is one more,
sliggest4, which means 'to propose someone orsomething as a possibility'.
Sugpstycan also be used as an explicit performative, acid, in fact,

,' seems-to differ from Isuggest3 on]y in the nature of its direct object,
which must be concrete, as opposed to the abstract object (e.g, thought,
problem, etc.) that suggest3 takes. But even that difference hasp a
superficial appe'arance since, according to the definition of stigge'st4,
it is as a 'possibility' that the concrete is being viewed. The
following sentences, _

(42) I suggest Cora. (may =-37)
(43) I suggest mangoes.

can be reduced version's.of the sentences log

(44), I suggest (that it is Possible) that Cora did it.
, (45)" I-suggest (that it 'is possible)

to have mangoes . for dessert. -5
that we have vangoea

/ . .

./
,.

The fact that the sentences in which suggest4 occur have non-elliptical
'counterparts which look very much like the sentences in which suggest3
saccurs-indicates that they are the same verbs, and that the difference
resides in their complement sentences. .This, then, is the impositive
suggest whose semantic structure yial now be examined.

2.2. It.was proposed in section 1 that the,semantic structure of
suggestionb involves a predicate CONSIDER; such a predicate would
encompass the meaning common to the following lexical items (and
probably others as well):

_

(4) consider, contemplate, deliberate oh, mull aver,.
muse, ponder, reflect on, take into account,'

r , think about. .,'
4

I

The semantic commonality of th-es'eiverbsis that they .all express--
intentional mental activity, directed towq.td*a specific matter..

Syntactically, they are non-stative:

considering
(47) it. Morley, was reflecting on

thinking about

116
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*
(47)

a.

. Morley slowly

'these verbs, are also agentive:

Consider 0,

Reflect upon
ink about.

'carefully
.'deliberately'

-

"(48)- a.

b. Mill

go i

tonsidered
reflected on
thought about

114
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goirt home.

-

,going to'the party.

.

_considered
reffected on
thought'abott

consider
reflect upon
thinkabout

g to the party.

-0,1*

c. Lynn' ersuaded Mark to,

goingto the party.

O. '

' From these.properties of the'verbs in (46) it an he inferred that /

the semantic predicate CONSIDER'is also non-s4tive and agentive;

conseqUentlyv CONSIDER is decomposable,into some structure involving D0j16.

Although the details'of such a structure are not clear, nor especially./

'important here, it is interesting to note that the semantic structure

of suggestions is not as'radically different from that of other

;imppsitive)acts as it may have appeared when CONSIDER was first

introduced. That is, the predicate embedded immediately under IMP.is

"DO for orders, recommenditions and requests; for:s4ggestibils it'is also

DO, but with th; added specification of direct mental activity.

A more interesting property of the. verbs in (46) and,of the

predicjate CONSIDER, is'that they take as complementi sentences whose

main verbs may be of any tense. If CONSIDER is a partof the.semantic

structure 'of suggestions, this property wouleaccount Tor the fact that

the suggested propositions may! be in the present or Past tenses as well

aIehe fUttre tense. In otlir words, the proposed structure (repeated

he as (49)),

(49)

NP NP .

'1

= Sp --H S1 4t

V , NP° NP

11 - I

CONSIDER H S2,

would, by 'virtue of a syntactic property of

suggestions like (50) are acceptable, while;

mendations,and requests', als..(5,1), are not

(50),-
I
,{suggest} left

ptopose''

CONSIDER, explain"why
similar ordersorecom-

--..

(yesterday.
tlalt year-

I

..*

a



beg-you'to leave /

order you to ledire
demand. that you leave
advise-you.to leate,
insist-that-you leave
request you to leave

.

{yesterAay.)
1908FYear.

115

There-aretwootherpropertiesofthe.verb'conilder,that must be
carefully ex.fluded from the syntax of the= predicate CONSIDER. The
first one is pnly a,property oftonsider when it is synonymous with the
verbs assume and suppose; the property is tHatthe complement sentence
be suppositional in nature: The predicate CONSIDER doei -not take-
suppositional complements, so thdt (52), which looks like it could
derive from a structure like (49) (by EquiNP.Deletion Of -the hearer
NP of S1 and Performative DeletioA of .S0), "iinot a suggestion.'

(52). Consider that all triangles are r..

....--./

/t is, rather, the equivalent Of .(53),, ,which m st.have a suppositional

reading. /

. .

<-- . . .

'(53) Assume -

{ Suppose
} that all triatgles are red.

b

wt

*

In this imperative-form constructi2o.the'preerred reading of consider
is suppositional and therefore notiequivalent,to the suggestion:

,

(54) I suggest t hat all triangle's are.red.

' a

The other property of consider that. iS !Qt a property of/CONSIDER
is that consider may take a facti*e complement but CONSIDER may not.
This Is related to the fact -about suppositional complementp; what it
means for a sentence'to be suppositional is that the propbsitionLbeing

forth is to be accepted as true or as a fact for the sake 9ean
argument, It is, thereforevfra factive, "-do it "seems that the'obSeiva-
tion bout the difference'between consider and CONSIDER in regard to

suppositional complements is just an initance ocethe more general
difference between them involving factIve complements. (55)-(57) show
that consider (or One of its synonyms) may have CoMplements which can.
only be interpreted fadtively;17 (58)-(60) show that,suggest: (or DAP. ;

CONSIDER) cannot:

(55) a. .Consider thefact thdt Mar)ha ran for, office. 0:
b. Think about the fact that Sam.skipped the coutry:
c. Take into account ihatth4 corporation donafe

a million dollars. ' .,.--.

(56) a. Consider his refusal to testify.;

, b. Think about Blana.'s gift to the comittee..
c. Take into account Yvohne''Sperserverance. '

(57) a. Consider, Martha's runhing iTide.

Orb. Think about Sam's skippi e country.

c, Take into account the:6orporation's donating a:
million dollars.

e'

, A

4,1
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(58) a. *I suggest the fact*that Martha ranfor office.
b. *I suggest the fact that Sam skipped the country.

*I suggest the fact that the corporation donated

a.million doll4rs.
(59)' 'a. *I suggest his_refusal to testify.

b. *I suggest B1and's gift tothe committee.

.
c. *I suggest Yvonne'S perseverance.

r .(6o) a. *I suggest Martha's running for'Office.

. b. *I suggest Sam's skipping the country.

.c. *I suggest the corporation's donating a million,,

dollars:.. .
,

. ,
.

There is a construction very similarto the Pogs-ing construction of

(57) and (60)'which is non-factive arid therefore does pccur with suggest.

.
This non-factive construction differs from the factive one only in not,

.hdving a possessive marker on the first noun of the proposition..

Examples' are: .
- r .

Consider. ,

(61) {Think Martha running for office.
Think aboutJ.

(6) I suggest Martha running for officer

2:3. It should perhaps be noted here that the imperative sentence

form, which crops up so- often in a discussion of impositive speech acts,

is a directs result of an underlying structure which haS as its abstrdct

performative, IMP, since one of the-properties'of IMP 5,s that the subject

of -its embedded sentence iscoreferential with its indirect object (i.e

the hearer of the utterance), The result of this property of IMP'(which

is, incidentally', reflected in the statement of the illocutionary point

of impositife speech acts) is that Equi-NR Deletion.can apply-tO::-.delete

the hearer: NP of Sl, after whiCh Performative Deletion may*apply to So,

producing the typical subject -less imperatife sentence form. With the

exception of requests, whose defeienitial nature requirep'that the,.

direct act be somehow-modified (aSwith'the addition7of tags like

please or'will you), all impositive acts can unde'rgo Equi-NP Deletion

and Performative Deletion and turn -up as imperative sentences.....There-

fore, if a struCture like (49) doeq underlie' suggestions, one would
i

,,expectimperative-form sentences beginning-with consider (at least in

:its ndn- factive sense) to be suggestion. Sentences.like.(61) do seem

to be suggestions.1° Not only are they paraphrases of sentences like

(62), but they'also do,pot allow tags that orders typically allow (such

as expletives.like dammit, or adverbs indicating urgency like now!,'

immediately!, and I don't mean next year:):
. . .

Consid 'Martha running for office, *dammit!

*immediate

't(64) Think about doing it, {*
and I don mean next year!

}

Consider imperatives like.(61) cannot be requests'becauserequests do,

not occur". 4's unmodified. imperatives. It is more difficult to

, distinguish Imperative-formsuggestiobs from imperative-form recommen-

dations , but it -.does seem that a sentence, like .(65) is odd.

p
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(65) ?For your of good,

For {
T elma's

}I sake,
my

41,

consider,

, 117

Joe doing it.
having your

hair cut.

'Both the strangeness of (65) and the restrictions mentioned above on
the'kinzteof tags that may occur with either orders or requests are
results of felicity conditions on various types of impositive acts;
these conditions will be ekamined in detail in section 3.

A

2.4. There.,is another way that suggestions may be distinguished from
othe'r impdbitive acts 'which could also be taken as evidence for the
existence of CONSIDER,in the semantic structure of suggestions, It

was demonstrated by Morgan (1973) that.there is a syntactic relation

=
betweeu6utterances and their responses. SUggestions can typically be

responded to by sentences making referenge either to the act of consider-
ing or the sort of thing which can be consi4ered (i.e., an idea, a
proposition, etc.)-.. So the suggestions in (66) below can-be responded

to by the sentences in (70), but the orders in (67) and the requests'
in (68) cannot. Just as the distinction' between suggestions.and
recommendations was - difficult to perceive above, so it is now, with
some of the responses in_(70) being appropriate to.`the recommendations
in (69) anesome not._ However, the fact that.the responses which are
not appropriate to the recommendations are those kith explicit reference
to considering, (70d4 may indicate a real semantic difference between

-010" suggestions and recommendations- In ar case, it is clear that
suggestions and, recommendations have more in common with each other
than suggestions do with either orders or requests; this is a point
that I will returnto shortly.

(66) Suggestions:
a; I suggest we heave now.
b. I suggest 4ar g first.

r.s
(67) ()Ns!:

a. order you to clean the latrine.
-b. Pick up your socks, dammit!

(68). Requests:
.

a. Please give me a dime.
p. I humbly request that you stay.

(69) Recommendations: -

. a. I recommend that we l9 e-now.,

b. I advise you to stay.,p10.
(70) Responses: .

a. That's.a good idea.
ti b. That'S a terrible idea.,

c. I'll keep that in mind.
d. Tha's worth thinking.
e. That's worth considering.
f. 1511 think about it.
g. I'll take that into consideration.

1.5. The problem of det9rmining just what is a suggestion and what
is a recommendation involves both semantics (if CONSIDER is actually

120
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a semantic predicate of the act off" suggesTiland pragmatic felicity

conditions. This sub-sedtiOn will be devoted to exploring both kinds

of distinctions in an attempt to clarify the suggestion/recommendation

problem. The reason that these two types of impositive acts are so

much more confuting than oi.derS and eguests is that the latter two

are eatily distinguished from,eacther and from suggesions'and

recommendations by,the,felicitY condition involving the relative

Status of the speaker and hearer; .This Status condition applies in

a very similar way to suggestions and re0154dations, so the difference

between these two kinds of impositive acts must be sought elpewheie.

...The simple propoSal for distinguishing suggestions and recommenda-

,tions is that: a) recommendations have'in their semantic structure IMP- °

-DO, and a felitty..condition that the speaker believe that the.action

being recommended is.'desirable*or good for the hearer or some othef

concerned party, and that: b) suggestions are semantically IMP CONSIDER

and do not have a 'Good For' condition! As might be expected,. this

'simple proposal is too simple; the impositive verb suggest, for many ,

speakers, implies a Good For condition identical to that of recommenda-.

tion addition, there are occurrences. of direct suggEetionss hich

'do no seem to involve CONSIDER, but rather DO, e.g.,',

- % . I

. - .
go soak your head.

'(71) I suggest ,you go jump in the lake.

' bug off.

'
.

.

-It does seem that sarcastic suggestions like (71),iwhichhave a semantic
.

DO, are never supposed to be good. for the hearer, so suggestions and

recommendations are still indistinguishable. -

.

A less clear set of examples of suggestions which have DO rather

thanCONSIDER in their semantic structure are thOse indirect suggestions

beginning with Let's as illustrated in (72.).

. -

,

, ,
t4

(72) a. Let's go swimming.

b. Let's tint./ a.fiarty.

c,. Let's get to work,

.

.
. d.: Let's clean the f .fish;- we've got to do it sometime",

.

.....,.

e.: It's now or never and we've got to get it,,over . .c

with, so let's do it.
.

. There is a problem with Let's suggestions; they frequently seem to have

a Good For condition (as in (72a) and (72b)), butisometimes it is

unclear whether*or not they have such a condition. (72c) is especially

unclear, while (72d) and (72e), by their explanatory additions,

indicate that the end'result or the accomplishment o the action is'a

. good or desirable thirig:. If Let's suggestions do haie a Good For
Condition,- then they are-not really suggestions at all, but recommen-

dations. Another possibility for these-Sentences is that they do not

have.exactly a Good For condition, but a more general condition that

(-- the proposed action is not bad for the hearer or,hearers.19 That would

C .---
,

account'for the neutrality of.(72c) in regard tcdesirability'and the

apparent need for justification in (72d-e). It would als&explain why, II

(71) is either rude or,facetioug, but .not an ordinary- suggestions. If -
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this is the ease, then there?is still a pragmatic difference between
suggestions..andrecommendatIons. -

The final problem is that the verbs advise and recommend'(though
none of the other verbs of reCOmffiending) are sometimes used with tht
same .freedom of aoMplement6as verbs of suggesting. That is, (73)
and (71+) 'are not unacceptable.

(73)_ I recommend that John, Ella and Ann go.,
(74) I advise that'he,leave now:-

If'the seman c'structure of ecommendations is IMP DO, there is a
problem in d riving these,f ms; if it is IMP -CONSIDER thereis no

4 problem. so, .( )and ( 6) are at least rough paraphrases of (73)
and

A

(75) For your sake, consider that John,.Efia and Ann go.
476) In your own best interest, I suggeSt that heleave now.

.
... \

This indicates that, while these sorts of recommendations scan have..
the Good For condition; 'they also have the-semantic strIcture'usually
associated' with suggestions,

The result of this attempt at disentanglement is four kinds of
equal status impositive acts:

$

,

`% ... I. DO recommendations; , ,

. Semantdc structui-em IMP DO
.,Felicity condition: Actionis'good for hearer.

' Example: I recommend you leave now.
II. CONSIDER recommendations.

..

Semantic structure: IMP CONSIDER 4.

. . Felicity conditiOn: Action is good_for'hearer.
' Example:,, I recommend that Ann go. ,

.:.--i ..

III. OSIDER ulgv"Stioz1s.' ,-, .

t

Semantic structure: IMP CONSIDER
Felicity condition: 'Action is not bad-for hearer:..

, .
. Example: ,I suggest that he did it. , .. r ,,

IV'. DO suggestions- .,.

4 . Semaptic structure.:', `IMP DO . :*'.

.
sFelicity condition A: ction.is not bad forhearer. lit

,

,

, I ,.
. Example: Let's get to work.

. .
.

, .
2.6.; In concluding this ,sectionc t would like to 'point out that,
,albitugh there are no strong arguments for the existence of CONSIDER

_

in the semantic,s,tructure of CONSIDER'SuggestiOns or CONSIDER recom7
*mendations, sucha'predicate xo40.accolint for the fact ihat these.two

°- kinds,oT iMPositive acts can,be paraphrased by ,.imperative -form sentences

with consider and, more importantly,, the fact that they'..can have
complement sentences which are not Constrained by IMP to tave Se6&id.

t .

person subjectsand,future tenses, as are other structury dominated,by

I.

1

IMP. ' The second point is more important -than the first because consider _ i _. ,
!

imperatiiib could )ustas easily:,be explained on the,groundt that -.. , 4.,,,

_ there ie a elicity conditiol-Ortich Gays thq hearer'is fo c sider - f

t1,5e proposition and this'cOndftion may'be.asserted to perform-1
. 1.

rectly
e

2.2 L.
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the act ofWhich it is a condition.
21

'There; Is, however, no other

way to account forthe.second ppint.

On the other side of the-,issue are two argumehts against

-decomposing suggeseinto IMP CONSIDER.. One' is that the scope of an

adverb like again or almost can be ,either the wholestructure.or just

the embedded verb; consequently sentencOs like (77) and (78), with

the causative verb boil, are,am iguous:,
2

(77) John almost boiled the water.

(78) JtFhtlboiled the water again.

Sentence (77) can.mean either (79) or (80.
°

'

_

0

."(79)- John almost caused the water to boil.

{80) John caused the water to almost boil.

---
likewise, (78) can'mean eit1 er-01) o (82) ;4

(81) John again caused the water to boil.

(82) John caused the water to boil again.

If suggest decomposed into IMP CONSIDER one would expect (8) and ,A

(84) to be ambiguous in the same way as (77) and (78) are.

(83) John almost suggested'it.

(84) John suggested it again.

These sentences are not ambiguoul in *-lie expected way, and so the IMP

CONSIDER proposal is weakened.,
-To further weaken it is the fact that the embedded' predicate 'of -

a decomposed verb can be referred to by upronoun, as in (85).23

.'.- '(85.) Julia thickened the sauce,but it took her thr6e c' ,
.

hours to bring it about.

where the second it refers not to what Julia did, blit'ratherto what

she .caused to happen (i.e., that thesauce became thick). In a report

of a suggestion, CONSIDER cannot be anaphorically'referred to. ',

,

.
-- .

(M)-George suggested,the theatre, but it took'him three

.

(86)
,

-
.-

'..,

hour's to do it. , .

_ .

,x;

-4----e0(86) tan only be interpreted to mean George has a terrible stutter,

aphasia, or is s*redibly-circumiocutory. It cannot mean that ,its was . J

three hours bekoreanybne considered the theatre.

Although these two arguments have only been made for causative

decompositions, -there is no obvious reason they should-et holdtor
-,,

impositive decompositions aslwell, especially in view of the fact that

there is a causal relation between the speaker and the hearer of an

impositive act. These argumerits are therefore 'good arguments against

the'IMP CONSIDER-proposal'. For this reason, I leave it as simplia,
1-
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proposal, or CONSIDER suggeStion, saying only that it is possible,
4 ,

not necessarily desirable.

A

3. Indirect Illocution.
According to a propoS made by Heringer (1972), speech acts

may be performed indirctl by reference to certain participant -based
felicity conditions on those speech acts. H ringer's proposal is
that such intrihsieconditions can be either asserted or questioned
to'perform, indirectV, A.cts for which they e gonditiont. These
intrinsic conditions are either essential, involving the sp'eaker's
knowledge, intentions and desires, or non-essential, involving the
speaker's belkefSAmoThe essential intrinsic condition of intention is
an important part of what Searle calls illocutionary point, in'that
the illocutionary point is the speaker's purpose or intention .in
performing the Speech act. TIO condition and 4e essentialpconditions
of speaker's kpowledge and desire are not of primary importance to the
performance of indirect impositive acts and therefore will not be
discussed here:24 This section will be mainly concerned with those
-intrinsicconditions,_whickhappentobe non-essential, that are
peculiar to impositiye speech acts and that are the basis-forthe
majority of indiregtjmpositive acts.25

0..

3.2. There is, for impositive act ha condition of participant.statu
, which is neither purely intrinsic nor purely extrinsic.2°. It cannot,
therefore, be used as a basis for indirect impositive Acts (i.e.,,either
questioned or asserted to Perform the art), but it does affect how
various types of indirect impositive acts may be performed.

The Status condition'for impositive acts can be thought.of as
applying in three distinct ways: for commands the speaker mist believe
he has superior status toor authority ewer) the hearer; for
suggestions and recommendations, the speaker must. believe that he and
the hearer are oequal status; for requests, the speaker must belie/e,'
or be acting as if he believed, that he has status inferior to the
hearer. .This is a simplification, however; it takes slightly more
status to advie tthan to suggest and evenmore to insist, urge or
exhort. Similarly, it takes leSs status to propose or submit thanto

Rather than viewing the Status' condition as dividing impositive
acts into a,trichotohy,othen, it will be considered, to be one aspect
of'a tsquish,27 with orders and requests having special properties,
not becaUe.they are qualitatively different from suggestions and
recommendations, but rather because,they fort.the endpoints or
boundaries of the squish.

Regardless of the way.in which the relation between the Status
condition and suggesting is viewed, it still contrasts sharply with
the relation between'the Statuscondition ,and ordering on the one hand,
and the StSta condition and requesting on the other hand... Commands
are only felicitous if the conversational participants believe that, '

the speaker has the aandtity or sufficiently, higher status In terms
of the particular Social setting relevant,to the conversation. When
a person without, such status issues a command it is considered rude or
impertinent and will, no doubt, be ignored. Requests,.however, are.
used when the speaker wants to act as if he is inferior in status to .

the hearer(s). Stich behavior is usually referred to-as 'deferente'

4 1 9 4
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and is crucially involved in certain conditions on illocutionary acts.
It' should be noted that neither aspect of..the Status condition is

independent of the social setting; fact, they are completely .'

determined by such setting. .3
'There is a certain asymmetry here due to the nature of authorityrmN

a person in an authoritative position may easily show deference if he

likes, but it is much more difficult (perhaps impossible) for a person
not in authority to shqw authority. The linguistic consequence of this.,

is '1-1at the, violations on authority conditions for commanding are much

easier to recognize than violations of deference conditiions on requesting..
In fact it may never be the case that a speaker cannot show deference.

In both cases the speaker and hearer(s) have to agree upon their

. relative status, If they do not agree and the speaker makes a command,

a hearer may respond with a deriial or questioning of4the speaker's s,

aUthority0, e.g.,' .

(87) You can't tell me what to do'
. ,

( 88) Wh o do you t h ink you are,
telling me what to do.
trying to tell me what

to do.'

-(89) --Y-51V-ve -(-got) -no -right _to order me around.

A speaker with authority to command may, o4 course, chobse to be

deferent. -However if his superior is recognized by the hearer(s) they

.
may respond with a direct reference to the speaker's ability to command:`

(90) I won't do it unless you order me'to.

(91) I'm afraid you'll have to, make that an order.

(92) I'll do it if you command me to, but not
{:otherwiser J
if you just ask) '

_There is a way in which the Status condition, by apPl*mg td
1

suggestions in such a neural way, affectd indirectsuggestions,_If one
_person wishes to order another .to do something, he cannot pdssibly do

it by asking a questpn; likewise, in making a request or plea a-

spealcersannotuse an assertion without relinquishing his guise of

'deference or subservience. Since these restrictions do not. hold for

Suggestions, both assertions and questions may be used to perfoi-mc the

indirect illocutionary aot'o± suggesting..
wThe squish representing the continuum of the Status Condition

also indicates the strength Of the act,,4ith.the strongestacts being

at the order end and the weakest at the request end. Strength itself

is not a felicity condition but rather a result of a combination of

conditions, one of which is Status. (The other condition involved will

'be discussed-in 3.50. '- --'-

Impositive verbs fit into the ,strengths,Squish'in approximately

the followinglorder:(slashes indicate equivalence of strength):-

4
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(93) command/order/pnloin/interdict - proscribe/demand/
forbid - direct/require = instruct - exhOrt/urgei .

warn - tnsist/admonish, caution/counsel/advise/
recommend - sutsgest - submit/propose/move/nominate -
ask/request - petition/bid - solicit /appeal - plead/

,beg /beseech /implore - pray/supplicate. .

,..,

This is not meant to be definitive by any means; there is always a
problem with fixing the order of continua; especially when'many of the
items are synonymous or nearly so. Itqs fresented,here only to give
a. general idea of how a squish based on strength, mighOook, and' it
,does reflect the way in whiqh these acts are talked ab6ut. For
.instance, a Strong suggestion is actually a recommendation. Also,
different impositive aCtsLcan be referred to in different ways, e.g.
and the's an order,vergus it was lust a suggestion and I was Tonly
asking. .

3.3 There are three, main intrinsic conditions.upon.Fhich indirect_
impositive.actS are based.and one derivative condition'. The first
condition is one discussed by Heringer as condition 3.31: the performer
of an illocutionary act ICAlelieves that no acts involved in the
performance of K are already performed.'-- This formulation, however,
needs certain modification; not only must the speaker believe the actions
are not performed, he mitt also believe they are not, at the time of

..----the-speeeh-act,__Seing_performed.28
That this condition is, actuanY-i-dandition on-impositive_speech___

acts, is illustrated by they fact that if it is denied at the same time
Vial the act is uttered, an unacceptablesentence results:

ti . --

(94) *I'don'tcare it;you are doing the dished, (I order
- ,

, -you to)-do the dishes. . .

(95)'*I suggest:you have your wisdom teeth taken oat even
it you've already had them taken out.

(96) *Please set- -the clock if you've already done so.

That the prRposed modifidat,ibn of'Heringer's statement of the
.condition is necessary is-shown by the fact that (97) - (99) are not
..unacceptable: ' - ' .

. .

(97) I don't careif you did do the dishes (once), (r
order,you tb)\do the dishes (-again). ,

(98) I suggest you,loOkx(some more/again), even if you've
. already hooked. -: .

(99) rknow.yod.just did it, but please do it again for"fite..:
l

:

This cOndition wrIl be referred,to as the yot Done condition'.
1

. . .

'3.4. 'The next intrinsic condition is restricted.to recommendations
and suggestions, and requires that the action involved be possible:

. It is rather difficult to tell where this Possibility conditionStops
being applicable on the impositive continuum, but it does seem that
whereas one can order and request actions, hedoes not necessarily

126 .
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believe to be possible, he cannot suggest or recommend them:29

(100) Whether, it's po*sible or not, I order you to be

-ther4. '
(101) Whether or not it's possible for you to come, I

request you to (come).
(102) ??Whether of -not it's possible for you to do so,

suggest you take Joanna with you.
(103) ?I advise you to get a good night's sleep, even

. though it's impossible.
.

.

3.5,,
+The third condition has to do iftth. whether or not the action, in

th';'speaker's opinion, is desirable, or goodcfor, either the hearer or

som4 third party:39: Thisis a-belief condition and should, be carefully

. distinguished from the intrinsic condition involving the speaker's

desire. This latter condition is an essential one, and it requires

that the speaker want the action to be done. The non-essential belief

condition (whidh will be called the Good For condition) primarily

"ckanceims the nature of the act mentioned'and usually some person other

'than the' speaker. The two conditlons'are not unrelated, however; it

can be the case that they reason the speaker wants the hearer to do the

.,,action is that the speaker believep the action-will benefit the hearer

or.someone else whom the hearer has an interest in. Orders do not

have this condition and, requests ordinarily do not, although they may -

be Modified to include it, as it: 4-

(104) ii-. -For-Charley tss-sakepu to leave now.

.
b.' For -our own,good, please tell-The-truth. -,

, ,'. . *

V' r''''
It was assumed in section 2, for the sake of exposition, that-,

- there was A qualitatiye difference between suggestions and recommenda-

tions in terms of the Good For condition. Upon closer examination;

fibwever, it appears that this,condition is really only,quantitatively

different for suggestions and recommendations. .Consequently, there

are no absolute aifferenbes between these two types of impositive

acts. -That there is no-absolute difference is.not surprising.in view .,_)'

of the overlap it meaning of the verbs suggest, adviSe, and recommend.

These verbs*are in the,middle of the siren h sq-17.3K-171entioned'above;

they are the equal status verbs. This po ion of the squish will be

referred to simply as' suggestions. when t ere is no Mason to specify

whether the semantic structure contains DO or CONSIDER and no ,reason x

to specify the particular,applichtion of the Good,For,condition. -

(105) exhort/urge/warn- insibt/admOnish --caution/ '

counsel/advise/recommend - suggest - submit/

fiG176MoVe/nominate. .

This strength squish corresponds nde.46nly.to difi rence in 'status,

but also in how -good ior the hearer (or whomever)'the action is

believed to be. Although the Good 'For condition,Fannot in itself

-definitively differentiate between various direct impositive acts,

12'7
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it does play an important tole in differentiating indirect *positive
acts, as will bseen in the next section. The Good For condition can
be used to perform indirect *posit:I:Nie illodutionebecause it is an
intrinsic condition; the Status cot ition is not purely intrinskc and
therefore' cannot, be so used.

The good Forwcondition applies most'strongly to the strong end
of the sub-squish (105); those acts to which the Good, For condition
applies most strongly can be modified`by the condition, but not by its
denial as .(106) and' (107) show. ,

(\r (1061 a. Since sunshine is healthful, I recommend that ,
Ei

we all sunbathe two hohts a day. , ,

%.1). *Since sunshine is dangerous, I recommend that
we all sunbathe two hours a day.

,

(107) a. I warn you that if you don't get out of the
way, you'll get hurt.

b.'*1 warn you that if you don't get out of the
way, you won't get hurt. .°

(106) and.(107) are, pf.course, not out-and-out-unacceptable sentences;
they can ipe'used if the speaker is trying to be ironic or especially
perverse (i.e., the speaker'has, or is acting as if he had, the belief
that being unhealthy or dead is good and that one should try to attain
-such a state). It sliould be noted that on the perverse reading. of
(106)11nd (107) the Good For condition is still not being violated

or suspended; what, is being violated is the ordinary way of interpreting
the adjective dangerous and the verb hurt. Whereas in normal usage
dangerous and hurt are-both Considcred to be pack or undesirable, in
the per've'rse usage they are being used by the speaker as good or,
4estrable things. So that if dangerous or hurt are believed by the
sfAaker to mean or Imply something which is bad,for the hearer, then

(brieritafices'are--unaeceptableI am not able to find an acceptable
dolnefor:1

(108). *Since I believe sunshine is dangerous, and I believe
danger is,bad and to be avoided at all costs, I
recommend that we all sunbathe twhours a day.

Befote going into the last intrinsic condition which may be used
derivatively to perform indirect impositive acts, I would like to point'

. odt that there is at least one other feature of impositive acts-that is
derived, from others. BeelOse there are two conditions determining the ,

strengtNsquizh, it is very difficult to be precise about which of
several verbs, like urge; exhort and warn, As stronger--or even if
strength is whataifferentiates them. There is, however, a derived
property of strength, which Seqrle ca'ls style of disclOsure, that can\
be used to distinguish among impositive verbs%32 Style,is said to be
derivation of strength ibecause style, tends to, correspold very closely
with strength, and it is only when two or more impositive verbs have

',identical strength that style distinguishes them. Such is the case
with exhort, urge arid warn; although warn has certain distinctive. .

`syntactic properties, semantically, it is indistinguishable from urge .
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chd exhort. All three of these Verbs have the same amount of strength,

,but exhort emphasizes. the contribution of the Status condition to

sitrength, while urge stresses the Good For condition. Warn is more

like urge in that it also stresses the Good For condition, but it""

tends to do it by'giving the reason that a particular action is or

is not good for the hearer.

3.6. Finally, indirect illdclitions of impoiitive acts may be performed

byipasserting or questioning certain implications of the three intrinsic

conditions just discu4ped. The implications that may be so used are

those which refer to any of the three conditions as' a (or the)_ -reason

for the hearer to c -arry out the action specified in the propositibn,

or that give a reason for the speaker believing the particular intrinsic

conditian.'This Reason.condition is a derived.condition bedause its
existence is dependent. uponthe three basic Conditions Nqt Done,,

Possibility and Good For, which provide'the reason for doing the

proposed action. The Reason condition ds, then, that the reason the

speaker wants the hearer to do the action isAny one of, or any combina-

tion of, the three primary intrinsic conditions. The implication of

the Reason condition itself is that the speaker_ believes any one of;

or any combination of the intrinsic conditions.

The Reason condition can be used to modify impositive acts by

stating, either conditionally or not, that there'is no reason not,to

do the action (as illustrated in (109)),'or that .there is a reason. to,

da the action (as illustrated in (110) and (111)).

(109) a. 'If/Since there's no reason not to learn French,

.9

. Isuggest you do (it). / .

b. *If/Since there is a reason na to learn French,
I suggest'you do (it).

(no : If/Since there's a! gboa.reasqn4o go to, New

Zealand, I recommend that We.go.
b. *If/Since therOb no good reason to.go to New

Zeejand, / recommend that we go.
(111) 'a.-' If/Since there's a good reason not to eat

,

apples, I warn you not to. .

'... b. *If/Since there's no (good) rason not to eat

apples, ',warn you.not to.
. . ,,

.

,i.For sentences '(109a) and (110b) there is the same sort of

perverse reading as there was for (10b) and (107b). For the perverse

reading of (109b) the spe&ker. must believe that thi/fts- should be done

without reasons for doing them,'which is a
bstrange

attitude. For the .,

.6weird reading of (110b) the speaker'must'glieve ha the fact that

there is no reason to do the action is itself a reason to do the action,

which is conceitrable if, for some reason,, the speaker wants to do ,...)

something irrational (or at least apparently irrational). Perhaps

it is more likely that such a speaker would want to do somethiyi

unprctable, as when he does not wart another person to be able to ..

figure out what lie wilf do next'or where he will go next and there-

fore tries to do the toting' or go to the: place for which no reason,

except for the very lack of reason, exists,
('

.

1 99"v.
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It seems; that there ought to be a perverse reading for (111b)
parallel'to those of (109b) and (110b), however if there'is one,II
cannot discern it: (111b) seems simply to make no sense at all, perhaps
because of. the over-abundance of negatiVes.

It might be argued that the (a) versions of (109)-(111) arenot
'ideal. sentences either; and I would agree, however I believe that the
reason they are not perfectly common everyday sentences is that these
conditions are so basic to the speech acts in question that it seems
odd actually to assert them; they are genefally assumed by all
speakers of the language. Cerqinly in tli case of the version of the
(a) sentences with if, the oddity arises from the fact that the
entences are tautoaogies. In.the cases of the (a) sentences with

since, they seem strange because usually if a speaker believes that
there is a reason/to do something or not'to do'something, he wilAgive-
the reason rather.thart just saying that there is one. This is borne
outby the fact that (109a) withsince is not an unusual a sentense.as
(110a) and Ilia) with since, and in (109a).the condition being
ilIustrated,is the lack of a reason.

Tire Reason condition can also modify an impositive'act by giving
one of the three, basic conditions as 'a reason, as 4s .illustrated in.
(112)-(114):

(110 a. .If/Since you-haven't ne your homework yet,
I suggest you do i .

b."If/Since you've aireadydone your homework,
I suggest you do it.'

(113) a. if /Since it's possible to finish today I
suggest we do so. 1

b. *If/Since it's impossible to- finish today, I
suggest we do so.

(114) a. If/Since it's goo4,:for you, I recommend you do,it.
'b. *If/Since ft's not good for you, I recommend you

do it. -

'c' 4. Indirect Impositdve Acts. Al

4.1. Impositive acts may be performed directly in two ways: as an.
, ,explicit performative sentence with an impogitive verb, or as an

imperative-form=sentence. The first way has been exemplified repeatedly
in the preceding sections. The second way has been mentioned with, regard

-JcCONSIDER suggestion's; it is the most normal for,of,imPbsitive acts
on the Strong,encl'of the impositive squish (i.e.,ordere). Imperative-
form sentences may also be used tO suggest, but not

e

to request, since
using a direct form is not a polite way to impose one's will upon -

another, Ind the Status conditions on requestsis that the speaker
act'as an inferior to the hearer (and hence deferentially).

There are many more ways to perform impositive acts indirectly,
but even these are limited by the Status coriditi41. Orders, to 'be '

effective, must be direct; requests, to be polite, must in the form
of qdestions or otherwise modified (e.g., with the addition of please-
'or tags). Suggesttions;. however, are not so constrained by the Statug
condition and therleTore may be either assertions or questions., The

,

c



- result is that

typesof indir

1.2. Looking

/.#

Aig

re are many types of indirect tuggestions,,some

ct requdsts and, no indirect orders.

first at the Not pone'condition,'we find the folloWing
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indirect sugg stions based on it,

.(11, ave you thought abOutl4remiah's doing it?

'(iii You haven't considered JArTmiah's doing it.

(11 1 ve you,read,Cat's Cradle?
(11 ou haven't read Cat's Cradle.

o

,

Sentences 0.171 and (118) are less obviously suggestions than (115)

and (116), but they do appear ,quite'natural.with the responses

appropriate to CONSIDER suggestions. There seems to be no reason

that (117) and (Z18) are not DO suggestions also, one would. expect

( 115) andza(117) to be possible indirect requests which they are not. .

It would appear that the Not Done condition hab a.very narroV_range

of indirect acts that it can produce by being questioned or esserted;

although it is'a condition thaVappiies very generally:, it only

produdes CONSIDER suggestion in!il'ectly. Why this should be so is

not clear, but t e Not DOne condition is the day condition which

applies equaly to 11 impositive acts; the other conditions apply

more strongly to sOm impositive acts than to others and can be used

to perform indirectly those to which it applies'most,strongly. The

Not Done condition follows, this pattern fbr the performance of,. indirect

acts, but it does not apply.any-more strongly to one type of art than

to another.
The Not Done condition also has implivadons which may also be

used to perform Indirect suggestions:'
.

(110 Are you aware that Jeremiah_couldilO it?
(120) You don't seem to be aware of.the possibility .

of Jeremiah's doing. it: "

Sentencea,like (119) and (120) aro possible indirect suggestions, based

owthe Not Done Condition because 'not beingawarel is related to '

'not doing' or 'not done' by the Reason Condition; that is, a possible

reason for not having done an action is ,not being re of the :71

possibility of doing it. The indirect suggestions 119) and (120) also

involve the Possibility condition, illustrating at indirect 4190117

tions may be far from timple,:results

felicity conditions.
Notice,thht (121) is not really'

acceptable sentence of any kind

of,asserting or gu6stioning
.

a suggestion--possibly not an

(121) ?You aren't larefo''the possibility of Jereiliah's

,doing it. .
1

The odc4ty of (121),is a result of the fact that'it is very difficult

(if not impossible) to know, or even think with any confidence, what

another person is aware of, (in ordinilrYiercuillgtances).' It is not

as difficult to have an opinion on whether or notanother person has

6

I3
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considered a matter since such 'consideratiiin usually regalts in aomt'
sort of action (linguistic'or otherwise), especially in a situation
calling for suggestions upon ordiscussion of,, a matter.

: ..

4.3. The Possibility condition produces the !following indirect
suggestions, (122)7(124), and requests,, (125)7(126).

.

(122) You, could eat liver.
(123) It-wouldn't kill youtO wash yOUrjfeet:
(124) Maybe she could take you to school.
(125) Could we moire that thing ?'
(126) Isit possible to.turn the radio down?

he'more direct assertion, I-00 possible
122) is a paraphrase of, is also

.

ere is something strange-about stating
oha direct manner.

No doubt, for some speakers,

a. for you to eat liver, which
acceptable; in my dialect
puch an obviouS fact in'

Sentence (123) isslightly more indirect than (122), bUt since
it rests on the indisputable fact that, for most'people, an'action
which requires relinquishing one's'life is not'a poSsible'action, it
is a reasonable indirect suggestion. (124) Illustrates that the
possibility can be asserted More than once, and that such a pOssibility
may depend on somebne'S'physical ability-to do something. Ari even more
exaggerated assertion would be Maybe it might just.7possii)12c be the-case
that'she could possibly, if She were able, take you'to school, which
is still an indirect suggestidn although it certainly gives the hearer
cause to doubt that the speaker actually believes in the possibility. of
the-action. Sentences '(125) and (126) are straightfOrward and need no
further comment. .

.
,, ° .

*
It Should be noted at this poiht that since all the cdnditions

being diScussed here are conditeions on the speaker's beliefs;-the
,indirect suggestion performed by asserting those beliefs can be
prefaced with I believe or.I think, so that such versions of 1316)
and (122)-(126) are,also suggestions: - , ,

.

. .

(127) I think you haven't considered.Jeremiah's doing It.
(128) I don't think youlye'thought about Jeremiah/s.°

doing it. ' ,. -,

(129) I believe youcould,eat live'r.i.
(130) I don't think it would kril ybu to gash your ,feet.
(131) I believe maybe slie could take.you to school.' .

, -

I have used as main.examplesc4nd will continue to. do so, those
sentences without the I believe .6; I think in them because It is °always-
assumed that,' if a speaker is being sincere, he eliveswhat he

., -, asserts, and 'thereforexthe simple sentences'are More common and more
8

natural'. . r

Although theePbssibility condition applies to all impbsitive-
-acts, it isstronger,on'the weak end of the continuum; that:is,the
Passibility condition is more important. for suggestions,and requests.33
With-the exception of orders, at,phe strong end of the 'squish, just the
opposite 4is true for the Good For condition: 'It applies more. strongly.

. .

' I
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to recommendat4ions than to, suggestions and more strongly

to suggestions than to requests. The yesult of this, for indirect

,,llocutions,is that the Possibility cdndition is used to perform

indirect requests and suggestions, but not recommendations, and the

Good'Ior, condition is used to perform recommendations (and sometimes

suggestions), but not requests.

4-.4. The Good For condition is that the speaker believes the action.

is\desirable or good for the hearer, although it is not always as-an

individual tAt the hearer is being thought of, but rather as a member

of a group. There mAy be cases where the best interest of a particular_

individual is, in the speaker'sopinion, less important than the welfare

of the group; 411 such cases a recommendation may still be made, even'

though the proposed action may not b.e'desirable fdi.:a particular membe

of the group. (However,'ven in these cases, the speaker ...believes

hearer will; as a member of the group, benefit.in the long run-)

Some indirect recommenda,tions, tilen, are:

(132) It would be nice if you visited your mother.

(133). He ought to learn to drive.

(134) You should read Tolkien.

(135) Shouldn't you try sketching fii:st?

(136) It wouldn't hurt to 'straighten'up your desk'

once in, a while.

-
Wouldn't it be better to chew fobadco?

Sentences (132)-(135) are fairly straightforward; thatwhich is 'nice'

is good forosomeone, and, for'(l.33)- (135), the. only link needed is the

len rally accepted:notion that people should dd good or desirable

t ngs, or that desirable things are things that people should_46.

entente (136) is more complicated; partly;tecause it is a sarcastic

recommendation; but also because of certain assufaptions pespeaker

makes whgn he says (136). Since the. speaker of this sarcastic

,recommendation believes that for the hearer to straighten up his desk

once in awhile is a desirable thing, and furthermore he believes (or

at least is pretending to believe) that the hearer shares this belief,

then:there must be some reason that the hearer doesn't straighten up

his desk; a candidate (deliberately unlikely, by the way, since otherwise

the speaker would not be able to deny it so confidently) for such -a.

t
reason is that the-hearerfears he will do himself psychic or bodily

harm by cleaning up his desk. The speaker doesn't think any harm will

befall the hearer if he cleans up his desk and says so. The sarcasm.

comes fr6m the assumption of some sort'of harm as a consequence of

desk-Icleaning; the.speakerdoesn't really believe that that is the

reason for hearer's slovenliness, he is just pretending to believe it

in ordef to tribute a kason to the hearer which he (the speaker:)

can then dispute or deny. This complex example involves the Reason

condition as will as the Good For condition. A

Sentence (137) is considerably-gess complicated; the speaker is

questionin the condition with a negative auxiliary, which implies

that he bffieves-that to chew tobacco would be better;.since the

related question with a:positive auxiliary lacks thAt

Would it be better to chew tobacco? does not, count as a r commendatfon;

133,
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this exemplifies the fact that the condition need not be stated, but
only implied, to effect the recommendation; it is also true of (135) and
other questions.

Indirect warnings are also produced by asserting the. Good For
condition; however, warnings are generally against particular actions,
so they turn up in negative sentences more ofteri than in positive ones.

(3) It's not a good idea to run on lava'rock.
(t39) If I were you I wouldn't do that.
(f40) I don't think you should drink that cobra venom.

do (141) It's not safe to swim here.
. .

'Example (138) is an assertion of the condition by virtue of the; fact
that a 'good idea is a paraphrase (perhaps a loose paraphrase, but a
paraphrase, nevertheless) of 'something that is good for Someone'. In

(139) there are certain assumptions made; if an action isundesirable,,
the'gpeaker Would not do it--so, instead of saying it is not desirable,
he says he wouldn't do it, thus affirming the consequent. Furthermore,
since the heareris the one contemplating, or about to do, the action,
the speaker hypothetically puts himself in the hearer's position, thereby

4° warning him indirectly.
The cobra venom sentence is more obvious;' one should not do

potentially harmful things. (141) is also straightforward--unsafe
actions (in the belief of most people) are not good things to do.

This particular condition does not lend itself to questioning as
away to perform indiorect warnings; the sorts of questions one would
expect to be indirect warnings are:

4 44 /

(142) Is-it wise to4'e,ed cockroaches?

ti
(143) Shbuid you grow pot in your front yard?
,(144) Would It be healthful to eat granola? , .

These are obviously not warnings; they are not even suggestions; -they
may have the-yerlocdtionary effect of warning, but not even that is
obvious. There ve two possibly reasons for these qUestions not being

'indirect warnings: -0/ie has 'to do wiA the syntactic form of the
qhflition, which must be that'the auxiliary is'positive (since t
action is a negative or Undesirableot0; it seems that al ugh the
negative auxiliary. implies the desirability of the co ement (as was
noted above),,,the'positive auxiliary does not qu" imply the negative;
,it seems, retheroto'be relatively neutral his respect. Therefor,' .

the undesirability is not implied and t warning is not produced...
The other possible reason that (14 144) are not indirect warnings
is that warnings are toward t strong end of the impositive squish., .

Consequently, unless a s er is fairlysecure*in his belief that the
action is undesirab e not feel justified in making a warning;. e
iallehearer its already involved.in the, action /or obviously contemplating
it, a speaker who is not secure in his belief of the undesirability-of'
the 'action will.become even more insecure, since the very fact that the
hearir does not seem to consider it undesirable may 'influence his (i.e..,
the'speakerls) views on'the matter.

134
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It is the combination of the Good For conditionand the Reason

condition that produces the most common form of.warnings,, the condi-'\.

tional sentence. Ih,some cases the Good Fir condition is relatively

explicit, e.g.: JA.
(1451 Don't touch that, if you know what's good "for you. .

(146) If you want to stay alive, tell-us the'secret formula.

.In other cases, it is not quite so explicit, e.g.:

(147) There's a good reason not to sell now.

(148) You'I1-lose ; bundle if you sell -now.

(149) If you.as much as look cross-eyed, I'll punch you

in the nose.,
-'(150). Don't move or I'll blast.you.

(151) Don't touch it or it'll sting you. r

1

.
Sentence (147) is not the bet. warning a person cbtld give, but that is

due to the'fatt that if the eaker has a reason, it is more normal for

him to say what that reason is ather than, to simply state that there

is one. However if the hearer,:h s sufficient confidence in, he speaker's

,knovledge of, for example the', kefin (147), then such an

assertion will probably serve a iiing. (148) is actie!.12.y the

more normal form that oneyouldre. an indirect warning to take, i.e.,

the asserting of the, reason for, not' ing the action. (149) isone,of

the most common ways that warnings_ark made, givinothe reason for not

doing an action in te-fts of a hypothetical situation; it is, of course

an exaggerated warning, but such an.exaggeration Simply adda'force to

the intended effect. The warning in (150) is Lso,a,commontype,and,

like (149), gives-the reason for the hearer's not doing the.specified

action. The last example is similar to-thepreviohs one and simply

shows that warnings of this type do not. ,have to be'threats like j149)

and (150).
As in the set,of warning6 deri-ved from the Good For condition,

there are no warnings based on the Reason condition in the formof a

question. However, there are sentences like (152),

(152) Why sell dope?
4

which are not quite strong enoughtb be warnings, but Vhich admonish

or discourage- This is o be expected since admonish is weaker on the

impositive Squish than warn, and, ingeneral,.questiOning is the milder

form of indireCt illocution and-terids to be for weaker sorbs

impositive acts:'
ti

4.5. The Reason ,condition asserted and questioned to perform

suggestions in the following sentences:
-

(153) There's-no reason -not to have a party,

(154) There's nothing preventing us from making stroganoff.

(155) I see no reasoh not to drink wine. /
,

(156) Is there any reason not to invite Yuriko?

(157) Does anyone have anythinglgainst rehearsing don'
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, -,, The first two of these indirect suggestions are plain enough." (155)
-12.SeW only the additional' assumption that a reason has to-bp knownto

,.

be a reason., The,questiOn.(156Y is straightforward and (157) .requires
.

only that a ipossible-redson:,.01- not,rebeersingThOw Is understood tp be
,

that someone may not'want pr hp able to. -There is a point 4ihat becomes'
slightly -more prominent herd:than in previous examples`, and that is
that'all these sentences aie.ambiguoud; they ell-have literal interpre-

-1110-4

titions where the speaker intends only to state a fact or request
information. In cases such as (156) and (157) where the literal .

readings tend to overshadow the indirect illocutionary, readings, the''-
, stress of the sentences plays an important part. To he a,suggestions,

-- (156) must be stressed normally, i.e., on Yuriko; if. the stress is on
not`, py instance, the suggestion reading does not come through.

. Likewise, for ('157);. the stress -must be on nowwhich is the pssence:bf -go,
the suggestiod; extra stress anyyhere else obliterates the imposlve
'reeding._ . -

.,1
Recommendations based on they Rea solcondition are:

r
-,

.

,.. ..

(158 There's at least One good reason to impeach the
president.'"

(159) W4311 make,a lot of 'money if we sell now. .,.;

. ...
'(1.60) You'll,:live longer if you practice yoga...24

(161) Why don't we go horseback riding? .
.(162) Witr not buy the Bishop Estate? .

a°
)

is

The'Only assumptions involved in these sentences is'that at-leastone
reason is areasonsentence-(15a);'msling a lot of<money.id a good
lreason for doing something, (159); and living longer is` a reason to do
,;something, (i6o). Like the sugge'stions in(158) and ,(157), the-stress
in the indirect recommendations (161) and (162) affects the import of
the recommendation, The normal stress of (161). is on hOrsehack;-'
however if it is shifted to.don't,tpe recommending force is lost and, -

ae, only sen§e,lpt is.that of relitstipg infdrmation. The stress can,
t be Stifted,to wd'and still maintain the impositive reading.; the only

efferenip is that thp recommendation centers on us as oppoded to some
\ otter 'person or people. When the stress,is reduced on don't and we

they can be deleted, and a-sentence; c1 the forip illustrated by(1V)
results. (162) can have stress either on 1314( or Bishop state and .-

still be an,indirectitecOmmendation, but iftthere is extra stress on '

,
why:or net it must Wintpreted

,, N', ",

>,

,- .c 42

..4.6.,.' There pre rather common types Of duggedtions-which seem to be

-,indirect but are- not derivable, in, any "dtimightfOwrard way, frOm the
intrinsic conditipns on,direct'duggestions. 'The first of the is .

',
:- .03.

''. tilt' LetP6 suggpstions 4uch as: .-

: S N,4, ,-

(163) Let's go to toyrn. :.
.: .4'

, (164) *trd think abtlit moving to California. _
..

(165) Let'l have-dinner:
. ,

..-
...-
- .

6::'
.

- ___

Part of the problem, with these suggestions is that they Ore, at list
(2

Wg '4 ' V

ci?

4

6

iY

e" .01{
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14
to some degree, idiomatic with very curious syntactic properties.-

'None pf the intrinsic conditions discussedabove provide a basis

for the Let'Nuggestions; however, there may be some basis-tOr these/

gukgestions .inlhe intermediate (i.e., neither purely intrinsic nor

purely extrinsic) Status condition. Since the form of Let's suggestions

is idi9matic, it is very difficult to see what the exact relationship

betweenthem and the Status condition is. it does seiif, however, that

the speaker and'hearer have'equal,status in ,Let's cOnstructions, and

if the Let's idiom originated from the Rellizijesion granting let, and if

the underlying.subject of Let's, is both I and you (as Coita 1972 suggests),

these facts would link up the equal status requirement and the-Let's

suggestions. This is all very t uouS; of course, but there is one

Other fact that. may lend it sup t. Sentences like (166) and (167)'

(166) Let's go, Sheila.

(167) Let's get crackin', Kay.'
0

can, for some speakers, be interpreted as not including the speaker in

the action. When this is the cake, the force of such impositives is

much stronger than just a suggestion. It is, in fact, very like an

order, made fq§s severe (or perhapsven indirect) by using the equal

sta.-Ws Let's.-3) Al
Ant2ther type of impositiveact'whichdoes not fit neatly into the

framework provided here are those beginning with How about and What

about as in:

(168) How about a drink?

(169) How about coming home with me?

(170) What about Arlene?

(171) Whatabout going home.?

These too are idiomatic; there is no direct, literal reading of them.

Because of thig,idiomaticity I can-only offer's, suggestion as to how they

might be related to the felicity-conditions on iipositive acts: that

How about and What about forms originate from questions on the order of

.
How do you feel about and What AD you think about, whose most direct

function is-toelicit opinion from the hearer. 'Speakers generally

only elicit op' s from eeple they consider their equals or

superiors, _Acaording`to
thelStatus-condition, these How about and,

What aboUt sentences, 'if they are to be interpreted,as impositive acts,

must be either suieStions,or requests. And so they are: (168)-(171)

are all interpreted as suggestions by some speakers, while others take

(168) and (169) to be' suggestions and (170) and (171) to be requests.

(168) a. How about a drink?,

t
b. That's a good idea.

c. QK./*Borry.

(169) a. How about coming home with me.

'b. That's a-lousy idea.

c. OK./?Sorry. -
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.(170) a. What about Arlene?
b. That's a'possibility.

OK./Sorry.
(171) a. What about going home?

b. I'll keep that in mind.
c. OK./Sorry.

135

4.7. I conclude with a brief discussion of verbs which exhibit some
properties of impoOtiye verbs, but'which differ from them in
fundamental ways.3° The first of these 'semi- impositives' is the verb
invite; invitations look very much lilte regular impositive acts. They
can be direct:

. _ ^

(172) a. I hereby invite you to my party.
b. You are hereby invited to my party.

Theycan-also have the same indiredt forms that requests can have, e.g.,

473) Can you come to my party?
(174) Will you come to my party?
(175) I'd like you to come to my party.

or even some of the suggestion forms,
.

(176) How about coming to my party?
(177) -Why don't you come to my party?
(178) Why not come to my party?

The request-type invitations of (173)-(175aie more normal thanthe
suggestionr.types (176)-(178) and (176), is a better invitation than
(177), which in turn is slightly better than (178). Why there should
be a difference among the invitations (176)-(178) is not clear, but
the difference between (173)-(175) and (176)-(178) is understandable.
Requests are more polite than suggestions; invitations generally are'
polite and therefore the requesting forms are better invitations than
the suggesting forms. There is a problem here however, being polite
means assuming a position inferior to that Of the hearer, but at the
same time; alspeaker must, in order to,be able to issue an invitation,
be in a position higher than that of the hearer. In this way invitation
are different-from impositives; although it may be the case for

.

impositive acts that the speaker is only22Ila. as an.inferioi:, there
are-n impositive acts which require that the speaker have higher,.status
and at the same time require the speaker tos.ctias if he had bower status.

The other major differences between invitations and impositive
acts involves illocutionary pbint. The purpose or aim of invitations
Seems to be to get the hearer to da something, which is the same as
the illocutianarY point of impositives. There 3.6, however, another way
Of ,looking at the purpose of invitations: what appears to be the
illodUtianary-point is actually a purely perlocutionary-ef ct, and
the illocutionary point of invitations s actually jUst to g the
hegrer permission to do_samething or to ake an action possible
the hearer. Whether gatting..someone to do something,,is
or purely perlocutionary is in pri4iple easily determined.
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invitatiods and impositive ti:ets,.it is safe to assume they are 'requests;

itwas_proposed in P% Lee (1974) that the positive responses,

(179) OK. \
(180) Sure.

. (181) All right.

and the native response,

(182) Sorry.7
0

,were appropriate to illocutionary requests but hot to perlocutioriary

requests, for which they require elaborated responses: E.g.,

,
0

(183) OK, I'll come.,'
.

(184). Sure,' I'd like to-come.

j185) All right, I'll be there.

(186) Sorry,&I can't make it.

The problem with invitations is that,, at least in my dialect, it

is not obvious that the.simple responses (179)-(182) are completely

inappropriate, although they do seem considerably worse than the

elaborated respOnses (183)-(186):
C

(187) A. Can you ,come 'to my 'party?

ii. Id like yu to come to'my party.

(188)' B. i. ?*OK. 4

iii. ?*All right.
$'

iv. ?Sorry.

(189) B. i. OK, I'll come. ,

ii. Sure, I'd like to come:

iii.. All right,. I'll be there.

iv. Sorry, I can't make it.

I have called-'finvitations semi-impositives because their status

condition'works differeit4than that of any impositive act and their

illocutionary point, thougli similar, is .not, indisputably the same as

,-that,of iMpositive'acts: mere are semi-impopitive dots which appear

to be special types oe-invitatfons anadiffer from impositiveS'in

'even more interesting ways. .

These ,acts I vilt&refer to_as-challeriges; they are performed

and/or described by the verbs-dare, defy and challenge and are
1

exemp/ified in:

(90) I dare you to crees that line.

(191) I defy you td say that again.

(192) -I hereby challenge you to
{depend that claim.}

a dual at sunrise.

Challenges are invitations in that they invite (or make it possible

for)the hearer to do some action. However, challenges differ from,

i S:

i

f
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normal invitatidts in the-application of felicitconditions. The
'

status condition
4is

the same as.for invitations (that is; the speaker
has higher status than the-hearer) but one of the ultimate results

. the speaker of a challenge hopes to produce'is to conclusively determine
his superior status.

Another felicity con4tionSthat holds for impOsitives does not
4'hold for challenges p namely, the Good For condition. A speaker uttering
a challenge does not believe that the hearer's taking up the challenge
will benefit him (the hearer); in fact, he believes quite the opposite
and is trying to gA the hearer to engage in an activity that will be
harmful.to'him.

The Possibility. condition is an interestidg one tor challenges,
It seems to hold,fqr them as (193) shows:

s

(193) If/Since you think you can climb\.the tree,

/ I defy you to do it.f-

challenge

However, a common form of indirect challenges is based on the negation
or denial of this condition, e.g.,

(194) You can't-climb that tree.
(195) 'You can't catch me.

Notice that the hearer may respond to (194) or (195) with either of the
following two remarks:

(196). Is that a.challenge?
,(197) "Pliat sounds .like b. dare to me,

This is the first instance,we have seen of the denial of~ .,felicity
Condition-being used to perform an indirect illobutionary aet.;)A"closer

"'look at negative illocutionary Verbs is needed to see how general this
Phenomenon is..

The deniat'of the possibilitycondition as an indirect challenge
is also exhikited in certain usesof the verbs bet and wager. When

' these verbs are used to express the speaker's belief that the hearer
s incapable of performingfa particUlai action, the resulting asser-

tions are illocutionary'challenges. E.g.,

(198) I bet you2can't catch me*. '1

(199); I wager yot aren't able to- do it.
,A

N4 This illustrates another new aspect of indirect illocAtionary acts:'
's- the existence of 'specific yerbs that can be used to perform only

'indirect illocutions. 'Bettand 'Wager do'not count as challenges
(although they are, of courselused as direct bets), as the,unacCep-
.tability of (200) and,(201) show,

.
1200) *I bet you`' to climb that'tree.:

° (201) *'I wager that you catch me:

(The asterisks here refer 'ply to the challenge eading; with that-

14E)
a
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clauses both 'verbs are acceptable but must be interpreted as betg, in

which case the speaker does believe that hearer can do:pie-' specified

action.)
0

Negative bets without the modal of possibilitycan are ambiguoUs

as between bets and 'challenges, though the literal (bet) reading is

stronger ;, 0

(202) I bet you don't climb that tree.,
(203)' I Wager that you don't catch me.

, This discussion has only.touched -46n the possibilities involved

in related illocutionary acetypes (impositives and invitations), glenial

of felicity conditions,.and indirect illocutionary verbs. A more

comprehenSilie analysis must await further investigatiop.

There is'one last semi-impositive I would like to mention. The

verb threaten describesboth linguistic and non-linguistic acts; it id

relatedto'the impositive warn in that a threat can be a specific kind

of,warningcnamely, one An which the speaker intends to produC the

undesirable effect being warned against.
However, threats can be used to inform the hearer of t speaker's

intention to harm him. Threats Only seem impositive when e hearer is

offered a choice: either do the specifid action or suffer he consequences.

The following threats do not have impositive force.

(204) I'm gorhg to take your; teddy bear away.

(205) No4natter what you do, you can't Stop-me; I'm going

to cut your hair:

Ulocutionarilx0 threats are commissives; causing people to do

things i perlocutioparx effect of threats which cap be either inten--,

tiona 'unintentional.31 In this regard threats are very much like

corftingent-promises which also have, he perlocutionary effect of getting

the hearer to do something..' Thus the difference between. the two is

neither illocutionary or -perlocutionary. The sentences below are threats

if the intention of the speaker is to 'do something which is-not good for

the hearer, and they are promises.if it is sbmething that is good for

,the hearer.
. . .

.
,

. .

...?

__

(2064,,q,Cook dinner, and I'll help you with,your project.

07T If you cook dinner, I'll helakyou with your project.

The two in etations of (206) and (2b7) depend4entirely on the Good For, `

condition; e relationship between threats and promises is similar

to many diTferent types ofiblfositive acts whichhave the same illocu-

tionary point but dgferent felicity conditions.

The discussion presented here of semiz.impositives is meant only

as an indication that there are related speech act types and that such

relations can -be described in term of illocutionary point, peLocutionary j

effect, and felicity conditions. Further such analyse's of'othertypes

of speech acts' should provide -us 'with much valuable information oh the

nature of illocutionary acts.
. ,

, eh
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*This,is a revision of Chapters ,III-VI of my OSU Ph.D. dissertation
(March 1974)'.

lIn How toDo Things with Words, J. L. Austin offers the first
resent taxonomy of speech acts,,his classification includes verdictives,
eXercitives, comiissives, behabitives and expositives.

-2Zeno VendIer inRes Cogitans redefines'Austin's classes and
adds two more, operatives and interrogatives.

3At least they are not direct'attempts to get people to do things; -

they may fhnction as indirect illocutionary illocutionary impositive

! acts, but that is a different matter (see Lee 1974b:, Ch. 5),

--n. Lakoff (1972) has suggested that a pragmatic analysis is
,possible and that certain pragmatic features have syntactic.sonsequences.
\how0er, it is not clear that these featurty.are purely pragmatic, i.e.,
are not semantic featureS' with closely related pragmatic features.'

5By'illocutionary point :Searle means, at least roughly, they
purpose, intention or aim of the act. In the same 1973 paper Searle

provides a taxonomy of speech acts consisting of reprpsentatives,
directives, commissives, expressives, and declarations. Impobitives
are Searle's directives.-

6Tie term 'semantic structure' is used throughout this paper
.

rather presh'mptuoysly; there are no doubt deeper semantic representatiohs
for-the structures presentedgeere.

7R. Lakoff (1968) in discussing abstract perfOrmative verbs in
Latin syntax uses IMPER for commands only and suggests that there are
other such verbs for other types of impositive acts. Sadock (1971a)
useS'IMPERE in an underlying structure (p. 223), but gives no explanation

. of what he meatus by it.

8The verbs suggest, recommend, and advise are, for some speakers,
ambiguous as between a suggestion and a recommendation; see section 2.5 .

for more on this:

9This proposal, in general, is tbe same as R. Lakoffq (1968) who
advocated several different ' abstract performative verbs, each repre-
senting only surface verbs which are synonymous. Each of°her abstract
performativeStructures are differentiated by undergoipg only certain
transformational=rules.

10Pprforthative Deletion-was proposed 'Ross (1970a, 1970b) and,

although there are some problems with its exac formulation and appli-

'cation (see Anderson (1971) and Fraser (1971). for criticism of the
jperformative analysis), the general idea is sound, All typesof .

gio

Of
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impositive:acts can be formed viathis rule: it applies after Equi-NP

Deletion for orders (accounting for the imperative 'sentence type in

Go 'home!) and before Subject-Verb Inversion -for requests (Will you go

home?).

x11 Several linguists have discussed this particular sort of

ambiguity; G. Lee (1971) argues that the conneCtion-of-ideas sense

derives from a structure involving CAUSE (SEEM) yhereas the agentive

sense derives from an underlying agent. ". ZwiekY: and' Zwicky (1973)

suggest that the ambiguity stems from an underlying REASON which divides-

into CAUSE (for non-agentives) and PURPOSE (fox agentives).

I,-In
-"The term 'pro-agentive' was introduced by G. Lee,(1971) and

refers to contexts in which agentsmay occur; the opposite term !anti-

agentive' describes contexts in whith agents may not occur. Lee

distinguishes pro-agentiVe contexts from the broader class 44 non-stative

-verbs proposed,by G. LakoYf (1966); the following are pro-agentive

contexts; in imperative sentence form; with a manner adverb typically

referring to human attributes (e.g., cleverly, stupidly, inteQtionallY);.

and as complement of the verb persuade., In contrast, a test such as

whether or not a. verb can occur in the progressive says nothing about

agentivity, but,only whethei that verb is -stative ormon-stative.

13Notice that the rela tionship betireen the two.verbs is such that

suggest3 implies sugges'2, but nbt vice versa; a' sentence such as (i)

is contradictory for all speakers:
. -

.-

o 6

(i) She suggested3 that 'Harbird was guilty (by saying

"I suggest Harbird did it.") wfthout,aaually

suggesting2 it.

It is because sugge,t3 implies suggest2 that G,,LatOff's,(197O) test

---for showipg ambiguity does not work

(It) She suggested that Harbird as guilty and so did he.

This 1 e of arAtment was originally preiented in Zwicky and Sadock

(In . *

1

. . . 14It may also be thathe same speaker would accept 31)-(34) but

6, not (38) simply becauie of tlie,,phonologipal idenitty of the two suggests

.

in (38)..,
1-

1,See MorgAn (1973) for,an extremely interesting account of sentence

fragments.

16See G. Lee (1971) and,Dowty%(1972) for a diseussiqp o' the role

DO plays'in the semantic configurationof activities and' agentive

predicates.

17There are,speakers for whom (60) has a non-factive rqading (in

addition to the (activeone); for those speakers sentence (60).is

acceptable and means the same as .(62).

,143
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possible'that (61) is an indirect suggestion based on a

'felicity condition involving the notion of considering; this and other
-probl6 with the CONSIDER analysis will,be discussed in section 2.6.

. 19This was suggested or recommended to me by'Gregory Lee.
=

20Recomniendations and suggestions,are beginning to look very
indiscrete, especially with respect to the Good For condition.

21More
will, be said about this kind of-illoCution in the next

seetion. e

Y .22The almost argument is attributed to Jerry Morgan by McCawley.
(L968); the-again argument is simply a logical extension of the almost
argument. .

..

.
,

23This,argument is due to G. Lakoff (1970b).

2 -14An important non=essential condition of some impositive acts is
that the speaker believe that the proposed action is one which is
desirable to, or good for, the hearer or somvoncerned,party. This
is related to the essential conditiol of speaker desire in that it may
provide a reason for the speaker's desiring to perform the act.

25See Reringer-11972), Chapt r three, for more general conditions
on a Wider variety of speech acts, which account for some indirect
impositive acts stich as, Ma I sue ou et read and I would like
to suggest that we leave now.

K\a,
26The Status condition cannot be said tetlirstrictly intrinsic or

strictly extrinsic because it depends an the speaker and hearer sharing
the belief that a partiCuAr status relation obtains.

- 27The term 'squish' is due to Ross,,(1972), who defines 'it as a
quasi2cpntinuum of linguistic elements. A later definition (Ross 1973:
98) is: 'the matrix formed Rahen two hierarchies interact to mutually
define each other':

28Note that whether the notion.cf considering is represented as
a semantic CONSIDER or as a felicity conditioA, it'still falls under
the domain of this conditiqp, since in either case it is an act .

involved in the performance of an impositive act."
29.it was pointed out.to me by Richard Garner that this appears

to violate the illocutionary point of impositive'acts. However, that
is only true if what the speaer is attempting to get the hearer to
do 4s tocomplete the specified action. For these oases, it appears
that the speaker is only trying to get the hearer to attempt to do
the specified action_ In this regard these acts are similar to the
semi-impositive acts of challenging discussed ieLee (1974b: section
6.7 :)

.

:
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.3 0A broader view of this condition Is expressed-in Searle's

property six, which says that an`act may differ in whether-the

proposition is in-the-interest of the speaker, hearer, both or

neither.- For impositive acts..only,thQ interest of-cthe hearer is

important. ,

C14

1142

31ApparenIlr, for some speakers there is an acceptable4sarcastic

reading. of (108). It' was suggested tg-me by Gregory Lee that such a

reading is possible, especially if.the adverb naturally is inserted

before recommend.

32Thereds also the factor of the extra-linguirs4ic environment

in whin the act is performed affeeting style; nominations and motiops
k

are the fdrmal equivalent of"suggestions.. '

-, -\

330ne waj of looking at this differente is that for the weaker

impositiVes the speaker is relatively neutr*l toward the possibility.

of the action, but for orders the speaker lielieves strongly that the

action is either possible or not (cf. note 29).

. 0

34Newmeyer (1971) points out that'\if Let's suggestions are assumed

to have the underlying'structure: CWe 14T.we Ewe eatfl certain tags

are easily accounted for,;,.'

(i) Let's eat, shall we?

(ii) Let's eat, why don't we?
4.,i ,

However, he notes, such...an underlying structure would predict (iii)

instead of (iv). . J A . L..r
(iii) *Let ourselves eat! -

(Iv) Let-us eat! , -

Costa (1972) proposes that Let's suggestions are 'true impera-

tiveS1 with an underlying structure Pike:.' \

, ___.....---------------_____

V NP NP NP

cc

1 1

URGE I YOU ,.1

NR NP and NP

lets

1

you you

.4

4"titS-

: 7-----,;v NP
.

,

. go. ATP and NP

;

v145
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you
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35It was pdinted out to me by Arnold Zwicky that some speakers
.'have the compound suggestions:

How about ,
} let's do, that! ,

Don't t
-.

.
.

`. 36This discussion of k s of invitations owes much to suggestions
from Gregory Lee. a ° ,

1' ,

3IThis yiew is opposed to the one that Sgdock(19 74). takes; he
claims that threats and warnings con'st4414te a distinct illocutionary
type.
Ir

Z .
38R. Lakoff (1969) discusses a consequence of this differend*e in

application of the Good For condition. Where contingent promises
normally have some, threats have'2121, e.g., , °

some
(i) If you eat {*any } Candy,.I'll give you ten dollars

(if) If you'eat {
*

s°
me

} candy,* I'll whip' you- .

°

any
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. -Questions and Requests

. Marion R. Johnson

CZY

/

1. It,has been suggested by some linguists4(e.g. Ross (1970: footnote

19), Gordon and Lakoff (1971)) that pairs of sentences such as (1) and

C2) below are syntactically derived from the same logical structure.

'

( Where is John?
(IP, Tell me where John ip.

Under such an analysis, both (1) and (2):would be derived from a

structure something like: (REQUEST, I, you (TELL', you, me, (BE, John,

WHere))).1' In the derivation of (1), the rule deleting the performative

predicate REQUEST would be followed by a rule deleting TELL and

effeCting subject-verbinversion.. The import of such a claim is that

(1) and (2) have the same illocutionary force, (1) being in effect an.

elliptical form of (2). Tile purpose of this paper is to show that (1)

and (2).are not equivalent in their structure as speech acts. I will

argue that formal and pragmatic properties require thatcyp recognize

questions as a distinct category of speech acts, not as.a. subcategory

, of requests.' :

An alternative proposal for analyLng the performative structure

of questions vis-a-vis,requests is preseritedltn Sadock (1972, 1974).

Sadock rejects the idea,Lhat the performative predicate ASK can 'be
,

reduced twethe complex predicate REQUEST -TELL. He argues that true

questioni (that is, information-seeking questions) have the illocutionary

force of asking, while whahe calls reouestiono have the separate

illocutionary force of requesting to-tell. According to Sadock:'(1972;

337), 'The.Tnain distinguishing characteristib' is that in the re-,

question, the speaker is only interested in the Act of telling but in

the true,question, the speaker is interested in the content of the

answer'. Sadock's analysis makes all sentences such as (1) above' ;

ambiguous between Itheee two posfiible illocutionary forses." Howeirer,'

.I find the evidence for this distinction unconvincing: A further

gotil.of this paper, therefore, will be to'show that interrogative

.
structures in English have unambiguously the illocutionary, force of an

stomic predicate ASK.
To simplify the discuision, I will igno ebhe.problem of the .

'rhetorical question' and its relations to acts of questioning that

are genuine attempts to elicit inrorma ion. Example. sentences will be

treated as it they belonged to a context which-did not imply their

answer before the addressee had had a chance to reply. .

J
I
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2. There are two problems' in decidirig whether the underlying structure
of (l) is the same as that of (2). The first is determining whether
the element TELL is present in the structure of (l), and Vie second is.
deciding.whether.REQUEST is an adequate represeptation of-the illocu-
tionary force of both (1) and (2).

The absence of TELL is demonstrated. by the impossibility of
.._ continuing (1).with any or adverbial-clause referring to TELL. '

Thus, (2a) and (3a) below are unacceptable because of their !dangling
adverbials', whereas (2b) and (3b) are well formed. .

.

.-
(2) a. *Where is-John tomorrow?

b. Tell me where Sohn is tomorrow :/dell me

. tomorrow.... .

---W a. *Where is John, so that Mary,will believe you're
smart% .. '. _ :

b. Tell me where John is, so that 'Mary will-believe
you're smart

,,,
. .

.

In true cases of verb deletion, it is still possible for'.8.'dverbs to,
refer to them. Consider, for eXample,,(4a) and (4b).

-,/'

(4) a. John lives to play tennis, and George to s4m.
b. John arrived at seven, and George at seven - thirty.

The presence of 'deleted verb' in'the logical structures of (4a) and--/-
(4h) is plausible because these deletions are recoverable. The .

proposed deletion in (1) is not.
Another argumegr'against the presence of TELL in the underlying

structure of (I) concerns the surface verb ask. If ask could be
decomposed as REQUEST-TELL, we would expect that the negation. of ask
would have ambiguous` scope. This is not the case, as (5a) -(5c) show.
('5a) corresponds in meaning to (5b) alone, and not to (5c). '

(5) a. I'M not asking you where John is.
'b. I'm not requesting that you tell me where John is.
c. I'm requesting that you not tell me where John is.

The paraphrase relations among (5a)-(5c) indiFate that although ask
as a unit can be paraphrased by a construction containing request -tell,
the two c structions do not have equivalent internal structure.

'3. The fact that questions and requests do not have the same.,
illocutionary'force can be demonstrated in several ways. ,Firft, they
cannot be conjoined by and. (6a), which contains a question conjoined
with a request, is ill formed, although (6b), where both members of
the conjunction clearly have the same illocutionary force, is acceptable.

(6) a. ?Where is John, and hand me the phone-book':.
b. Tell me where John and hand me the phone-book.

, .
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Note that when a request is-conjoinetwith an.assertion,,asPin
,4

the result is also ill formed. -
4,

C

1

f

. (6) c. *Tell me'Where-John is',' and I met,his Sister.last
+4 ',.. f .,

s .

,..-. , ''',.. 4' --hight.
,---, .

.. 4*

-
. 1, , r

.

. ,,,,
C

Ina'Conjunction of-this type,the, illocutionary force of each member
.

must e the same. This provides strong evidence that questiops an

requepts are not,the same category of speech act.' . '""

c
'Another-reason for considering the force of asking to be different .'

..- from that of requesting concerns",the distribution of the politeness-

,, marker please. With requests, please is an extremely weak, politeness

device. -Its occurrence fs often so automatic and perfunctory that "it

,-,: need:cot sound odd -or highly sarcastic even-_,with inherently rude

reql4ests, sdch as 'Shut up, please'. The perfunctorines of please ,,

-
.,-

...i.exterids4to
to,tell,.So that a sentence like -"Tell me where

nJohn is, please' does riot require,any Special contextual facor to make

it appropriate. With a question, howeyer, the dppropriateness of please:
----.. _

is dpnsidetably more restricted. With information- sleeking questions, ---

please is relatively sttongas a politeness deiiie, signalling a social

.2 distance (frequently deferential) between speaker and addressee. For

example, 'Whete is John, please?' would not be used in conversation

between two close,friends, but it might be used by pomeone initiating- 1

conversation witra Stranger. ,.Sadock,(1974:121) attributes the use'of

itease with questions to the fact that' 'the asker has'nollersonal.

''estake in, the resiOnse'- But there 'are many situations in which please

I kS likely to accompany a question, althOugh it would be absurd to.:

s ppose'that the""questioney is?feig4ing disinterest in tlie answer.

For example,, one might
Say'tb,,d salesclerk, 'How much does 'that one

te
cost, piease?', or t1t5 a stranger ove;.the telephone, 'Is so-and-so

-there, please?-4,, or,,to someone at 'an infortation bobth, !Where iethet

. ,wabh -root', please?'. The fadiors influencing the use of please-in,

these caseSinclude the impersonality of the,social relationship,the

' gpsireto'express.a formal gO:sture°,6T goodltill7and the uncertainty
!..-.

,..,of,the speaker tha;t.hiledressee will cooperate conversationally with

it." These aspects of,klease-wiil be discgised in more detail elow.

:.e.; At ibis point, I want only to establish that: theeinterpretation of %

',1...-
pleas.e 'is different with questions than with reguestsi and that this

differendeindicat4S'a difference in the Category.of speech act. ----

Since-a major argument for Sadock's questiori 7requestion , .

.

,
"

;_distinction ii.the"supposed occurrence of please with requesionn .

.
but not cliestions2 A should be apparent towithe foregoihg refutes

such a positionl--TWo.other arguments from Sadock require some comment.

Sadock (1974:122) pointi out th'at expressions like-in the *orld,

in the hell, and so_bn' qn one common dialect can follow interrogative

pronouns just.in case the speaker is interested in the further.speck.z

. .
fication ot'that noun phrase'. 'This means that sentences like 'Where

in the World is Jdhn?' can be used only as questions and not as
requestions,'accordingtoSadock's definition of these terms. More-:

over,,,in the worId.cannot)co-occur
with'please, which is said to occur

only 441th requestionS.

5
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I find the data in this argument eonfusing. Sadock seems to be
saying that this use of in the world is distinct from its use to
indicate exasperation or related emotions. That is, in the world
can merely express ouriosity, without.a further connotation of tension
because the speaker feels that his curiosity has been thus far
thwarted.- Even so, there is no problem in the tendency for such
expressions to excliide_please, since the expression of a'personal
feeling of curiosity:ii pragmatically incompatible with the goal of
distancing.the addressee. These co-occurrence restrictions show that
lexical insertion is sensitive to a wide range pfsituatiohal
conditions. They do not show that the sentence 'Where in the world
is'John?' has a'different illocutionary _force from.'Where is John,
plea;4e?'.

A further argument from Sadock is as follows. He points out
that on 'a quiz show, EC,sentence like (7a)'can be used with the same
force as the question in (7b).

(7) a. This ungainly- looking bird is the symbol of,
LOuisiana.4" b. What ungainly- looking bird is the symbol of
Louisiana?

lap

The point of this example is obscure. Obviously, the context of a
quiz'show supplies an implicit instruction to the ...addressee to give-
the ,name-of the bird, having hearcra). However, (7a) conveys this
meaning in much the Same way that an assertion like 'It's cold in
here' Conveys a request to close the window, given the right situational
assumptions., The conveyed meaning depends upon special conditions that
are unrelated to the basic structure of the speech act. In other
words, the 'question' sense of Pa) is a perlocutionary effect, not
a true indirect speech act. .

To re'turn to the central problem of questions and requests,
there fs-athird reason for considering .these as distinct categories
of speech acts. The reason is ;that many idiomatic meanings attach
themselves to 'questions, -but not to the corresponding requests to
tell, 'For example, in additidn to its literal meaning as'a question
aboui the state of someone'os knowledge,.(8a) can convey the embedded
question 'Where is John?', or it can Convey an offer to tell about
where John is, (i.e.-it can initiate a new topic in ,a converSAtion).2
Asa paraphrase, (8b) corresponds only,to the literal meaning of (8a).

'(8) .a. .Do you know where -John is? 7
b. Tell me if you know where JOhn is.3

Similarly, (9a) canvhsk-a question about someone's ability, or it ca n
convey a request to close the window. (9b) paraphrases only the first,-.1-
"the.14.terai, meaning Of pa).

,

(9) 'a. Can youolose the window?
11. Tell me 'i.f...you can close tte window.

-1 .
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A

If (8a) and (9a) were derived from the game source as (8b) and.(9b)

respectiVely, it,would.be necessary to say that the idiomatic meanings

enter In the course of the derivation, after the application of the

rule deleting tell. Obviously, this is unacceptable, because it

would meah that the meaning of ari utterance, including its illocu-.

tionary force; is not fully -represented in its deep structure.

Alternatively, the rule deleting tellcould be constrained to apply

obligatorily- in thp presence of certain idiomatic meanings., This,

solution provides nothing more than an ad hoc label for an unsolved

problem. jiqqograzing,4#0 Nue sti941, have an:ill' ,c cu 4Or,de

their -own seems to me thAeceiilr.kiiii-rt"at towdrd lid$aUntinefor'44.1-

the possible illocIkonary ektensions of their use, extensions which

.do not apply to paraphrases beginning 'Tell me...'.

4. Without presuming to'give a complete orphilosophkcal account of

questions, I would like to add here a few'comments on the structure

of questions.as a.speech act type; and how they differ systematically

from requests.' These comments should point, in turn, toward an explana-

tion of the formal differences which have just been described.

Theerucial difference between questions and requests lies in a

ratheritobvious fact,namely, a request mentions explicitly what action

the speaker intends as an appropriate response to his speech act,

whereas a question conveys implicitly what constitutes the appropriate

next move by the addressee: This means that the range of respons

types that can be elicited by a request -is indefinitely large, but the

range of response types to quettions'is quite small and inflexi.ble.

A request can directly elicit virtually any action describable by

language, including various kinds of speech-acts. A question, however,

directly elicits only its answer, whkch most often willbe an act of

asserting,, although it can also be an act of showing (for example,'

pointing a finger).
The flexibility of request structures shows up, for example, in .,

the possibility of embedding a request for some action witl'itn a request

to pursue some larger goal, to which the action is instrumental. For

example, (10) is' primarily a request to let the speaker die happy,

9 (10) 'Tell me where john'c is so .that. can.die'happy.at_
r .

.

and only pecond4rily (or rather, instrumentally),sa requeSt to tell

something. On'the other hand, It is,passible to make a primary request

to°tell, while mentioning in addition the-best possible means,.as in;

(11).,. c
.

. ,
'' .

(11) Tell me where John is, by wriggling your ears in his

direction. 5

a '

.
... (cf.: Wriggle your ears in John's direction; so that

I'll know where he is.)
I

_ _
2 . - ,-

NOne of this flexibility is available within the'structure of a :question,

as the unacceptable sentences below show. . $.

.
. _.:ai. -

(10) a. *Where is John,sothat I can die happy? -

(11) a. *Where is John, by wriggling your eUrs.in hi

direction?

15,2
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It is not possible to add to the instructions implicitly attached to
liqUestion within the structure of the question itself: A fequest,
in contrast, is. not circumscribed by any set-of appropriate responses
that are understood prior to the act of requesting itself.

Another way in which this difference shows up s that questions
reject time adverbials, bu.requssts do not. For example,

(as
4

(12) Five minutes. from now, tell me john is
a. *Five minutefrom now, where is John?

(13 After I wash.the'dishes,:tellims-where John is,
a. .*Atter I wash thp:diRhev, where is John?

The response to a request maybe explicitly deferred the speaker,,
because there is no expectation concerning appropriate
time lapse between uptake of the request and action-in response-to
4n -fact, no:Such standardized expectation"based upon the speech act
is possible, because the appropriate time lapse will depend strictly
on the content of the request. In most conversational settings,4
however, the answer to a question is expected immediately following
uptake. In fact, answering is the normal sign of uptake; any response
other than something that constitutes 'an answer' is a conversational
non sequiter. If a speaker intends the answer to be deferred, he must
explain this intention in an additional sentence. Otherwise, he will
betnderstood as expecting some sort of reply as soon as his question
has been asked'.

A further difference between questions and requests is that-there
is a distinct set of rules concerning when it is permissible to make a .

,request,.who may make one, which request-form is appropriate to a
given situation, and so on; but the rules concerning when to ask a
question are simply the rules concerning when to engage in conversation.
As long as someone is willing to engage in cooperative conversation,
then it will be understood that he is prepared to ask and answer
questions.5. Please is used with questions precisely when this willing-.
ness to cooperate conversationally'is in doubt; -for example, when
initiating a conversation with a stranger. Please shows that the
speaker does not intend to impose his'attention oh the addressee
withdUt his content. As soon as a conversational rapport has been
established, please becomes superfluous and its presence can only -

iinply a-lack of confidence in the -other's good faith:
In contrast to this, please is always appropriate with requests,

because It is never understood on general conversational principles
that the Addressee will comply. There is alitays an implicit option
.within the structure of requesting to accept or decline. This ihows
up inthe fact that in reply to a request like 'Tell me where John

is', all'of the following are possible: ".Yes 'O.K.', ''All

right', 'No', ' Never'., .These particles refer to the speaker's
gillingness to comply.- The corresponding sequences with a ,question,
holever, are nonsensical. Fo'r.example:-*"Where'is John?'Never.'.
Thus, yes and no have'a potential ambiguity-with requests which does
not exist with questions. ,In-,reply to.the request, 'Tell me if John
is in HalifaX1 yes'or no can mean either 'Yes,'I will', 'No, I won't'',

7.
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or 'Yes, he ist, 'No, he isn't', respectiVely. This ambiguity does.

not exist in reply to the question 'Is John in Halifax?'. Yes and no

in this case can only mean 'Yes; he is' and 'No-, he isn't',

respectively.

5. In conclusion, I have argued in this paper that we must recognize

questiolls and requesti as distinct classes of speech acts. The

syntactic evidence for this distinction centers on absence of a

verbal predicate tell in the logical structure of questions, to which

adverbs can refer; the impossibility of conjoining Aquests with
questions; the Specialized distribution of gplease with questions; and

the existence of idiodatic meanings, attached to questions,. but nbt to

the corresponding requests to tell. The question/request distinction

is confirmed by the existence of general rules of conversation which

.govern (implicitly) the 'appropriate respoxises to questions, but not

requests'. Asking a question is different from maing'a request'because

the, pattern of the interaction is understood independently of its

content, and the basic pattern is correspondingly less flexible.

a

Footnotes

1_Such a representation would be assigned by) supporters of the

'performatiye analysis'. This paper is not necessarily intended up,

support that theoretical view. What is at issue is whether quest ons

constitute a distinct illocutionaryclass,.or merely a subclass of .

requedts. The further question concerning how information about the

illocutionary force of a sentence is to be represented will not be

touched upon here.
'`',.741b

"2These meanings are pointed out in Gordon and Lakoff (1971)!

3For (8b) to correspond in meaning to (8a), the if-claupe of

(8b) must be interpreted as. the nominalized complement of tell; not

as an adverbial clause.

'Most conversational settings' is intended to exclude fundamental

tions like.'Will you marry me?', where it may be understood in

hit e context that the addressee is allowed to think about his response.

5my notion of 'Conversational cooperation' is, of course, that

presented in.Grice (1974).
QuestiOns whose content violates cultural taboos (p.g. 'How old

are you?') are obvioUsly still excluded: The same-constraint will

hold for assertions, so that this 'act is not related to the intrinsic

structure questioning.
. . ,

. . Orders area special type of request characterized by the

absence of this option. gmen an order, however,. invites the reply,

'Yes, dirt or 'Yes, malml, confirming the addressee's acceptance of the

order, What is special,about orders is the speaker and .addressee's
nmtual.realization'that the reply 'No, sir' or 'No, male, is sOC4ally

unacceptable (i.e.,not a geniline option).

°A.
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Canadian Eh*

Marion R. John'son.'

A pervasive feature of Canadian English, at least in many regions

of Canada, is the use of the interrogative ticle eh as a tag on

sentences like, 'Nice weather, eh?' or 'So re a Canadian; eh?'.

.Judgibg by my own dialect (Southern Ontario , this particle is largely

restrictecito an informal speaking style, but there its prdsence is .

almost compulsive. In this paper, I want to comment on the functions

of this particle in conversation, and the distributional restraints on

it which deriire from these functions.

first sight, it would seem that eh iS merely a typical

expression of the Canadian's familiar lack of self-eonfidence and self-

esteem. However, some months of observation have convinced me that

'friendliness, rather than uncertainty,,is the basic emotion conveyed.

through this particle. My conclusion is based partly on the fact that

the friendlier a conversation is, and the more a conversation aims at

,expressing group solidarity, the more eh seems to crop up. In these

situations, people generally have no reason to feel insecure about_thqir

acceptance (they are, after all; 'at home'), bet they do have reason to

seek mutual reaffirmation of their friendly feelings. 'This need can

be an expression of personal insecurity, but more often it involves

plain old -folksiness.
To-understand how eh conveys this friendly, folksy wanner, it is ,

necessary to consider its use in relation to the various kinds of speech

acts.performed by, the sentences in wElchit occurs. The current

linguistic notion of a si?eeCh act derives from the philosophy of J. L.

Austin.' Austin showed that languages provide means not only for making

assertions about the world that are true or false, but also for per-

forming various kinds of actions which are not true or false, but rather

properly or improperly petformed.. For example, if someone says, 'I

promise to loan you my car tomorrow night', he is not making a statement

'about a pi-omise,but is making. the promise itself. That is, by the mere

saying of a.few appropriate words, it is, ossible to execute a wide '

, 'variety of actions (orspeech acts), including thinking, apologizing,

marrying, requesting, commanding, congratulating, and so on.

-Suppose now that someone said, 'I promise to loan you my car', but

that person was known not to possess a car. His statement cannot be'

called false, but there is clearly something drastically wrong with it.

A basic condition on validpromising is that a person is capableof

doing what he promises to do, and An the case desctibed, this is clearly

not poisible. The act of promising is therefore void, becaUsea

condition on its correct performance has been violated. Every speech .

act has associated with it a set of such conditions which must be met
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in order for the speech act to be validly, or, to use the technical
,tdrm, felicitouly performed. For example, a speaker, can only be
said to have made a promise to 'do X if that person can do X, intends
to do X, and knows (or strongly believes) that the addressee<wants him
to do X. An example of-an infelicitous promise was given above..
Another infelicitous speech act would be saying, 'I congratulate you',
to Someone who has not recently distinguished himself by any accom-
plishment in life. .

Although some speech acts are conveyed by ellsdicit performative
verbs such as promise, congratulate, apologize, and'so on, it more
often- happens that an act is conveyed without explicitly mentioning
what the act is. For example, if someone ways,-'Why not move to
Vancouver?4 he has made a suggestion, even though hehas not begun by
saying, 'I suggest This is a'basic fac.eabout language, which
turns out to be crucial in understanding how and why a particle such
as eh works. Very Often in human language, a speaker does not make
his intentions fully explicit, but lets the situation, the tone of voice,
and so on indicate much of what he wants to convey. Imperatives, for
example, constietute a class of utterances within which there is aswide
range of variation, according to the context in which they occur.
For example, the sentence, 'Wash the dishes' can express a high-handed
command or a reasonably polite request, depending upon the relations
between speaker and addressee,'the styleof delivery, and so on. We

could say that 'Wash the dishes' is-pragmatically ambiguous, because
we do not know whether it conveys a-command or a request until we know
the context in which it was uttered.2

-StppoSe the imperative sentence had` been,. 'Wash the .dishes, bh?/.
Tiffs revised version could no longer convey a command, because it
solicits the addressee's point of view. If is a basic condition on
requesting that the addressee'is offered the option of declini.oel-whereas
when a command is giVen, obedience is expected regardless of the
addressee's preferences. Eh questions whether conditions,were right
for the addressee to comply with the foregoing speech act, and such a
question is compatibleonly with an act of requesting and not commanding.

There are quite a number of other ways of showing in English that
you are making a request rather than giving aacommand. For example;
yeti can ask'a question'which implies a request, without directly stating,
it.3. Some question forms are so commonly used in this way that they can
be,automai'lcally recognized asrequeses,,and the politeness marke
please, can be used with them: For example% 'Can you (please) Wath the
dishes?', 'Would you (please) wash the dishes?', 'Will you (please)

iwash the dishes?', and soon.. These forms differ only stylistically
from the sentence, 'Wash the dishes, eh?', but not in terms Oftfie speech
act perforined. That.is, the request with eh is a more simple and direct
locution, which makes It suitable'to the most informal level of style.
The great advantage of using eh to disambiguate requests from commands
is that it allows the speaker to accomplish this goal:Withoutresorting
tea more elaborate conversational device than a simple imperative form.

My general claim concerning the function of eh, then, is that it
questions whether the.conditions were right for the felicious performance

i
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of the speech sat which it tags. Eh indicates that the situational

assumptions associated with a,particular speech act are weak and

subject to evaluation by the addressee. Speech acts requiring strong

situational assumptions cannot tolerate the Use of eh, because the

act itself is vitiated by such a conversational move. In order to use

certain 'strong' speech acts, a speaker must be certain that the

situation is-right for them. For example, a person cannot give a,

command unless he knows that he has authority over his adqiessee and

that the addressee is obliged to comply.' To question this set of

assumptions is to destroy the act of-commanding. An armysergeant would

never say, 'Forward, march, eh?'.

Looked at from a somewhat different angleeTh.is compatible with

every broad categqry of speech act types;-4 bUt itis only compatible

with certain subtypes within each category. These- subtypes are them:-

selves a natural clast (of'speech acts), since they are the class of

actions which can be felicitously performed even when the speaker is

uncertain whether all conditions have been ideally met. (It is potsible,

for example, to venture a request even when you are nbt certain that

the addressee4will b4 Sable or willing to comply.) The presence of eh

signals that the speaker is making only weak assumptions, about the

possibility of the addressee's compliance. Eh leaves the door open

for a different point of view to be expressed, and does so 'without

resorting to a more complex evice which might elevate and formalize

the tone of a conversation u "cessarily.

We have seen how eh can distinguish a request from a command.

This particle also distinguishes offers from promises,5 and imperioUs

suggestions from nonimperious ones. ,Promises differ from offers in

the speaker's confident assumption that his addressee wants the thing .

that is being promised. When -someone makes an offe, however., he does

not presume to know his addresseecs desires,-but leaved, opgn the option

of declining if it turns out that his offer is not" accepts.
sentence such as '5'11 cook supper' can express a promise or an offer,

depending bn the situation, but 'I'll cook supper, eh?' can only be.an

offer.
Similarly, 'Let's climb the CN Tower'.could be an imperious

suggestion that anticipates n objections, but the corresponding

sentence, 'Let's cli9b the .0 Tower, eh?, explicitly,solicits the

addressee' opinion.° The assumptionthat goes along with making a

suggestion (at least, making a friendly one) is that the content,of

the suggestion expresses a worthwhile' project which the-addresseewill

`like but is free to reject. Obviously, thisAssumption can be held

quite tentatively without preventing a suggestion from actually being

made. By questioning. whether it does hold, the speaker thus makesjt

clear that "he does not intend to' impose his views aggressively, aria:,

this maket his suggestion a friehdlier action. .

The use of eh with qUestiOns it, to a linguist,a. Surprising

fact, since other interrogative tags are barred from this environment.

. For example; it is impbssible to say, 'Where did he go, o.k.?'; or

'Where did he go, didn't he?', but many Canadians will say things

like,'Where did he go, eh?'. owever, if my analysis of the function

of eh-is correct, this is a-natural extension ofdts use. When someone

asks a question, he is assuming((at least) that his addressee.knows. the

, .

. . , 1.
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answer anclthat he will be willing to give it. Again, these assumptions

can be held in a weak form without making it impossible to ask a

question at all. ,In fact,, it isifriendlier to indicate that they are
only tentative assumptions, Since this leaves the addressee the option
of declining to answer without feeling that he has affronted some
standing claim on his good will.

Earlier in this paper, I drew a distinction between sentences.
used to perform various kinds of actions, and sentences which express'*?
true or far-se propositions about the world. Actually, the latter type
of sentence-can also be viewed as performing a kind of speech act --
namely, an act of asserting. There are a great many subtypes within

the Category of assertions. These. include acts of informing, reminding,
accusing, warning, announcing, hicting, explaining, and so on. Again,

we find that ehiS compatible- only with those acts of asserting that

are consistent with weak situational assumptions. The relevant assump-

tions in this category are, first, whether the saker knows that what
he is saying is true, and second, whether the addressee knows what the
speaker knows before it is asserted to him. If 'one or both of these

conditions fails, the speaker has not accomplished an act of informing.

For examplet yon cannot inform soneone of the score of a hockey game
by saying, 'Leafs 3, Bruins 0, eh?' because eh signals to the listener

that you might be wrong, so he can't believe that the score was what
you said it was on the strength of Yolir assertion.

Direct compliments, insults, and accusations are all strong forms

of assertions, because they do not allow a speaker to be uncertain
about his facts and deferto the addressee's judgment on them? It is
no 'compliment to say to someone 'You're the sexiest 'man in t e room,,;

eb?', because the assertion invites the addressee to show how egotistical
he is by agreeing., Similarly, to insult someone by 'saying; 'You're a

real stinker, eh?', is a much diluted insult, bebause- it leaves the

door open for discusSion.7 A sentence such as 'You stole_m,y Maple

Leaf .pin, eh?', is likewis1e a very weak °accusation, sbeCause if the
speaker is sincerely accusing, he must be convinced tht his claim is
true, although the addressee is not likely to want to /admit it. Eh with an

accusation merely encourages denial, which is opposite to the intent

of the accusation.
Other types of assertions do not require such strong situational

assumptions in order to be carried off successfully., For example, an

aiseriion may be intended*only to remind an addressee about Something
he already knows, or, to advance some hypothesis which the speaker only
tentatively'''. believes and which the addressee is capable of evaluating.

For example, it is often worthwhile to warn someone about some
difficulty which he is already aware of, as a means of reinforcing his

awareness. But at the same time, the person night take offense if be
feels that he is being 'informed' of something that he already knows,
as if he had been too slow to grasp it previously. Therefore, it is

diplomatic for'a speaker to make explicit that he realizes thgt, he is
recalling shared information; cot -stating something new. He, can do

.-this by tagging his assertion with ,eh. Here, eh invites the addressee
to evaluate whether the content of the warning was true,, whether it

pointed to a- real danger, and so on. Eh indicptes- that the speaker

believes ;that the addressee is in an eqUal position to make these

kinds of ,judgments.

15j
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Another very common use o? eh is to tag expressions of a

personal opinion, such as 'Nice weather, eh?', 'That was a great

,concert, eh?', or 'What <a., gorgeous Mountie, ehf'... In this.case,- the

'speaker expresses his opinion along with the expectation that it

will turn out to be shared by the addressee, buti.le 4,s not pres rating

some fact about the world which the addressee ought to believer. This

use of eh requires that the addressee be -in a position -66sforM his own

opinionILthe topic, before hearing someone,else'S. -You don't say

'What a gorcepus- Mountie, -eh?', to someone ,who can't see-theMountie

for himself. 4 V1/4

Eh can solicit confirmation of facts as well-as Minions, if a

--speaker is uncertain abdut-them and is deferring,to the superior know-

en ledge of his addressee. For example, someone mightNsdY; 'Th9 meeting

begins at-4 o'clock, eh ?': This differs from a regulai- question by the

fact that the speaker i;adicates thatkhe tentatively believes what he

has asserted (questions convey no such information), but is prepared

to-revife his beliefs if corrected by his addressee. This is a some-

what different situation from soliciting confirmation ofan opinion.

In the latter case, you are inte ested in knowing it the other person,

agrees, but if he doesn't, You y still keep to yOur own ideas.

One frequent use of eh in onversation is to get confirmatiOn of

'a shared belief, before drawing some further inference from it., -For

',example, 'He's's. very old man, eh?. * So you can't expedt him -0-do

everythirig for himself'. Thieis a very useful device, because it

draws the listengi at least to the halfway mark in an argument, before

springing what the speaker see att,le logical conclusion.' Eh can -

also be used strategically'in a conversation to slip in some point of

view advantageous to the speaker, as if if were already shared knowlgdge

between speaker and addressee:-FOr example, someone might say, 'There

was nothing more I could do under the circumstances, eh?'. Since the

use of eh is so automatic among many Canadians, no overt reply Is

usually given or expected. Thus,:the.person who hears the above

:sentence is forces to choose between saying-nothing (which Indicates

assent) or breaking the flow of conversation by openly dissenting;

something peopleare generally unwilling to do withoutotrohg motive-

tion.
Some Canadians extend these uses of eh so liberally in their

narrative style, that virtually every sentence in.a story is treated

as" if it were shared information and the addressee need-only keep up

with the logical development of the piece. An example of such'a.

description: 'He's holding on to a firehose, eh? The thing is

jumping all over the place, eh, and he canhardly holt-Onto

- Well, he finally loses control of it, eh,and the water knocks down.

-half a dozen bystanders.' (quoted-by Avis 1972 103; source not given.

As Avis points out,. in this context, eh frequently has-a level rather'

than rising, intonation). This .arrative technique provides at least :r

one .example of the hyperdefentive use;. of eh, because the speaker here

-seems to be anticipating at every turn a challenge-to. the accuracy or'

plausibility of.his story, even front people-who are not in a position

-to do so with much authority.

7
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To summarize what,I have said with respect to eh with assertions:

t Use of eh in this category of speech acts serves to distinguish

t ose assertions whose content iainfoimationaIfrom thOse whose

co tent is assumed to be shared knowledge,Isubject to revision by

th addressee. This is consistent with other uses of eh, since' -

assertions which are acts of informing are simply those with strong

situational assumptions which cannot be questioned wittrout voiding-

the act altogether." This analysis is also consistent with the basic

fridridliness of eh, because its presence avoids giving the impression
that one is 'informing' someokne of something which, given.the total

situation, he ought to have known.
The general conversational function of eh, therefdre, is tb

'' *question the situational assumptions associated with different speech

acts, thereby showing that these assumptions are-held in a weak rather

'than a strong form. In this way, a speaker can avoid an attitude of '

officiousness and at the same time avoid unfriendly.formslity. This

interpretation of eh fits well with Canadians' general conception of

themselves as a rather ca tious, rather retiring,but basically good-

hearted nation. We are not frai4 to form and express our own poini'of

view, we just don't like to rce it too much on'other people.,

Eh?

Footnotes

*pronounced Ce:3, with rising intonation. ,This paper has been0 -

slanted toward q,,non-tedhnical, Canadian-audiendp.
I would like to thank the many relatives, friends,.and passengers

on the Toronto subway who supplied me with invaluable data for this

study.
Avis.(1972) discusses, the distribution of eh in British, Canadian

and American -English. He 'points out, that 'eh? is no Canadianism--for'

it did not originate in Canada and is not peculiar to theEnglish

spoken in Canada. Indeed,'eh appears to be' in general use wherever

English speakers hang'their hats; and in one form or anoOther it has

been in general use for centuries'. On the other hand, there. can be no

doubt that eh? has a remarkably high incidence in the conversation of

many Canadians these days. Moreover, it seeks certain that in Canada

eh? has gained such 'recognition among Canadi that it is used '

consbiously and frequentAy by newspapermen nd others in informal

articles and rePorti,(See footnote 19') and ttx bated freely in reported

conversations witUall manner,of men, includi g a tes,,professors,

and politicians' (Avis 1972, 95)

1
W ati'ollows, is a capsule,statement of Austine.$ theory of speech

Apo, `acts, and, as such, tendsto.Oversimp/ification. For a full disdussion,

see Austin' 196.

C.)
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2An.example of a semantically ambiguous sentence.wouldbe"Flying
Planes can be dangerous'. This'sentence can have two quite-different
meanings in two different contexts, but constitutds an act of asserting

.in either case.

3There has been extensive disclission of this phenomenon in recent

linguistic literature. See,cfor example, Gordon and Lakoff (1971),

Beringer (1971)1;Sadock (19740).

One classiof speech acts which permanently excludes eh is the

class of official pronouncements and declarations'. No one would ever

.seriously say, 'I pronounce you man and wife, eh?'. a There are several

clear reasons for this. First-and foremost, it is never appropriate

in ritual situations of an official,. capacity to 'express. uncertainty
that the felicity conditions on the relevant speech acts have been ,

w Normally, very eXact'sPecificatjons are set'out concerning).

what countd as a proribuncement ina.cUlture, and these are institution-

, ally upheld. .Secondly, particles such as eh are features of, an informal

speaking style;they serveto mediate,huMan relations at a highly

'personalized level.' Offidial pronouncements are restridtgd to very.

formalstyles, 4 which.language.andrelationships are highly ritualized.

Thirdly, official pronounbements in general contain explicit performs-,

tive verbs ('I dub thee...', I babtize7thee...', 'I crown thee.:.'), and

eh never occurs with explicit performatives, even in an informal style.

. No one says,' il'offet 'to go first, eh?' or 'I suggest we lgave,ig.hl'

One reason is,thateh performs no Useful function once the performa-

tive verb has bee9,_named. A deeper reason is theatAhat _

an explidit"psrformative, a speaker is not only performing a particular

"'act (whose felicity conditions are queStiOned by eh), but also

mentioning thaChe is performing the,act The presence of eh in these

sentences questions not only whether the'act was such that the
addressee will comply, but also whether thf act hasben performed

at/all. Clearlyi,it do.gS not make sense to'mehtion that you are
performing an action, andat the same time ask it you-have peiformed. it.

),
.

i
.

.,, ''The unity of offers_and promises' as a,clavd of speech acts s,

-discussed in Ross (1970). ..,,

6When discusstng poilt and 'impolite' speedh-forms, there , -

,ii always the complication that-people may,use'polite forms without

mdanik,ifiem bificerely. Thus, it is quite passible to say )Let's

cliMio the CN Tower,;011?I'in A bullying manner, just as it is pcissible

,to 'say please with a rude req4est, like-Shut up, please'''. In these

cases? additional situations 1 override the 'politeness' of, .

What as nevertheless originateds. polkteness deCrice:in the language.
,k

.

0 k 4 :) P
.4k . ,

7More obliql.ie insults might make effective use of eh- by implyil

that.,What-is Theing asserted should already be sharedlinowledge. But

in general,,_diredt insults are Merely weakened by this particle'

, co

4
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Discourse Phenomena and Linguistic Theory*

Robert N. Kantor

° 0. Introduction e
. .k'

,

Language,'when viewed as a system of communication between people,
is-used for many purposes. We all use language every day to inform,
make requests; ask q4estions, give direction or instruc.tion and for
much e;_se. Much research has been conducted into the specific

- spa-tactic correlates of the speech acts that speakers perform (see
Sadock 1974 fora: good summary and theoretical views on speech acts).
This is an exciting of study, and it has greatly expanded the

r domain of linguistic research.. But while many syntactic processes
and constructions have been shown to correlate with:so-cllied speech

e) ,

act types,-e.g., requeIt, promise, suggestion, the speech act of
informing or_stating has received less attention, probably because
most sentences uttered by sppakerS are informative statements.
Straightforward stating of information is the unmarked mode of
communicWon. I define an informative statement as one that ',
eXpresse a propo§ition in the lOgical sense with the illocutionary
force of a statement, for w4ich, according to Seamke (1969); the
speaker has evidence (reasort, etc.) for the°truth of his statement,

.72e the'speaker believes his statement, and it is not obvious. to both the -/
speaker and hearer that the hearer knows the propositionexpressed by
the'statement.

cot .-
But beyond the fact that it is performed more often, the act of

informing is of special interest from another'peint 'of view. This is
that an act of informing may take glace over a number of sent nces.
While a speaker or writer performs an act of informing or st ting
with each felicitously uttempd or'written infOrmative stat ent, he
typically does not perform such an act "out of the blue." For example,
a'speaker may perform at -act of informing in /-.6pohse to a qu4tion.
Or, a speaker or writer may perform a series of acts.of infOrMing.
In answering7a question, a speaker who,is behaving rationally may not,
by his answer express any,random proposition, but rather one, that
'provides the information requested by his interlocttor. 'Sir lafily,
a speaker wff2cperforms a sequential series of acts informing does''
not in general express random propositions. The sen ences. produced
are relate ,t'o one another.

\
`.

The im of this thesis, than, is to investigate sqme of the
syntactic correlates of the relationships that hold between sentences,
and to suggest how linguistic theory might account for those correlates.
In Section 1, I .briefly discuss some Of the historical antecedent6,
leading to this study, priMarily the Prague School view of,syntactic
theory. I present in motion 2 a review of Kunots (1972) article
-"Functional Sentence Perspective", which serves as the Ausgangspunkt

.
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for this study. Section 3 contains gy definition of discourse, the

'domdin of this study. In Sectio 4,-1 present a number of examples

of sentence in context; gue that their structures may be

accounted f rby proposi g that sentence elements in a discourse

possess a property that'I call?topicality, a high degree of which

property, claim, is the SactPr that determines whether certain.

pronominalization processes may take place. A discussion of hoW a

sentence element may gain topicality is also included. Section 5

contains a summary of my claims and a prospectus for future

investigation into sentences,in context.'' .

Finally here, I want to make an important-point about the data

used in this investigation. From the standpoint of syntax, almost

all sentences that are examined are grammatical in isolation. When

they are put into the context of other sentences, we will be dealing

with a different kind of 'grammaticality' that might best be termed

discourse apprbpriateness.. Thus, asterisks and question marks are

used herein to designate inappropriate discourses-, or sentences,

that are inappropriate within a speCific discourse environment.

Unless specifically noted, all marks of grammaticality judgments are

to be interpreted in this way.

1.. Sentences and
The sentence has been e object of study in transformational

generative grammar sin homsky 1957.. Until recently, most generative

grammarians have been concerned with the syntactic.processes which

take place under an 'analysis of the node S. And,'indeed, a great

many syntactic processes or transformations-have been-discovered

since 1957,
While English was. the object of study of most of the early

research using transformational-theory, linguists of the Prague

School (headed bY Vilem MatheSW) investigated the syntactic

'properties or'SlaviC languages. These languages, Which have a good

deal of case marking, were found to have more freedom of word order

than languages like English. It was noted, however, that within

discourses the order of elements in a sentence appeared to be con-

strained. Thus scholars theorized that the normal or unmarked word

order of a sentence in the context of other sentences followed (in

these languagqs) not an order based on the grammatical relations

between the elements of the sentence, but rather an order whereby

elements that are known procede,elements that are new. According to

the theory of functional.seritence perspective, then, if a sequence

of sentences is considered as the'compunication of information, then,

the normal Word.order'of a sentence is old infornation fitit"; then

new informhtiom, where old information means those elements mentioned

in preceding sentences:
In comparing translations of Czech and English literature, it

was found that certain correlations obtained, e.g., that an English

passive.sentence was often translated by a'Czech OSV sentence and

that a Czech OSV sentence was often translated by,an English passive.

Remembering that in Czech an initial word will be old information,

Mathesius was led to the concludion that English, too, had a basic

word order based on information distribution. However, for an English
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sentence to achieve a normal. information distributiori, changes in
grammatictl relations as.well_as wbrd,order.must take place, due to
the grammatical principles of English. Firbas X1964, 1966, 1971)
has written at length on the interaction of this basic distribution
of information and the syntactic, constraints on word order in
English. The approach Firbas has taken has been basically a
descriptive one.

Given these observations, and given the fact that i the use of
language, sentences are typically uttered or written in til% bntext
of other sentences, a proper question to be asked is: can sentence
-constructions or transformations in English,be contextually condi-
tioned? The answer to this question is, I believe, indisputably
affirmative. To prove this, one need only select at random sentences
from a book, a speech, or a transcrihqa conversation, then apply at
random any subset of the applicable optional transformations to.the

.,deep structure tone sentence "and readthe.ere'sultant sentence' in :

the context of t unchanged surrounding sentences:. The result,
much more often' than-not, will be:not an ungramglatical sentence (as
transformationk do not produce ungrammatical sentences), but a felt
-inappropriateness of the sequence. Assuming that transformatibns
maintain the propositional content of the original semantic structure,
i.e., they do not change meaning, some other factor or factors must
account for the oddness of certain sediences Of.sentences,

Kuno (1972), adopting some of Firbas' notions and adding some
of his own, investi ates-some of these contextual -factors. In this

.thesis,.I wil: first review some of Kuno's observations. I will then

expand the range of ditta Kunb investigates and propose what I believe
to be a proper approach for the study of the contextual conditioning
,factors of and constraints on certain syntactic constructions and
transformations.

itiand CPositionK2.
.,

. uno's oson anrcisms
2.1. Kuno's Functional sentence Perspective

Kuno (1972:297) arguesthat:

...given appi-opriate contexts, that sentences, such as

(6-1) Alexander kissed Mary.

can represent any-of the following four meanings

(6-2) a. CtIltmea: 'Speaking of Alexander, he.kissed
Mary'

b. [contrast]: 'As for-Alexander, he kissed
Mary' as in Alexander kissed Mary, but Bill .

didn't.

c. Cexhaustive listing3: 'It was'Alekander who
kisseaMarY' as in Who'kissed Mary? (pnly)
Alexander kissed. Mary.

or. 'Crieutral description3i -'It happened that
Alexander kissed Mary'.as ill What happened,
next?,_ Alexander kissed Mary,

1.67
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Sentences of neutral description, according. to Kuno, contain

only neVr information. 'New information' doep not refer' only to word's

or phrases mentioned for the first time. Lexical items may be

anaphoric (previously mentioned), and yet convey new information if

'...the semantic relations of the [sentence element] with respect to

the rest of the sentence is new.' (272,fn. 5). Neutral description

sentences typically follow - expressions like Oh look!, What happened

next?, as in (1) and (2):

(1) What happened then?- Alexander kissed Mary. (K6 -1b)1

(2) Oh, look! Alexander is running. (K6-5b)

Th'ematic sentences, on the other hand, contain old, predictable

information. Thus, sentences identical to the second sentences in. (1).

and.(2) may have a thematic interpretation in, a context in which an
element ispredictable, asin (3) and (4):

(3) What did Alexander do? Alexander kissed Mary. (K6 -la)

(1) What is Alexander doing? Alexander is running. (K6-5a)

The importance of the distinction between theme and neutral

description is that, according to Kuno, certain sentence constructions

may,have only one or the other interpretation... For example, a theiatic

seaericethe subject of which is the theme ofithe sentence, or 'what

the sentence is about', allowsleft dislocation of the subject, elle. (5):

O

(5) a. John is a gehins. -
JohlT, he's ,a genius. (K6-7)

0
4

HoweVer, a eutral description contexts, such dislocation is not-.

allqwed, e.g., (6):

'(6) a. Oh, look! ,,John is running:

b. Oh, look! *John, he is sunning. (K6 -9)
, . ,

- 7 II'

No that inn this context, even, thopgh the identity of John is knolin--

John may be;anaphoric or "up" in the minds of.the speakers- -the'

relation'ship of John to-the'sentence awl. tp the prieceding sentence is

-net44. ,
,

Certain other,Constructions, according to Kyilo, will not allow a
.

tnLatioAnterPrtfatidn.
of, theti.r si.N,eetk.t. fofor ixample:

. .

(7) .-lik.: 1There,Was john) ' still.standi fiOht of the door.
,There he was

g'Lb. 3..1,,, {there was istri
, -.

''''.-°.tr' 'there he was_. 1 t --- 'sanding in front of

door. (K6-10)'

--%,Sentencesaike, tficiqe of (8) also cannot a subject thematic

interpretation:
4t.



(8) a. Round the bend came the train.
b. Up jumped the rabbit.'
c. Standing there was my brother. (K6-12)

These sentences are claimed to present a whole event or state as new
' by talking about the coming into existence of something. These
sentences will be discussed in section 4.2.1. below,

The notion of theme, or 'what a sentence is about', is central
to the rest of Kuno's observations. Kuno presents two hypotheses
having to do with the notion of theme and old information, the first
of whiCh is

(9) Hypothesis II. Backward pronominalization is
possible in English only when the rightmost of
two coreferential noun phrases'represents old
predictable information.. (302)

Insupport of this hypothesis, Kuno gives a set of conversational
sequences (10) and (11# *

(10) Speaker P: Tell me about John.
Speaker B: Although I dislike him, L am still

seeing John-. (K7-5)

(11) Speaker A: TeS.1me about Mary.

)

Speaker B:. Although she dislikes John, she is.still
seeing 'him. °

*Although she dislikes him, she is still
seeing John. (K7-6)2

where the second response-in (11) is'claimed.tolaresent new linforma-
tion,-' 'John', in 4 backward pronominalized sentece,-hence in

, .
violation of "Hypothesis II above,,

`r*.

As further proof of the validity of HypothesiYII, Kuno notes
that indefinite noun phrases may iVt occur with poatcedents:

(12) a. BeforeI could talk to himi, the policemani
e

turned away% from me.

(

b. *Before I could talk .Vo himi; 'a po1icemani
turned away from me. (K7714)

where (12b) is ungrammatical because ipdefipite nou n phrases, always
presAnt flew unpredictable inftormation (304). Thus (12b) is also in

. yiolation- of Hypothesis II.

.3. Kuno also,presents.another hypothesis,

(13) Hypothesis III. Anoun phrase that represents the
predictable theme-of the sentence cannot be,,
pronominalized intrasententially. (319)

'1'

Hypothesis III is.a revision of a previous statement that,the theme
of a sentence cannot be4pronominaliied intrasententially. Kuno thus
divides thematic sentences into those having unpredictable themes and
those haying predictable themes:

.
, .1.6j
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- We have. a predictable theme if in a given context one can

predict what the next sentence is going to be about. (308)

Thu6, Kuno says that in response to (14a),.the NPs.PJohn' of (14b)

are predictable theme, and hencethe first occurrence of 'John' in

(14b) is properly pronominalized'.' (14c), by Hypothesis III, Is

inappropriate, since the theme '41Ohn' is in this context predictable.

(14) a. Will John do iti

- b..- If he can John will =do it.'

.
c. *If John can, he will do it.

Hypotheses II 2,nd III taken together require backward pronominalization

of predictabldrthemes.
I will present some other relevant data given bjr Kuno, because

I 'nd disagreement on Kuno's judgments about these sentehces. This

disc: .ement, ,I believe, is due in part'to the fact that many of the

constr tions Kuno is working with are,infrequently used and tend to

be mar ers of a rather formal style. Infrequency of such constructions

alon- would be expected to produce mixed judgments, but some explana-

tio of the_data must. be given for those speakers who accept Kuno's

judgments. Here then are-some otherexamples of HypothesesiII and III

at work:

(15) What did John do for Mary?
4

a. When he went to Boston, John took-her out to

dinner.
b. *When John went to Boston, he took her out to

dinner. (K7-18)

. ,

(15b -),is judged in violation of Hypothesis III, since a predictable

theme, 'John', has been pronominalized.intrasententially.

(16) Who ,43 what for Mary? `

a. *When he went to Boston, John took
it

her, out to

dinner:
.

b. When jOhp went to Boston, he took her out' to

dinner. (K7-19)

(16a)-is-in violatioli of Hypothesis II, becaus e'lJohn' is new'

Unpredictable information .

Finally, (17) and't18) are intended to 4pointeup the distinction'

between vredictable and unpredictable theme:

(f7) Milryis a good friend o f,mi9e.

'a. Whenevei want.to talk to her, Mary [predictable

'theme] comes to see- me.3.

b. *Whenever I want to talk to Mary, she'[predictabie

theme] comes to' see me. (K8-7) !414""*"

1 70
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(18) Tom is's rather cold person. He avoid% me when I
need him.

a.-?On the other hand, whenever I want to' alk toher,MaryCunpredictable theme) comes to see
me willingly. -

b. On the other hand, wheneverI want to talk to
Mary, she Cunpredictable theme) comes to see
me willingly. (K8-8)

f Hypothesis III, since predictable information
sententially: (18a), given only a '?' by

olation of Hypothesis II, since unpredictable

(17b)' is in violation

is pronomi 'zed in
Kuno, should b
themes are taken by Kuno to carry new information. Kuno gives no
explanation of why (18a) receives only a '7' and not a '*' in-section
4.1.2.- I will provide an explanation for why (18a)/seems to most
if not all speaker's-'to be an appropriate sentence.

Finally, Kuno comments that:

Predictable themes appear in discourses when the same
topic continues,,,and unpredictable_themes appear when
new topics are introduced. (308)

. with no further comment on the term topic. I will have much to say
concerning this term in section 4.2.1.

2.2. Comments on Kuno
2.2.1. One of the cliff' ulties in sorting out Kuno's distinctions is
that he does not say any Vying about the-relationship between.neutral
description sentences and thematic sentences containing unpredictable

themes. Looking again at (16), repeated here as (01:

0.9) Who did what for Mary?
.

a. *When hg went to Boston, John took her out tb
dinner.

b. When John went to Boston, he took her out to

1- dinner. 0

perhaps we could 'say' that the response to (19) would require a 'theme,

i.e., it is expected that the response to question (19) would be
about Someone. Consequently, althouea thematic response .is,
expected, just what element will be thew.tic is new information.
Hence we might want to speak of a 'predictable unpredictabiZ'ripeme
Similarly, in (18) above, after two sentences the` themes pf which
are 'Tom!, we find the nekt sentence begins with 'on the other hand'.
This, it could perhaps be argued, is semantically An:introducer of
contrast, and hence the sentence containing it will also be aboutti
someone. 0

It sh6Uld further be noted that the sentences of :(8), like
(8d :s7

`(8) c. Standing there was my brother.

171
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which-Kuno claims cannot have a thematlp subject, do' not seem to be

strictly neutral description sentences.k. 48d) would not answer

questions like

-(20) 'What happened then?

Rather, it could perhaps answer

O

(21) Speaker A: What did you sep in front of the museum?

Speaker B:- Much to my surprise, standing there was

my brother:5

ft

Now we must ask whether there is a difference between the sequence in

_(21) and that in (16), i.e., why can't the phrase 'my brother' in (21)

be treated as an unpredictable theme? Here, I can only see left

dislocation as -a. possible test to decide thematic versus neutral

description interpretation. Thus, while (22), corresponding to (16),

allows left dislocation, (23), corresponding to (21), does not:

(22) Who' did-what for Miry?
John, when he wentto Boston, he took her out to

dinner.

(23) What did you see in front of the museum?

A
*My brother, standing there was him.

We still have to ask why the response to (21) can't be considered a

thematic sentence with 'in front of the .museum'' -as theme, e.g., we

can perhaps get a left dislocation as in (23'):

(2 3') What did you.seeuin front of the museum? .

?Infront of the museum, standing there was my

brother. 1

Kuno's analysis leaves-meshy questions open here.

\Finally; notice-that left dislocation does not giye any clue as 0

to whether or not the theme of d sentence.is predictable or not,

since in'(22)'John' is,by Kuno's characteriiation, new information.

But of course a left dislocated element can be old predicilkible

information as in (24):

(24) HOW do 'you feel about-gin? , toko0

a. Gin, whenever it's o ffered, I-31151Qs drink it.

b-. Whena-dr,It's offered, I'll always drink gin.
.0

(24b)govith backward pronominallzation verifies the predictability o:

the theme- 'gin' by Hypotheses II and

2.2.2. In the previous subsection, I have tried to account for the

existence of unpredictable thetes by giving specific reasons from which 7

one can draw theexpectation that a following sentence WIIlbe thematic.

.
Another issue which Kuno doesnot deal with at all is that certain

contexts seem to require thematic sentences with certain elements

barred from certain positions. Conbevently, (25) seemsocdd with new

172
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information' in subject position and the theme in the by.-phrrase:

{25) Tell me about Mary.

101' ???John was'shot by her yesterday.

Kuno dogs make the comment that

(26) There is a hierarchy among various syntactic
$-

constituents within a sentence with respect to
the. ease with-which they can be the theme of the

----'sentence: The matrix subject has t4 first
priority. (319)

Statement (26) is needed to account for the differences in judgment
aboUt (27) :'

(27) a. *Hei calmed me before Harry did something rash,
b. ?I calmed himi before Harryi did something rash.

where 'Harry' is the theme of the matrix sentence in both cases. The
data of (25), however, indicate that there may be intersentential
hierarchies involved also. We certainly'want to ask why a theme
cannot appear in a by7phrase of the passive, as in (25). This Will
be discussed in section'4.2.2.
2%2.3. Finally, with the exception of (17) and (18) above,, Kuno's
data consist almostAentirely of question-answer sequences. It must be
asked whether and how Kuhb's hypotheses. will fare with other kinds of
sequehcesn.e., inother types of discourse.

3. .Discourse

#have-so far been discussing the concept of.sentences in the
cont of other sentences. In this study, the ;ingUistic context of

t .a sentence will be termed its discourse'context. I define a discourse
aa'a finite ordered sequence of sentences 9ich.bear semantic and
pragmatic relevance to one another, in at'least a loose manner. Thus,

.a sentence may be discourse-initial, discourse- ial, or discourse-

. final. Sentences that follow a particular sen ence constitute that
sentence's following discourse context. All sentences that precede a
particular, sentence constitute the revious discourse context of that
_Sentence. ,
_S

As was mentioned at the end of the'last
consist largely of questiori-answer sequenc
might be termed conversational discourse,
or more speakers: Kuno's data constitute

s ctioh,'Kuno's data
This kind of discoUrse
scourse inVolving two .

ubtype of conversational
discourse that we might term question-answer-discourse.

Another kind of discourse can be distinguished?. which I call
expository or'informative discourse. This type of discourse is
monologue and may be written or spoken. In itsFrittenfoxm, we
mightexpect'Kuno's data to appear more frequently, since, as was
mentioned above, data of this type are found in more formal styles, of
language., It is thig kind of discourse, ift its Written form, ich I
have.chosenras the object-of study in this thesis. Written, xpository
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discourse is quite useful from two standpoints for a study of this

kind. First, we.can expect the Sentences in such a discourse-to bear

more than a loose semantic relevance to one another, since"the author

is clearly trying to communicate organized thoughts and ideaslIto us.

the use of written discourse texts as data allows us to study

prose which is well thought out, 'free from thensometimes 'biased self-

introspection of many linguists, and from the variability of the

moment -- wherein aninforinant one minute judges a sentence grammatical

or appropriate, and the,next minute.isiPsure. We here accept the

. ' texts as appropriate, and work from them.

While Kuno hasmade some very-interesting observations aboutthet

contextual conditioning of backward pronominalization, it is difficult

to apply his notions to extository-discourse. For.example, while'

questions seem to set up some'expectation of what information dr

kinds ofinformation will appear in a felicitous answer, we can'not

assume that there is an implied question before each sentence in a

'descriptive discourse. Furthermore, I find that I don't have any

competence to test the thema ieity of a sentence in expository discourse

by a potential le4t-disloca test,'sincelthis construction'usually'

occurs in conversational disc urse and seempquite odd in a descriptive

discourse.
To be fair to.Kuno,.his xample's (17) and (18) of sectio&2.1.are

expository discourses. So perhaps his notions can be.extended. In the

remainder of this thesis, I will examine some written'descriptive

discourse examples with a tritical eye toward Ktino's observations and

conclusions.

A

4. . Discourse Phenomena
ha.' Pronominalization and Topicality

.4.1.1. Intrasentential PronoMinalization
In this section, I want to discuss Kuno's hypotheses about

intrasentential pronominalization with respect to expository

discourse. I repeat here_foi convenience Kuno's Hypotheses II and

(9) Hypothesis II. -"Backward proniminalization
possible for English only when the rightmost of

the two coreferential np!..ul phrases represents

old, predictable informatioA.

(13) Hypothesis III. A noun phrase:".that represents the

)predictable theme-of the sen'ence cannot.Jae

pronominalized intrasentent

Kuno asserts that a mut phrase is a predictable theme '...if in a

given context, one can predict what the next sefitence is going tobe
about"(308), and further that predictable themes appear when topics

.are continued. I noted previously tha in question-answe/4 discourse,

it was relatively easy to make predictio about the answer. This°

does not seem to be the caw with descripti : discourse.

Before presenting some data, I will give u. characterization of
)

Kuno's undefinedAerm topic. I take the' term topic be a proptrty.

.of discourse use. Thus I contrast Kuno's 'term theme, 'w a sentence
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is about',,with the notion of topic, 'what is being talked about in
a disc %urse'. We may speak of an-element as being a topic if is

discussed in two or more adjacent or near-adjacelit sentences in a
discourse. I will speak of the potential introduction of,a topi
the firit mention of a NP referring to that topic. If the NP is

-..

followed by other mentions oeit in following discoUkse,'t'e it may
become an established topic. Elements will not be tppics's mply,by .

being anaphoric. -Elements may become established topics only if they
occur In two or more near-adjacept sentences. I will give examples,'

iof whae is and is not a topic presently. ',74*

\....
A diseoUrse then will contain-manytopics, which are presudgb-17-:-'

'related to each other and to-ttfe' discourse topic .or topics, i.e.
,

elementsor-concepts that'the diScourse is about. Consider now
Alm' Allowing passage (28) (Ferguson and Brunn 1969:96)P

(28 a. St, Hehedict
* . ..

b. The fame of his (St. Benedict's) holiness
attracted fimbens,of monkito his vicinity,
who begged him to be. their leader.

c. AbOut the year 520 hefoundeethe.famouS
tery of Monte Cassino, and some time loiter
wrote for the guidance of his monks the rule
which was to regulate monastic life for
centuries.

d. Wherever the rule was adopted, itchecked the
restless wandering and the dangerously
irregular asceticism of the monks.

It provided thatthe'nRnk, after a probationary
T)eiiod.of a year...should take the three
fundamental vows of perpetual poverty, chastity,
d obedience;

= Here, 'St. Benedi .is the discOurse topic. In (28b) the NP 'monks',

is mentioned a mentioned again in (28c), .(28d) and 628-61. 'Monks'

is clearly be g talked about in this discourse. It is a topic. Also,

'the rule, tten Benedict' is a topic, first 'mentioned and
potential introduced in (28c) and again-mentioned in (28d) and (28e).

Now given that we.have these topics, which,,by-deffnitidn, must
continua in order to be called topics, senteftee (28d) fs,,411,.conflict

o's liypoth'esis III. In (28d) we appear to have a continued.,
topic, 'Sti Benedict "s rule', yet the form of (28d), forVard,pronominal-
izatio would under Kuno's criteria ipdicateihat new information is

i troduced in (28d). What then*pf the mention of the rule'

in 128c ? KUnoLSpeaks of predictable t\hemes as appearing when topics
are co sinued. But he gives no chataceerilation of how a topic comes

.

to b 'how a topic, is established.
ve characterized the first mention of an NP as the potential-

intr Lin of a topic. goVever, for an NP to qqality as an established

topic, must be, I.claim, in Some sense adequately defined and.
described. This phrase, ''in some sense adequately defined and
described', is 'pant to characterize a'property of a phrase within a

, -
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discourse. / will use the term topicality to refer.to this property
and also to a similar but distinct property of semantic, or communica-

tive relevance or importance that a sentence element may possess in a.

discourse. Topicality then refers to the likelihood of an element

to continue as.a topic in following discourse. Note that this is not

the same concept.as Kuno's predictable theme, for I am not concerned

here with what a sentence may be about, but rather with whatelement

or elements are likely to continue to be discussed, whether or not

they occur as the distinguishable theme of the following 'sentence

(if such a term can be adequately defined).4' It is then this property
of topicality oLdefinition and relevance of an element which allows

the use of a badkward pronominalized Sentence (and also iqtersenten-,

tial pronominalization--see section 4.1.3 below.)

Note here that I have ascribed two properties of a sentence

element in discourse to the'term topicality. In the case of sentence

(7c), I claim that a reader may not know enough about 'the rule' from
.(28c).in order to accept it in a backward pronominalized sentence.

If the rule which St. Benedict wrote had had a name, such as 'The

,Monk's Rule', and if the reader could have been expected to have

preViously known something about it, then we.might well have gotten a

sequence like (29):

mow

(29) ...and sometime later wrote for the guidance of

his monks The Monk's Rule. Wherever it was

adopted this rule checked...

This example parallels Euno's data much more closely. Note that Kuno

has used proper .names in his discussion of predictable themes. Proper

names and generic& immediately define and describe their denotata to

a reader. In .(29), 'The Monk's Rule' is sdch a'proper term. In

(28c), however, 'the.rule.,..' is not.
/The other aspect of topicality, that of semantic or communicative

reevance.,'is also a determining factor as to whether a se'rirene

element can be used in a badkward pronominalized sentence. Semantic

or-soMmunicative relevance is dependent on the syntactic and semantic

frame in which an element is potentially introduced, and also whether,

the element is being reintroduCed (see section-,4.1.3 for some concrete
.,

examples of syntactic and-semantic frames).

Returning to'(28), I haVe found some speakers who Ad accept

a backward pronoillinalized.sentence in place of '(28d), i.e., (28d'):

(28) d'. Wherever it was adoptedf the rule checked the
restless 'Wandering ands dangerously irregular

. . asceticism of the monks. .
;

I can offer two explanations for.thesespeakers4 acceptance of (2W).
.. ..

The .first..explanation ia that these readers find that (28c) lifp.-,44

adequately characterized the' NP 'the rule' go that It isconsiddredi-

a'likely topic of following discourse. We have alreadY'geWthat

there is no syntactic constraint against backward pkolpminaliiation,

as evidenced by the identical structure of (28c) and the first_ sentence

of (29). It is simply, d.difference of opinion 'as to whether the
... '
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potential introduction of the topic in (28c) is'a,real establishment
of the topic, i.e., whettter (28c) has made the NP 'the rule' topical,
or not. And this differekcgof.opinion,is exactly. what we would
expect for non-generic, non-proper NPs Potentially introduced in the
syntactic frame of (28c). Readers who accept either (28d) or (28d')
would, I claim, simply not bellible -to make A clear decision on whether
the topic has been adequately dstablished whether (28c) has given 'the
rule ,a high enough degreeof topicality.. It is also possible that
(284') is acceptable because the reader considers it the first sentence
of anew semantic or discourge paragraph. -In this case, the remarks
in section 4,1.2 below apply.

In,4sum, I want to say that Kuno's hypotheses con9erning the
conditions under which backward pronominalization may take place are
correct as regards information, distribution, but that they follow from
a higher level consideration, that of Previbus,eStablihment of
the topic of a sentence element in discourse. Establishment of a topic
means that the element is topical, it is a likely-topic of the following-
sentence. Thus, the use or a backwardpronominalized sentence may be
a signal by.the speaker/writer.of his belief in the topicality,of a
sentence element. .

,

This talk about speaker's or wiTter's use ofa construction is
,

'strikingly reminiscent of Gricet's 11975) maxims of conversation.7 In
particular, I would Pilbpose that the felicitous use of'a backward
pronominalized sentence Ts Correlated with Grice's maxim of relation:
Be relevant. Felicitous usesaf a backyard pronominalized,sentence
hinges on the topicality.of the NP, or-in otherwords, the releance
of theNP to the discourse. Thus, if (28d') had been used by the
authors, they would have coni.yed that they considered 'the rule''as
adequately established or topiCarby (28c). The details of flow to
felicitously establish a new topic are surely quite complex and cannot
be taken, up herein full, but some aspects of establishment of new '

, topics Will be taken up in section 4.2 below. It is clear, howeverr.
that some notion of topicality mutt be a part of_linguistic theory
accoua for the use pf backyard pronominalized sentences.

9

Ia

C.

4.1.2. Topic.Set
There appears,to be one very common counterexample to Kuno's

requirement that backWard pronominalf-tation take place only when the
"theme is predictable:- This, occurs in sentences that are discourse-
or-paragraph-initialor near discourse or paragraphinitial. Consider
(30) (Ferguson and 4runn,41969:177):'

-(30) Hildebrand's reform program
, .

.a. After the death of Henry III, a succession of
reforming'popeos carried on the Work, but no
longer in cooperation with,. the emperor.

b. During all this time,% till he himself was

elected pope as Gregory VII, the monk Hildebrand
was the most active agent of reform at Rome,.

Y the pc)Wer behind the papaa throne.
c. It wait whq formulated most perfectly the

prdram f6rf reform and finally put tt into
effect.
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Sentence (36)) is the counterexample to Kuno's Wpothesis II; Back-

ward pronominalization here serves, I claim, to seta topic. 'Hilde-

brand' is, infact, what the entire paragraph that followsn (30b). is

lk about. ; '
..\

r Consider now (31) (Ferguson a ld'BrUnn'1969:69):

It

(31). a. When August
peace, he introduced als -an era of

'
unprecedented prosperity to Ialy and the

provinces.

b. The wars which ha:devastated the empire were,
,

's ushered in the two centuries of

ended.

(31a) is paragraph-initial. There is no mention. of AugAus in this

paragraph after (31a). I claim that if (31a) had been backward

pronominalized, we would have exptcted more mention of Augustus.

Let us now return toKuno,'s descriptive-discourse examplein

(32):
(32.) Tom is a rathet cold person. He-avoids me when I ,

need him.
a.,70n the other hand, whenever I want to talk td

herfmary comes to see me willingly. V
b. On the other hand, whene4er I want to talk to

Mary,-she comes to see me

(32a) is supposed to be inappropriate because 'Marys -is not a continuous

topic under Kuria's definition. However, in,(36b), 'Hildebrand' is

also not a continuous topic. 1 belieVe that the difference between

these examplesfot speakers who do question (32a) has to do with position

within the discourse. While (30a) does reiateto previous discourse,

it serves-as a setting or transition sentence for what rbompositjon

teacher might term the topic sentence or-the paragraph, i.e. (30b).

(32a),-as Kuno has it, occurs fUrther416.i,' frOm the beginning of its

discourse paragraph.
However,- (32a) would not necessarily have to occur within the

same paragraph. We could easily imagine an entire paragraph about

`- TOM, ending with (33):

"k

(33) But all in all, Tom is a rather cold person. .He

avoids me when I need him.

The next_paragraph could, I claim, then' begin with (32a), quite.

"'parallel to (30b) above. Here we would expect the disCOurse foil (wing

(32d) to Faye 'Mary' as topic>. Ataki we get a setting or a topic by'

paragraph-initial backward pronominalization.

I think we now have ei,.good explanation for why (32a) in the

context (32) is acceptable.to'many readers. It may be taken by the

reader as a settfn,/of a new topic. Sinpe Kuno does not provide a

following discourse context, the reader -may, on encountering (32a),
0

takeit to be'a setting forcontinued discussion. of Mary. If Mary

is never again mentioned after (32a), then (32a)1would-sound very

,)oddn, as in (5'):

4 A-
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02') ??TOm is a rather cold persOn. He avoids me'when
I need him,. On the other hand, whenever I want

\to talk .to her, Mary. comes to see yid-willingly,
t Tom's not like that. He shuns all contact
th people, He...

Similarly, I think that d') of the previous section may beput
--if into a semantic or discour paragraph7initial frame by some readers...

It would thus be considered as a topic -sett' ng statement.
Even more typical orthe'counterexamples to Kuno's hypothesis,are

strictly discourse-initial sentences, in which Were is no possible
topic shift. Examplcs'of this type are frequently) found in newspaper

.* e.g, (54) (*St. Louis Post Dispatch 11/6/74):

(34) Headlinel'Self-Interest and Generosity'
a. Aweekbefore he goes to Rome at the head of ,

the United Stated delegation to the World Food
Congress, Secretary of AgricUltur Earl Butz
continues to defend a position at odds with the
needs of poor peoplg and with the nterests of
our own country. A -

t.
0

That his opposition to the establishm nt of govern:-
men held food reserves does not reflect the
prevailins American sentiment becomes more
apparent as the time for decision approaches:

0

The rest of the article, goes on to talk about Butz and the food
conference. Here, the sentence is truly used ta.set the topic of the
editorial. ,

I began this section sating that sentences like (30b) and (34a)
were counterexamples to Kuno's hypothesis that backward pronominaliza-
tion required a continuous,topic. However, the notiCh.of continuous
topic: I believe, is still involved in the use of these,sentenCeS. I
claim that for'backward pronoiinaaized sennces to be used appropriately
in diic6arse initial'Tosition, the NP that th pronominalized must ,fie
continued -as a topic further.in the discourse. That is, (30b) would
be inappropriate if 'Hildebrand' were not:referred to further in the
paragraph. Similarly, (340--would be inappropriate'if Earl Butz were
not aggin Mehtioned._ Hence; these sentences ptedict a continuing '

topic. a

It still might be asked why these sentences should signal, that '

if
the.belkward pronominalizedNP gill be_ talked about in whtfolloWs.
If we accept the dbncillpsidn drawn in the previous section that back= 1
ward pronominalization under normal use that t1e'NP has.

4

. -
attain9tMopicality and is hence patt of what is involved in 'being

_ relevant.',, then the use.of a discourse initial backward'pronbminalized
sentence might.be ,considered a floutIng"of the maxim of relevance.
The purposes-of the flouting of the .maxim here is,crepdsely to implicate -,

... . :,.

that tht 1117 ista beltaken as" the -topic or,a topic of the discourse. ..-

The speaker/writer can.expect the hearer /reader to be.ableo make.
--,-*--4'

,thiS inference. . , - -

,

. e
' "t. 179 .... -.
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4.1.3.- Intersentential. Pronominalization
There is an interesting parallel between-backward pronominali-

zation intrasententiallY and simple pronominalization across sentence
boundaries. Mere anaphoricity,..as anycomposit:ion teacher would be
quick to point out; does not constitute a suffitient.condition for
prpno4nalization.' There must af course bea contextually unambiguous
antecedent NP.for the ronominalization to be considered appropriate.

.

"However, even when a referent may be unambiguously determined, we
may still find that pronominalization sounds odd. Consider (35)
(Ferguson and'Brunn1969:54):

'1(35) .a. The dev'stating struggle with ,Carthage and
the fi al victory; which made Rome the
strongest .power in the Mediterranean world,

-wrought\great changes both in internal
politics\of the republic and in her relations
with'other states.

. b. The Conflict-betWeen the democratic and aristo-
cratic parties had been thrust into the back- .

',ground by the stress of war.
c. The plebians had already gained sufficient voice

in government to satisfy their most pressing
40

demands and, while the state was in danger,
were willing to entrust the conduct of affairs
to the-more experienced senatorial class,
which now included many of the richer plebians
who had gained admission to the Senate by way
of public office.

The Senate, indeed., had gained &St complete:
control of policy, especially ir( foreign' affairs;
flOr it.was a continuing body, and its members
iere More thoroughly conversant with the
complicated problems af state han the yearly

. Magistrates or the occasional opular assembly
could be.

Sentence (35d) must 'have the full NP "Senate'. 3 d'):

(35) -d1.,*Indeed it had gained almost complete control... .

11

with 'Senate' pronoming.lized would be completely acceptable in/ v ,

context (35,1. iiY claim here is that NPs_may n b pronominalized
e

..,

across sentence boundaries if tley are not topic the discourse.
Note the position and the semantic function of the potential antecedeiit1
in135c): the object of a prepOsition in aielative clauSe-modifying.

---the object of a relative clause. -Selantically as ',well as syntacti- t

callY,Senate1 in (35c) is at best a:qualifier of a qua4ifier. It,

could hardly become established as a tsopic'from this position.
While 'Senate' in (350'is quite deeply.embedded-end is'clearly,

not a tfheme in (35c),.note that a sentence-elementneed not be a ,

theme in KuMois eense to bR pronominalized, e.g. (36) (Feguson and .. i

Btunn 1969:148): J ', .

.
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r
4 (36) a. The home of the NorthMen was:in the4three

ScandinAvian countries of Denmark, Norway

and Sweden.. d
b. There, cut off by the sea..-.they had retained

their pagan religion...

4It 178

Note that the phrase 'the three. Scandinavian countries o... -in ,(36a).
is new information. A (36b)°, 'they!lis surely the theme by Kuno's
criteria, but nonetheless we find both"'Northmen' and ,'Scandinavian

countries' pronominalized. Both are topics, the 'Northmen' is the
discourse topic here, and 'Scandinavian countries' apparently is
adequately established in (36a).

While we have found that noun phrases must ,attain a high degree
of. topicality before they can be referred to by pronouns, it is also

the case that a noun phrade may lose topicality. Intervening sentences
that shift discourse subtopics and intorduce new topical elements may
well.destroy the topicality of an' P. Thus consider the passagp in

.(37) (Ferguson and Brunn 1969): .

(37) a.

b. $o far as Hannibal!s own part of this plan was
concerned, his hopes }ere realized. In one .

battle after another he defeated the Romans,
finally wiping out almost the entire Roman army ,

at Cannae in 216 B.C.
c. But Rome's Italian allies failed to live up to

' his expectations.

d. They remained stubbornly loyal to. Romd.

e. During the next few ,rears, the Rothip Army, under.

the leadership of Quintus Fabius, surnamed
. /Cunetator (the Delayer), adopted 'the exasperating

'policy of, refusing open battle, so that-Hermits.'
was forced tb waste his strength in futile

maneuvers.. .

-f. He coulialneither capture the city of Rome nor . .

.

_..:

crush the elusive Roman army...

.

.
k . .1 ..

., ( 7e% is the sen nceof interest. 'Hannibal' is not pronominali-

. za le within.th context, for a shift'in topic takesplade.in (37-c l.
%

.

an (37d). 'Hannibal' becomes detop4.cal. The sa that clause in

(37 )-reintroduces 'Hiinnibal' as topical, and thus pronominalization

in AO is prOper. Note again -that the_syntactic.ptisition of

Hann bal in the so that-clause, i.e subject position, plays4a
.

larg role In the gaining or rather regaining of topicality. )liad ,

ithe's that-clause been- (37e'), then (37f) would not be appropriate,

since in the genitive, ilannibal" has not gained any topicality.
, .

.4 . - - .
.

(37) e!. .%.so that Hannibal's army 1
4

...

futile 'maneuvdrs.
c. ,/.

.. .
.

. this section, I have.;hot been' concerned' wiVT sequences such .,
.

1

., ....-

11 1 I.....:,
.1

.
4

:
f

. s-, ..'

/* .".. - I,- I

§t. strength in
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(38) John and Bob - ame to town. *Hei needed,a shave,

-

40uld
hej wanteeto get a haircut.

which are inappro'briate because the discoursereferents can not be.

unambiguol,ply determined. I-feel4this general restriction also f011ows
from Gricean.maxims,specifically the maxim 'Ayoid obscurity of

expression'. ',believe that the restriction against pronominalization
pin (35d) and'137e) follows from the Maxim of relevancy cited in'the

previous sections. Intersentential pronominalization is possible only

when the NPs in question are tiOpical, i.e. immediately relevant to the

discourse. Pronominalization of any other NPs,is in violation of this
. . 0- ..-

maxith. .,, . : .
.

.

0 ;
0,

4.1.4. Pronominal Topic Set
ON.the simple pronominal level, there is antinteresting parallel-

,

to ,the.,.flouting of the maxim of relatibn shown in settio .2.

Consider (39) (Crane 1930) ghich.is -(short) story-initial:

e '
(39) None of them knew the color of the sky., Their

. eyes glanced level, and were fastened.upol'the
'wa'ves that swept toward them.

0 o
(39) contains thefirst two sentences of Stephen Crane's short story

\ , 'The Open Boat.' /1400ttapic of this short story is four men: the cook,

the oiler, the correspondent, and the injured captain. These characters

are the referent of the pronoun 'them' and 'their in (39), and they.

are identified in succeeding paragraphs-0 the short story.

We must again assumethatAike referent of the pronominal 'them'

and.'their' will continue to balked about*-for otherwise the author

would-be writing_irrationally, As the case seands,'the author has

flouted the,maxim of relation tor stylistic effe t, and thdk set the"; .

topic of the discourse as the yet to be identTred postcedents of the

- pronoun 'them'. This whole stylistic effect would be destroyed if-the

referents of the pronouns in, (39) had never been identified and not

been. fu?ther talkedvabout. Indeed,,the,discourse would have been -"k::

judged inappropriate:-" Thus; discourse-initial pronominalization, just

as discourse- initial backward pronoranalization, signals that a topic'

has been set.

4.1.5. Summary% J
- 0 *

\

In:tlilest four sections on pienominalization, I haYe' illt011. . that

we -need a notion of topic or what'isbeing tal)ted about, n order' to '>-

deal wiiii th facts of intersentential and intrasententia Tronomin-

Alizati,, . We may speak of an element .as being:a topie4il it is-

.....under'liscusifon. in,at least_ t'wo....adjacent, Ot:n0sr_adjacent _sentences _2.-

of related discourse. 'While being discusied...atdp:0-1may---.me an . .

.0. 'establishtd topic. An established topic las attained co iCative
.

liiii

importance or topiclity. Hoiever,-,a topic may Ibge-its.ippicality
.

and have to be reestablished. . ...- " - .

°

a

40

A discodrse, then; is a.sequent
coherence, a relationship that obtai
Certain topioorof a discoure- may be

,

of sentences, iith Semantic L
s.between topics and Subtopps.

onominalized ist/they are of-
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. 2. -city-state. ..-;
.

g,. Their Oduatrial and artistic products...

. .. ... .

'This. passage presents us with a number Ctf. ihtere discourse phenomena
and synt9.ctic correlates ., Srent &nee: (40f) is an le of the prepoging
of." a prep-NP const:ituent and -subject -verb, irrvers Ion . This preposing
construction 'is one of .a 'ntunber- of cOnstrUptions .which, I, claim, can

.,..," .1111 two, communicative functions; _ langacker-- (1974 ) propos'esothat
fronting rules (rules---that move same- constituent' -C to clause. initial ._.

position) make thatia6nStit'u'ent more -prominent,, 1. e,,.. , such :rules hilib
t th 0,jec-iiire* content of, a S:entenceSthat part of-tire sentence

;r1i li exCIUdes illocutions,,ry face, -_te se, aspen, rijdri.1-.ityr, topic .:.) -..-

\ focus , em *ails , 'nea t ion , *i.n a or 1' speaker at- Audej. _Now, Whi1e1 -
1 it- is tru ,that such fronting rules may.make,objectilte .content .more

, ,..

:t

i)

i80

current relevance or topical. I have further suggested that felicitous
1

pronominalization intra- and intersententiallyois related to the
Gricean maxim of relation. A flouting' of this "Maxim accounts for ou
understanding of pronouns and of backward pronominalized sentences
discourse and' paragraph-initial Pat ition

4.2. Topic Shift
4.2.11 Prfposing and Restrictions on Preposing

y to d scourse,- topics are 'constantly changing, new topics are being
introduced and old topics are reintroduced.> With r'spect to this,
the.Praguian notiod of the 'basic dki.stribution' of informatinp from
old to new is often realized by certain English Constructions.

' Consider (40) '(Ferguson mnd Brunn 1969:46):

(40) a. The majority of the ;Italian people wese evidently,

descended from*rhes of mixed eihdic origin' who
-. - had driftedfdos4 from the northacross the Alps

in successive waves during the sedond millenium
fore Christ.

,

b. Of hese themost important for Roman history were
the kindred Latin 'peoples who settled the fertife
plain of Latium bry.the western coast south of -
the Tiber.., .

C. 'THey were already well established when the .

neighboring district of Tuscany to the north of,

) the Tiber was conquered by0the Etruscans sometime
prior to 800 B.C.

d. The .Etruscans were a ea:faring people of,mySterious
'origin. 4 ..

e. Their °language, which is not_ Indo-European, sttil
baffles scholars.-- %

f. With them came' the first elementq. of the highly
' developed civilization of the eastern Mediter-

+ 'A anean, including the political form of the

,

0

prominent ban, lbr example,-.4peaker attitude, as :in "OM:
_ ..

-(41 ),, tobster- I.-hope -ffg..siit will., eat . , 1. _./t....
s-,;,-te. 7

- . i:
7::"g. :' - ': -.0 ik,_ , _,-

it

4
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N

I cannot see any, such correlate inu(40f). It is ndt the case that

the prep-NP constituent is moved over any non-objective content.

Rather,' I want bo say that such prepoiing can also be used to .

deemphasize the importance o' certain sentence elements, allowing new

topics to be introduced, here the subtopic of Etruscan civilization;

JO i/Ch is potentially"introduced in.(40f), and continued in the

asitive relative in (40f) and in sentence (40g).

Such preposing and inverstion for topic shift is characteristic

of a number of root transformation constructions (`Emonds 1970), e.g.,

PP substitution as in (40f) and (42), directional adveyb preposing as

in (434 and participle preposing as in (44):

(42) In each hallway (hangs, has long stood) a large

poster of Lenin.

(43) Down the street Tooled the baby carriage.
. (44) Speaking at today't luncheon will beour local

. congressman.

-. T hese are sentences that, atkordini to Kuno (1972), present 'the whole

event or, state as new (299)'. But note that (40f) is 'grounded' in

the old topic, 't'he Etruscans'. I think it would be better to say

that these constructions are-used primarily to shift from one topic '
$'1

to another. , .

k

Note that inversion is not a necessary property'of these topic

*shift sentences. 'Hooper and ThompSon (1973) claim that the root.:;,

transformed .sentences (42)4(43), and (44) occur only in environments

that are,asserted4, Thus, (42) and (43), according to them, are odd

as complements of factive verbs:

.
a (45} ??It is remarkable that in each hallway hangs a .

. large poster.of Lenin. .

(46). - ? ?It is too ad. that down .the street.rooled the ,

.bOy.carr\iage.
\ 4 '

. .
.

:.
. . .i'

Note that preposed, but non -inverted, sentences co responding to 42)

land (43),A..e:, Pt7) and (48)especttveiy, do.not eem to. fit the

factive contexts eitlier:

_ . 0/,

,

a
.

.

.k (47J In. each hailWay, large poster of Lenin hangs.

(48) 'Down the street.-0,ebaby carriage rolled..

(491:??It is remarkable hat in eachpa.11way a 'large

.
dipposter of Ledln hangs.

(1'
1 .

(50-11rIt 'Is too bad that'dgyn the street the, baby

..............._____ __...._..L__ carriage rolled...

AW
igll'of these sentences may be- uted'tpmshift'the topic. pie reason'

that they sound odd. *-C70MPlements Pf faCtive verbs is that We are

trying to say:sCaet11443bOut an. NP at the same- time we are first

introducing it. Buff Wg are saying something about. an NP, then it

has already beome 'a topic. Thus, there is a conTlict.

Hence, I conClude that preposing in general May be used to:get

the old to 09 'out of the way so dist a-new6tOptdmay. begirt to be '6'

introducedAs general cons*leratidn holds foxy mostprepoed

4. 1.84.
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s.
clauses with which I am familiar. Note the preposing of the purpose
clause in (51) (Ferguson and Brunn 1969:85):

.

I- (51) a. ...

b. The unity of tile church was a vital issue.
c. To preserve,that unity:One side of the argument

or the other (Constantine did not care which)
must be established as orthodox and those who
-would not accept it of their own fee will

-° must be' forced td do, so by the state.

While the conjunction in (5Ic) seems to block the purpos clause from
,occupying the end Position of the sentence, note_that the equence in

t 451') is also quite bid.

(51') b: The unity of the church was a, vitals issue.
c., One side or the other mint be ;stab ished as

orthodox (in order) to preserve th unity.

d. ???Those who would not accept it of thei own

- free will must be forced to do so by the
state.' .

.

I.
,

The purpose clause at the end of (51'c) effectively,prevents 'one side
or the other' from gaiqng enough topicality for pronominalization to,
take,place in (51'd). '

Byway of contrast, clonsier sentence (40c)..-,Here, the when -
clause can not be preposed to (52) within the conaxt of (40).

/ .

.

)A52)
When the neighboring district'of-TUscany to 'the :..

7 \

..l
''sometime

of the Tiber wag con4ered t.'the Etruscans
''''' 'sometime prior to 800 'Lg.., they were already

.,

well established, . .

.... >,

Thewhen-'clause in 000 contains new i ormation, and serves
Introdude the new topic 'the Etrusdans'. The following sentences,
(40d) and (40e) shoWthat the topic,'Etruscans' has been continued.,

' Note t&it hi d (hod) continued 'the Letitia! asa. topic, as inS53):
\.., ..-

)
4'

w(53) Thus e conclude,that..the Latins must have come
to It y yell before 1000 B.C.

then either (52) or (40c,would nave.been appropriate,_since topic
. -

shift would'not take place.

. .

'4.2.2: A ConStraint on the Position Of Topical Elements
. While it has.been shown above dist topical often

. ... .

occurs entente iniiallx, I halve not prevpwslyidiscussed any positions,
that o not allow the occurrence of topical elements. I want',%o claim

t. here at the gP of thel7Phrase of the passive cannot contain a
`topic element, and is further often used as the poSition in which '

potential,topics are introduced. This statement predicts, then; that.,
sequencessequenees such as (54) will not occur;

°

A
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(54) *Billwas touring Columbus. The whole city was seen,

by him in less than a day.

"

In contrast to- (54), we do get LE-phtases'that introduce new topics
e.g. (55) (Ferguson and Brunn 1969:150):

(55) a:,Here (Wessex) they (the Danish) were finally
checked by the skillful and courageous leader,
ship'of the young Alfred (871-900), who
succeeded his elder brother,asking of Wessex
in the midst of the invasign.

b. Seven years later 'the army', as the4Saxons
called the Danish host, again invaded We6sex and
was. again repulsed.

c. Later Alfred reconquered London and part of Mercia
from ,the Danes.

where 'Alfred' becomes the topic ofothis paragraph.
A similar constraint occurs interclausally. So, an example

;parallel to (541 above would be (56):

(5 6) .1??ThOugh my friend Bill started touring.Columbus
early in the morning, the whole city wasn't seen.

by him in a day:,

,
I have not found any sentences in which a NP which is topic olfthe.
sentence occurs in the py-phrase of the passive main clause which

follows a subordinate claus of the.sChema:-

S( S( NPi V''')YVpass .12X "i).
-

in any of my research.
Nor have I found anylSentencesin which aideleted element of a

.solordinate Clause occurs as the NP of a 12E7ptprase. Consider (57)

rgusona0d Brunn 1969:177):
A-

A
A.

(57) Small'and unpreposgessing in appearanee,.he'CGregoryJ'
ypt commanded respect by his integrity and burning..

.
zeal that threatened to consume his frail body.-

.

Here, I think we would want to. say that the first phrase 'small and
unprepossessing In appearance' isgo, reduced although- clause, the,,
evidence fer thist,claim being the correlative yet in the main clause.

When we do get sentences of this form, ,We seem to get-PE-Phrases

, containing new information, e.g. (.58) (Fergussn 'and Brunn /969:142):
\e

v' ilow

(58) Whilerebiening through thePirr nees,.the rear guard

[of,the Frankisivarmy, led by a.noble'llaged HroUd-
,land, was cut.Off and destroyed by Basque mountaineer's

in the -pass', of HonceSVAiles..

aft

-"4
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Note that it.is not necessary that topical elements appear in
SUbSect position. If this were the case, then there would not be a
constraint barring' opical information from appearing in 12y7phrases,.
but rather a restriction on where topical informatiori must appear. ,

In (59) (Ferguson and Brunn1969:21) the topic 'Hittites' may be
, continued by a genitive:

I

(50 a. Save for some cryptic references in the Old
Testament and in Egyptian sources, the
Hittites were virtually unknown to history
until the early yeras of this century, when'

.

archaeological excavations brought to light
titi the ruins of their cities and thousands of

. clay tabletss...
b. Through theses, it, has been possible to re-

construct the outlines of their history.
'c. They were a warlike people...

Thus, topicality may continue outside of subject position. This may
als be illustrated interclausally. Consfder (60):d

.
, 4

('60) a. Nixon told his Eenerals that they had one more

o

chance.
b. So they tried again
c. But 0 having fffiled

them.
c'. But 91 having failed

only alternative;
cw.'*But 91 having faded

ravaged by them.

in Vietnam,
there, Nixon summarily lied,

there suieide was

there, Aber lands were

. ' In 60c), the topical element is in object position. In (60 '), the
topical element is a genitive. :However, the topical eleme t in the
pasSive 12,y4hrase in (60c") results in a bad- sentence. Thus, I.

, conclude that the passive a- phrase prohibits contifiued,topics, and'
. further, may be used to introduce elements' which become topics. 1

4.2.3 FunnyClef1
* , The cleft sentence is Often used to illustrate differences'in

old and new information, e.g.,,.in the question-answer seque

1

ce-in (61)
0 .

...'
.,

_.(61_)_ Q: WhO..._hit..Sue? __. L.____ _ .. ,

/ A:.It was John who/the hit Such
o

The information in the that/who-clause is usually saitb be ! pre-
supposed', w th new information appearing/ in the clefted position.
We can see loh t trying to, add ne information. (such as an appositive

-- .relative Cla e) to the presuppo ed propbsition inthe who/that-
.

clause seems q-it-e--'odd-,----(6216d not be an answer to-7-61):

. 41.

_(62) ???It was John that hit Sue; who is really
beautiful girl.

187
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I have found another type Of cleft sentence in which4hethat-
clauSe contains.new information .which may serve to allow a shift in

'topic. onsider (63) (from J. Susann--Once is Not ,Enough)

(63) a.' But the weekends January spent with her father
in New York, she only saw a handsome man who
lived to PleaseTher.

b. It was because of.thete weekends that Januai'y
discouraged all'attempts at any "buddy-buddy" .
relationships with the girls pt school.

c. Having a buddy-buddy meant holiday dinners at
their howls and occasional weekend "sleepovers"
--on a reciprocal basis. '

d. And January had no intentions of sharing any Of

. ter weekends' with her father.

In this example, the old information is found'in the clefted,positift.
The new information contained/in the that-clause may indeed become
topical, as evidenced by the pronoun their in (63e) referring to the

'girls at school' of (63b). And although (63d) returns to the main

topic 'January', it could have folicitoutly contained more information
about 'the girls at school' as a subtopic.

*".

S in.:, y and a Prospectus for Further Investigation

-5.1. Summary - -

I have shown here that a number of syntactic constructions and

restrictions on syntactic constructions tay,be explained by viewing

discourse ,as a Oommunica-WWa.tin which a-speakeY may-talk about
different things, or,'Inty 'tern's, a speaker may move from one topic,

to another. I have attempted to show that backward pronominalization
and intivsentential propominalization depend crucially on the speaker's

having established a topic. To be an established topic, -a sentence

-element must gain a high degree, of topicality within a--discourse.

Topicality is a property of an element in discourse;: which refers to

the adequate' description of that element and to its communicative- -

relevance to the giscourse., A

I ha-ire shown :that Kuno's (1972) statement' of the conditions on

backward pronominalitatiOn'is. not well-grounaed, ,since the basis of

his argeitent rests on an ,undefined notion of the term topic. I' have

presented a definition of topic, is being talked about',

and have tried to demonstrate some wairS in which topics may be

introduced and shifted. The,shifting of topicahas been shown to

correlate with specific sentence constructions. .

What I hope has emerged from this thesis is that the notion
talic(s)-of-a discourse must be made a part of linguistic-tbeoxy,iro
order.toexplain syntactic structure in'context. A4d beyond that, an

adequate-definition of what linguistic mechanismsmay be employed', to
establish apopic need to be defined, or we will be left, with descriptive*

terms, such as KunOls predictable theme. 'We,ne to nve tigate the

communicative properties of sefitences and sentence elemen s, '

what spear or writers do with linguistic entities. I ave sligegted

bne such propertyopicality.
(/' TS
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5.2. Looking Ahead

I-view this thesis as only a pilot study into the realm of the
communicative properties'of linguistic entities. I believe.that an
'exhaustive treatment of these properties will lead to an.explanation
of why sentences in context are structured the way they are. I gill
suggest in this section several factors which I lieve must be taken,
into account in such.a study.

. .

First; I believe that the genre of-discourse will be a parameter.
T have used the terms 'conversational discourse', 'question-answer

.

discourse', 'expository descriptive discourse, 'argumentative discourse'.
.

These terms need refinement and definition. Also, I think.it is safe'
to say that part of the definition of 'type of discourse' will be a I

.notion of discourse structure, i.e.., the communicative functi
particular sentences within the 'ais-coursationships.

Second, the role of shared information between speaker and hearer
or writer anlreaer will need to be pinned down. ',have tried to avoid
thii complication in this study, but much of what I havekargued for here,
especially which are the topical elements in at discourse, becomes harder
to determine whei two speakers share a great dealof knowledge. A
transcribed conversation between intimates can be almost incomprehensdble
to an outsider. Validating a'theory of communicative properties of
sentence's and sentence elements'is much more _difficult Oen...much Of a
conversation is unspoken, yet implicitly communicated and understood.

Thirdly, some way of testing the reality Of the proposed, communica-
tive properties, is needed. Clark and Haviland (1975) have in fact

. proposed that speakers may employ a comprehension strategy based bn the
division of a discourse into new and old information. This strategy is
presumabiy testable by psycholinguistic techniques.

Finally, when moving from the sentential level to the discourse
-.level, a grelt deal ,of imagination, on the cart of the investigator TS .

needed. Linguistic theory has seen many changes and will see many more.
But this should not deter the investigator from taking a stand on an :0

issue, for only by having a starting point can a theory be refined and
adv4nced. , _
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0 Footnotes 7'e

,

.

*ThiSds a revision of MY 1975, OhioAtate M.A. Thesis, I owe
t.. great deal of thanks to Robert Jeffers, who:acted as My advis.er for e

this thesis, whose encouragement_spurred me,on to_finish.it, and whose_ .

critical comments have helped me clarify My thoughts and ply prose; and
-to Arnold.Zwicky whoSe substantive and editdrial comments have been
of great help toward 'this revision; .and to O'ga Garnica, ,who also served
on my thesis committee. ,

.

" , /
'..---\ /

I cite Kuno's (1972) numbering after example.sentehces taken
directly from his article.'

-
A . . .

o2Sentences from KunO are presentedwith Kurth's characterization or
grammaticality (*,-?, etc.), The response to sentence(11) may well be

189
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,_-' appropriate for some speakts. In genekal, Kuno has riot provided
nearly enough linguistic or:extralingui-stic conthxt for his data to
be well understood. -

3Kuno notes that-(17a) woulebe better with pronominalization in
both clauses. This potential for both clauses_to be pronominalized is
a general source of problems in evaluating Kuno's data. I link the
conditions on intersentential pronominalilation with backward pronomin--
alization in 4.1.3.

4 I give some specific ways in which one might predict that an
unpre449table theme might occur in section 2.2.1.

. 5For those speakers who find the response in (21)awkward, see my
comment in section 3 on the seemingly implicit presumption by Kuno
that questions can be asked before all sentences.

Many of the examples used in this thesis are taken fromFerguson
and Brunn (1969), A Survey of European Civilization, Vol. 1, a test -

used in a. freshman course in Western Civilization. I havechosen this
book .because it is written entirely in what- I have termed expository
discourse. Ae.,,book,Is highly structured and factually oriented. It

contains ageat va4lety of declarative sentence types and repreabmts
what I believe is informative descriptive discourse, i.e., the authorp
are not pre4enting any kind of critical analysis with the aim of
convincing their reader of some pOint or points as I try toEin this
thesis., My selection of genre of this sort is not meant-to imply that
the arguments given herein are applicable only to informative:expositbry
discourse. I have selected this work because it does not,presume prior
knowledge of any of its content by the reader (other than, of course,.
a knowledge of the English language and the shared.Weltanschauung of
Enlgish speakers). Hence we willnot have to deal as much with an
author's implicit assumptions about his readership, as I do In writing
this thesis. ArgumentatiVe descriptive discourse, in which this thesis
is written, often requires that the speaker have prior knowledge of the
subjects to' be discussed., For this study,,,-°I choose not to take this

additional cactor into consideration, althoUgh it must be treated in,
an extension of my theory (see.5),

.

7Grice (1975) has argued that '..rthere are very Many inferenCes
and..araUments; expressed in'natural language and not in terms of
formal devices,. which are...recOgnizably valid.' Ae'argues that there , .

are general maxims governing rational conVersatiOnvand that a 'flouting'
of any of these conversational m#xims. Will give rise to a conversational,
im4 iimpJicature. That is, a speaker may violate a 'Conversational maxim with
the expectation that his hearer will be able to 'work out' the reason

' why the speaker,_ has violated it.- Grice givea aii exam of flOuting
the maxim,of relation: 'Be relevant'..4 Supp6se B,.i response to A's

.

inquiry about how a friend C is doing;at a new job in a bank, should
reply, 'Oh quit .well, I.think; h- ikes ,his Colleagues and he hasn't

o been to prison yet'. Iniutt 'ng that phrase, B has Indeed violated
a conversational maxim an. ...A must regard,(B1s) irrelevance as only

/apparent if and only ,B) supposes (A) to think that Cris potentially
dishonest.' Hence has',here implicated that C is dilhonest.
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8Kuno '(1972) 'in the last footnote in his article doe* state that

,initial backwKrd pronominalited sentences do occur. He does not give
an explanation. ,Further, his example,is:

(a) In.one of his campaign speeches, Nixon expressed h*s
desire to reunite the country.

I have specifically avoided giving examples of backward pronominalization
,of genitives as in (a). I don'itInow_quite how to characterize the
problem, but perhaps come examples may show that theseigenitives are
of a different nature than the examples given in this section. First,
considerthat a near paraphrase of (a) can be gotten without the genitive
pronoun at all, e.g. (b):

(b) In a campaign speech,. Nixon expressed his desire to
reunite the ountry.s

A more tilling example would 'be (c):
(c) ,Tdm is a rather -cold person. He avoids me when

needthim. On the other hand, whenever (her) time
permits, Mary comes to see me willingly.

, I find this sentence more_ acceptable than (32a) above. Again the, -°

, genitive pronoun is riot critical to the expression of the content of
the sentence. Thus, I belie'Ve that it must be considered as less central
to the issues at hand.
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. A Re-Analysis of NEG-RAISING in English* 4
. .

Jay M. ,Pollack
,

Oa,

1. ',Introduction.
A rule of VEG,,RAISING (also called NEG-TRANSPORATION, 140T-

TRANSPORATION and NOT- HOPPING) wasprpposed originally in Fillmore
-(19W to account for the similarity in meaning of 11a) and (lb).

(1) a. John thinks Sally hasn't left.
b. John doesn't think Sally has left.

"Sentence Alb) is ambiguoUs. One of its meanin gs is the negation of

,

(2) John thinks Sally has left.

0

e

'while the other meaning is the.same as that of (1a). It was claimed .

that the deep.structure of one of the readings of (lb) is the deep
--structui.T (la) and that the not is raised from the complement clause

to the main Clause..
- Since'its original proposal, the rule has been used in'severaN.

places as part of arguments in many different types of analyses.
However, NEG-RAISING itself has.never been sufficiently'justified for
One",to-be able to assume its existence, as many pedple have. This

paper, in addition to reviewing the published.syni'actic arguments
ruleNEG-RAISING and the problems they raise,.will suggest that the rule

would be more trouble, than it is worth (pact 2). After;e. brief ldok at

the semantic and iilscutionary factors involved (part 3), an alternative
framework, namely, the one developed in aackendOff (1972), will be
adopted and a semantic interpretation rule of NEGrASSOCIATION will be:
proposed to replace #34RAISING (part 4). Then the new fraMework and

rule will,be tested on the data which originally motivated the trans-

formation (part 5),,. after wtiichis,a summary of the results of this

paper (part 6):

2. The Syntactic Evidence and Its Problems.
2.1. Until

-k

2.I.1. The word until seems, to have the following selectional
restrictions on` it: it may appear in a 'sentence only with (a) a durative

verb (compare (3a) ,and (3b)).

(0) a. Mary slept,unti/noon.
b: *Mary woke up, until n%on.

(b) with a plpial subject, giving a punctUal verb a duratiVe sense
(compare (14a) and,(4.0) 4

4
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0) .s.*. Guesteirrived until 5 o'clock.
b. *The .Brazilian ambassadon arrived until 5 o'clock.

.

or. (c),N,rith a negative (Compare (5a) and (5h)).-

(5) a. I didn't get my present Until Thursday:
b. *I got my present until Thursday.

Npw consider-examples (6)*--(8)-

(6.1 *I think the trial will finish until next( month.

(7) Iithink the trial won't finish until next month. '
(,8), I don't'think the trial,will finish until, next month.

If sentence (8) were merely the degation of (6), then it would be

ungrammatical', like t6) is. However, since (8) is grammatical, the

argument goes, it must have come from (7) by NEG-RAISING, thereby

satigTyling the requirement that until co-occur with a negative in the

same sentence.
.. , ,

,.. ..1.2. The above data-wre filist ndticed-by-Klima-(1964f. .He--also
_° ,9und sentence& like the following: k ,

_.

(9); a. She is too weak to rave -another child until 1978.

. b. Bill is afraid to 3.eave until his mother comes.

c. I doubt he will arrive until next weck:'
-----,

\
d. My aipt forbids me to eat Until mealtime.

a e. ,Scarcely'anybody Apected Yam to .resign until
)

, . J .next year.
. c

None Col! these examples containstan overt negative abywhkre in the

sentence, yet they liermIta,construction with until. To handle tbese,

caSes,Klima pro/Assed a rule of-NEG-ABSORPTION whieih, instead of .

rai4Iii-&a negative, would delete the °I.ower,,..n.egative";- if there were sl.' ,

notor an 4inh-ei'atly-negative constituen
fall forbid, too, afraid, doubt,..scarcely
(8) would have a structure something like (
RIGI,giving the surface Structure of (8).

' (intocwhich.class would
in the main sentnce. Thus

and NEG
2
would absorb

(.11e)
2,NEG2-think-Etbe trial NEGI will finih until next

,

week.?

,
This rule presents a problem for atheory in whichtransformations.

are.meaning-preserving.. Lindholm (1969), points out that sentence CO,-

which has the'same meaning as (8), has a different underlying structure,

° :namely, .like (0),but without NEG. Tfibs, two synonymous sentences

differ in that one, (7), has one NEG and the other, (8) has two NEGs

on a, more underlying level of'representation. This would imply that

NEG-ABSORPTION-changes meaning.
.
'There is another serious problem, as pointed 'mit in Jackendoff

(1971)x, for sentences that have a surfalt negative:
".!:

4



(Tly :Bill is -afraid not to leave.

(12)..Ali,,eis too'clevelpot to win,

' ff. (11) and .(12Pfhave undergone NEG-ABSORPTIQ, then theyimust,have .

-..,

:started with-twd negatives in the auxiliary position in the lower'
sentence, which means that the base rules mus t-. be complicated, sacri-
ficing a. generalization about negation for an xplanation of until:

192

.3: If instead "of gEG -ABSORPTION, we try
in rently negative lexical items into more ab
cont 'ning overt negativivin the lower sAtenc

toa.

so afraid that...not 4- afraid\
tend to belteve...not doubt
order...not doubt
almost no scarcely any

in (9) would'satisfy the select onal,restriction
tructure and lexical insertion' qles would apply

face items, This solution wo13).,, not"require two
e ated in one simplex sentence cza the base rules.
o tion cannot explain the ungr ticality of

then the 6ente c s
for until in deep
later' to.')giVe the

negatives, to b4 ge

But even this
(111a) and (14b).

reaking down the
ract semantic elements

as in (13),

- '? L .

1111 doubt she will come until °morrow.
st h't a'fraid.to leave until h s mother homes.
.0 .

1,
..,

sentence (111a,)., which, by lis proposal, would have a egative in the
lower sentence with until, 6 lOuld be all right. If it s suggested :Chat
the negative in the main;clau causes the lexical insertion rule which
forms doubt to block, then sen ence (15a) would also be prohibited, /a,

which i6, obviously not the case.-0

sc....-*.1
14) a. *I do

14 *Bill-

O

J(15) --a. 'I don't, doubt. she will come:
, -

b. Bill isn't afraid toleave.
-

. Calling don't doubt another speciallexical item is an. even more ad
hoc solutiOn and doesn't even seem plausi;ble for the not afraid case
in (14b)--:(141.3). -\\

.

'

Seleptional restrictions are generally agreed thesedays (cf.
-

NecawleY1.968, Jackendtlff 1972:eh. 1) to be, semantic well-fc)- edness
(1965).
to the

f NEG -

Lon 5.1

istence

)conditions, rather than,syntactic.'as witsslipposethin Choms
aS Jackendoff (1972) claims, surface structure, contribute,

Yaintic representationoka sentence, then a syntactic rule
RAISING is not needed to ,..C"count for sentences (6)-(15). Sec
will AeMonstrettehow this ts-dona.

The mntil data, then,`i,anot compelling evidence for the
of the syntactic rule, '

2.2. 'Tag questions

o. .

' 195..
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2.2.1'. R. Lakoff (1969) discuLes NW-RAISING and tag, questions,.,

.
Tag questions are usually formed containing opposite polarity fro%

main sentence with respect to negativity, as in the follOwing

examp es:

110 :a. ',Joan is coming, isn't she?

b. Joan isn'coming, is she? 0

I

whereas tags with matching polarity are,either 'ungiammatical or

quite different in meaning, generally sarcastic'

(17) 'a. Joan has left, has ,she ?1

b., *Joan hain't.left, hasn't-sho?

TagS are usualy permitted only on the top sentence:

.

(18) a. Yggi hopes the Mets,will idn,.aoesn't he2-,

/ b. *Yogi hoRes the Mets will win, won't they?
z.

4-.

But under certain circumstanles, they are permitted on the complement

.. , sentence:
.

, ,,, i
'

, ,

,
, .

)
(19) I suppode the Phillies won't wi:1110iwill,, they? .4-1 ._ .

.(20) *I su pose the Phillies won't win, don't I? '-' ,

. (21 I do t suppose the Phillies will win, do I?
.

Lakoff says that the tag is formed from the lower sentence because

. suppose is being used as a performatiVel and for.tha reason, (20).

and (21) are out, since performatites may not be.questioned or negated.

--Now consider (22) arid (23);

(22) *I don't suppose the Phillies Will win,-won't , they?

(2). I don't suppose the Phillied will win, will'they?

/ . ,

In t se sentences, suppose is used.performatively, so the tag is

formedNQrom the embedded sentence.: In ,(22), opposite polarity produces

a bad sentence and (23) is acceptable, even thoughstild tag matches in

polarity and the performative. seems tp be Lakoff Claims that

the not originated in theloirer sentence and was mdved4bj NEG-RAISING, .

so that when the tagis formed, the polarity will be oppothite and the

performative is not negated in deep structure. The apparentoddness

of (23) is. explained by deriving it from. (19)-

2.22. '/J.ase ndoff (1971) has two objections to thid aCcolint., The

first-is the the verbs suppose, guess, imagine, and suspectl, whi01.

would work in the examplis (19) and (g3) do not undergo NW-RAISING

in he fOilowing examples. - -

(24) teve

/4
.

suppOsed
imagined .

guessed
suspected

that the 'Phillies hadn't won.
/

0-.-
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(25)' Steve didn't fimagine that the
,Spppose

Phillies
guess
suspect

3.

194

had won.

There are many speakers for whom the'sentences'in (20 are not para-
,phrases of those in (21), so NEG-RAISING cannot be at work here (A sfi
theory where transformations are meaning - preserving).

Secondly, for most NEG-RAISING verbs, the model (19) and (23) is
fine, but for think and believe, we get:

, .

(26) a. I don''tthi they'll,wie, will they?
b. I don't beli ve they'll win, will4they?

These should have come from the Wry much worse (27)
0

(27) a. think they won't win, will they?
'b. ? *I belie-lie they won't win, will they?

Since-NEG-RAISING4s Optional, these last two ought to be good, but for
sortie feason, they aren't. ,

These problems put a question 0 thewhoie tag - question argument,
afid they raise doubt& as to whether tag questions are really that simple
a matte 4 ,

r at alb.. '(See sections 3.2.1 and. 5.2 for some.discussiop).
Even if independent evidenbe, shows that NEG-RAISING is indeed.a trans-
formational rule,-how can these examples be qcplained?

23:- Parenthpticals .

2.3.r. Ross7(1973) notices that the class of verbs which can appear
as finial- position negative parentheticals is the same asthe class
that undergoes NEG-RAISING, as demonstrated in (28)

(28) a., We're-not in Lompoc yet,, I don't/think.
b.4Tele havealt7F-each conclusion, we didn't cfaim.

Since, as Ross claims, negative parentheticals, Mike positive ones,
may only Occur after negative sentences as ih (29),

(29) oa.
b.

\

Ross proposes that
While optionally co
u er sentence whos
DELETION which dele

*Harvey-11as eleven togs, I donq- think.
Thy fiscal'year'had (not) been encouraging,, they

realized.

EG-RAISING be spli,t intostwo,parts, NEG- COPYING,
ies'a negaqva,from an embedded sentence to the °,

main verb is think, guess, believe, etcand NEG-
es the lower NEG when a copy has been made:'

2.3.2. There hatie .een other-cases in the literature'where movement: ,

rules have been clai ea to'be really a copying rule plus' a deletion' '

/ride (for example, P rlmutter 1972). The questiOn has bepn raised
as'tb whether all mo ement rules might not be reanalyzgd in th±s way.
If this were, to be t e case, then the constraints mentioned in Rosi

(1j61) WhiCW,,apply t chopping rules would really be constraints on
.

,

J
4

; .

1, A

O
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-,.,, dels ions. Neubauett- -(1970) rclaims,that some deletion -ru.les violate ,

p
-

.

f

Jlos s co traints,'but his-appples are not compelling. -Ohe case

of NEG- DELETION, this would never come,up adxway, since the oriiinal

NEG - RAISING ule was not an unbounded movethent rule.

There are still,pTohlems with the copy-plus-delete analysis,

however.' In general, the deletion rides would all have to mention,

"~the same, environments as th6ir parther cowying ruleS'andhust

tobUgatorily2 apply to delete the'origiiiff constitytent after it' is

copied. :Thus NEC -DELETIONris obligatory, providing that the-complement

structuie necessary for'NEG-COPYING has not been-disurbed by, the.

. intervening (in RoSs's\analysis) rule SLIFTING, which 'preposes the

embedded' sentence. That these same conditiOns shCUld apply to sal these

deletion rules seems-questionable.
-

y
, -There is an additional problem forNEG-DELETION. 'Most of these.

deletion -of-a -cOpy rulei.wilfnot rind their'strutural'descriptions

met tinlessathe.cOpyingrule has just applied. But'Ross notes that

sentences with two-NEGs 9anexist without the 'copying rule'. In 'these

, cases NEG.- DELETION must hot apply, even thAtgh its strubtural description
. 4

. is satisfied. Thus,(30a77;nst be prevented from_becoHang (30b)
-.

. : :::
.

"

t ' k

-.

- --

-.'\ i (30) a. 'I NEG believe Ewe NEG will have a recession.?

\
bt:,;...I'don't believe we will have 'a recession.

. .

, ',. .. . -.

, 'sate
-, \ -

,., ,
i >.;

.

. This is the t e probletaAcountered by NEG-ABSORPTION (see
.

.i.7.- .". .section '2.1.2), to whieNEG-DELETION begs a "strong resemblance*.
,

A4, ' 'Jackendokfrs (1972) discussion of an alternative' treatment of

.A.
..,, ,

parenthet,tedis will be.broUght up in: section 5.3. ,

o

.

.2.4. The latg rules,
'

-
. , ;

. .,
,

14.4.-1. _ 'LiAdholm '(1969) briefly mentions sentences like
...,

,

.

..

. .

,

'` / --;(31)4,:.' don't, think John ldves Marsha-anymbre; but she
..

' . , doesn't reali7e it yet.

The-kb preasumably'referCtio.the clause John doesn't rove Marsha anymore

and is inSerted:by a. ule,df SENTENCE -PRONOMINALIZATION.For'this.

. pronondnafization:Aun r.- identity rule, to have 'applied, the first part

of '(31) must haie,at some point in the derivation, contained the phrase

' John doesn't16ye Mhrshaanymore-tlAN9rslef for the identity to have '

obtained between it and 'thesame7h.faS'gin the second conjunct. .

( '.After SENTENCE-PROKOMINALIZATION-appliesy NEG- RAISING lifts.the

negative ih the. first conjunct. . ..* (

. ,
. .

. .

: -. ' 4
e.

2.4:2, Observe theafolloiting phendinenoh:'
,

.

.
. -

'.,('32.), a..'.Re's comineand:I *at guess why he's coming.

b. He'S' dcling and Ican'guTss why.
. .,.

.
.

,

1

I

., .
i....

. ,
. ,

.

i. v ..
-.

.

Sentence.(32b) comes from (32a) W'a 'rule, des.cibed in" Ross (1969),

called SLUICINGUhich.deletes all of Ile last clause except the

question, word (and's. preiJoSed preposition, optionally) when it is any

emtedded;questrion and ideritical ta;anotherpart of the sentence (or of'.

,. , _.

,... ,. ,,

19'8 ". '' ' .

.,
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t

a previoustsenteneej. The sentences in (33) show that ,the not
why...not may also optionally be undeleted, although'why-not is
obviously wropg where the as no original negative, as. in (33

,

-133) a. He's not coming and I can guess why he's fib
'coming.
He's not.coming can guess.Ay.

c. He's not homing an4 I can guess'why :not.
.6 d. *He's Coming and I can guess why not.

Sentence (34) shows that SLUICING may also delete under ident
an enbedded sentence.

(34) -I know he's .'not coming and I can gUets why no

. But now consider (35), where there is no surface riot in the
,sentence:

4

with..

(35) I don't think he's cofning and can guess w
,

The why not is apparently a sluicdd f rm of wh he's not co
suggests that the first pai-C ofthe sentence contained the
not coming at the point wben-SLUICING applied, otherwise th
be any identity to allow SLUICING. t .

Notice that 'in.sentenCe (36)',

(36) Mary doesn't thinkhe4s,coming and,I
not

the why, not can refer'to the min verb SLUICING zig
to I can guess why Mary doesn't thi4k'that:..).;tut'this
make sense in 35), where the not supposedly originatessi
sentence and'gEO-RAISING takes place after SLUICING.

2.4.3. In the following sentences

.

(37) a. *The Philliea will 'win and the Mets.wd
. Y. The Phillies,won't win and the Meta

c, The Phillies won'twin and neither w.
, --

it is seen that for either.to appear, there must be wrle
implied"negative) in bothclauses; And for neither to "a
addition to negativity in both conjuncts, the VP parts 6'
must be identical (,cf. Klima 1964), -since the rule-'of VP
(defended in Rosa'1969), wiiich\deleted.a VP on identity
another conjunct;' as .11 (38)1-

4

(38) 'The Phillies will and the Mets won

. )

any ny 'the neither-fronting, Thut (37b) is an
-6P,437c); w:consiTe775§)

edded

nOY.

This
hrase he's ' '

6-wouldn't

ss why

have applied
adipg doesn't
ithe lower

t

't win either. '

n'win either.
l the MetS.

tive (or, an

ear4',A41

the conjunctg
ELETION-' i
a VP in
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(39) I don't think the wip and neither.will'.

the. Mets. a,:
. .

4 . . r %
r . ,

.

At the point in the derivation where the neitheY is to be fronted, the

two conjuncts must be identical and negative. A deeper structure for

(39) might be (40). ..
.

\
0

p.

I-

a .
* .

,(-410) I think the Phillies Wolit win and the Mets, won't "

'

__

win, too. ' . ,a' .,
-This itplies that' too, which appears in positive conjunctions, -changes.

.

ta.eitherin negative case? and that the,changeto a hontedneither
-includes VI} DELETION (and its requisite identity ofIthe conjuriat
some point. Even if thesedetails ark not exactly right, the argument

is the s'ame. The not must have originally been iq.,the embedded
.

-sentence and NEG-RAISING applies after-tpe conditions for neither'.

are met. .. .

.
1.

...

2.5. The ordering paradox - . .

2.5.1. What the tree rules discussed in section 2. 4 ave in common is

-the following: They -ail apply for c onjoined structures; and the

deletions or anaphora that'occur as,a resultof their application al.1

'take place (optionally) under identity between the de],eted Material and

some other part of the sentence. If-there is no 'Axle of.',NEG-RAISING,

the 'identity'under which .these deletions would occur must be .modified.

See section 2.5.4. for a discussion'Ofthis possibility.

.

...It-. .

. .

2.5.2. Without a redefinitiona-f 'identity', a previously unnoticed

problem arises.. iakoff (1970) claims that NEG-RAISTNG is cyclic, as'

seen vial sentences of the type' (41) .

(41) a. I think Cliff believes Suban doesn't loVe him.

b. I think Cliff doesn't believe Sus loves him.

a. I don't'think Cliff believes that 8AnuSan loves him. ,4.

But consider the example sentencesin section 2.4. The structure.of

these sentences- is (very generalized) like (42). ,

4

(42) , S

Si conj

' If NEG-RAI§ING is cyclic as suggested, it would apply on the Si and

cycles before the S3 cycle. ,However, the examples in section 2.4

show that NEG-RAISING must follow the three rules, all of which would.

not applynntil the S3 cycle is begun and all Si 'and S2 cycle rules

havO fj.31.0hed. (\Eor example in'sentence (35), the structure Would be

143).

'200
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i 1
.

\ , .

6;3) 6
- -

,. 514./< 15:-.'---.
S-2.'and .

.

. ...------- .

I think ,Si . I can guess

he is not coming why he. is not coming

If NEG - RAISING is 'cyclic, it should apply an t}1 S4 cycle and SLUICING
should apply on the S5 cycle. Tut-we have seen that NEG-RAISING tust
follidw SLUICING on the Sc

J
cycle.' ..

2.5.3. eaving NEG-RAISING apply ,on the\S5'nycle means -one of two

things: (i) NEG-RAISING is not following the piinciple of 'strict_
cyclicity (cf. Chomsky 1974), which states essentially that !_rules f

canntk.in: effect return to earlier stages of the cyCle-lifter the .

derivation has moved to larger, more inblusive-dbtains'"(ps 243); or
(ii) NEG-RAI6ING'is a post-cyclke_rule-, which means that it need not
follow the strict cyclicity:-principle., .

----

2:5;3:1. But there are problems with both of these alternatives. Even'

though thesentenoes-dn.(41) are consistent with(a pOst-eyclic AEG-
RAISING rule. (ii) cannot be'the case for4the following. reasons. I

Consider the following pairs of sentences: /e '

(44) a. Both Mutt and Jeff think that ,this theory won't .

last'until,Thursday.
Both Mutt and Jeff, don't think that this theory

/ will.last until Thursday..'
c. Neither Mutt ,nor Jeff thinks that they theory will

t .t
laAluntil Thursday.

.

In the derivation (44a) to "(44b) to (400 KEG-RAISING must precede 'the
rule that incorporates the NEG into the ;bothand to give neither...' .

nor. jIo'we'ver idv(45), .6

. .
, .

.(45) a. I thihk that both Mutt and Jeff will not-give LSA
IP

papers -tlis year: -1 .

* b. I think that neithpr Mutt- nor Jeff will give LSA .-
papers this year. 6

c,. I dOn'tthink that either Mutt gior Jeff will,ve
..

1

LSA papers thisyear.'
d.'---I-don't think that both,Mutt and (TAT will give LSA

. . papers this-year.
6

'

....

. . . .

the rule' incorporating the NEG must preedeNEG=RAISING in order to get
from (45a) to (45b)-to (4.5c), -If NEG- RAISING applied first to.4(45a),

thin (45d), which' is not synonymous to it,, would result
The fact that. two rules must apply in bath Orders is the usual-'

Argument-for th.cyclicity of the rules.
Also consicler the fact that in (41)6if2EgjrAISING works i)opt-

..

0.

.
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cyclically, then it should move the negative in an all-at2once moveme
-.But for

cyclically,

rule to work at -a14., the correct lexical items mush
pragent in all the-cdrrect places. This would mean that
subject to a Boolean combination of the lexical i
operate. This type of rule government has
ginal propahent'(G Lakoff 1970b, Pr
Thus, a pos cyclic NEG -RAISI
complicated 3. order t
cyclic.

rule was.
which-allow *it to.

disfavored, even by-its ori-
e) in 'favor of global constraints..

ule would have-tote much more
able, to iterate. lhereforeNEGRAISfNG is,

.2. if it is \yclic, we :can first of all consider the possibility ,

of its 12eing highestLtrigger cycliC. This runs into the sate problem,
just given above it must iterate. . . .

It might be claimed that.NEG-RAISING cOuld.be'both highest-trigger
cyclic and iterative, i.e., that it moved the gegatiire up ohe sentence
at a time '(chec,Xing for the appropriate, environment on eactr cycle) , but
that it only applied onthe trigger cycle andciepeated itselflintil it
'reached the ,trigger cycle. .. ',' IP

But this means that the rule would
.

be
_

applying to a clause4sp-
'ordInate to the main elause-of that cycle. Jackendoff (1972: ch. 9).
goes through some examples ,of the.follOwing type to show what would
happen if rules could iterate like this.

Suppose We have a sentence like (46) , , , '.,

.i.--
. '" . .f,.. ,

.

(46),- Anita said 'that Ruth passed the pip& $ to' Bonnie . .

..,...
S . 4,

On the first cycle, PASSIVE applies giVing (47).

, (47) 'Anita said that the pipe was Passed to ,Bonnie by Rah.
... . . 1'.

, On the following cycle, TASS1VE's atructural description is me
%. . again. A NP may oftenbe passivized from a PP directly following,' e

verb as in The bed was slept in byKilroy'. If PASSIVE applies age n,
the result is (48) ....

N a
.

(48) *Ariita said Bonnie was been passed to by .

pipe1)y Ruth. .

. ..
.

.

.

.

which is obviously
.

an ungrammatical;sentence. So there Aare good
reasons why transformations.ipst not be allowed to iterate. This is
the motivation behind thestrict cyclicity-principle4.

,

-If the NEG-RAISING rule is. successive cyclichaving it follow.
SLUICING in (35) also violates the strict cyclicity principle. Also

in.this case, there is tht problem of howto prevent NE?-RAISING from
applying on the S4 cycle, °which comes first"pIf the claim is made ...

( that SLUICING, VP DELETION oft SENTENCE PRONOMINALIZATION are post- , *-.

cyclic, then an ordering paradox exists., Notice that having non= . 41.

,extrinsically ordered rules will not help here, since even most people.
who do not accept ordered rules accept the notion of the eycl.--and - \
a cyclic rule which must _follow a ,post - cyclic (or ,at least higher-.

..

cyaic) rule will still produce a paradox.
e /

.

. .

. 7-.
.

. -
02 ,.--

i r":%. '
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Faced with these obstacles, the condition on identity must be
changed..

, : .
. ,

which -the
.

.

2.5.4. If we can redefine the ''identity' under anaphord.
rules work; then we can allow NEG-RAISING to apply first and then,let .

the rules apply under our newly defined identity. This has- been ..
..,

. .0

proposed by Grinder and Postal (1971), where they say 'grammars mast \

alimcertain transformations to apply at one point in .a derivation to
some phrase marker PMi; subject to a-semantic identity conditiontatable
'only ata different stage of the derivatiOn on the phrase marker PM',

.--.

where PM and PM6 are non-cont'iguoud:, The link between'these'two stages
.

..1,s the'.notisn of correspondin4 constituent...and-has been described...

.."4as i Global DeriVationar:Constraint'. .

L 4. %
Specifically in this case, the identity conditic5n'on SLUICING -sind ..

-
the others will be- something like (49).

1

. .
N

(49) Ty6 conjuncts which differ only in that the' first has
, .

had a negative raised out of ,ic by an application of
NEG-RAISING While the ,second conjunct retains the

. negatiye Will .be ceinsidered identical for the purpose
of the rule.- 3 .

.., .

.

,
So, NEG RAISING will be cyclic and precede all of these miles, but will
,not affect the idehtity,under which the anaphora is created.

Compared yithlsome of'the derivational Constraints that-have
appeared in. the literature, (49) is not that.umusuall (assuming that the
modificatiOns mentioned in footnote 3 and any otherp that might be ,-

discovered cadbe.iMplemented without toosmuch trouble), but then there
will be no say to prevent sentence (50). ,* .

.
.. .- 4 ':

4 '(5O) kBill didn't believe thatiJohn would come until tomorrow
and I believed it, too. ' ,

0

,

, --...._ J
G. Lakdff (1970a: fodttote 5).Specifically'deals with this sentence and
says that it is prevented by the fact that ISENTENCE-.PRONOMINALIZATION

. may not occur in `this case because the conjuncts are not identical.
NEG:-RAISING has applied in-the first butnot the second, so'there-is a.
not in the secona.cor*uhct notpresent in the firsh But this, is just

the condition,described-in (49). In order for sentence (31) to-be
: .. generated, condition ('-9) is necessary. So the condition must be .

modified somehow to exclude "(50). There may be a way,to do this, but
,' it would mostlikely complicate the condition to the Point where it

looks much Moreunwieldy dhd ad hoc than ,before. P -

. ,

.
. .

.,....---
..

. '2.5.5., To sum up this section, proponents a' a NEG-RAISING trans-
'formation are faced with either Auiordering paradox or a fairly '

complicated global condition on identity for-the anaphora rules.
... 4

. ..._

2.6. summary. e ...
/. a ,

In this section, I have presented the published syntactic.arguments
for the rule of.NEG-RAISING and the protlems theylcreate. None of the

203
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arguments is free of tr9pbles,Which makes the suspect,
4,based on the ,existing syntactic evidence. In addition, the ordering -

. paradox or its alternative is a-seribus.complicatiori the analysis must
,

face. , - . .
_

After I have attempted to ftrmulatethe process as asemantic
. 'Iii.._ .

''interpretation rule; 1 shall return in se6tion 5 to each, the sets .

o.

Of data mentioned herp to see gow they would be handled rh the°Inter--
pretive Semantics framework I am using.. It will be seen that in some ..4 :.
cases, the interpretive rubs have fewer troubles, although in other

.

.oases there 'are the same el-rbblems as in the (largely) Generative
. ;`Semantics approaCh used so far. .

.

: ' .'
.

. . -.
. - ... . .

3: -The Semantic and Illocutionary ProbleMs Involved.
3.1. 'Predicates which allow NEG -RAISING I - .

. t

3.1.1. It 'is well kAwntilat NEd-RAISING' cannct applAin.every sentence-
. with a complement clause. The specific predicates,WhiCh allow' it .are few
OA. in number. .-G-. Lakoff'11970b) refers.tb NEG -RAISING as a minor rule.

- The p edicates which, undergo e rule fall into three separate syntadtic
.classe

,../
,

01) think, believe, suppose expect, imagine, guess, ,.,..

. suspect, reckon, see anticipate, predict ?,, .....0, (1
e

. -

. - fancy,?, figure?
. . '

(52) want,,.plaft.on, intend, wish, feel like; choose,
..

.

contemplate, be er4posed toYmeanf5.
.

i c, (53)1 seem; appear, be likely,. be probable?, look like,
.fkgure-to.- ... .

3.1.-2.' The question has been raised whethez'..these predicates farm

naturaksemantic classes or. disjunctions of classes :. G. Lakoff (1970a)
claims that they don't, due to the fact-that some peoPle don't have all ''./

of these as NW-RAISING verbk.o He also 'says that if there were semantic r

classes, they wauld..i)e cross-language classes. Sited hoffen in German' ...,

. is a NEG - RAISING verb, while hope in English isn't(, thTT711.4ifies the
4r
.,.. ,

.

.. . claim that there i§'g.: semantic class, Lakoff says. Therefore the rule
_ is governe#.bY pr.edicates marked for.it, whether it is a syntactic or:

-. semantic rae.6 . ..- .
. 4IK

,4: i

r..

.

'...
.

. . -

. Nevertheless, sivply marking the individual verbs as unrergoing
the rule or riot is' a. very arbitrary method and makes the 'claim that -

* .these predicates are all learned as exceptions to_.the usual case (i.e.;
,

NEG -RAISING is not allowed): ,Intuitively this,seens to:.he wrong. It ..;.

would.be very convenient to 'say-that-One can predict -from the meaning
of a verb, whether or riot it will allow NEG -RAISING. .

Some things cp-alreadybe said about' the types of predicate that
areoi are not in these classes. Xiparsky and Kiparsky (1970) note, .'.

v . that factive ierbs may not undergo NEG -RAISING'. G. Lakoff (1970a) .....

attempts to ettplain'this with an-idea from Dwight Bainger'that the. 4.
farther away the negative is moved from the verb 'it negates,"the,more

_. uncertainty-there is concerning the assertion: For example,1(54a) ,-
and (54b): - -. .

,

-0

2.04

1
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(54) a. Susan thougHt Marilyn hadn't.left."
. b. Susan didn't,think Marilyn had left. -

.NI"

. For a factize, there iS,a presupposition that the complement id
- true, so the subject of the sentence could not be uncertain about it.

Horn 11971):suggests this be extended to include implicativeverbcf:
Kaittlinen 1971).' Thus, the su'Otitutitn of realize tin (54ii.) and (54b)
'results in non - synonymy.

Thesp:-explanatSons seemreas6hable in the absence Of anything
' . better, so it Seems qpite mitre likely that the classes of NEG -RAISING .

verbs are natural classes. Individual' speakers may allow'or disallow.

some.memkers of the classes, but those are just, individual variations.

. As a result,,. the fact that'someone might not have NEG -RAISING for.:
anticipate is an accident; the \fact that they don't have it foi realize
or even claim is not an acciaent.

. 3.1.3. In conjunction with Bolinger's c omment above, Lakoff mentions

ma. that there is nothing in the theory which predicts that'the more cartel
assertion is when the negation is nearer the verb it negates: It could

-

just as easily be the cther *ray around. It has been suggested to me
(Arnold Zwicky, xersonal-communication )*that.-4here may be a perceptual

* J

'

202

.1

factor involved, in,that it_might be harder to associate a negative with

. a verb if they are, separated. This would claim that thg farther away
..the negative moves, the less the certaintyof the assertion, which is
what happens. ' ... 0 ' .

. If it is not verceptUal matter, then the faCt remains that (4a.).

.
and 1(54b) are snot 'exactly syndnymous, -In a theory where transformations
,preserve meaning, this lack of synonymy; implies different deep structures.'

,

Therefore fo;:sentences like (54b) the rul, is obligafory'and sensitive

to one semantic, information. Lakoff, whp notices this problem,' makes

.no.sgugesfions as'to what
A
information the.rule should be sensitive to

t
. r.!,

and I don't see either how o mark 'a sentence as undergoing NEG-RAISING
t...(without .resorting to an ad hoefeAure which is only present for NEG--." ,,,..

:. RAISING verbs). Neither do.f have any lay of indicating in an titter-

PretiVe:SetaantiCs.framework howystrOng a,megative is. This makes

ZwickOS solution more'pleasing, in'thatit is.compatible-with eithermore'pleasing,
,frameWork. f ,....,

7-:, -,- When better accounts of actual meanings of words are given, tills,
,,.._.

may4enable a moreg6neral statement of what kinds of verbs allow NEG-..

r". RAISING to,be made. Until then, there are only vague idea' as t6 the
charatterittics oflhe 'se c classet'involVed.e See Horn (1975) for '

-some' additional diabUssiopi ; '1"

.

-,-,...
... -;....,

-;

:74,, . -
-,

3.2. Lllocutrionary. factars.

.3.2.1. Lindholi (1969) not±tes that-'the verhlbe Iieve, normally a NEG-
4AISING verb, does 'riot undergo 'the "'Ale in some of its uses. He f

distinguishes tw2 senses, believe it andAelieve so and notes that NEG-
RAISINGRAISING only applies to 13,0.1eve,so, as in (55). .

.

le ('N'lj P ZP
.*'' S*V7 '''

(55X a% Bill believes that' betty won't come a.ndI don't
..

believe-,,so,.:4ther. - . .

. b. *Bill believes that Betty-won't come and I doWt
believe tit either,.

2 05
..' -

.s

Ar
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-.
,., He tries to set up to different underlying +predicates for the' two' '

senses of;believe, one.beinghdve the-o inion that S, the other being .

accept the claim that S: Only the have the opinion predicate would be

marked for IHA1--RAISING. -- f #

,26, .
I . V \

41P..V.21...2. Kim1:411 (1970) puts this obseryatiOn into a much larger

perspective, He distinguishes lob types of utterance expressive and

' reportive. Roughly,\pxpreasives are expressions of states of mind,

reportives are assertions. Some examples will help to illultrate:
--/.1. The sentence 'It,hurts' can be used as an expression of pai,

.

.. v much like a groan might... On /the othpr hand, the same sentence can be
..,. \ .

used to assert that pain,is fe4. In the expressive sense (the first._-
case),' it,does not deal.with the truth value of any propdsitiont In

the second case, the reportive sense, the sentence could be used as an
.

answer; torac question, 'Does it hure?'. In other-words, it is asserting

the truth ofalsity.of a:proposition.
t

.-

i i For another example, take sentence (56).

(56) ..-,1 think this milk is spoiled.

.

.7,
, ..

Sentence-
.

k5o) can be uttere d as.the respOnse to two_different-question

.
'(57a) and (57b). :

...0

'
,

,,
1 N

' (5'F) a. HoOs,the milk doing? ee V

s

.

, b. What do you think ab6ut the'milk?-
... . of-

. ,1 ,
.

.As the answer to (57a)4.(56) makes a'medged assertion about-UM--
milk,-so it is, expressive. As the answer tol(5Tb), (56) is an assertion .'

about what the speaker thinks, hence it,is reportive. Notice that (56)

can be answered in two ways each respondttrAo one df the senses. .

, .

(58) a. Well, it isn't; we. just pt it. ,[response to

expressive]
t.

.,\., b. No, you don't; you .'just told Mary that, itt-is
.. -.,

fine. [response to reportive) .
.

. . , ,

It can be seen that as an expressive (561 makes an assertion about '

.

the milk; as areportive, it makes an asserti n about the7;171aker'p...

having a belief towards some proposition. .

-- Since an expressive f believe... inakes no assertion about the

speaker, it, cannot be questioned or negdte . They May make expressive

sentences seem like performative sentences (Austin 1962): Performatives

must occur in present tense and in first person.- But the following
s

examples that expressiVes may-Appear in past tenseor in othdr
.

person .
._

4, . 1

. .

?

(59) a. Jerry.believeI ibere.Vrill be a recession.
.

.
. wIP. .I thought we could keep our clothes on for :this. ,

-

.-----..-

The answers` to these Sentences',in.their expressive and reportive "senses,
R'

respectively, would be (6060 and (60b). - .- 1

- :-.

ler

o , '

. (60 a, No, there'won6k-k-o.we can't.
b. `No, he doesft.lt; no you didn't.

7
..fr!

5
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. So expressives are not as restricted as performatives.
This expressive - reportive- distinction conditions the _choice 114

the pronoun so brit, as in (61a) and (61b),

(61) a. He says Nixon has resigned, but I don't believe
'it%. Creportive3. r,.

b. He says Nixon has reeigned, but I don't believe
'.

/
so. Cexpressive3

- .) .

3.2.3.' Kimball claims that only expressive sentences may undergo NEG-
.

RAISING. This'would explain Lindholm's facts about believe. so Vs.
,.

believelt. _Furthermore, Kimball says that the expressive quality cannot -6. :

residelit-Ahe individual lexical items themselves, but must be a quality .

34/(

'of the w ole sentence. 'If this were not so, then each of the.NEG-RAISING .

,verbs", oul4 have-t be marked as ambiguous,-with only one of the ,

meanings allowing EG-RAISING-1 Ie an important generalization is not.
4

to'be iost,.: we mus say that all of these expressive verbs must have
some semintic char teristicsjn"common.

/". Herein lies the problem. How is the.expressiye character of a
sentence to be represented formally? This point will be taken up again
shortly. .

,

3.2.4. The expressive - reportive classification is Capablp/of explaiing:.several othei-phenomena.' ,

',-

As is well known, all'English modal verbs have,twd meanings, root
and pspitemic: For ,instance bay: ,

(62) .He may eat his,dinrer. Croa-inarring---=-permission3e
Cepistemic meaning =

, .

Most of,the modals (can., Must°, will,.shoUld, etc.), used
epistemically, denote some kind of possibility or probability; thus the
sentences th`ey are in have some kind of truth value. Therefore they
must-be reportive. So, ng expressive sentence" may contain an epiktemic
modpl.

Furthermore, since the predicates used in sentences with REG-
RAISING are stat4.ve, they cannot take root modals,-either. This means
that the presence of any modal verb in la sentence will block NEG-RAISING.
And this is so;'compare (63) with (64) and (65)

4,
A

S

(-63) a. .She believee'that hedoesn't cheat on her.
b.= She doesn't believe that he cheats'on her.

t
(64)*.e.. She can believe that he doesn't cheat on her.

b. #8he cannot believe, that he cheats on her.
(65) .a. She may belieVe that he doeset-nheatson her,

b. #She may not believe that -he cheats on her.
.,,

_____ It also seems that expilessivenliss-may have something todo'in tag
6. .,

' queiticins-.---R.--Lakoff'(1969) claims that the ungrammaticality, of ''

sentence (66.) is due to-the-fact that suppose is being used as a '

Rerformative and performatives' may not be questioned (or tag-questioned).

(66),*I suppose the Phillips will win trnant, don!t I?

,

.
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c,

he c
I.

-Sl
ja./.

is for

*le

a :4
14 4

ims that .in these performative eases, and-Only in:these, the tag,

d from the complement sentence, vim. (67).. , .

/./..

(67) I suppose the Phillies won't win, will they?-
, . . . . .

. . .

She. gen ralizes this taall. normal cases, in which She claims the

_ags.ar foamed one sentencedowp'frdm an abstract performative. Her,

explanati n for why (68T\ has. t.We.iag.formed after NEG-RAI5IING,
,

205

(68) Steve aoesp t suppoSe the,Phillies will win, doeS he?

(67) the tag-'fotmatia'precedes-NEG-RAISING, ig tha
and NEG-tR gSING are'yclic:ruies end in (67) and (

plying on differ t -.04es.

1 shows that tag*questions

...V,

annot be based on performa-

enpes like 69\,.\%.

whereas from
tag-format,ioa
formation i4 a

But Kimb
tives, usingsen

:both,

tag-

(69) Mmaginethe 111;Win,wont they
. I think they'llwiri, won't they?
I believe they'll win, won't they?

. ,

where think, imagine d believe cbmno,

Th ese sentences, while notperfor
seems that ti-* tag is

the main clause issasse
complement is-asserted,

Hooper (1974) discu
complement clause. She di

thp classes of hers wtiCh a
and he,semi-factive verbs.
above in7(51)-as NW-RAISING
allow ,NEG-RAISING, are shown i

know2 notice,

71) a% l' know you

be considered as performatives.
,titre,' are expressive. It

rmed on theisent nce that is asserted. In (68)

ed, so the tag is based on,it;-and:in°(67) the
the tag is base
ses the' cases wh

tinguifrhes class
e Of intetest ar
-The weak assertiVes are the, group listed

ergs. The semi;-\ actives, Which do not

(7o) and (u).

ee,-obserF4 real'

e been. at 'the coo

on the complement.
e tags may be-famed on'a
of verbs which allow this;

the weak assertive vest

o

you? ..
.

.

.

b. iinotice the_refrigetatar is leaking, isn't it?

c. I-realize he',s 'just eaten It.eggs, hE.sn't, he?

d.' I 'recall she was agttimberjaci"then, wasn't she?

ze, recall, etc.,

ies again; hAven'-ot

<-t°7- A

v,

. .

8

Hooper (13)" cadds the ondition fordohplement tags that:it must be a

!speakgr assertion'. All of the sentences:*n (TO will be bad if I.is --04
.4s

replaced by Harry or if the main cla'use_iSput ir4o.past tense.- In
,

addition, some other members of the teMifattlie-Ttla6s, discover and

find out, do not allow complement taes'becauthecannot be used in All'

first person present assertions. This.is' the case as with the NEG-RAISING7-

. verbs.
t

Notice that the sentences -in (7e) are, bad..' _ ,

_ .

,,,s
.

. .

(72) a. *Steve doesn't supPose.the(PhiilieS,will win,, will
. . they? .

7

b. *I believed the V.yers Were Winning, weren't they?

What this suggests isthe semi-factiveS,14te iheyBO-RAISING verbs, hay

be used in both expressive,and repOrtive sektences. '_Hooper's assertive/
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i ...

. .

-non-assertive distinctions_are important,,but they crosscut the
expretsive/Aportive distinction rather than replace it, Complement
tagsacan be forMed only in expressive sentenees.which contain these

,s---two clagses'of Verbs,,the'semi-faCtives,being of no, further intereste,ta
.4 uS'heie,

.,.

ThefOregOng answer'60ne of Jackendoff's cdmplaints to:the tag
argument given inection 2. ....laimbc1.-that verbs like suppose, guess
'and others, whilch.allow_,NEG-VRTIM in frames like (67)',' do not allow -.

NEG- RAISING
,
(fer m4niaspeakers). iu.sentences like.(73). ...

,

. ..
s . .. .. '

,73) 41. Steve-didn't guess that. the Phillies would win.
b: :SteVe guessed that. the Phillies Wbuldp't win. ', -,

. 1
. al6 ously, fat people whO feel that (73a) anc073b) are not

._
. synonymci s; guess is riot bein&used expressively there. If it were, then

NEG-RAIS G wouldbe allowed and the sentences would me the'.gameitthing.
.For som rspeakers; (73a) and (73bdo share a readiii , and.in that-Vase, '-

. guess is being psed-expressively. "'Z''',
-.

' alseclaim that the anaphora_ rules dispussed in secticin 2.4' a.r4,qr.
sensiti e to the expressive-reportive distinction. Compare (74a) and
(711b)V 0

Or
.

(74) a. I believe she is coming and I can guess'why. -c' '4.

. b.4, Barbara regretssheis coming and I Can giess why.'
.

In (71a), the why has-the preferred reading,why she is coming, although.
the readirig'why 1 believe,.. is possible, In (74b) the reading why
Barbara regrets..: is-strongly preferred to why she is coming. This
seems to parallel-the.tag-question case somewhat: In the preferably

-,,,expressive (74a), -the compleMent is what is asserted,- so it is more
likely -t be what the sluiced,elause tefers to. -(74b),must be
.reporti. V , and the sluiced clause, 'refers age/in .to What is 'asserted,

'r the mai clause. Note that the posstble reading of (74a) as why I
r 'believe .. exists because' I believe may also_ be reportive, I.would

claim therefore4 that the anaphora rules may use embedded clauses as
antecedents only in cases where the ,clause.is what is asserted. The
nuMber'of ver a which allow this is .larger than the number 'which allow .

complement is s (see.Hooper and Thompson 973) for more discussion), but,,, .

it is possib e only when the verbs are bein used in,an express/lie(\'\
;sentence. S 'it seems like the, tbifurcatioll of sentences intoexpAssive
and_reporti e may have-effects in several areas of the grammar:

. .

--.
3.25..,By saying that only expressive se ices undergo NEG-RAISING,
ptedictio s are u:s.:' about the' sense of sdir sentences.. Thus, 'if a.

sentence ith a 'EG-RAISING verb fails.to underr NEG-RAISING, the
predict/ n is that the,sentence is not an expresive.one. Likewise, if

Th--;--a---..sen,!en eifails"Lo allow. a tag orithe complement.clause,dthe claima*.
.. . . .

is tha 'tfis not an eipresive sentence. We will see examples like this
. ±n staton '

1

, . Mae interes facts' discovered by Clinkent;eard (1969) need
seXpla' ing.: The folloing sentence with believe haS undergone PASSIVA '''.

'' -
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(75) That Hildy is atilig itliot believed by Joel.
...

: - Kiparsky and Klparsky (1970) explain sentenced like this by the fact "
, - ..,

:that the complement sentence is in subjet pOsition and Inithit.positiOn

it -tends more towards being,presupposed.' This most mean that -(75) i8

reportive,wh4h explains the non-ambiguity, since NEGIkISINO could,

not have applied. .1 .., ----\ :

Aowever, if EXTRAPOSITION applies,-the-complement.is-no'Ionger

presuppOsedand the sentence mayibe expressivet(i.e.; NEG -RAISING may

apply). RAISING may alsd.be, applicable. Notice,trie sentenes in (76).
. .,-*

-...,

. . .
.

.

(70 1. It 'is not believedby oel that Hildris coming.

b. Hildy is not believed by Joellto.be coming.
...

2QJ

. .
..,.... .

, ..

The predicates eem'and appear,cannot.be used repOrtively,.so their

complements must/be asserted. Therefore subjeqt complements with are

not allowed reE (77)Y., .
, . .

seem
k (77) .a. That Amy ii.not home teems.

. v, % b. *That Tzzy has closed the store appears.

These'se tences.are acceptable rif_EXTRAPOSITION and RAISING have applied.

Ju Why ubject compieent sentences may not ,te'expreasi,ve is

'noi/clear Hooper (197 has some discussion of-this, but the

.
mitten is, far froni s Itled. See also-section 4.3.4. for, more on some

a, :Of these sentence \
,.

: 3.3. Formalization
As mentioned-earlier, there is little in the way of formalization

q. for the difference between expressive.-and keportive'sentences. Kimball

mentions some medhanisms in a Generative Semantics framework that won't I

word. In particular, the theory of exceptions is =equipped to

distinguish between expressive and reportive believe by means of a'

. *, mark-on the lexical.itenl. This solution. again suggests that it is a

:
completelyarbj.trary choice of verbs which Would be so marked and it

akesdno claimsabat'the semantic nature of the verbs; it woUldjust

be a change that beneveaSopposed to realizbas two lexiceentries,

one of which is-marked for,NEG -RAISING.
,Kimball says that the class of NEG -RAISING verbs is;semantically. .

defined as the class which' may be used expressively. We have seen that

the class whichmay be used expressively it larger than that. The

semantic classes of HoOper and:Thompson do not solvO the problem, but

just give it a new name, although they'do Show that a semantic answer

is probably the right onecontra.Lakoff. There is still n9 mechanism .

in the theory which will allow one'to predict a verb's behavior with

respect to NEG-RAISING from its'temantic content,'

It is not obvious tome how this could berdone in the Interpretive

Semantics -sittem described in the next section either: A few ideas

will be suggested in section 4.2.6. In the mein-time, I Will'merely

refer to an expressive sentence without actually indicating a 'forMalismi

in' the abience of a good one. I would, hope that this inexplicitness

3'" has np significance for the rest of the discussion; and will-not affect,'

any oethe results I obtain.

210
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4.' An Alternative Approach. -
.

In tilts sect ion I will describe the general theoretical frameAork
within which I am working towards a description of the data. The grammar
I an using is basically that described in-Jackendoff (1972). I will
prOvide a brief sketch of it, with special emphasis to the modal
structure, which is the part concerned with negation in general. I will
then attempt to formujlate a semantic interpretation rule which I call
NEG-AqSOCIAtION to, replace gEG-RAISING. The question of how this rule
contributes to the sem tic representation of a sentence will be-tore
fully discalsed in sec ion, 5.

', 7
4-.110. Interpretive Semantics' . ... ,

4.1. . In'the-first works bn generative_grammar, the derivation of the
meaning of a sentence.from its syntaftic.strucfure was not dealt with.
It was not until Katz and Fodor (1963) th4it_generative grammarians began
to look at the problem how to relate meanig-and form. Katz and Fodor
'developed the idea of projection rules which coaribute'to the semantic
representation of alsentence, that part which is not traceable to the .

lexical'items themselves; but instead arises from how they are combined
syntactically. Each phrase structure rule and transformation would'have
with it an associated projection.rule which would.explain how the'

b

?syntactic /Ade affects the meaning,of.a sentence which uses it in-its
, .

derivation. - .

,
.

-.... ' Katz and Postal 1964) atteMptedto shoW that none of the ..trans- '

formations change the meaning of, the sentence, hence they1 heea'not have.
any projection rules associated wItp them. From'this, they proposed,
that all necessary semantic information was present the deep structure%

,

The logical result of extending this, proposal is to claim that , ____ . A

there is no,lever of deep structure separate from the semantic repre-
sentation, and that the base rules actually generate the semantic .

. structure'bf the sentence. This, claim has been maae (at least implicitly) .

in several places (e.g. G. lako'ff 1971, McCawley 1968) in some torm.or
other. This was the framework adopted in section 2 oft4s paper. '1....,

On the other hand, if it .could be shown that'the semantic repre-.
sentation of a sentence must be determined from more than one level of
representation, then the deep struciUre would not contribute the entire
meaning. There could be semantic interPretation.rules operating an the
surfacers ct (0r some other level) to add to the meaning of a

_sentence. is the approach taken by Cfiomsky (1971) and Jackendoff
(1

:

7

ia)

) among others. .,Jackendoff, in particular, liaa-a fairly complex
,

id a of semantic representatigh,:for which he develops several kinds of
se ntic interpretation rules (described below). ,'

e

208

The overall intent of this type of framework is to show'that if.
rules of semantic interpretation can.be fornmlated`properly, their
properties and theprOperties'of.th!e semantic representations they'
derive can be,used to account for_Cmany]:semantic phenomena, leaving
the syntactic component as free'ofsemantiC intervention as it was in
Syntactic StructuresI(JadkendOff 1972: Preface).

4.1.2., Jackendoff mentions four.aspects of'sehantic interpretation,
which, while related in some ways, are reasonably independent of'each,
other.°

211
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.First IS the functional structure, illph is read-frowthe deep
structure o the sentence: Each verb can be considpred:a semantic -j

.function wit various noun Phrases as arguments. The lexical entries'.

for verbs wil hasie them brokeri-down into sUbfunAionS like CAUSE or

.BICOME`ordire tionalfunctions. he rojection rules will insert the

NP's asarguents into the functions and generate a Tuncional structure

,:for a sentence.':A'system-oi' 'thematic relations' developed in Gruber

t -(1965) is utilized to explain various syntactic 13.nd Semantic phenomena

= afore satisfying manner than can be done with traditiorialgrahmatical

relations alone or with case relations g la Fillmore (1968).

.Another element of the rePreSentation is coreference relations

among noun phrases in the sentences. A table of coreference is set up,

%
containing an entry for each ihlr.c.fNPvs inthe sentQnce with the mark

looreferIntiall or inoncoreTerentiall." This.\nformation is claiied to

be Cif's different nature from the functional structure;'sb it is

represented as a Separate'part of the semantic representation.

Another contributor to maning,"isfocusand presupposition, where
focus.and presupposition can very loosely'be characterized as the,:new

information and the old information a Sentence contain:S. 'If ,a sentence

receives a different focus by way of contrastive stress? thefunctional

structure is still the same. ,Fpcus and presupposition ca:n15e. largely2.7

read from the surface structure.'
- Ihe-fourth element'of semantic representation is 'the mddal.

structure, which i's another hierarchical structure. 'This is the structure

that-explains 'the conditions under which a sentence pUtPOrts to correspond

to situations in the real world' (Jackendoff (1972: 31: JITds element

of semantic interpretation,will be discussed in greater detail below.,

Once theseseparate eltmentshave been assembled for a sentence,'

there has to by a way to determine whether there is a'meanine,that can

p.

be drawn from them. This is done, by means of well -fbrmedness conditions

on,semantic interpretation, which specify which sentences do not have

sensical meanings. One such example is selectional restrictions, which

are applied only after the entire reading has been formed.

It is at is point were the shading, between linguistic and extra -

linguistic knowl dge takes place. eo (78) is out'because of linguistic

knOwledge (oris ?), but (79) is rejected only on the basis of a

mathematical theorem.
. .

(70 Yestertay I discov6red .an odd integer dikisible by two-.
.

(79) Yesterda4I,,discovered the highest prime number. .
. -., .

,,,
.

.
.

In this area there are obviously many det ils to be worked out

4 (such as the.formal nature 'Of selectional rest ictions,'for instance) butt

these are difficult'prob1ems in_anybody's the and they are:-...beyohd the
,,....-

.
scope of this study. ' , '.

, . -
Since selectional restrictions are ass ed tosemantic-PePre-

sentations, the process of lexical in'serti'on fs,simplified. Complex

symbol expressing the selectional restriCtions, as used in Chomsky (19651,

C are*not-Tecessary, .Lexical insertion will be free Under,catepi-y symbols.

Another obvious well -forMedness condition is that if tw'rioun i
.,

phrasesare.marked coreferential.they must, be able, to 'represent the same

individual; hende (80) is unacceptable. ...

.(///..4.,://:

1

I
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(8o) *My mother respects himself.
,

, - -

The only possible refererit for himself is my mother 'but since the
.

. . \ !=, -

two N P's have different genders they cannot be doreferential, so (80)

.violates this well-forwedness condition and is rejected. ' '

There are several other well-formedness conditions on semantic .

210

representations. These allow the' transformations.and the geMantic
,, .

interpretation rules to'oPerafe,without complex conditions,on their .,

application, since the sentences with anomalous readings Can:be.weeded J,

' out st the end of the derivation.
, / . . i'-...

. 4.1.3. Basically the tactic component is the same as Chom ky (1965)il
\ 1

with the difference in Aical insertion noted above. Jackentioff assumes

an extended versien of Chomsky"s.(1970) Lexlcalist.Hypothesis, Node

labels are represented as being composed of distinctive -featur s.''' (

,- transformations may not change. node labels or perform derivational

morphology. Thig Lexicrhist position excludes lexical decomposition ,4
r
`'

(see section' 2.1 Derivational mOrphology'is handled by redundancy

' rules in the lexicon (cf. 'Jackendoff'1975b).'
y

Jackendoff also claims that the best Solutions to a: problem Sholild,
-'4 crease theinformation content of the lexicop/aS little as possible.

He eschews the use of excetion features where.a.difference in syntactic

'

s,
behavior is related to the meaning, of the items in question, since in

.

that case, the rule need only rifer to the meaning of the item to mee

how it behaves. .' -

.,

.

,This is hard to formalfie, since meanings are not really at a

sufficiently clear stage of expression! -Jactendofp(24) sayS, 'it

. keemmerfectly adequate to provisionally adopt an arbitrary feature,
welhave clear 'intuitions about. when this' feature is present, and if

+ it is fully understood that it.hds-no life intlepeeent of the complete
..

.4, .- reading,in Which-i\lis embedded.'

- This will-.be one in our discussion-of modals and,NEG-ASSOCIATION

verbs below. Aile (at this leyel of formalization) It seems no less

. arbitrary than: exception features, .t is claimed, at least, that the

items so'iarked are not learned as exceptions to rules, but that their

syntactic and seMantic.behaviors will-be readily predictable from their

meanings when,a truly adequate formtIation of meaning is given. \...

,:t. .., Ak
4.2. . lodal Structure ' , -, '

.

4:2,1. :Irr'sentence.(81) there are two possI le readings.' ' G .

/
.

., .

. f

a
'' (81) 'Todd is looking.for a grOupie.

4', . .
.

.

,

On onelreading, there-is a'specific groupie Tqdd is acokingtor; on the..
,

..<.

other,'he Will take any.old groupie% In other words, a-croupie may,be

. either specific or nonspecific. There is a Okilar aibigaity in .

. sentences with the following verbs. ,

/ ..- . 4 t
. , , ' 0

(82)' look for, want., intend, ask for,ilunt for,-hope f or, etc:`

, Normally noun phrases are interpret d as Specific', In sentences with .

one of the Verbsin (82) in them, c sin nom 'phrases have-the option
t .. ,

/41t
- , .

213
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of being read as nonspecific. JaCkendoXf uses tie following termino-
logy- (Which i adoptihere).,,A verb in thls,classzoptroduce thee
possibilities of non40-ertfitY on nciim phrases,wi a certain portion 1

: of the sentence. This Portion ofthe sentence, -is coiled the scope of
'theiverb (wIth regard to specificity).- Thus, agiven *win phrase. 4ln a

even sentence is in'a/Verb's scope if nonspectp.t,vis a possibility.
The-NPis within the scope...even.ifit is interpreted as'specific. If

it is specific, the NP is said to be bot.dePendent on the verb; if the
NB is nonspecific, it is dependent on the verb. The scope of a verb

4 is invariant through all readings., r
The verbs in (82) contain in their lexical entries a modal

1,
ofArator called UNREALIZED. Tale modal condition on UNREALIZED says
that a noun phrase which is dlnendent on.,,UNFIEALIZED:will have a specific
referent!oniywhen the unrealized situation comes to happen._ For
example, in the nonspecific reading (81), the e wit. be a specific
groupie to point to only when Todd finds one) 81) would be broken
down in functional structure as T (TODD,'GROWPIE)). Each
modal operator has its own'modal condition

Thfe needs to bea rule which-will determine which noun phrases
/are dependent on which modal operdtors. This is the rule.(from

Jaekendoff 1972:'292):,
. 1, 0

..

1 (83) 'Nodal Projec n'rille)'' ' ..

.

Given a lexic item A,;whose semantic representation
contains a modal operator M, if a NP.is within the
scopes of A.',' it is optionally (with ftgree of. -

preferenct dm-O

/
pendent on M fn. the modal. structu e,

that is,sultject -et) dm.: If a NP is outside- the s pe

of M_it it not dependent-on M. ,

0, - -t--
. -

Several things.needvto begexplained here. The first i the degree

of preference dm. The OptiOnaIity of the dependence of a nSun phrase'
on a modaLoperatoi varies sometimes-Zroemodal to modal or froM speaker
toi speaker. The dm is a fudge fator to.nandle"thisvariation, in the "
absence of a more detailed account. .

Thp CM is the modal condition'associated.With the'modal operator.
For thp operator UNREALIZED, we saw above that the condition states that
a NP 'dependent on it will have a referent i0hen7the unrealized situation

comes abut. Other m al operators w14 have different conditions, as-
WeWill.,,see. -.

. t
.

t
.

.

.
.

- Some otherm al operators4 samples.4f lexical items be ring them
*,

and their Modal co ditions are,giVep below:. . - ,

. (84) a. FUTURE: will

b. CFUTURE: a N15is claimed to liaKre a 4ferent,
1..

... sometime in the future. :,-

(85) a. POSSIBLE.? possible, 1-2. el may .._-

b. CPOSSIBLE: the exit of a: reXprentis possible
.(strength varies lexical_item)

(86) a. ,NEGATIVE: no, not. never, neither,- nothing, doubt!,:

seldom, afraid, too, dissuade, etc.'
...,there is no4identifiablp referentb. CNEGA-TIVE

t :
:

ji . ', ,
0

, .

'
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(87) a. MULTIOLE:" some,'all, each, many, fivk, three, etc.
b. CMULTIPLE there i$ a distinct referent corresponding

tO each member of the set'being quantified.
c.'Five of the boys,told me a story. (noedependent:

one-Story; dependent: five stories)
,

.08) a. wh- (queStions)
b. C the identifigation of a referent depends on

the answer to the question.

'No ice that some of the operators have a degree of preference that
leans t rds obligatory application of the modal condition, for example
NEGATIVE. In (89) it is hard to getthe specific-reading for a cigarette.

(89) Libby,couldn't find a. cigarette. -.
," . ,

...

But

.

ih contrastive stress a specific reading i's, possible. Compare
(90a) and (90b). .

(90) didn't see many of.the celebrities there.
b. I didn't see Many o'f the celebrities there.

For an ambigubts seqexice like (81),ethe -two readings w,illhave N_

identical functional structures but will differ in modal structures.. .

Jackendoff uses'parentheses to indicate dependence. .Hence-the two
readings of (81) will have modal structures like (91a) and (91h)

\
(91) a. UkaREALIZED (a groupie) Enon-specific) -

b. UNREALIZED. ( ) C-Specifip]
,

'I will omit NP's that are not dekendant on any mod4is.

A.2.1. Modals &an*.4.so.affect clauses. For instance:

(92) a. Todd wants.to"meel; a groupie.,
b. Todd will meet a grpupie.,

n9 c. 11 is possible that Todd will meet a groupie.
d. Todd doesn't.halie a wife. ---

e. Fdur of the band members met a'grOupie.
, A 8

In each of these sentences , the truth Conditions on the_clauses ih'the
scope of the-modals a e also subject to thee modal condition. 'In (92a)

Todd meets a groupie is true if the realized situation comes about,
(92b) claims that Todd, meets a groupie ill be tp in the future. .

,(92c) says that it is pcissible.: (92d) says that the truth-conditions
for''Todd.has a wife are not met: (92e) says that there could either
have been one aeeting-Or. ftur'meetings. ,

- ,..

°Note that Ville the modal conditions for NP's aee usuallyooptional,-,-
the conditions for S's.ar.a.usually obligatory.A (Jackendqff 19,72 discusses
this (1). 312-3114 to an eftent-. Thequestion is beyond this lover.)

4%2.4., Stil,l to be tiscussed it'.the notion of the scope7of a modal.
The "scope of a modal operator is. 'that portion of.the sentence within
which the modal operator' may affect claims about the idenWiability

. of,referents' (Jackendoff 1972: 292), -

., ..
%

. -", .. 4;
lib. ;
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In order' for the mil ito work, it must have a knowledge. of which.

NR's (and S's) are within the scope of which.modals. Jackendoff says

this can be determined usually. £though not always) from ths. syntactic .

structure:- Re's'ay0,-there are three types of syntactic scope, each

,predictable from the syntactic properties of the lexical item bearing

the modal. For verbs and other items which are capabl f strictly

subcategorizing NP's or S's (such as &djectives possible), the

.scope ortlIe modal operator,fs one:of-1,1'1e NP4s ubcategorized by the

;lexical item bearing it. This is called e I scope. SO; the object.-

but notNthe subject of want will be in the,scop of UNREALIZED, for

example. For posSible, the complement.clausey 11 be within the scope

of POSSIBLE, ° -
Fo4 auxiliary Verbs, the scope of the modal (POSSIBLE in the

case of maybr. might, FUTURE in the case of will) is all the material

commanded tithe modal. For the purpose of allowing S's to be in the

scope of the modal, Jackendoff extended the notion o command to
./.

inc,ludelbe dominatingS node. This is called Type 41 scope. .

Fqr"determiners (quantifiers and numbers) plus the particle not,

the sgope it all the material-to the right which is' commanded by the

lexleal item (the dominating S node'is to be included in this).. This

is Type III scope. '
r

4

FUrther,.the rscope for verb claimed tobe read off the deep

structure; for auxiliary verbs and determinert, the scopeiis determined

at surface structure. This is shown by, the fact that fo?*stance,
ASSIVE does not affect the scope of verbs since (93kcan still have a

nonspecific reading (i.e. an expert is still depende on UNREALIZED),

whereas PASSIVE changes the prefe'rably nonspecific many in (94a) to

specilic. .,..:

(93) An expert is ded by this committee. C '''

(94). a. The to her idn't pass mmy of the students..:i,

b. Many of tudents weren't passed by the teacher.
.

.
.

Whieas many was within the scope of NEGATIVE in deep ,structure,, it"
.

is

outside of .1-t in surface structure. Correspondinge nonspecific

reading'in the passive would be (95).

(95) Notmany of the students were passed, by the teacher.

The best -slay to avoid this dcop =t.hanging is to read the Scope for

negatives and quantifiers from the qurface structure. Jackendoff gives

more examples to show that it is not just PASSIVE that affects this

dhange. Keeping_the.orde of the operators stright, requires a global ,

'constrairqt in Generative Semantics, so -it can't be stated as constraints

on individual transformations.
In Jackendoff,t(1975a), a new modal operator IMAGE is introduced..

This operator,is present in those lexical items which have to do With images

like painting, 'picture, image and in verbs of mental-image like believe,

think, suppose, etc. A NP is within the scope of IMAGE if its loctition

is within an image - containing object, Location refers to the thematic

relations mentionecixearlier. To illustrate, consider (96a) and (96b): .

2

ft
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(96) a. Unicorns exist onlyin Africa. [non-image]
b. Unicorns exist only in pict es: [image]

,

In both these sentences locations are expressed for`-unicorns. But
I- whereas'in (96a) they are real unicorns, in (96b) the location 's in .

an imag491-itaining object, so unicorns is dependent-on'IMAGE: Phe
modal Gondition for'IMAGE says that the referent is an image,
ca.sespragmatiezonditions will force the NP in IMAGE's scope to be
dependent on it since, for example, real unicorns' cannot exist in
pidtures. In a ease like497), some red paint might not be ,dependent
.on IMAGE since real .red paint fan. exist in a'Ricture. ,

..

(97), In ,that picture, there is some recd paint '

I,
. .

, .

If some red paint is dependent ton IMAGE, then WE are talking about a ,.

picture of some red aint. But usually, NP's must be dependent on -($.

y-EIMAGE if the ar ithin'the scope. Also S's are very likely to be
dependent on IMAG due to pragmatic conditions; hence in, (98a) and
(9810% there may.1e real-red paint on the image-arm so red_paint and
the whole S would not be"depepdent-dn IMAGE, but a-real.gast cannot te
,ldcated in a Pit:tinting so everything must'be dependent on IMAGE in (98b).

(98) a. ,In that painting there is red paint on Frs./A0s arm.
b. -In that painting there.k a cat'on Frank's arm.

The important thing to note is that even though the scope of IMAGE-
.

is semantically determined (which weakens the thebry, since all the- '

others are syntactically determined), it is still's. relatively easy
matter to decide whether a NP or a S is within the scope of the modal.
In4pariddular, in the case (:),1 the believe class of verbs, since they'.-

,, strictly subcategorize theircompliment4 9 the-scope is detertined ato.

the level of deep.structure.
-

)4.2.5. There appear to be interactions bAween the various, fartS of
3.the semantic repa7esentation. Thisis to be expected. I would like to

discuss one such interaction which afA=cts the Modal .PEGATIVE,, among
others. Consider the following::

4 le.

. ,
(99) a. Howard,-*idn'

'

kill an apt.
21j. Howard qidn't see Alex kill an_arit-

v

,
. ..

4
In (99a), there is a strong preferenCe for reading an ant as non-

.
specific (i.e. dependent on NEGATIVE),,and,the sentence Howard killed,
an ant is almost,Oligatorily.dOpendentOWVEGATIVE. But consider (99b).'
The main clause Ho &rd, saw... it"obIigatorily,dependent on theModal,
bpt this, is pot so for the complement Clause There is a reading, which

. is not too hard to get, in which,Alex idled an ant but!HowaH. didn,;t '

seedt% Id this case, an ant mist also be hot dependent ,on the mod.4:44,.
. since if Alex did kiNi to ant, it mustbes. specific ant,:/'

'.

It is,importaht to see that the pegafiye'sometimes only makes a (iz

claima.bolat'the,91ausewhere,it is' syntactically 1O'Cated.,(99b)
.definitely says that.there yea no at Of.seeing Alex kill an ant taking

o 0 -J
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place, 1:14 it really doesn't say anything one_way or the other about

'whether an-aCt-of'killing took place. .

The paciicula.verb which,inervenes cab determine what.the
changes are that the subordinate clause will be dependent on NEGATIVE. ,..,

For inetahee, factive verls like realize or ,regret tend to be strong

blocks-agaipst dependence.
.

1

c2, I,

: -

. . i I , i.
.

.

(100) a. 'I didn't realize that Richard married a Yugoslalrian.-

,b. I dOnit.regtet that the people elected a woman'.
.

r_
In both of hese cases, the embedded clauses and the indefinite NPs

- I are almos obligatorily' read as not dependent on'OgATIVE (i.e., the,

/:".`

.%

. ; .NE is s fie). 7 .

n the other hand, animplicative'verb,' wheno1.negated, implieg *he-

. negation of its complement, 'so it represents no'block to dependence at

- all, as seen in:(101). _e
A, . ,

,W: . . , ..
,

''(101) a. I didn't Manage to in a prize. .

b., ,Harry didn't happen to meet a hooker.

In these sentences, the complements tare negative and the NPs are non-

specific . ,

, Some ot the tgses in'between-are harder to decide. The particular

eclass that is of interest here are the vrbs containing the modal IMAQE7. ,

, . ,

'.,(Aericeforth IMAGE-verbs). In a efitence like (102) it'is cIiiimed that

an image of john,..killing aMan doesn't exist. ' -"
-.

. 0 . . .

.
,

, ,

(102) I didn't say that John killed a-man.
.

. . - ,.

'
Thetecertainly is the p'ossibili'ty of a man and kill being not dependent

on NEGATIVE. 'This is as dpposed to (102) where kill and'a man are -,

-.-

definitely depndent on NEGATIVE. '

.. , `
..

. . ';A

'-i(33) I saidithatJohn didn't ill], a man:

.., . yr- -,';'-' ,-) ,,_.>

, -,

The IMAGE-verb bflbcks the obligatory dependence on AEGATIVE in (102) ".,

.; Not that any and some itemsof weaker negative polarity like
4

lift a finger seemingly'may.appeaf in the scope' of'a negative, without -

actually being dependent on.ihe NEGATIVE modal,- unlike until. !-
ti

. : ,--- (

. (104),,a. .I didn'trealize.that Harry.had killed. anyone.
,

,

_..

b. Harry didn't kill anyona:' .--

In (164b);.'for,any referent you .k,, you may claim that Harry:,

''. didn:ticill him. No euch:clalm:,--tan-be made in (104a). Hence anyone

appears to not,be,dependentyon NEGATIVE in (104a)% It ins within -the

of the riot, however, so,anyone is(poedible. 4hltil in a sMilar
, .

position"wau'W be un&ammatical
.49

.

This appears to be a problem for Jackeridotfwhof1aimS (1972', 0'
section -8.3) that any must be dependentonthe.NEGATTVE to appear., ,

° Thisseems intuitively correct to Me,_but theno.(104a)-is unexplained.

o' Re0aps when ,t,his.taodZing phenomerion is better'understood,.the problem

-can be clear -up. ' , .

..; u ,.. ... .: .-:,

..., .. 4i-:
... .:

r.4
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.',,,Thi* bloCiting is' important bedause, I claim that until, the-tag

question interpretation rule, and the VP-Anaphora rules require a. ,

sentence's.absolute.4ependence,on NEGATIVE to qualify as being negated,
..Zas will be seen in. section 3.

, .". . .

It might also'be noted-there that blocking occurs with other'modals .

--of Type II And TypeIII scope. For instance, ,
4. ,.

(105) a. Seven people think John -ate an apple. EMU,LTIPLE3

,_ ; .b. Jerry might believe that 'Richard erased a tape.
C,,

-
%, [POSSIBLE),

. 4
A c.,4eb will say that Richard promised him a sumlcif

-. money. '[FUTURE)
'1. 0 s.

.

each of-these.cases-, there are clear readings where:the,. final NP .' 3

is specific and w ere the embedded sentences are definitelynot dependent
on the modals, t, if the veil) is right, the embedded sentence will be
dependent on t e mo.: 4'

, 1106);-*s.C. Seven people will manage to get a high grac::\
? ,

li). Jerry might happen to show up at the OSU-Michigan

0
\

. game. , .. .

,
c.. Sherry lAll remember to feed ,the cat.

If,the sentence is expressive, this blocking swill not occur. 'In

the case of expressive sentences with a main clause NEGATIE,,NEG-
ASSOCIATION will apply and the complement sent 4 will be dependent on
NEGATIVE. MULTIPLE, POSSIBLE and FUTURE canno appear in the Main
6:1111be of expressive sentences (recall sectio 3.2.4), so blocking
will always be possible in those cases, although it willenot always
occur.

-.....- ---- I don't really know how to explain when or how spedific IMAGE-verbs
used reportively will block dependemecof the lOwer clause on GATIVE.INE
For now,..Ke.can note that it ,does occur and it will be indic eq simply
by the removal of items from among NEGATIVE's dependents in a sentence.

-. t - -- ,
4:2.6. One additional point..-might be briefly made: Jackendoff
suggests that the modal structure is where the illocutionary force.6 ,

a sentence might be indicated. His discussion of the WH modal in
questions, provides some interesting descriptions and.a logical next

--step might be to include impergbi.yes, declKatives, performatives and'
so on, alllk the modal structure somehow. 'or instance, just ad an4

t artichoke is non-specific in a WH queStion,,it is non-specific in an
,0-

-imperatitre, cf. (107).
o

,(107) a Who ate an artichoke' -

b. Eat an artichoke.

Much more research needs to be done on this matter, obviously,'
I mention this matter heie because the illocutipharforEE ofthe

sentence, is an important factor, as,we have,seen, in the NEG-ASSOCIATION
pYocps'and-it wogd-be nice to be able to include the relevantinforma-
tion onillocutioAary force (however that is done) into a part of the
machinery which already has independent evidence fortits existence.

ZI9 0
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4,3. Formulation of the NtG-ASSOCIATION rule 4
4-;3.1: We are(now'readyo tempt one formulati, of's. semantic

,:interpret'atiOn rule to repla e'NEG-RAISINP: .Before ;attempt to do that

I must repeat the disclEime raised in section 3.3, namely that I am

unable to specify formally hat the conditions' are 'which allow the rule

to operate. Obviously, there is'a restriction in,terns of which ,
specific predicates can undergo the rule, but there also must be an
ilexpressiye force to the sentence.J-This expressive force may eventually
-,find its description in. the modal .structure, as suggested in _section
4.2.6,'but I cannot do it wi hin the limits of this paper!' For the
purposes of formulating the ule, Iwill refer to the notion-of a NEG-!

ASSOCIATION verbeft r a predicate like likely) which allows MEG- "

ASSOCIATION, This charatteristic is to be indi6ated in the lexical' $ -

entry, eventually as part of the semantic.content, but for now as an
arbitrary.looking feature (recall the lack of significance of this'

fudge, as mentioned in section 4.1.3.), I will not discuss the nature

- of these verbs or the nature of the expressiveness any further, but,

will assume that both must be present for the rule to operate.

4:3.2. A4.a first approXimation, we might suggest that NEG-ASSOCIATION

replaces the items dependent on NEGATIVE (call them its de ents).

The modal structure of (108) without NEG-ASSOCIATION is

. . .

(108) I don't think Ellen ate the pretzels. ,

,

(109) NEGATIVE (think), ate IMAGE (Ellen, ate, the pretzels). ..4. 1-,
,,,..

Now, suppose we were to say that NEG-ASSOCIATION replaceS the deiendents

of NEGATIVE with these oaf IMAGE. This would give (110).

(110) NEGATIVE (Ellen, ate =the pretzels) IMAGE (Ellen, ate,

the pr t s)

, ....'

But this is not the co rect modal dependence -structure for the sentence.

In particular,: it says that Ellen and the pretzels are dependent on

NEGATIVE, whichNicluld c;aim that there are no referents for them. But.

definite NPs cannot be dependent on modals (except IMAGE) sirice they

,', are already specific. Thig is a pragmatic conflict,'and the sentence

with a definite NP,,dependent on NEGATIVE should be rejected. Therefore

NEG -ASSOCIATION; thus.t work some other
404

4.3.2. Abetter idea seems to be that NEG-ASSOCIATION removes
front dependence on NEGATIVE. 'However, therefore still several

tives. For instance, since the sentence (111) iS the'sentence

is synonymous with, iX-NEG-ASSObIATION applies we might sugges
that the modal structure be changed from (109) to (112), with
embedded subject considered to'be to the left of the not

.dependent on it). .4 .

material ->

alterna-
that (108)
t

the
not

,-(111) I think that Ellen didn't eat the, pretzels.

(112) NEGATIVE (ate) IMAGE (Ellen, ate, the pretzels).

In other wordS. by this forMulation, NEG ASSOCIATION would remove from

dependence\on_IEGATIVE all elements'pr4ceding the IMAGE verb. 'However,.

2,26 ,

444$110'
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there are examples which show that this rule would prodUce the wrong
esults:

.
.

.

p'

\Consider (113ai, with a modal structure of (i13b), . 4

\
a

a
1\ (113) a. I don't think, that,6m-Rhoda t ight.

.

b. NEGATIVE (think, many, saw), IMAGE (many p e,

'-= Saw, Rhoda), MULTIPLE (people, saw):

If NEG -ASSOCIATION applies as we have formulated it, the modal-structure
will be (114b), which corresponds to the sentence (114a)., ..i

4 .
.

. (114) a. J think that, many people didn'tzsea7Rhoda tonight,
b. NEGATIVE (saw), IMAGE (many people, saw, Rhoda),"

MULTIPLE (people, 'saw). ...---

.
, ' c

%I
But (114a) and (113a) are not synonymous. (113a) is synonymous with
(115a), which has the'modal structure (115b).

. .

(115) a. I think that not many people,saw Rhoda tonight.
b. NEGATIVE (many, saw),-IMAGE.(many people, saw,

Rhoda), MULTIPLE (people, saw)., .

t. .
.

This suggests that the subject of the embedded, clause is still .

dependent on NEGATIVE after NEGJhqSOCIATION. This would mean that an
indefinite subjeCt would be read as nonspecifiq. ,

(116) I don't believe that a man is coming: i

' ' . , . .

. ,

f (116) is read so that NEG-ASSOC,TATION'has applied, a man will have
no referent (i.e., it will be nonspecific, dependent on NEGATIVE). If

it is read, so that a man hag a specific. referent, then the sentence so
is reportive and NEG -ASSOCIATION has not taken place.° This is what
the formulation of NEG-ASSOCIATION should predict. If the rule doesn't.
apPli, the IMAGE-verb 4ocks the dependence of the lower sentences On
NEGATIVE",, as if. the verb were not a NEG -ASSOCIATION verb .% -';.:---

.

The formalization of therule is this:

*JP

(117) NEG-ASSOCIATION (obligatory)
.Given a modal structure as follows: NEGATIVE (X,
X2, ,A,Y1,Y2, ), cA(WI,W2, ), :Mi(N1,N2, ),
142(...),....where A ds. a NEG-ASSOCIATION verb, where. \

may.equal W1,W2,... dna where the sentence 4
is expressive, change the modal structure to:
'NEGATIVE (Y1,Y2...),7A(1.11.4W2,...),

4.3.,4. Notice that the rule as...stated now is obligatory. If the rule.
does not apply, then the sentence, is not, expressive. Conversely if
a sentence which'ieets the structural description of the rule, like

. (116) for instance,. is cIaAled to be expiesSAve then NEG-ASSOCIATION,
must have.taken placeLet's look again at the paSsives:inseetion
3.2.5.

Rememberrthat'a passive sentence like.(118b) is not ambiguous.
like its*active counterpart (117a): * 221

' t)
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7
; (11.8). a. Joel doesn't believe that'Hildy.is coming.,

1 b. That Hildy is coming is not believed by Joel.,

The modal Structures pf these sentences before NEG-ASSOCIATION are

(119a) and (1191), respectively.

(119) a. NEGATIVE (believe, coming), IMAGE"(Hildy, coming)

b. NEGATIVE (believe), IMAGE (Hildy; coming),

'As we mentioned in section 3.2.5; (118b) is not expressiVe, so Q-

ASSOCIATION is not allowed and (118b).will be unambiguous. The

1 difference inmodal structure is, due '510 the fact,that NEGATIVE's

dependent are determined -at the surface-structure (because not has

III scope)'and 1MAGEfS are determined at deep structure. PASSIVE

ides .the complement sentence Xrdm_deperidence 'on NEGATIVE, but not

from dependence on IMAGE. The fact that the complement in (118b) is

not dependent on.NEGATIVE may lead strength to the idea that it is

presupposed. .

If EXTRAPOSITION applies to (118b), we get. (120),which also has

the modal "structure (11911). .

(120 It is not believed by Joel and Hildy is coming.

NEG-ASSOCIATION is,possible,here, and,,as expected, (120) is ambigifous.

Further, RAISING may now apply to give (121),,and its modal structure is

again (119a). . ,

(121) Hildy is not believed'by.Joel to be coming..

C

In these cases; when NEGLASS=ATIONapnies'ihe resulting scope will

be (122).

(122) 'NEGATIVE (coming), -IMAGE THildy,,coming)

Notice that by this-§Lccount, PASSIVE and RAISING can change

meaning, since PASSIVE puts Joel into the scope of not, and RAISING

removes Hildy from not'SsCcIpe. If either of these two NP's had

been indefinite, a meapingkchange could result:

(123) a. A man .doesn't,ihink I'm coming.
b. ?That I'm coming is not thought by a man.

In (123a), a man is specific, but in (123b) it is preferably non-

specific. Also comvare'(124a),and (124b):

r
a

(124) a. It.i.s,not thought-1)Y Joel that a girl is -bdming

today.
b. ,A girl is not thought by -Joel to becoming today.
*c.??Itis thought-by Joel that.not a girl is .coming

toddy.- .

d. It is-thought by'Joel that a girl is not coming

' today.

' .

1
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In (124b) a girl is preferably speefic, Whereasithis is the weaker
reading in (126). This changing of meaning does not, affect the -

ambiguity possibilities of the sentence; once you remember that the
:result of NEG-ASSOCIATION on (124a)sgives a sentence like(12/4c) and
not q124d):

*)

4:3.5. The NEG-ASSOCIATION'rule also days that if there is anything
between notsand theNEG-ASSOCIATION verb; it is excluded frgm
dependence on NEGATIVE after the rule applies. In (125); NEG-*
ASSOCIATION must be applying. .

(125) Scarcely anybody thinks she isaot coming until
*tomorrow.

/since until is acceptable. ,A paraphr4ase for soarcely anybody :here
would be almost .not anybody, with an overt negative with anybody in
its scope. After NEG-ASSOCIATION applies, thf paraphrase of (125)
would be (126).,

(126) Almost anybody thinks,she'is not coming until
tomorrow.

In this case, anybody ksrea'd as.a universal quantifier; which is the . -
correct reading for the sentence. Jackendoff (1972: section 8.3),
following Vendler (1967), says that any presents the hearer with a
choice of ref ent. Ina sentence like (127a),the claim is made that
whatever thing ou choose, John didn't see it.

(127) a. John didn't see anything.
b. Anybody -can. add obtwo and two.

In (12Tb), whatever person you choose, they can add two and two: Thus,
each meaning of any is Captured'by this account. The correct meanings
for (125) and (126) can be generated with NEG.ASSOCIATION and(Vendler's,
chard cterizati26 of any, which Jackendoff (1972: 339)'Says has'no
equivalent ih the predicate calculus.

4.4. sUmmary.
This has been a brief explication of the general framework I am

Using and of the alternative td a NEG-RAISING transformation, the
semantic interpretation rule of,NEG-ASSOCIATION. In the next section,,
this framework ans this rule will be tested on the data given.4in
section 1, to see if it can correctly provide-an explanation forthe
data that NEG-RAISING*was created to explain..

/ T .
.

.5. Another Look at the Data. 'V
\,Iff this section, f woad like to show how the semantic interpretax

tion riie'of NEG-ASSOCIATION interabts-with-therest of the interpretive
rules to construct semantic representations for sentences. In ..

particular, I Would like to obnsider the data given in section'2'as
evidence for the syntactic transfcrpation,ttolsee how they may be taken.
into accOuntin the interpretive framework. 90Q

i. .

, . 4,, ....,, I.,1
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5.1. until
5.1,1. The lexical expression until, along with the idiomatic gliftr.

a 'finger, in years and.other negative poietrity items have a selectional
restriction on them which requires a negative10 in the same sentence
with them, Since selectional restrictions are considered to be
semantic qin nature, in a GeneAtive Semantics framework, this requires
the NEG to be a clause-mate of the until in'the deep (i.e. semantic)

structure of the sentence. In an ITI-leietive Semantics framework,
the selectional,restrictions, as` well-foimednesS conditions on semantic
interpretations, are not checked until the complete semantic representation'
is formed. In this case, it -will be after the NEG-ASSOCIATION rule has operated.

Consider the following examples, repeatea from section 2.1.1.

(128) a. *I think the trial will finish until`nextlkonth.
b. I don't think the trial will finish until next

) donth.

c. I think the trial won' finish until next month.

;

To form the modal structure. the Modal projection rule wi4-be

applie to:each of_ the modal - 'carrying wordk think, will and not.

The NPs the trial and next month are both efinite, so they cannot be
4 dependent on FUTURE, although they can be ependenton IMAGE, and

the embedded sentence.will.be dependett on IMAGE and FUTURE thus,

.(129) is the modal Structure ,of (128a).
. . .

, . ..

n(129) IMAGE (the trial, inish, next month), FUTURE
(finish)

. 0 - ,
w.

the selectional` estriction on until will be considered td be
-satisfied if the sentence containing until is obligatorily dependent

on NEGATIVE. Since this is nothe case in (129), the selectional '

restriction isviolated,And (1280
f

is bad, .

For (128,q,'thesame things'will.bedependent on FUTURE and
IMAGE. Under ti*--reportive treading where noNEG- ASSOCIATION applies,

. the IMAGE verb blocks the lower sentence front definitely being
dependent on NEGATIVE, so the entire modal structure fol..4128b) will

be (130)-

za
t (130). IMAG&.(thei.trial, finish, next month), FUTURE

.

(fiftish)*, NEGATIVE .(think) .

. ' 4-.... ,

,.
Reportive1x., (124) is the negation of (128a), so the-selectional
restriction is not.met'and the sentence is-`again out. If the main,

verbtin (128b) were a non -NEG=ASSOCIATION verb, this would be the

onlyilbhoice, but for think we can apply NEG - ASSOCIATION to (128b) to

get (128c). The mopl structure is based on (128c) is (131).

(131)' II AGh (the trial, finish,16ext monthi,FUTUHE '

(finish) NEGATIVE (fihish)

\
. In this reading of (128b), the embedded sentence-is dependent.

on NEGATIVE, so the selectonal restrietiOn is satisfied and (128b) has.

a good reading. Notice tqat (126c1,. which is synonymous with(the '

I 224
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good reading Of (128b), also has the modal structure (131).

5.1.2. Consider next the sentences with.the 'inherently negative
constituents' which inspired Klima to suggest NEG-ABSORPTION. They
Are repeated here.

"
'S=e (132) a.

b.
0 c.

d.

e.

She is too Neak:to have another child until 1978.
-B10.1 is afraid to lea+# until his mother comes.
I doubt hewill:arrive until next month..
My diet forbids me to eat until mealtime.
Scarcely anybody expected him to resign until

next year. .

. ,

Of these (132c) and (132d), with the NEGATIVE modal contained in a .

. verb, are easier to handle. The scope of a modal contained in a verb
is determined at'deep structure and it consists of one of the'NP's
subcategorized by the verb. In these two cases, the complement

S sentence is in the scope of.the modal. The deep structures will be
,something aike (133a)-(133b).

(133) a. I 16ubt Che win arrive until next week
b. My diet forbids CI eat until mealtime3.

and the modal Structures will be, respectively.

(134 a. NEGATIVE'(arrive) FUTURE (arrive))
b. NEGATIVE (eat)

. /

,Since the NPs are definite, they-T.11 not be dependent on NEGATIVE.
From these dependence relationships, we can see that the epbedded

. .sentences are dependent on NEGATIVE, and the selectional restrictions
-on until are satisfied

For (132a) and (132b),' even though too and afraid are no verbs;
thq do strictly subcategorize a complement-clause, and so th
complementiclausesyill be within the scope of the modal. In finite.
noun phrmes4in the complement clause may be .pot dependent_on
NEGATIVE, as in (135a) and (135b),

sl .: (135) a: Sally is too shy to go'out with a friend.
b. Bill is afraid to propose to an actress.

. where the NPs a friend and an actress have possible specifics?ea ings

.
(i'.. not dependent on NEGATIVE); but the compleMent sentences them-

4 selves are still dependent,(i.e. Sally is not going out and Bill isW(
not proposing7The modal stl-uctui-es for (132a) and (132b7 are*.in (136)%'I

.... 1

(136) 19. NEGATIVE Itave0
b. NEGATIVE (leave)

I

p These modal structures also satisfythe_selectidnal.restriCtiOn'on;
til.

I

,.....

0, t-

#.-\,91"/.

-
% i ,
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Sentence (132e) has a NEGATIVE in scarcely. This undergoes

NEG-ASSOCIATION to place the embedded sentence dependent on NEGATIVE,.

to satisfy until. ,

Some people think a similar sentence kh a non-NEG-ASSOCIATION

verb is grammatical. See section 5.1.4. for discus"sion of these

'type of sentences. . .._

.

5.1.3 The alternative to NEC - ABSORPTION was lexidal Itecomposition_

of the inherently negative copstituentst.into parts whith contained an

overt negative.' Since this, ±'s not allowed,in e,f strictly lexicalist

\. grammar, itwould be nice. to be able t o e ulatn the data without

resorting tcoit.° The original sentences AI (13) have already beep

taken care df Ilthout the.aid of lexiqal decomposition;
. 6

Next consider (137a) and (13Tb), the sentences,which lexical

decompsoition could not forbid.. '

71(137)- a. *I don't doubt she will come until tomorrow.'

b. *Bill ishlt-afraid to leave until his mother comes.

4 In the present system, the verbs come and leavd (i.e. theoir sentences)

will be dependent on two NEGATIVES-each, one coming from the not, the

other from doubt or aftdid12 The two negatives cancel each other

out13 and the embedded sentence gets afteading which isdependent,bn

no negatives, and so the selectiona1 restriction is violated. ,\

'Sentences similar to (137), but without until,will have perfectly

acceptable readings,'ag7'wilf the sentences inTTT6) which gave NEG-

ABSORPTION the problem of having to generate two negativrin,the loWer

auxiliary: J.

At

(138) 'a.. Bill is afraid not to leaie.
'b. Ali,is,too cleler not to Win, .

.
7'

. ..-
es--

5.1.4. LindholM (1969) mentions some-very. puZzling sentences which

are grammatical for some speakers.
414,

(139) a. I didn't realize that I had to do it until
.

tomorrow. ,

',b. I realized-that I didn't havd to do it until

tomorrow.

'(140) a. I didn't claim that I would finish the paper

until Friday.

1) I claimed.that I. wouldm't finish the paper until

Friday.

(141) a., It isn't clear that llerlrleave until next week.

b. It is clear that he won't leave until/hext week.

(142) a. I can't believe thathe would takesthe test until

he's ready;

b. I can bleieve that he.wouldn't take the test

f until he's ready.
It

The (a) sentences are not\paraphrases of'the -(b) sentences, to:this

cannot be NEG-RAISING/NEG4S8OCIATION in, peration.' In particular,

. how can the (a) sentences,iatisfy the set tional restrictions on
- 40

ir
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until) (Also in this cate ory are some aente ces mentioned-in section
'' 5.1.2, like Scarcel a bob s: s he will'come until tdmo row.)

. .
A'possible solution ii this framework would be this: In thdse'

sentences, the not definit ly includes the complement sentences''in its
scope. I have els: ed, ver, in section '4.2.6 thatipie presence,

of certain verbs ( ealize, im; clear, can't believe %al qualify as

me6ers of this, set) would s :.im ock the embeddedsentence'from

'dependence
on 1GATIVE. sentence, would seem to,be cases where

the dependence is not bl9cked. Ther6 m st be some cases:where the
compleMeht is dependent on NEGATIVE, s e have seen (Of. (131), so

J139)=(142) are not entirely unexpect d. Noticethat all of'the
complement sentences are dependent' FUT Ealso. This may be a

factor, especially where the tenses 'f t e'sentences are considered.
In particular, (139a) lets a differeD meaning if tonbrrow ih replaced
by yesterday, where the until phraseNpOdifies I don't realize.' I
cannot go into sll the problems these sentences present, but they
y find some partial explanation here as r xations of the blocking,

or whaeer reason.

2214 .

1.

5.1.5 To -sum up the'resuXts o this section, all of the examples

.
from, section ?.1 have been accoun ed for without the use of the

transformations NEG -RAISING , FEG - ABSORPTION ana without lexical

. decomposition. ,

,

5.2. Tag questions
5.2.1 The transformational account of tag- quesC1pns iS'tased on the

rule first developed in Klima (1964). 'The tag consists Of the fir*t

part of the auxiliary (do appears if there is only a'tense markerm .

the auxiliary) and a pronominal copy of the subject from the 'main

"' sentence. In addition, the tag has opposite polarity from the main
sentencer,with respect to negativity.

This rule generates only 'normal' tags.( If the'tag i considered

.to be _sarcastic or-otherwise 4ifferent from the ,normal meaning of a

tag question, a'matching polarity tag maY- appear.'
In an interpretive framework, either a positive tag or a

negative tag.-'may appear, and the matching or non-matching of po -

ties will affect the meaning and/or the illoputionary forp of
sentence. -The intonalion of the tai rising or filling). will :also

have to be (ken iniNp account for theel;tfre reading,'
. . -

.

5,2.2. With respect to the data, the two approached seem equally

= capable of explaining what is happening. IpeTe be, some

principiet, presumably relating to illocutIonafy forde, that .4eisstibe

- the conditions under which the complement ,clause may be-the basis 'or

the tag (see section 3.2.4.)%lhecrucial sentence (repeated from

section 2') is (143) , 7
4,

(143). I don't suppose the Phillies will win, will they?
-

which R. lakoffaccounted for with her (diclic) NEG2-RAISINGi bat it can be

just as e y.explained by the use of NEG-ASSOCIATION.- If NEb-

ASSOCIATI were not opel<ting (i.e. the main sentence.is:repostive),
,

2`74
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the modal projection rule would oper e to give the'todal structure
(144) : 4

C

(144) a. NEGATIVE (suppose) IM A GE (the PhiIlies, w in )

FUTURE '(win) . .

b. NEGATIVE.(win) IMAGE '<the Phillies., win) FUTURE
. 0

(win)
. ,

. . ,

In this case the complement sentenceswould
I

be blockedjrdm dependetice
. in/ negation by the IMAGE-containing ,yerb suppose used reportiveiy.

TAud the complement sentence would be positive, .And a positive tag 4116,

should produce q different me4ning' for the, sentence. This is what'
" r

would happen if suppose in-(143) were replaced,by say or claim or'some
other non-NEG-ASSOCIATION verb. 6

. .

However,-the fact that the tag is formed on the complement. means
. ,

that. (143) must be expressive.' Therefore NEG-ASSOCIATION must apply -
if it can. But, for NEG-ASSOCIATION verbs likesuppose, NEG-
ASSOCIATION 1.0,11 apply,giving,(1440. The ,complement (sentence :

cannot be blocked from dependence on NEGATIVE becausetihe sentence is

expressive. The complement'sentence is./Tegated, so a positilieotag
will give the desired reading, which is the smile as (145) (which also

.has the moditl'sb tructure .(144b)
.

, (145) I suppose the-Phillies won't' win, will they?,
.

O

The sentences'in l'146)"

.

(146) a: I dont-b.:think-they'll win; will,ythey?

b. I. don't belive they'll they?

which by NEG -RAISING wou;c1 haire come fioni the.bad (147a) and (147b)

D(147) a. 41 think theywon't-wini will they?

b. ? *I believe they 'Won't vin villythkryl

were problems in the Generative Semantics 'framework awl remain so
here. The fact that (146V) and (146b)- are bad 1;0111A-suggest that

think and believe are not' besillg used expressively in theqe-sentences.
It is not blear ,t6'me'whether this is so. Perhaps, as the semantic
and/or illocutionary conditions for the occurrence of embedded'
ttence tags become worked_oit, the pitoblem may receive an answer

which would be compatible.-with eit,kleithe Generative or Interpretive

approach,

5.3. Parentheticqds
523.1:. The Generative Semantics4treatment parenthetiCals, as

described ih section 20, was provided by Ro'ss (1973) In that paper

Ross mentions 'some of the problems his solution can.'t bandle:' For
instance, there is no explanation-pf why most verbs cannotappear as,
negative parentheticals,_sipce presumably the lifted S coup appear,

11s.a ,complement under many negated'verbs. The ,example 148a) may not
,undergo SLIFTING. to' give (148b),fyi.i? negatiOn.is prtsent'in the
lower sentence. .

t
Z

' -

-4
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(it!&): a. I don't claim Wallace will be elected.
b. *Wallace will (not) be'elected,'I don't ,claim.

: e
the one neat result (relevant to this discussion).that Ross gets

is anexplanation.of why the NEG-RAISING verbs can appear as negative
parentheticals and only' With negated complements. In'this case, the'
,source of (149) must be (150a),:andnot (150b), in underlying structure.

A
, I

°

(149) This guy-is not cortZ5C, I don't think.
(150) . I think this guy is not corrupt:

I don't think chid guy is corrupt.

-The NEG in (150b) is copied, the embedded sentence undergoes SLIFTING,
. and the original NEG is deleted, giving (149): If the NEG originates 4

.

in the upper sentence, then the verb could be_presume, insist,
(N- confess or many others, and SLIFTING would produce a sentence like

1149). Since these other verbs are all bad in this case, dying
that the NEGoriginates in the lower sentence says that only the
NEG- RAISING verbs will be able to appear., But this still doesn't
explain why (150b) should be bad'as a source for (149).

,

5.3.2. Jackendoff (1972; sectiCn 31.2) tratS'parentheticals like*
sentence adverbs. ie generates them directly wher , hey tppear on the
surface--as opposed to Ross, who uses SLIFTING to t the parentheticals
at the end and a rule called NICHING (which also applies to sentence
adverbs) to lee the parenthetical to where it. appears. While I
don'ts want to compare the two overall systems,'I would 'like to'demon-

*

4strate that via NEG- ASSOCIATION, it can be explained how it is

.1

possible for tDe verbs which may undergo that rule-to appear as'
negative parentheticals.

The semantic interpretationOr parentheticals is by his piojection
rule PspEAKER for speaker-oriented adverbs, which embeds the sentence
as an argument in-the function generated. in the semantic representa-
tion of the adverb. For example, in (151) the functional structure
PREFER (the- voteri; Rhodes) becomes the, argument in the fUnCtion
EVIDENT (X) giving the funcational structure (152).

(151) Evidently, the'voters prefer Rhodes.
(152) EVIDENT (PREFER (THE VOTErt RHODES))

. A Parenthetical can also be considered as a one-place predicate,
for'exanple, THINK (Y, X)'. 0 (153a) hts the functional structure
(153b) by inserting the reading of the main sentence as the argument

,

in the parenthetical: v.

(153). a. The voters prefer Rhodes, I think.
b. TatIK (I,- PREFER (THE VOTERS, RHODES))

Notice that (153b) has the same functional structure as' would be.
generated for (154) .

(154) I think the voters prefer Rhodes.
. 9 9
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So.even though (153a) and (154) were generated syntactically in
different ways,.they receive identical functional structures.Ngt.fce, however, that the'difference in syntactic generation
results in a different modal structure; in (153a) the sentence the .

voters prefer Rhodes is outside the scope of think, so it cannot be
dependent on IMAGE. This is shown by the lack of an opaque reading

kn-(155). Only the contradiCtory transparent reading exists:,

,(155) *The voters prefer Rhodes, he thinks, but they don't-
*

Thus, for the sentences (156a) and (156b) the modal structures
will be (157a) and (157b)..

.

.4

0

- (156) a. The voters don't likerGilligan, I don't think::

b. I don't think the voters like Gilligan;

(157) a. NEGATIVE (like), NEGATIVE (think), IMAGE ( ).

b. NEGATIVE (think, like), IMAGE (the voters,
like, Gilligan)

If NEG-ASSOCIATION applies to (157a), the modal structure is (158).

(158) NEGATIVE (like): NEGATIVE ( ) think ( )

This is the same as the modal structure for (159).

(159)- The voter don't like.qilligan, I think.

If the verb wai not a NEG-WSSOCIATION verb, we would have no way of
eliminating the extra negative from the semantic representation of .

' (156a). But by NEG-ASSOCIATION'we can eXplairi why (159) and (156a)
. . ,

are synonymous,.
,

This account also explains the fact that the negtative psrenthe-
ticals which do occur never haye the power to negate the main Sentence

themselves% What is`urexplained is why a sentence, like (160
;

ould not exisf-14here the negative in the parenthetical would remain,

.4, since there is no NEG -ASSOCIATION verb present.
.

1 ' t N. . , 4

(160) *The votersprefer Gilligan, I don't presume.
4 .

..
,

, .,

So while a complete explanation'of parentheticals is still far away,
the interpretive theory can account for thesame things the NEG-f .-
cOPYING-plus NEG - DELETION, scheme cat, without the troubles tlt

analysis entails.

5.4'. The late rules .

5.4.1. In an Interpretive Semantics framework, no transformation may,
refer to the purely semantic notioniof coreference. ,Therefore all
rules which are deletion under identity, are disallowed. ThA ncludes
the rules of SENTENCE - PRONOMINALIZATION, SLUICING, and VP DEL ION.

The tnterpetive gram&arTwould have anaphora or empty nodes (s bOlized

by A) generated in the deep structure, i.e. lexical insertion on a

node is optional. If any empty.node remains uninterpreted at the end

of the deivation, the sentence is rejected as ill-formed. Rules

7
a

*,,
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Np:e-VP-AnaphOta interpretation. (7f. Jackendoff,19.72: ch. 6) would fill
it the semantib,reading for theempty noO9s or -the anaphora it, do SO
a/14, so onc; Providingcdetails,Of the exact forms of tharulea would
be 'too lengthy fo(rAtispaper. For the purposes of this d4cusifon,
I willAssume that ,there are ruleg that can be worked out along the
lines Akmajian (1,979)1 and JAckendoff zugges.C. Jr' any event, it will
be seen that. the of NP-ASSOCTATION must precede^the'rulea for
VP- Anaphora.

. 4r c -,- .
. -\. 05.4,2. Compare '0.61a)6and(161b), (Sen-Oence_(I61a) 4 fromsetion,

2,4.01.): ..- i- t ..,

*
,, r-6

(316i) 4a.;;QI don 't'thL;k John 1OVeg Marsha anymore, bu.t
C ' 1 -she doesn't realize. it yet. 140' : I,

b., I\don't claim John. ,loves Marsha, but-shei4
.,

'.. - Afelieves it. ,

c
\ <4-

. ,, .

In'(.161a) it'clearlrieferseto:john doaWt'lOVe Marsha anyupre but
the 4 in ,(161b) cannhtl. mean this,'Ionly.:;4oaa loves. Marsha. This' 4 . .

Nmust be explalned, , , ,,
. . , 1

I WnldsCIa4i-thatthe.verb claiSlockq' twarsentence frog
dependence :on the.modarNEGATIVE (as iscusaed, segtion 4.2.6) so
that thesiodal structure` only be 62). :s:

0 _,)-s

°t
\

fs:., ' (162) NEGATIVE (claim, anyone) ,'IMAGE John, Marsha;
I love ) 41t r, ti.. , .

,.--

In other words Jahn loves Marsha -is not dependent Oh BEG#TIVEso the
VP-Anaphord-rule would not interpret a negative irn,the reading Of_it.-

In developing the modal structure, for (161a), thihk wonld,al§o:
'Ibl,;)ok,the dependence of the lowe-r sentence on" NEGATIVE if the}'e were
cino'NEG:4SSOCIATION (i.e. if thesentence were repOrtive). Brataf .', '

NEG-ASSOCIATION applies to (101 then there re nothing to block the
t, complement senfencefrom being clependent,on ,NEGATIVE. . ,

.
.--,"

- ,-, , 1 (7i`

(1p3),,,NEGATIVE'(think, love, anymore,IMAGE (John, lode,
... Marsha) NEG (tagtize) *.':

, 1
.

The modal stricture is (164) which hadlove:dependent on NEgATIVE
a§ we want 'or the` interpretation,A)foit by0t VP-Anaphora rule.

(---i)

t
. .

0,164) NEGATIVE.(love, anymore), IMAGE (John, love,
'Marsha), NEGATIVE (realize)

.,
.

The vcond conjunct in functional structure will. be, before and
after VP-AnaPhora:

.

,
-

'.''
.

. - .
.-.. ,

( 165,4 'a.: :'REALIZE (au, IT) ,.

.

, b: -REALIZE (S, HE , LOVE (JOHN, MARSHA))
4 .

,,,,

,

:t< Ve modaLstructure will change from empl'.ty to (166).
4 . .ii '.,':._,

4 :231
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(166)r NEGATIVE (realize)
k.

.0 i'i%

v..
. ., -, -

c-- The cenfAence9table.will alsb be correctly filled in'by the operation

Of-theorule'. -The VP-Anaphbra_rule copies all Parts of the semantic
,representatiaci'from,the first conjunct-to the second." 0-

. . ,

. -.-
. . . . .

.14'.3. Next consider (167)',rrepeated froi section 2.
.

, . ..

. (167) ',He's coming and I.can guess why. .

. ,
* -

The functionalStructure of-the second conjunct will be roughly (.16.8)

,
1?e,Sore the VP- Anaphora! rule, and after the' rule applies, it will be (169)

v

L
(166) CAN (I, GUESS (I, WHY(A))), .

.,

(169) CAT(I, GUESS (I, WHY (COME (HE))))
,

, V.
,

. .
. .

,This is how the rple'wors asithe cbinterpart. of SLUICING. Perhaps >

'WRY will...be brbken down further in the funtionai structure, btit there

.dill still k,e an argument.open,':into which the functional Structure'of

the referent of the empty nodes willke.inserted. ,

. .

Tor (170), the befbre and after-functional structures in the second

ricojunq areaso (160 and (169),
...t 'l ')

, ' d
.

A'';' ' 670) He's not coming and I edn guess why.
--; ,-:

.

,.. . a
d l.

t

hilt in addition, the-V4 -D4aphora rule will create the entry in the

modal structure for .the second conjunct (171)'whinh corresponds to the

L\ , - modal dependence in the first conjunct.

71) NEGATIVE (came) AO...

Sentence (172), 'will also have /8. similar functional structure change,,
;+. 4 t

(172) He's not coming and I can guess why not.
*or -

" ;

' 1;ut,initead of'Starting with an empty. second conjunct modal structure, 1p

there will be a-NEGATIVE (A) which is fine(' in bSr.the operation of the'
--,

, P-Anaphora .rulel Sen'tenc'e (173)

(171 *He'i coming and.I can guess why not. -

.... ..
.

gill never have the t replaced in the,modal structure, becglise".there is

nothing dependent on NEGATIVE in the first conjunct for the.VT==Anaphora

...a., rule to'copyi The-ii,,A,will. be uninterpreted at the end of the derivation

4ndthe sentence.-will be rejected as having 64 incomplete modal' 0,

. structure, just as element0 which have uninterpreted empty nodes in;

'functional structure are disqualified.' ,

a
The-crucial lexample insaction 2.4.2, repeated hereas.(174a), ;

can be compai.ed with a similar sentence With 'claim, (174:,

! -4(174) a. T don't think'he's coming and I can guess why-not.

.
b. ?I don't claim `he's coming and I can guesg why nbi.-

i

RePortive claim would'block the sentencehe's Comi ng from being

dependenp-on NFGATIVE for 1174b)',
°.22

2.
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but NEG -ASSOCIATION may-apply on (174a) to remove think from the scope
. of not. --Bence the why not may refer to he's not coming in (174a) but_

not in (174b) and the application of the VP- ..: hora rule will be
similar to that'discussed above for (172): Thi assumes, as mentioned
in 3.2.4,.that VP-Anaphora rules may refer

i,
to an embedded clause only

in expressive cases. If NEG -ASSOCIATION does nip. ..:-. y, then (174a)
and (174b) have similar readings. There is a,mossibility of reading

-.the why tot as why I don't claim... which accounts for the somewhat °
.

,iwkWard ,sentence (174b). .

, The important thing to,,remember is-that NEG- ASSOCIATION precedes
VP-Anaphora. /

.
% .4...t.

5.4.4. The problem of neither-tags is discussed quite thoroughly in
Jackendoff (1972: sec. TS77-)Basically the apptoach is the one I used,
in the previous two sections. The VP-Anaphora rule, which is obviously
at wprk'here,mutht carry over all parts of the "seiantitlihterpret4ion,
including the modal structure. In the case' of neither, the two
conjuncts must not only be identical, but must be dependent on NEGATIVE.

MI

Thus (175) is out

(175 The Phillies will win and neither' will the Mets.

because the modal structure for the second'coh4linct c'bntains NEGATIVE
. (A), which doesn't get altered by the VP-Anaphora rule; the A remains
uninterpreted and the sentence is rejected. -

notice the difference between (176a) and (176b).

(176) a. I don't think the Phillies will win and neither
will the Mets.

b. *I,don't ,claim the Phillies will win an neither
will the Mets.

'In the reportive case (176b), the lower sentence may not be dependent
on NEGATIVE, b$Eause of the IMAGE erb blocking it. Butwith NEG-
ASSOCIATION in the,express 176a), he'think is remoued from the
scope of, not, and VP-And.horacan work t give a correct interpretation
of the second conjunct. In (176b) the neither-requires a parallel
negative in 'the first conjunct ;'-which, since NEG-ASSOCIATION is not
allowed must be in I don't The lack of parallelism in the
auxiliaries results in a bad s itenc.e. The good version would be (177).,

(177) I don't claim the Phillies.wAll' win and neither do
thi Mets. o

Once again, NEG-ASSOCIATION must precede the VP-Anaphora rule.
..-

.: ...
,

. 5.5. care arid. even ,..1P

.0° '

..

.

5.5.1. Horn ,(1971) uses the eXistende of the NEG-RAISW rule to
distinguish:between' the lexical items bother and care. He claims that
both of these verbs are negative.polarity items, as shown in"(,78).

233
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(178) a. I don'tcare to watch:;

b. *I care to watch.

c. sry didn't bother to show up..
d. *Sly bothered to show Up. 1

'
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-He then of ms t at, while bother doesn't undergo NEG -RAISING because

it is an tplicative ve (cf. Karttunen 1971), care can undergo NEG-

.RAISING, in a senten e like. (178a), where the negative semantically

is associated with watch.
There are problems with this analysis of care. Ffist of all, if \

% (178aris derived by the optio41-rule of NEG -RAISING, then its 5'ource,

(179), should also be grammatiCal,-which it isn't.

179) *I care not to watch.

Horn suggests that possibly wish or.1:7ant is present in deep structure

and ifNEG--RAISING occurs, a care - insertion' rule takes place optionally.

Bud this proposal has some serious difficulties, which Hort (125) readily

admite. For instance, care is considered to be an implicative verb by

some, and an 'inference inviter' by others.e'Thus ,(180a) strictly implies

(180b) for some, while for others there is a strongly invited inference

(180) a Harry didn't care to eat dinner.

b. Harry didn't.eat'dinner.
. .

that (180b) is true. This could not happen with wish or want.

Alterriativeiy, we could claim that NEG-RAISING is obligatory for

care. This not be sufficient, hoyever, The negative incorporation

into indefinites must be blocked if ii removes the'negatiVe fromare.

(181) I don't want (wish, care) to see anybody today.

b. I' waft (with, *care) to see nobody today.

Thus, the negative polarity must not ly block rules which mote a

negative from eke, but must force rul's that move the negative to a

positiOR commandi'g care (in this case NEG-RAISING). This is a highly

suspicsious set of .constraints. .

,

It might be easier to.clail-that just as bother, as an implicative,

presents no block against its complement's dependency on NEGATIVE, tare

also presents no block, althdugh.fot some people it is not an impli ive.

This eliminates any need,for.tricks like the aboye, and neither NW-

RAISING nor NEG-ASSOCIATION is needed to explain2379a>..--

A sentence like (182) which,Horn,claims requires REG-RAISING, can

be explained easily.

(182) UntiIm idnight, I didn't care to leave until 2 a.m.

., The lOwer'until is satisfied by the NEGATIVE in its sentence, and the ,

restriction on until midnight can be satisfied. by.nOticing,that-didn't

care-is'a stative predicate, as poied to didn't bother. Sentence

''KT) with bother for care is un ical.

34
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So NEG- RAISING explains nothing unless a_lot of other complicated

restraint's are added, and it looks like the same data without it.

5.5.2., In-the same paper, Horn claims that NEG- RAISIIIG can occur over

the adverb even, which dn his grammar is.a higher predicate. His

analysis of the meaning and presupposition which accompany also,
even, and only explain (he claims) why-even allows NEG-RAISING and only

and also don't.
Horn (132) states, 'Even, unlike also,,permits NEG-RAISING. But

the only.semantic difference, between also--which shares the assertion

!and non - uniqueness presupposition given Eearlier7--and even isthe
negative expectation presupposed°by the latter:. And it is just this
expectation which places even squarely among the NEG-RAISING,verbs of
expectation off he crass believe, think, etc.]'.

-44!
Assuming th t thiC,can be consiirred as an explanation for even's

behavior, even a d also have several othq. differences irr behavior, both

syntactic and se ntic, and the sam thing goes for even and only.
In an Interpretive Semantics grammar, even and only will not be

higher predicates, but, we still must explain-why (183a) and (1831)"are

not synonymous like (184a) and(184b) are.

(183), .a. Only Paul didn't. want to,reunite the band.

b. Not only Paul wanted to reunite the,band.

(184) a. Even Ringo didn't .-want ta.reunite the band.
b.11Not even Ringo wanted to reunite the band.

First of all, we / 1 not derive, these pairs of sentences from-Similar

underlying structilres. In each case, the not will be present in the

deep structure just where li occurs on the surface. (See Jackendoff

1972: Chapter 8 for some discussion on this). I cannot 6 I4.%-the

details here of how the readings of the not ,and even or only ar put

into the Sentence. Jackendoff 0.972) discusses that in,his chapter on

focus and presupposition., But the details are not important to this

discussion. What matters is that the'word only'contains a modal operator

of some 4,?..iia: To see -alit, note that Only can allow any in its scope,

'where even cannot.
. -

-
.

(185) a; Only.Prank saw anything.
b. *Even Prank saw anything. ..

.
..'

,

.4
. ,

This means that the,modal scope structures of (183a) and (183b) will

bedifferent, since in (183b) only will be within the scope of not,

but this will not be the case for (183a). This i..ifference in modal

scope relationships will be the explanation for the difference in.

,
,

meaning between the two sentences. ...

In' (184x) and,(184b), there is no clifference in the scope

relitionship,. since even does not contain a modal. Therefore it

would make more sense for (184a) and (18)4b) tot have the same reading.

' This does not.explain everything about the differences betWeen

.s. these two sentences,, of course. But it is a good,place to start, and

it suggests that there might be an easier way of accounting for the

facts than to allow an adverb into the class of'items which goVern afacts
..

rule, a class which'contains no:Oyl ther such items. .

235
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For the difference between even anealso, Horn gives no minimal
pairs. For one thing, the places where also can appear are fewer
than those where even can appear. Specifically, after a negative;
also usually sounds bag

so

(186) a.b*Not:,also JOhn is coming.

. the troops didn't also 16mb the village.
c. *My brother never also heg.rd, of Bob Dylan.

In these=sentences;,even sounds much better.
syntactic difference between also and even will also'be

`reflected in the lack of syonyiy between. 187a) apd (187b), since
(187b)ljot nett just different in meaning, but.is. ungrammatical.

0.

(187) a. Also George didn't w t to reunite the band.
b.,*Not also George wanted to reullte.the band.

So, Eh (1138a) NEG -ASSOCIATION would slut t also right into the scope
of the not, as in (188b).

(188)

NEirASSOCIAT ION
, Since . (188b) is

1,tthont NEO.:6ASS

Horn *PT

(258-)).

I don't believe also George wanted to reunite
the band.

b,-*I believe not also George wanted to reunite the
band.

c.° 3 believe also George. didn'tlwant to reunite the .

band.

in (188a) would live a reading Of (188b), not (188c).
bai, (184) is not ambiguous, but has only the reading

ns too as a variant,:of.also,in sentence (189) (=Horn's
I

.°

(189) Abe doesn't believe that Sgnta too will get here
' until midnight.

O

If to is considered as a variant of also, then the restrictions on
not also seem to bemore probably syntactic. Too doesn't appear in,
negative environmenets. In those case's it is supplemented by either,

and1190) with either for 192 is a grammatical sentence. c,

.

(190) a, Abe doQ' jt?heliekre that Santa dither will get'

- . here unt 1 midnight%
b. 'Abe, beIievds that not Santa either will 'get .

here until midnight., /

-c. Abe believes that Sgntatoo will,not get here
until midnight. t. ,

. 41:

(190b),. with NEP-ASSOCIATION, sounds much better than the same sentence,

with also. And in a synonymous sentence with the not net to the 1,

. Verb like (190c) too may appear, since' it is not in the scope of the

%
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So, there is 'evidence that the difference between even and also
may be syntactic, which'accounts for the differences in their behavior
which Horn notices.' The data, an be given some tOrt of explanation-
in either framework. , ,

, N
. -

5.6. Ordering of the rule.
5.6.1. It has been shokin that in order for sentences (161a), (174a) and
(176a) to receive their correct interpretations, NEG- ASSOCIATION must
operate before the rule of VP-Anaphora.' In-additionf for 'sentence
(143) to be interpreted correCtly,NEG-ASSOCIATION .must precede the
rule' which interprets, tag_ questions. So far as I know, this creates'

6 no problems in the J:4dering of the rules.
Theree,re somesentences whidh might suggest that other orderings

are necessary. For example, in (191) it appears that, since the why not

.(191) Steve doesn't think that'the Phillies will win and
. I can guess why not.

refers to Steve doesn't think that:.., of NEGIASSOCIATION would apply,
it would follow the VP-Anaphora rule. But I claim this could not happen.
IC the why not indeed refert to Steve..., then th' first clause is
reportive and NEG-ASSOCIATION could'not have occ red in tha sentence.
On the other hand, if NEG-ASSOCIATION 'does take lace, it will precede
VP-Anaphora and the why hot.will refer to why th Phillies wont win.
So there is no ordering prleill there.

Another possibility i the (oll'owing type of sentence from R.
Lakoff (1969)

. (1927 S eve doesn't think the Phillies will win, does he?

.

Since the tag is fon:lied from the main sentence, it would seemithat the
tag-ijiterPretation rule must precede NEG-ASSOCIATION, contrary to what
we sdw.above, if NEG- ASSQCIATION indeed,applies'to this sentence. In

fact, Lakoff Claims that thd NEG-RAISINGtransformation does apply in
sentence;entence; and she .voids the ordering paradox between the two rules

by making them cyclic. 11

But again, I would claim, this is not the case. I maintain that
sentence (192) may not undergo'NEG -ASSOCIATION, and therefore is not.
ambiguous% .

The evidence that NEd -ASSOCIATION may not apply is given in the
fact that the main clause"is the one trodwhich the tag is tbrmed.
Since, 'hy the discussion in section 3.2.4, we decided that if think'
was being used expressively (Which is required for NEG -ASSOCIATION to
operate), it cannot be questioned. But-the tag here would qualify as
a questioning of think, so it must be reportiv't. Hence; NEG -ASSOCIATION

.

does not apply to (192) and it need never follow the tag-interpretation
rule.

1.

, . ,
.

6.2. there remains the question of the rule's having to-iterate,
1,6., to apply to its own output. In cases like the following,

. -
. .,.

,'1-1 ..:

..-_.

t

2y7

4

4`
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(193) a. I;dOn't believe Archie'wants'Edith to know
1.trout this.

ab. I believe Archie doesn't want Edith to-know
about this.

)c.' I believe Archie wants Edith not to know about
this.

... '
..

-
.,

e, ......../r

with either a transformation.pUlling the negative up, or a semantic

.interpretation
no difference whether the negative is moved.i one jump
ruld moving the negative down, at first glance, it

seems to make
or two. The transformaiton case wad.discussetin section f5:33.2,

where it was decided that'the rule must work one sentence at a time.
The interpretive rule'may not move the negative downward in the

semantic interpretation in one move far the exact same reason the trans -

formation can't do it all at once. At each step the .proper Semantic/

.1 expressive forces must be present.- G. Ixtloff (1970a) 4poke of such a w°
rule as being anti - cyclic since it would have to apply on each cycle, ;

moving downward. But, the option of being an all -at -once,iterative

rule is much more feasible in the-case of an interpretive rule.
.Consider,the kinds' of interpretive rules proposed in Jackendoff

(1972). All of them help to build up the semantic interpretation.
None'of the'bule actually replaces any part of representation that
already existed (except for dummy' elements) like the X in the functional
or modal structure which is substituted for by the VP-Anaphora-iule).

The one that Jackendoff uses that could possibly have that'effect, the
rule for coreference, is'specifically constrained to prevent it from
marking any pairs which-have-already been marked. Other then that,

there are no other rules which it would even make sense-to apply to
their own outputs. This contrasts greatly with syntactic rules, which
are often movements of one type or another and which could conceivably-

go in ways to counteract each other (or themselves) if not constrained

somehow by conditions like ,strict cyclicity mentioned above.

. So even though the idea of an iterative semantic interpretation
,rule is new, there is no technical reason for excluding it, nor is ther'e

an intuitive reason. .

6. Conclusiow
.

.

.v t

This paper has been an attempt to take a closer 16ok at a rule that
, .

has never had proper justification, even though it has had fairly wide

acceptance. Since so ma0-,anaj.yses have made use of the .syniactic. rule

o?' NEG-RAPING, i felt it le-berated some justification fo 'ts'exitence.
As-the published evidence for the rule is reviewed it is Li

that
e,n that

none of the arguients is without holei. In addition it wag s

the rule creates an ordering paradox, in that it must be'both cyclic
and post - cyclic. In the face of this obstacle, another approach was

tried. .

A too brief survey was made at the semantic properties of the
predicates which allow the rule. It is hoped that in the future, some
much more adequate way of representing meaning can be found, so that

perhaps the quality of allowing NEG -RAISING will follow from the meaning
Of-the predicates alone, rather than having to mark them all, arbitrarily

.,,

for the rule, a scheme which makes absolutely no claims about any
. .
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semantic characteristics the predicate& maY'share.
, ,

.Kimball's obselwation, that only expressive sentenc es may, undergo'

the rulewas looked at., It eems to'be a correct generalization.

Kimball,-in his pa c ms that the classificlition may have wider

uses than just for NEG- SING for instance, in the distribution of

it and so as' pro -sentences. While the prospects of explaining different
syntaCtIC-phenomena-by using.the distinction between expressive and
reportive sentences seem encouraging, a formalism for representing

the diff6rence is still, unavailable.
"`"Having run intoso many problems with a syntactic,transformation,

I made an attempt to describe the prOcess using.4 rule of semantidt
interpretation called NEG- ASSOCIATION. The theoretical frameiork,tHat

of Jackendoff (1972) 'was'adopted.
It was noticed .Lat certain verbs block their complement sentences

from dependence on certain modals. .This -may eventually lead to -S.

redefinition of the scopes of these modals, but,in the meantime, the
blocking was merely noted for Its effect on some semantic rules and

certain selectional restrictions.

1
After the rule of NEG- ASSOCIATION wag formulated, the data were

reexamined in the new frameworrara with the aid of theverb rule. In

,every case, the', new approach was able to*.explairi the data at :least as

well as a NEG- RAISING rule could,_and in some eases, there seemed to

be a better accountpfsthe facts.
While this paper cannot and dues not attempt to justify the entire,

Interpretive Semantics framework it-does aim to slow that some of the

problems which were claimed to be unsolvable in this.framewoik (cf.

G. Lakoff197ba: fn. 4) Can be handled without anicialore effort than

Generative Semantics takes, and that new issues canl,he raised just as .

easil., in one framgforkas in anotper, 'As long as a theory contiltes

-to provide new_data_to_pe explained, new questions to be answered, .then

it is a worthwhile channel for research. My intent here is to show ,

that Interprefive'Semantics is at least that, if not a lot more.

*. z

1"

4 Footn otes

. .

*This is a revised version of niy' M.A. thesis, oris y submitted

in 1974. I would like to mention three people for their assistance

on this paper. First is Ray Jackendoff, whose ideological influence'

has been very large,.both dirActly and indirectly. His work has.

inspired me to try to approach this grammatical problem from thq angle

I used. 'Secondly, my adviser; Arnold Zwicky, has instilled in he the

rigor and professionalism I needed to keep_from.becoming more over-

zealous than I did. Finally, myWife, Caren, has put up more than her
share of the bother with this thesis. .__To these three, thanks. a 15Ot.'

1This claim will be discussed further in section 3.2.4..

2
This is not

can occur without
movement rules da

always true. It could be claimed that TOPICALIZATION

the deletion, givirig LEFT DISLQCATION. But most

not have Copying counterparts.

3NEG- RAISING ignot the only rule whose application would some-

' times be ignored. for. identity purposes. Note also (i. ) with RAISING, 2 3 3

0

0

.
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mehtioned/by Ross (1969):.

4016 or.,(i) Fred seems to be doing away with somebody but he won't

.say whom. 0"

and (ii), the well-known example of the type from G. Lakoff (1966) involving
.

RAISING and PASSIVE;

(ii) Sue is belfeved.oby everybody to beapreinant, but she.

'denies it.
R

44As in I.don't see the Rallies winning-the pennant.

5As in I don't mean for you to be insulted.

6Lakoff Uses this as a basis for a claim

pretation rule mild not do the job, since it

and hence the tire theory of exceptions and

be'duplicated in semanti S.

that a semantic inter-
would have to be governed
minor rules would have to

TA More detailed discussion of the issues raised in section 4.1.1.

is giVen in Jackendoff (1972.: ch. 1)..

A 4 4 14'

8All of. the claims made for tructures in this 'section are backed

.up in various places in JaCken ff (1972).

.9There are some exceptions, ses where. NPs marked with the ape

not specific--as in Claire wants to et t man of her dreams, were

the definite NP may still be nonspecifi These'exCeptions are not

'relevant to this discussion, however. 0,0,o
;tol,

it will 1:)remembered, can also be satisfied with a

durative verb. This will not be considered '1(..re.

a

11See JaCkendoff (1972: ch. 7, fn.'3) for a 'justification of this

structure.

12The verb doubt does not necessarily block dependence of a-
,

complement sentence from NEGATIVE. If it does, then the not refers only

to doubt and (137a): will be grammatical (e.g., as read with heavy-
stress'on don't). , %

6 s

13Baker (1970) claims that this 'cancelling out' of two negatives

must be accomplished by means of logical entailment. 'I do not know

what the implications are of including something like that.in the

semantic component of a grammar or ern whdther it is compatible with

this system, if indeed he is correct.,

14This discussion ignores the factive homonyms of care and bother,
aas does Horn.
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Toward a Definition of the Ideo hone in.Bantu

cl Marion R. Johnson,
4

1., The class of items known as 'ideOphane4' has pfetented'a special

;puzzle to linguists interested in a number of African languages;

including in particular.the Bantu langtages. Although a tew theorists

bate attempted to deal with these items in terms of the 4formal features

of their class (most notably, Samarin (1965, 1967, 1970, 1971)-and

Fortune (1962)), no definition has yet gained wide acceptance and

consequently, no set of languageinaependent criteria has been ,

established for the identification and investigation of ideophones.

The purpose of the present paper is to propose such a definition for

the grammatical class ideopho;e, and to indicate the directions of

research which would follow frbm such a definition. I will suptrt

my proposal with data from-the Zulu language: The primary sourde for

phonetic information about Zulu will be Do* (1926); for morphological

and syntactic information, Befichat (1966) and Doke 4(1955),

Ideophonds in the Bantu languages area class of items comparable

to the English word kerplop in.the.sentences below. .

(1) The stone went: kerplop!, into thepool.

(2). The stone fell,-Iterplop!,'into the pool.
-

In English, as in Bantu, it is freely possible'to derive verbs and

nouns from ideophones, to yield sentences, like: 1 /

(3) The stony kerplopped into the pool..

(4) We heard the-kerplolo of the stone into the pool.

Tile current literature on words o this type suggests that they exhibit

with remarkable Consistency a number of.recurrent structural features

across a very diverse range of language families Cce. Welmer (1973.)

on Africanlideophones in general;' Newman (1968) on Tera and Hausa;.:

Diffloth (1972) on Korean).104or expple, ideophonesare frequently

introduced by a pause. They descnfbe with vivid clarity,and eloquence

the perceptual qualities of objects and events. They demonstrate a

general antipathy toward negation and quebtion-formation. They are'

characterized formally-by the total absence of inflection and by a

freedom in their phonotactic construction not shared bi- any other

class of items in a language.. Moreolfer, there are restrictions on

the appropriateness of,ideophones in different aocial dontexts"Which

are,peculiar tp them and not to anr.other le4cal,class. For example,

there is no social'context in which it is'appropriate to use standard

-English but inappropriate to use items from the categories, Noun,'Verb,
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Infinitive, an so on." The use of ideophones, however, An be so
restricted. In English, the introductibn of an ideophong,seepgatto
introduce aldiminutive sense to .a, person'S speaking style. As a
result, ideophones are more acceptable in baby talk, children's_
stories, highly informal conversation, and so on, than, for example,
in.a scientific discourse. 'In other languages, including the Bantu
group, where ideophones are more highly developed as a class, their
occurrence is correspondingly more frequent and more general. Yet

the acceptability of their use atill varies.with context'and style.
Concerning the use qf ideophones in Yaii), Whiteley (1966;154) has
caftmentedi 'Ideophones occur in all types of SPeech, particularly in
folk ales but thegappgars to be a personal factor in.their use.
Some people use themilAry frequently, others hardly at all, but it
is my impression that women tend to use them generally more often
than men'. Clearly, there is an important' area for sociolinguistic
research here, involving both inter-.and intra-cultural variation
in language attitudes and language use.

Characteristics such as those gust described have made it
possibleforthe identification of ideophones to proceed on a fairly
intuitive basis. 'One definition that is frequently cited, however,,
is that presented by Clement Doke. Doke offers a basically semantic
criterion for ideophones, but not one thptould be*applied with any
systematic rigor.. His definition is as follows:

An ideophone is a word, often onomatopoeic, ich

dtescribes a predicative, qualificative o adver, in respect
tb manner, colour, sound, smell, action, state, intensity,
etc. (Doke and Mofokeng (1957:337))

In a series of recent articles,-Samarin has repAtedly urged Bantuists
to deIelop a more rigofous analytical approach, based on the formal
properties bf this class of words. The present paper is in part a
response to those urgings, because I agree with Samarin that 4.deo-
phones deserve serious attention as a unique and significant

1

- grammatical phenomenon. However, I differ with his position that
ideophones are specifically a morphological class, defined on a
language-specific basis. The claim I want to defend is that ideo--
phones are a lexical class characterized by the absence ofMorpho-
logical structure, and th4 absence of morphology is the primary
peculiarity of the clast. The.unusual phonological properties of
the class are a consequence of this lack Of morphological struotui-e,
-but not themselves a defining proptrty of the class. My definition'

.is aatfollows:

\
Ideophones are a class of lexical items in which semantic
representation 'of Perceptual qualities are mapped directly
onto phonologica4 strings,,without passing thrOugh the
morohqlogical component of the grammar.

J
It, is important to emphasize that the.foregoing is intended as

a definitional,"aild not a descriptive, statement: Therefore, it does
not necessarily include all that hai hitherto been referred to as
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'ideophones'. On the contrary, this is an attempt-to delimit'the

relevant memberi of the class. Note, for example, that it would

include the item kerplop in Sentences (1) and (2) above, but excluae

the verb kerplopped in (3) and the noun kerplop in (4). My point is

that the formal properties of a verb kerplop can be exhaustively
described within the terms of its own category, the presence of sound
.symbolism be.ng a reiativdly rare but by no means unacceptable featUre

of a verb. However, the term kerplop'in (1) and (2') requires us to

set up a separate grammatical category,to account .for its syntactic

-..behaviour! This point is crucial, because the laCkof aformal_
definition in the pat has led to someconftsion over the identifica-

tion of ideophones, and this in turn has led toconfusion over the

properties of the class.
e next section of t his paper, I will attempt to defend the

definition! I have just proposed with the morphologic and syntactic

facts about ideophones in Zulu. I will thedadd som comments on the

semantics of.the class, and the kinds of semantic Clue tioni 4nvolved.

2. Descriptive grammars of Bantu languages have,usually-treated
ideophones as a subcategory of adverps. Doke adopts'this approach

for Zulu, treating ideophones as a/fiore or less separate_word class,

but including them with adverbs in the general category 'Descriptive'.

Morphological processes, ho*ever, argue.,against-such an.alignment.

Derivationally, Zulu adverbs are close to nouns, whereas its ideophones

are closer to verbs. The three types.. of simple adverb formation

Zulu (as presented in Doke (1955:118)) all involve nominal stenp.as

the base of the derivation. In some. cases, the adverb does dot differ

in morphological rlrape from the corresponding noun (it differs, of

course, syntactically). For example:
<p

(5)_ izolo ubusuku
1 'night'; imPela 'truth,-truly'.

In other cases, the initial vowel ofhe noun is-absent fromthe

adverbial form. For example:
,

(6) intambana 'afternoon' vs. ntambana 'in the afternoon'

ukuciala 'the beginning' vs. kuciala 'first, long-ago'

Finally, adverbs can be derived from nouns (or adjective stems) by ,

means of certain suffixes (e.g. -ini) or prefixes'Xe.g. ka-Y. For

example:

(7) isibaya 'the kraal' vs. esibayeni 'in the kraal.'
isihle 'goodness, beneVolerfte' vs. kahle 'well,

beautifully, carefully, gently'

(cf. (adj. stem) 'good, beautiful,. pretty')

The glosses above were taken'from Scholar's Zulu Dictionary; not

from Dpkels material.)
In contrast to the'above, derivatiOnal processes'- most often wive.-

ideophones intethe grammatical_category Verb (and vice versa).2 When

' a verb is derived, either the neuter suffix (-k-) is added to mark an

O
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intransitive verb, or the applied suffix-( -) is used to mark a
transitive one. For example (data from Voeltz (1971:149))0

(8). Ideophone +Neuter +Applied
petu 'turn inside out' petuka petula
khUMu '.come off'' khumad khumula.

Ideophones Also do not resemble adverbs in their typical syntactic
environments. Adverbs occur as adjuncts of independent 'main verbs.'

.The adverb specifies the manner, place, time, or instrument of an..
activity expressed in the main verb, as in the following examples:

(9) Bahame kahle. 'Theyjourneyed well.'
(10) -Sifike ekuseni.-, 'We arrivecrthis morning.'

(11) Impi izohambe ngendiela enxe. The army will travel
by another route.'

.

In 4 sentence containing'a verb andan adverb, it is possible for e ither
the verb or the adverb to be.ihe semantic focus of the assertion. Focus
on the verb is marked by incorporation of the prefix without'. -ya7,

the adverb is understood as the.ftcus (and the verb can cliticize to
the adverb, witb.,accompanying stress subordination). These facts give 4111

rise to minimal sentence,pairs such as, the following (data from
Beuchat (1966:19)):

4

. :.) 4

(12) rAbantwaha bacula esikoleni. * .

/ Children they -singp -schtol
114 'The children sing at school (and nowhere else).'

.
-(i.e. Where'the children sing is° at school.)-- ,"

(13) :Abantwana bayacula esikoleni. $

children they -yarsing at-school
'The children sing at se cool (among other occupations)-.' %
(i.e. What the childienlb at school is sin 7§.)

_..

. .,.

, . .

In'contrast to adverbs, i4eophones co-occur with only two types of
verbs:, either' the veril, uknthi, whisk Doke glosses as 'to expFess, tq,

act, to-demonstrate, to manifest'; or a verb whose meaning closely
Parallels that of the ideophone (this verb may, be cognate wj.th the
ideophpne; oftenthe ideoph6ne is more-specific in meaning than the
verb).ff. .Forexample4- _ .,-, -

10 %
..:',

.:._ 40)

4
.

-

(14),,Lelin!tende liyabakuza,.lithi baku-bake. '
this -tent it -ia-blow=about, it -thi IDEO (tossing)
-!This tent is being blown about.' .,

(lit.: This,tent is blowing about,,it's going:
,--',7"--;' baku-baku.)% -:-,

.
(15) kumhlophe, qwa. :"It is snpw white:'

it-white, IDEO (snow white')
4 .

' In sentences/like (14), the focus marker -y.2.- is never attached to
the..yerb7thi; the ideophone is,alwayS (for obvious reasons), the
semantic focus.5'N

i

n the other hand., -thi may not cliticize to the
. ideophone. The ideophone is always ntonationally as well as

... '''n . . t .b .
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syntactically isolated-. Note that in.4entences like (15), the ideo-'-

bhone recapitulates the assertion already made by the'verb, but with

greater eloquence and ;came.
The foregoing shows convincingly that ideophones cannot be.subsumed

under the category Adverb. A second possibility is that'ideophones

belong in the morphological category Verb. This claith is made fh

Voeltz (1971); Voertz argues that ideophones are a subset of the

categoryVerb, with a feature +IDEO which is igned on esiblitially

phonological grounds. Voeltz's approach leadar him to compare the

construction with the verb likuthi plus an ideophone with another
construction in which an inflected form of ukuthi is followed by an

infinitive: b Some examples of this second construction are:

.(16) Sit'he Ukuhlala phansi. 'We just sat down a while.' .

we -thi to-sit-down a-while
4;*

(17) Umfana wathi ukulAka. 'The boy, merely looked.'

boy he- pst -thi to -look

`(18) 'Ubuso bakhe buthi ukuqhamuka. 'Her face, just appears.'

'face her it -thi to-appear

/ &

A.pajor problem with this approach is that-Voeltz does not establish

that the meaning of -thi whenfollowed by in infinitive ii'comparable

to its meaning with an ideophone. Example ,sentences like those above

suggest that -thi dscribas some restriction on the activity referred

"to,by the ,infinitive (what this.restriction,is, I leave to another .

study). -But this meaning'is completely inappropriate to many ideophone r
'constructions, especially when,the ideophone describes some' (possibly

inherent) state: Compare (19) *itbr(16) -(18).
t

(19). Kul'omVu, kuthe klebu.7 'It is bright red.'

. it-red, it -ihe IDE0-(bright'red) .

Given this difference in the semantics of the two Construction", it

is not at all clear why they should be syntactically equated.

Voeltz's proposal also runa'ihto trouble in the lack of independent

' motivation. for the derivational rules required to,generate the correct

surface sentences from hti underlying representations. Voeltz's deep

structure analysis' for the sentence given as (20) is reproduced below

as (20').

(20) Wa-mu'-thi boklo. (he -pst IDEO)

'He hit him in the back.'

t

L
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(20') S1

VP1 .
I - /-.--

2thi NP2

I..:----------------L.
. ,u, V2 NP3

..II
lo

I.
ook mu

1

(20) is derived from (20') by,the operation of two rules. The first,
Equi-NP Deletion, deletes.NP2;.and the. second; 'Object Incorporation',
takes NP 1 and (by-passing V2 because it is marked with the feature
+IDEO) attaches it to the next higher verb (V1).

The way in which Voeltz has Equi-NP Deletion operating in this
context has no parallel in other Zdiu constructions. In'(20'), the
rule must delete, nota full noun phrase, but a nominal concord which
is normally attached to the verb.- In all other double verb construc-
tions, this concord is retained on the second verb: For example:

(2'1) Abafana bake babon izinyaniazane.
boys thelk=ke they-iee game

- 'The boys sometimes see gaie.'

Even when an embedded verb is'an infinitive, it cannot be argued that,
Equi-NP Deletion wipes out the subject- concord slat, since this slot
is still occupied by the 'unmarked' form uku-. For example (sentence

from Voeltz (1971:142)):

(22) Abatwana bafunatukudlala.
Children they-want to- play,.

? 'The children want to play.'

The fact' that uku- rather than ba- appear's as the Kefix on the'
subordinate verb 'in (22) needs to be handleorwithin,a thepry of-

° concordial making.. But it seems quite implausible to suppose that
Equi-NP Deletion has Operated on this-element at any point in the

derivatiOn'oT (22).
Voeltz's rule of Object Incorporation. is equally ad hoc, bectiuse

its application must be, triggered by the feature +IDEO. This- means

only that +IDEO can PUnction as a diacritic for a rule whOse rationale

is otherwise unexplained( In particular, this analysis, while in
effect imputing inflections to ideophones at.some abstract level of
representation, provides no satisfactory account of the fact that.
-these inflections-cannot appear on the surface.

My claim in this paper is that these inflections 'are impossible
becaUsq.deophones do not belong to any m6rphorogical Oategoryto Which
affixation processes can:apply. Ideophones are semantic primes given

direct phonological/phOnetic realization. They can be entered directly

into the logical representation,of.a:sentence because nothing in the
morphosyntactic derivation of the ,sentence -is allowed -to affect them,

z 4 A
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and'becalise in some (as yet mysterious) way, the phOnetic repre-

sentation is the semantic representation; there is no. intervening

abstract semantic structure to whidh phonologically distinct but'

semantically synonymoupiiealizatiOna could be assigned.

The reason for short-cir'cuiting the morphosyntax in his way

is to.preserve this intrinsic sound-meaning relationship ith which'

ideophones are exclusively constructed. Lexical items wh ch pass

through the morphosyntactiC component of a grammar are su ject to

morphophonemic alternatiOn, to fast speech reductions, to phonetic

modification based on syntactically-derkved inionation, and so on--all

of,which tend to obscure whatever direct sound-meaning correspondence

may hate been present in the base formof a lexical item. According'

to my analysis, ideophones originate right in the logical structure,

where they function as simple predicates. ,In most cases, the ideophone

predicate will be contained`pl a construction destined to'become a

velphrase. -When lexical .insertion takes place, the ideophone will

fiBiritself sharing a node with other predicates. Since ideophones are

not allowed to combinemorphologically with any other semantic units,

the stem -thi will be used to lexicalize whatever shares the ideophone

node.
An example will help to clarify my meaning. The tree representa-

tions given below are intended as approximate and-simplified structures

only, but they will 'illuqtrate the general point.

Ideophones can occur in a variety of constructions, inoluding_the
semantic categories of states, actions, inchoative states, action- '

states, and so on. An example of an ideophone in a stative construction

was given in (l9),'and is repeatedbelow. (19') is'intended to represent

the underlying structure of the two parts of (19).

(19) Kubomvui kuthe klebu.

'It .is bright red.'

(19') S S

rTh BE SS , BE '. SS

RED X klebu X

A

In (l9")', Predicate Raising has applied, forming a derived structure

to which lexical insertion can'apply (in the manner indicated by the

arrows). %,

-*

114-
11 (19," ) S 8

X '41' -
, BE -klebu X

bomvu ku the ku"

Only superficial ordering'rules need apply to.the derived structures

in (19") to yield the surface sentences.
Sentence (20), which contains a transitive action construction,

0
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would have the representation given in (20'), according to my analysis.

(20) Wamuthi boklo.
'He hit him in the back.'

(20') S1

PAST S2°

DO . x S3

boklo -.x y

Predicate Raising will if boklo onto the same node as DO, as shown

in 20"). Then the temporal predicate PAST will be lowdred into S2
and the Structure will be ready for lexical insertion, as shown in
(20"')

(20")

(20")

PAST

Si

S2

DO_bzia;T;---3,

S

PAST .DO-boklo x y
4 4. '4

a thi W. mu

The analysis I air proposing requires that we consider the verb
stem -thi not as a unitary preaicatef but as a clasd,of predicates
which can be distinguished only by their syntactic consequences.
Even the accompanying ideophone will not necessarily be a clue..to
the 'meaning' of -thi in a given construction, since many ideophones

can occur e than one.type of construction. For example, bihli

can occ in intransitive constructions, meaning 'to come off', and

in transitive constructions, meaning 'to scrape off'. However, the

syntactic fiot that the transitive meaning requires an object slot'
on the 'verb phrase will always differentiatb the two meanings.

The class of predicates expressed by -thi in combination with
an fdeophone.will have to include some derived compound predicates.

One such case'is illustrated in (23), with its-Alogical structure given
in (23'), and its derived structure after lexical insertion given in

(23").
S.

-(23) W-a-li-mokloza ithambo, w-a-li-thi moklo
he-pst-it-break bone, he-pst-it-thi ,IDEO (breaking)

rHe broke the bone'. -°

2'5
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(23')

PAST

:248

S

CAUSE x S

HAPPEN X

.

(23") _
S

s, t

---------------------'---
X PAST y DO=CAUSE-HAPPEN-moklo

A w a moklo

moklo = y

S

4'

The idea that.-thi a class of predicates which can only

be distinguished by their respective yntactic consequences can be

paralleled by the behaviour of mahy of er verbs. 'or example, the verb

stem -hamba, to go, to travel',, is .no lly used as an intransitive

action predicate. Assuch, it can be in ec -= with the long form of

the perfdct suffix -ile (expressing Immediate past action). For

example:

(2) Bahambile.
'They have gone.'

When an adverb follows the verb, it is obligatory to use the short

form of the perfect, -e, in place of the long form. For example:

(25) Bahambe ngezinyawo.
'They 'left on foot.'

However,, it isalso possible to use -hamba as an action - state, predicate.

In this case, there is no longer'a Jiang forgishort4form contrast in

the perfect, but the suffix,-ile is'Invariably Used, and it describes

-a state entered in the.immediate-past anecontinuing in the present.
OR'

For example:

(26)1'Isela:lihambile manje:.
thief he-go-perf now
'The4thief has' left now.'

The literal eaning of (26.) is: having just left, the thief is now in

a state of eing gone.- Note that the.time adverb manjeelithinates the
'immediate past action' reading of (26), because i;t would involve a

contradiction.
To conclude the present* defense of my 'Prbposed definition, there

are a number of morphophonemic facts about Zulu which strongly support -
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the view that ideophones are entities that exist outside of any

v morph. o :ical unit. These facts concern the distribution of stress

0 and len h among vowels. 1n all major lexicalsategvies, except
ideophones, stress and length are assigned to the penultimate syllable

of a word, other vowelsbeing,,short and unstressed or half- stressed.

+4 For example: 1,

41.

(27) ukublp:ne 'to see', but ukubon'i:sa 'to show (cause

'''''t see)'

(28) 'i: 'dog', ind3ta:na 'little doge, nd3an'a:na

ItiA7 dog'

Moreover. all formatives which are subject to these rules are at

least two syllables in length.
Ideophones deviate from these regularities in every way possible.

/deophones are frequently monosyllabic, and the stress and length
of their vowels must be copsidered as inherent rather than derived.

'Ideophone vowels can be short, long or extra long. For example:

(291 bp 'hitting in the small .oT the back'

d'u: 'being very quiet'

d3'a:: -'being stretched out'

A short vowel pay, be,stressed inan ideophone. For example:

(30) tlebe 'being weighed down'.
''squashing'9

These featumes, however, are regularized in the verbal derl4tives

of the above ,ideophones.

(31) ukutte.,:_ba 'to be weighed down.'

ukuth'i:fa Ito'aquash'

.

In polysyllabic ideophones, stress and length are clearly assigne

the basis of semantic criterion. Note that in the first example

below, stresg-hasto be assigned independently of length, since the

final syllable is long but uriStressed.

a

(32) b'u: b'u: bu: Ith'reshing'

'spinning-along'
10

, mbyCnen'e::

$

For some discussion of expresSive phonological rules, particularly

as they affect ideophones in Zulu, see Johnson (1975) ThepOint here,

is that the failure of ideophones to be subject to,stress and length .

rules which are obligatory for their verbal derivatives is automatically

accounted for in our as§umptidn that morpheme boundaries do not appear ',.---__

,in the lexical representatiOns of ideophones. .

4
.

3. Concerning the sftantics.of ideophones, I' would like to make

some tentative propOsals;owhich should at least stimulate discussion
: . ;

*A. 25,..,;),_
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on the major problems. For example it seems relatively clear that

ideophones describe sensations of various kinds, but there is a

need to 'define the range of sensations that can be expressed through

ideophones,, andlow this varies between languages and language

.

groups. - . i

A notable feature of ideophones is that theY have a limited

semantic domain, and that individual meanings within tha class tend'

to be highly specific, concrete, and perceptual. These lipitatibns

doubtless reflect limitations on the human vocal capacity to evoke

meanings directly through sounds. How and why these limitationsexist

should provide a fascinating area of research.

Another aspect of the 'domain' of ideophones is the absence of

exhaustiveness within any subpart of the domain. Ideophones are not

Constrained to describe all sensations in any langUage, but only :. .1,

those that have some innate interest and call for some descriptive

force. It would be very interesting, for example, to investigate'

how ideophone colour-terms in a language like Zulu compare ih their

organization to standard colour terms. It is possible that they

parallel each other in that for each standard colour term there'
.....-

exists an ideophone which describes the most intense shade of that

colour; or there could -be gaps in the ideophone inventory, so that

only standard words are available for describing colours like brown;

and so on. -I

Related to these problems is the absence of paradigmatic semantic . .

as antonymy and synonymy. Each ideophone seems tobe a discrete

and
ant
..1

ontrasts among ideophones, which would' give rise to relations such-

and independent semantic unit; pairs of ideophones with interdeperida

meanngs (like the verbal pairs increase/decrease, conqUer/defeat-,

run/walk, love/hate) do not exist. The,non-sense of negation with

ideophones is probably one'dimension-of this particular problem: The'

direct negation'.of an ideophone cannot be a meaningful semantid,umit

if,the ideophone is defined only by what it includes, elnd not what

it excludes. The occurrence of ideophones in,negative constructions

appears from the present literature to be a'umiversally rare' phenomenon.

This is probably because constructions with-ideophones-allow only

external negation, not internal negation, and external negation is

in general rare. Consider the English negative construction gOen

in (33)
1

0
.

(3) The gun didn't go: bang!. :

,

(33) is a meanin utterance if it;maax*, the silime as (338.1.

(33). a. It is not true that the gun4ent: bang!
. .

. N.

However; (33b) is not a meaningful paraphrase,.because 'the., constituent

not bang does not describe an'activity (in the waythat a phrase like

'not sleep' or 'not sit down' could describa.a. real activity).

, ..
.

(33) .b. *What the gun did was: not bang.
- .
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Finally, a historical problem in the semantics of ideophones
is the ausceptibiliIypf elis class to semantic shift: Although
many Bantu languageghave large ideophone inventories, there is a
striking absence cognates across languages in this group. low

ideophones are created, transmitted, restructured, and dismissed
from a language offers a complex hiStorical and sociolinguistic

puzile.

0

4. Apart from the grammatical arguments I have presented dative, I

think there are two major advantages to the apprOach to-ideophones
which ram advocating. One is that the analysis stays close to basid
surface facts about ideophones, such as the absence of inflection,
and tries to give them a satisfactory explanation. The other is

that it requires very little modification in, the over-all grammar.
My analysis, entails only,that a convention be added which allows
certain predicates to be enteredn the logical structure of sentences
directly in their phonetic forms, and that a lexicalization rule be
introduced to handle abstract predi6ates which get stranded syntacti-
cally by the inability of ideophone predicates to combine morphologi-
cally with them. Otherwise, the rules/and conventions which generate
Sentences with ideophones will be the sma.....as thase'for'other sentences

of a language.
These simple grammatical devices provide a framework for dealing

with ideophones, within which an investigator is free to explore what
is the most fascinating aspect,of ideophones, their acoustic artistry.
There can be no doubt that the ideophone inventories of many languages
represent a very high level of development of_the auditory imag§:nationt
As Fortune has commented concerning Shona: "We have in the ideophorie

an attempt to give artistic form through the medium of sound to 07

experiences which, in other cultures, would stimulate half a dozen

different arts".(Fortune 1962:43). This 'verbal art' deserves as much

respect and research as those aspects of language-which might be
more appropriately characterized A 'verbal sciences'.'

Footnoted

'lb is a voiced imploded bilabial stop. Tone hasnotbeen marked
in any of the examples.'

2The semantic affinity of ideophones and verbs is discussed
in Cunene (1965). '

-)The most usual function of the Bantu neuter. extension is-to
Mark a state, and of the applied extension,'to mark an action
performed on someone's behalf (or against someone). The-fact that

the meanings differ with ideophone stems is good evidence that
ideophoneg'are not members of the category 'verb'.

. I4A:third' ossibl'e environment for certain 4.deophonesis in
apposition, to an adjective. For example:

eY
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Sabona Umuthi munye zwi. 'We saw only one tree.,'

we-saw tree one IDEO(solitary)

5The only exception to this that I know of involves hi with

the applied extension That is: ,

U -ya -m-th -el -a bobobo. 'He gives false evide ce against him.'

he -Yarhim -thi -app. IDEO

In this case, the focus seems to be'on the-assertion of the action having
been harmful to the recipient; that is, on whatever predicate is-
lexicalized by the suffix -;e1- (but not on -thi- per se).

6The verb Ukuthi appears in a'-total of six syntactic constructions,
Ukuthi may introduce: 1) direct qu(tations, 2)-ideophOnes, 3) infini-
tivesr 4) subjunctive clauses, 5) participial clauses, 6) present
tense 'potential' clauses (cf. Doke 1955:160)

-7-the, the perfect form of -thi, is used in constructions involving

stative predicates.

8-ke indicates 'occasional action'. It'is a Member of a set of

defective verbs which, in forging compound constructions with major
verbs, express some adverb-like notion.

9 is a voiceless dental click.

10.t, is_a glottalized t.

A
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